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Report on a Nat ional T r i a l Inspect ion

I General remarks

1. On the basis of the working papet. on trial inspections (CD/CW/WP.213.

of 19 September 1988), a national trial inspection (CW non-production

inspection) was carried out in the Federal Republic, of, Germany on

9 February 1989 in a multi-purpose 'lacilit)i producing a substance

listed in schedule [2] of Article V I ,

2. This inspection was in keeping with the objective of the working

paper, namely to examine the concept and the individual provisions of

the rolling text (in its version of 12 September 1988, CD/874) by

means of a national trial inspection in order to find out if they provide

the envisaged International Inspectorate with appropriate and practica-

ble criteria for the verification of non-production and if such criteria

enable the inspectors to establish with sufficient certainty whether

civilian chemical facilities in any State Party are in fact only used for

purposes not prohibited by the Convention.

The inspection was carried out to clarify to what extent an effective

control of the quantity and use of certain substances for civilian

purposes and an on-site inspection of the facilities which produce and

process them are conipatible with a feasible control system which takes

account of the legitimate economic interests of the industry with regard

to the protection of confidential information and data.

3. In preparation of the inspection a group of governmental experts set

up for the purpose of the trial inspection and acting as a fictitious

international control authority, transmitted to the industrial facility to

be inspected a catalogue of questions on the basis of the annex to

article V1 i2] and of the model for an agreement relating to facilities

producing, process.ing, or consuming chemicals listed in schedule 2

contained in Appendix II of CD/874.

GE.89-6O6OO
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4. The inspection was carried out in a multi-purpose facility which pro-

duces, among other things, a simple organic intermediate product

listed in schedule 2.

The facility to be inspected and thus the pl~~sical scope of the inspec-

tion were defined as follows: "a specific operating process unit (bat-

tery limits) and associated feed, product handling, waste treatment

and storage tanks".

5. This facility pt-oduces, among other chemical substances, the simple

organic intermediate product listed in schedule 2, whose production

and use for civilian purposes is to be subject to international monitor-

ing, including on-site inspections at regular intervals; after the entry

irito force of a convention.

The inspection was limited to the verification of the declaration and

other information provided by the firm on the production of this

substance as well as the non-production of substances listed in

schedule 1.

6. It sllould be ~~oCad tlrdt thé trial inspectictn posed a particular chal-

lenge for the inspectot-s for the following reasons:

First, the production facility is located within a large integrated plant

of the chemical industry.

Secondly, the inspected product is a common commercial intermediate

product which cannot be distinguished from other products rnanufac-

tured in the facility by identifiable technical characteristics. This

product, which is subject to international competition, is produced,

depending on market demands, in short and separate production series

by a plant which produces approx. 30 other products. For such

cases, useful experiences were gained as to specific verification prob-

lems and ways to solve them.
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II Information on _the?. facility as well as on the use and producf_ion of the

substance, provided by the enterprise in response to the "inspector-

ate's" questionnaire and as a declaration on_ the production of sched-

ule 2 substances on the -,bkfis of CD/874, appendix 1, page 79 et seq.

1. The insp.ected facility is part of a typical intermediate product plant,

wliere many substances are produced by varying methods and in

multi-purpose facilities which usually consist of the reactor for a

chemical transformation and the facility for reprocessing. It is in this

facility that the schedule 2 intermediate product in question is pro-

duced. The inspectorate was provided with a basic set of rules from

the specialized literature (Ullman's Encyclopedia of Industrial

Chemistry) .

2. The substance in question is exclusively employed for civilian purposes

and can be used as follows;

It is a precursor for many pharmaceutical products and serves,

among other things, as peptitation agent for medical products,

as solubility agent and as isolation and cleansing material for a

number of antibiotics.

It serves as intermediate praduct in the chemical industry, for

instance for the production of corrosion inhibitors, ion exchang-

ers, pigments and photochemicals.

It is used as a catalyst in the production of phenolic resins,

polyurethanes and epoxy resins and as the basic component of

synthetic resins.

3. The production of the substance in batches is effected by allowing two

liquid components to react in a reaction vessel with littte specialized

equipment.

One feedstock is supplied by the plant via a pipeline. The second

feedstock is supplied by another manufacturer in tank wagons and

pumped into the reaction vessel from storage tanks.
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After synthesis has been completed, the substance is stored as a

crude product and purified by multi-stage rectification at reduced

pressure. Several discontinuous distilling columns and one continuous

column are available for this process. The choice of the column de-

pends on the requirements of the facility in every case.

The distillation product consists of various fractions. The first run-

nings and the residue of the distillation process are burned in the

plant's combustion facility.

The intermediate runnings and the last r-unnings are again filled into

the distilling column; only the major runnings meet the purity require-

ments for tlie su.bstance. The ft-actions are transferred from the dis-

tilling columns to special receptacles. The major runnings, i.e. the

refined product, are now filled into barrels. These are passed on to

the storage and packing section of the factory, which organizes the

shipping of the product.

The exhaust air from gaseous by-products is cleaned. This waste

wstcr as wcll as the watcr used to rinse the tanks io purified in the

factory's own sewage treatment plant.

The facility for synthesizing and processing the substance is operated

manually. There are no specialized measuring and steering instruments

to ditbect this process.

Safety regulations must be complied with when handling feedstocks.

No specific technical safety arrangements are required for the synthe-

sis apart from the general safety regulations applicable to the handling

of chetnical substances.

Owing to the danger of injuries through acids, face masks and rubber

gloves must be worn while taking samples.

The personnel producing the substance are not subject to a medical

examination related to their work.
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4. The quantity of the substance produced per calendar year is relatively

small in comparison with the size of the facility; .it amounts to approx.

TOO metric tons. Consequently, the facility produces the substance

only during a few weeks per year, distributed over a number of short

production intervals; for the remainder of the year, it produces vari-

ous other products.

Theoretically, the capacity of the facility for the production of the

substance is 10 times that of the capacity needed for the quantity

actually produced.

The substance is not processed in the factory, but rather sold on

domestic or foreign rnarkets.

Production planning depends on the demand for the substance on the

market. As a rule, production planning begins two months in advance.

If necessary, however, the facility can be converted to the production

of another product within just a week.

III Implementati_qn of the trial inspection

1. Initial visit

On 24 January 1989, the inspectors paid an initial visit to the firm as

envisaged by C~/874 in preparation for the first on-site inspection.

The inspectors were familiar with the declaration submitted by the firm

in accordance with CD/874 [Appendix I, p. 79 et seq.). It contained

only vague information concerning the quantity of the silbstance pro-

duced in the calendar year of 1988.

1.1 The inspectors noted the answers given by the management on

the produced substance and the facility on the basis of the

"inspectorate's" questionnaire.

'I'hsre was agreement to the effect that information provided by

the management in conformity with item 2 of the model for an

agreement relating to facilities producing, processing, or
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consuming chemicals listed in schedule 2 (CD/874, appendix I I ,

p. 125) should partly remain with the inspectorate. Another part

(Information in accordance with p. 125, item 2 d, f, g, h) was

to be kept under lock and key by the inspectorate on the prem-

ises of the firm.

1.2 Although the inspectors had been provided with declarations

containing information and data both on the substance and the

facility, niany issues needed to be clarified between them and the

management, for instance technical and organizational details with

regard to the scope and implementation of the trial inspection.

The agreements subsequently reached are important in this

connection.

The tour of the production and storage facilities to be

inspected as well as their limits should be based on the

definition delimiting the facility (cf. i 4).

In a further step, the scope of the future trial inspection

of the facility was laid down; the facility was toured

during the initial visit.

As far as the inclusion of confidential data in the trial

inspection is concerned, a two-tiered approach was agreed.

It was specified

1. that one category of confidential data was to be

taken under lock and key on the premises of the

firm (cf. C0/874, p. 126, item 2.1) and must not

appear- in the inspectors' report and

2, that another category of data was to be considered

strictly confidential even for the purposes of the

inspectorate because they do not contribute to

verification within the meaning of the convention (cf.

CD/874, article V l , item 9 (c), p. 29). These data
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encompass details about the specific conditions of
reaction underlying the production of the substance
(ternperature, pressure, additives, duration of the
reaction etc.) which determine the quantity of sub-
stance distilled. The trial inspection should be
implemented without looking into those parts of the
facility diary containing such particularly sensitive
data.

In order to verify the declarations concerning the sub-
stance produced, the trial inspection should, moreover,
examine the whereabouts of the feedstock which is bought,
not produced, by the enterprise.

All documents and data concerning the quantify should be
treated as confidential information and be kept under lock
and key on the premises of the firm.

During the tour of the production and storage facilities,
all possibilities of sampling and quantitative verification for
the trial inspection were discussed.

It was agreed to define the sampling points to be used and
the objects of quantitative verification.

The time-related and methodical possibilities for sample

analysis were discussed; apart from the laboratory in the

plant, other analytical laboratories of the firm should be

included.

It was agreed that sample analysis during the trial inspec-
tion should serve a double purpose:

The sample should be checked for the presence of

the substance (positive/negative test) and the

feedstock (positive/negative test) and
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a mixed sample consisting of the above-mentioned

sepat*ate samples should be checked for substances

listed in schedule 1 by analytical measuring of its

qualitative content of phosphorus, arsenic, sulphur,

chlorine and aromatic substances. This procedure

was possible because none of these elements was

contained in the individual samples, according to the

management. Moreover, a reaction of the individual

sarnples among themselves was ruled out,

The number and storage of reserve samples was discussed

and agreed upon.

1.3 A facility attachment was compiled for the trial inspection on the

basis of the rolli'ng text in C0/874, p. 125-128, Appendix 2.

The content of the facility attachments was elaborated on a

"need-to-know" basis ICD/874, Article V1 (9) (c), p. 29) and in

accot.dance with the agreed definition given of the facility

(cf. 1 4).

Those parts entrusted to the inspectorate contain primarily the

information on the substance and the facility for its production

provided under I of this report. Some of this information is

ut~classified, the rest is subject to the confidentiality regime

under which the inspectorat6 operates. Those parts kept under

lock and key list more detailed information about the localities

for the production and storage of the substance (plans, sketch-

es, diagrams).

1.4 The trial inspection was to be carried out in one day. Given the

shot-tness of time, careful pt*eparations were necessary. Thus,

tlie f~tlnwing plan nf oporationc was dtvtlop=J.

familiarization with in-plant safety arrangements and agree-

ment on the handling of confidential information,
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infot-metion on the operational status of the facility on the

day of the Inspection, given by the management,

determination of the areas of the inspection of the facility

to be inspected on the basis of the facility attachment,

determination of the number of samples and of the sampling

points,

ir~lplementation of the inspection of the facility according to

plan, including sample-taking and quantity measurement in

order to determine the actual amount produced,

implementation of the sample analysis in the envisaged

laboratories under the surveillance of an inspector,

reception of the declarations concerning production, use

and storage of the substance during the previous and the

current calendar year up to the day of the inspection,

evaluation of the production and inventory records relating

to declarations concer-ning the quantity of the substance

and the feedstocks submitted by the management,

examination as to the correspondence of the verified quan-

tities with the declared quantities within the technical

margin of error,

information on the number and type of documents which

were inspected and then kept under lock and key in the

plant by the inspectorate,

assessment of the results of the analyses as to whether

they correspond with the information provided by the

management and with a view to the presence of substances

listed in schedule I ,
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registration of the inspection results in a short report

form developed for the trial inspection, and final

discussion.

2. Trial inspection

2.1 Implementation

2.1.1 The trial inspection was carried out on 9 February 1989 in

accordance with the agreed plan of operations.

Five inspectors were needed who, apart from their other

contr-ol duties, monitored ;the envisaged aanalyses in three

laborator-ies.

2.1.2 The management informed the inspectors about the follow-

iny conditions prevailing on the day of the inspection:

the operational status of the facility for the produc-

tion and cleaning of the substance,

the storage of the feedstock,

the storage of the crude substance and

the storage of the pure substance.

2.1.3 The inspectors determined the number of samples and the

sampling points by taking random samples (negative/

positive samples) and chose one of the storage tanks for

quantity verification. An equivalent mixed sample was

created on the basis of all individual samples and checked

for substances listed in schedule 1. Sample-taking and

quantity verification took place during the inspection tour

of the facility.
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In the labor-atories, the samples were analyzed for the

pcbesence of schedule 2 substances by gas ch roma tog rap hy

and, where necessary, in mass spectrometers under the

constant surveillance of the inspectors.

The n~ixed sample was checked for schedule 1 substances

as follows;

for phosphorus by atomic emission spectrometry

includir~g plasma excitation,

for arsenic by flameless atomic absorption

spectrornetry,

for chlorine and sulphur on the basis of elementary

and trace analysis, using a Wickbold oxyhydrogen

combustion apparatus and

for aromatic substances by nuclear magnetic reso-

nance spectroscopy.

All results were jointly taken under lock and key in the

facility.

2.1.4 The success of an on-site inspection depends largely on

exact and cornplete documentation of the quantities of the

substance listed in the declarations. The management

considers such data to be confidential information which is

disclosed to the inspectors during the inspection with the

provision that they maintain this confidentiality. The trial

inspection, too, respected this principle.

The declarations contained the quantities of the substance

produced and the feedstock for the previous and the

current calendar year up to the day of the inspection.
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The declared quantities were verified on the basis of

numerous business papers and documents which the

inspectors were allowed to read. Among them were:

computer print-outs and receipts relating to the

origin and use of the purchased feedstock (name of

supplier covered),

computer lists of the sold quantities of the substance

and the receiving 'countries (names of customers

cover.ed),

storage papers,

weight cards and

quantity figures contained in the facility diary

(parameters of the procedure covered).

Verification also extended to the quantity and yield of the

individual batches.

The declared stockpile of pure substance was verified by

on-site inspection.

All documents and receipts concerning quantities were

taken under lock and key in the facility; they are avail-

able to the "inspectorate".

2.2 Results

2.2.1 7he results of the trial inspection were recorded in the

agreed short report form.
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2.2.2 The management's statements during sample-taking con-

cerning the presence or absence of the substance at the

various places of production and storage were confirmed

by the results of the analyses,

The analysis of the mixed sample consisting of the individ-

ual samples showed no trace of schedule 1 substances.

2.2.3 1'11e inspection confirmed the declared quantities of the

substance and the feedstock for the previous and the

current calendar year up to the day of the inspection

within the technical margin of error.

To the inspectors, the quantity documentation seemed

plausible at all times and for the entire broduction

process.

2.2.4 I-Ire inspectors noticed no safety arrangements from which

the potential production of supertoxic substances could be

inferred.

IV Assessment and conclusions in co,nnection with individual questions

1. The national trial inspection was designed to test the feasibility of the

criteria for the verification of non-production laid down in the rolling

text; furthermore, it served to gain experience and insights which can

be applied to the work on the rolling text and to making the verifica-

tion provisions as realistic and effective as possibe.

2. In terms of its course and results, the trial inspection, carried out on

the basis of these criteria, was successfui.

The experience gained from this inspection shows that, as a rule,

routine inspections, are a suitable method to find out whether produc-

tion in a chemical facility (cf. 1.4) is for pot-poses not prohibited by

the Convention,
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It has been shown that the comprehensive and careful preparatory

work done during the initial visit contributed considerably towards the

success of the inspection.

This pr.epratory work later enabled the inspectors to carry out their

task within the narrow time limit of one day and to perform all the

necessary elements of the inspection.

The accelerated yet intl-usive implementation of the inspection is attrib-

utable not least to the presence of a relatively large number of inspec-

tors (five persons), who surveyed the envisaged analyses in the

laboratories in addition to performing their other control functions.

Moreover, it became clear that the success of an on-site inspection will

largely depend on exact and cornplete documentation concerning the

declared quantities of tile substance. Attention must be paid to the

protection of legitimate business interests of the enterprise (confidenti-

ality of co~nmercial know-how),

It has been shown that a mass balance accompanied by original docu-

ments of the enterprise and based on the major feedstock as well as

conversion factors supported by scientific literature is sufficient for

plausible verification because any significant manipulation of the data

can be virtually ruled out in the present case, given the manifold

interdependence of documentation in any major business of the chemical

industry. However, this insight cannot be applied to smaller firms and

isolated production units,

3. The trial inspection gave rise to various questions:

1) The pt-oblems connected with the inspection of a multi-purpose facility;

2) the verification interest of the International Inspectorate versus the

commercial interests of the firm concerned ("confidentiality");
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3) the personnel requirements for an efficient inspection.

3.1 The inspection of a multi-purpose facility poses certain problems

because the section to be inspected must be singled out in a convinc-

ing manner.

The inspectors need to know which parts of the facility are actually

involved in the production of the substances in question. This means

that, to a certain ex~tent, those parts of the plant connected with the

above mentioned sectilon will have to be included, such as pipes to and

from the facility's tanks and supply pipes up to the relevant

bifurcations. In large enterprises consisting of several multi-purpose

facilities, however, inspection activities must be limited for practical

reasons. The inspected part of the facility in question represents in

most cases only a relatively small section of the entire production.

The manifold possibilities for technical variation inherent in a multi-

purpose facility are another factor of uncertainty. Such a facility may

well have a considerable degree of technical flexibility, e.g. it can

shift production to a variety of other storage tanks and pipelines. It

is therefore difficult to follow the product's path through the facility.

An additional verification problem lies in the fact that in large firms

consisting of several multi-purpose facilities (with the firm in turn

being part of an even bigger complex), substances subject to the

convention can also be produced in other facilities which form part of

the overall complex.

In such a case, comprehensive quantity control extending beyond the

controlled production unit can provide better evidence than a mere

technical inspection of the facility.

3.2. A key problem in formulating the convention text lies in the require-

ment of reconciling tl~e interest of tile International Inspectorate in

effective control of the quantity and use of certain substances for

civilian purposes as well as in on-site inspection of the facility in
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question with the legally protected sphere of the firm (problem of

"confidentiality").

The inspected firm's interest in confidentiality extends both to the

physical and the factual scope of the verification measures.

For. understandable reasons, private companies hesitate to provide

information about their customers, although this could well facilitate

quantity control; the identity of the customers is thus considered to

be a business secret.

Together with technological know-how, confidentiality in -connection

with these data is a highly sensitive issue for business firms and

deserves protection.

One conceivable alternative is the disciosure of shipment data broken

down by countries of destination; this was done during the trial

inspection.

3.3. Five inspectors were necessary for the careful, rapid and proper

itnplementation of the inspection. It proved to be useful that the

inspection took place shortly after the initial visit. Under these cir-

cumstances, it was possible to complete the inspection within a single

day.

Should such a rapid succession of initial visit and inspection prove

impossible, an international team of inspectors arriving at short notice

and without prior knowledge of the facility would require more time for

an inspection. Furthermore, this could have consequences for the

staffing of the Technical Secretariat,
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NATIONAL TRIAL INSPECPION

INTRODUCTION

At the summer session in 1988, the Ad hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

proposed that national trial inspections should be carried out by interested

countries for the purpose of determining, inter alia, whether the verification

provisions contained in the "rolling text" realistically made it possible to

ascertain that declared chemical industry facilities were not being used for

prohibited purposes.

This document contains a report on the national trial inspection

organized in March 1989. The results will for the most part be set out in

accordance with the Swedish paper (CD/CW/WP.213).

This exercise brouqht out in particular the importance of the initial

visit, the value of checkinq facility documents prepared over a lonq period,

the difficulties involved in analysis of samples and the need to pay constant

attention to respect for confidentiality. In addition, it enabled

representatives of various ministries and public bodies, as well as chemical

manufacturers as qrouped together in the Union des Industries Chimiques, to

become acquainted with the real nature, the constraints and the, implications

of the future convention.

I. GENERAL APPROACH

1. Objective

A national trial inspection was orqanized at a multi-purpose chemical

facility to test a routine inspection procedure desiqned to check that a prior

declaration concerning a chemical to be placed in schedule I21 was borne out

by the existence of a shop for the manufacture of the product, and that there

was consequently no possibility of the output being diverted.

GE.89-60636/0446B
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Two technical matters were given special attention: checking of the

materials balance on the basis of information supplied by the company, and the

value of taking samples both of products and of effluents so as to confirm

that the production process is in keepinq with the descriptions supplied and

that there are no unauthorized products.

Given the importance France attaches to respect for confidentiality under

the various verification rggimes, it was also necessary to determine the

maximum level of information to be furnished by the manufacturer to ensure an

effective inspection: the "need to know" emerges as the essential element of

respect for confidentiality when information is made available, as well as the

skill and dependability of the ins~ectors (see document CD/901).

2. Framework of the inspection

The inspection took place in a specific unit of a multi-purpose shop at a

time when production was under way. Althouqh this facility does not produce

any of the chemicals covered by annex V1 [2], it was considered to offer

sufficient similarities for simulation of the conditions required for the

planned inspection.

The multi-purpose shop itself forms part of an industrial complex

manufacturing a large number of products by continuous or batch methods, some

of them chemically very similar to the product in question.

3. Type of on-Site inspection

In accordance with the provisions mentioned in annex [2] to article VI,

the routine ins~ection was preceded by an initial visit (in fact consistinq of

a visit lastinq several days, with an intermediate evaluation) and several

preparatory meetings, in particular to draw up an inspection scenario and

later a specific agreement for the facility.

4. Advance information

4. (a) - Declarations: the initial declaration indicated:

- The production capacity for the product in question, specifying actual

production in 1988 and planned production for 1989;

- Maximum and mean storage capacity for 1988;

- The fact that it was impossible to produce schedule [l] products.

4. (b) - Inspection procedure:

The specific agreement for the facility, which was derived from the

"model for an agreementn negotiated with the industrial company, and reqarded

as a contractual document bindinq on all the parties (Technical Secretariat,
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national authority and plant manaqement) provided that the following

documents, which were considered to be confidential, were to be made available

at the time of the inspection:

A site plan specifyinq only those places to which the inspectors would

have access, namely: the buildinq in which the product in question is

produced, the storage areas for the product and for intermediates for

its synthesis and their raw materials, the plant's sales and

accountinq departments in case documents have to be consulted, and the

relevant laboratories where certain analytical operations could if

necessary be monitored;

- An indication of equipment used in the facility, with the schematic

plan showing possible sampling points, and daily storaqe sites close

to the facility;

- Details concerninq treatment of effluents and analytical methods

available at the plant relating to the purity of finished or

intermediate products;

Details of safety arrangements for the site and the facility, to

enable the inspectors to comply with general safety measures

applicable to all visitors.

The specific agreement for the facility stipulated that none of these

documents should leave the facility and that at the end of the inspection they

should be placed in a special box in a room made available to the inspectors,

for use, if need be, in a subsequent inspection.

5. Type of facility to be inspected

(cf. 2.)

6. TyDe of declared activity at the facility

Manufacture, during the year 1988 (and the beginninq of 1989), of a

product listed in schedule [2] (solely for the purposes of a trial inspection).

7. Actual activity at the facility

Activity in conformity with the declaration in qualitative terms, but in

quantitative terms at a higher level for an intermediate used in the synthesis

of the product in question.

11. DETAILED DESCRIPTION

1. Inspection mandate

The s~ecific agreement mentioned above served as the inspection mandate.
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2. Composition of the inspection team

The inspection team was composed of three chemistry specialists:

An inspector of facilities classified for environmental protection

purposes, and university professor;

- A doctor of chemistry and specialist in synthesis of chemicals of the

same type as the product in question, belonqinq to a research cenire;

- An engineer from the chemical industry with experience in researci and

development and production, and specialist in effluent treatment.

This team participated in the initial visit and in some of the preparator$

meetinqs.

3. Inspection equipment

The team of inspectors brought with them an air samplinq system with

absorbent resin tubes. A portable, self-contained apparatus for pollutio4

monitorinq which detected orqanophosphorus and sulphur compounds (APCC/M2,

recently developed by the technical department of the Ministry of Defence! was

also available. The rest of the equipment was provided by' the plant.

4. Activities prior to the inspection

The dates of the initial visit, the preparatory meetinqs and the

inspection had been agreed in advance with the company, enabling it to prepare

in good time the documents which were handed personally to the inspectors.

5. Advance preparations on-site

An office was made available to the inspection team, which found in it

all the confidential documentation required for the inspection. The same room

was used for the preparatory meetings and for the evaluation of the

inspection. No accompanying personnel were admitted.

6. Escort and points of contact arrangements

Throuqhout the inspection, as for the initial visit, the inspectors had a

single contact in the facility who served as an intermediary for conversations

with the staff.

Three representatives of the management played the role of the national

authority, under the guidance of a co-ordinator, in order to eliminate any

difficulties encountered during the initial visit and the inspection.

Arranqements concerning transport and points of contact were not covered.

7. Other participants

A team of four monitors was set up to prepare the inspection scenario,

and then assist the inspectors in requestinq information and in processing the
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results of the inspection. This team also had the task of looking out for any

interference by the inspectors, so as to ensure respect for confidentiality.

This team was made up as follows:

- A consultinq engineer from the Union des Industries Chimiques (doctor

of chemistry);

Two representatives of the Ministry of Defence;

- One representative of the Ministry of the Environment.

The company owninq the plant was represented by an official from its head

office throuqhout the trial inspection.

8. Duration of inspection and initial visit

The initial declaration was drawn up in advance by a representative of

the manufacturer and a representative of the national authority (one half-day).

The initial visit was composed of a one-day visit to the site for all the

~articipants, followed by:

- One day for the inspectors and the plant representatives to

familiarize themselves further with the site and the facility;

- One half-day for finalization of the specific agreement between the

monitors, the national authority and a representative of the plant.

The monitors and plant representatives devoted a further day to

negotiatinq the t6rms of the inspection scenario, in the presence of the

national authority.

The routine inspection that followed lasted two days, including the

opening conference, the inspectors' work and discussion of the inspectors'

report.

The exercise was rounded off by a day devoted to overall evaluation of

the inspection by all the participants, brincjinq the total length to

seven days.

9. Measures to protect confidential information

All the information provided to each inspector was assembled in an

individual and personally addressed confidential dossier which was left at the

facility at the end of the inspection.

The members of the inspection and monitorinq teams were public servants

and bound by an oath of secrecy, with the exception of a consultinq enqineer

from the chemical industry, who was on oath as a legal expert, and an enqineer

from the company which owned the inspected plant. All of them siqned on

arrival a personal promise of secrecy regarding the plant visited.
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During the inspection, no communication with the outside world was

possible without prior checking by a representative of the plant. Moreover,

for note-taking purposes the inspectors had only notebooks with numbered paqes,

which were supplied by the facility and recovered at the end of each day.

It should also be emphasized that the inspection team had access to only

a limited number of areas in the plant.

10. Opening conference

At the openinq conference:

The national authority recapitulated the terms of the initial

declaration, a number of provisions of the specific aqreement for the

facility and the con£identiality rules to be observed;

- The plant representative introduced the items in the dossier handed to

the inspectors, together with the various documents provided for in

the specific aqreement, and reminded them of the safety regulations;

- The inspectors outlined their inspection proqramme, together with

their sarnplinq and analytical equipment.

The conference lasted about an hour.

11. Types of records audited

The inspectors studied quantitative statements of movements and stocks of

raw materials and finished products (the accounting documents of the plant,

which had been authorized by the national authority to conceal the prices and

the names of sup~liers or recipients), covering the whole of 1988 and the

first two months of 1989. The inspectors were also in possession of standard

consumption figures correspondinq to each stage in the process.

Provision of the plant's monthly returns, over a period of several years,

proved necessary to check averaqes and possible discrepancies in output. At

their request, the inspectors were also able to consult:

- Certain monthly returns, in order to check such output;

- Dispatch notes for finished products, in order to verify quantities

actually sold, but with only the country of destination indicated.

12. Plant orientation tour

The initial visit provided the inspectors with a general view of the

plant as a whole and enabled them to visit the building used for production,

the storage areas for the raw materials and final products relevant to the

inspection, and the analytical laboratories. A detailed plan of the facility

was provided in the inspectors' dossier.
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13. Inspection of areas and facility equipment

The followinq were inspected as part of the exercise:

- The entire production unit, including daily storaqe areas nearby;

- Certain air outlets and effluent pipes;

- The relevant warehouses.

A few members of the staff were questioned.

14. Inspection of operation procedures

The inspectors verified that the capacity of the equipment was

a~propriate for the various staqes of production. They confirmed the absence

of special safety measures or arranqements other than those necessary for the

protection of the staff in respect of a toxic raw material.

15. Sampling and sample-taking procedures

It had been planned that the plant personnel would stand ready to take

the samples requested by the inspectors at certain points in the facility

agreed upon at the opening conference, but in the event the period of time

require$ for the necessary analyses to be carried out by a laboratory whose

work schedule did not allow for them was too lonq to enable the inspection

team to receive the results in good time. Accordingly, the inspectors

contented themselves with air sampling using absorbent resdn (Tenax GC)

16. and 17. Handling of samples and analysis

One of the inspectors had these samples analysed in a laboratory outside

the plant. The results of the analysis became known only after the

ins~ection, and confirmed the initial conclusions drawn.

18. TyDes of analyses

Analysis of these samples was carried out by means of gas chromatography

toqether with mass spectrometry.

Analytical facilities which would make it possible to conduct

identification tests within the monitorinq process were available in the

plant's laboratory, but could not be used for the reason already indicated

( 5 11.15).

19. Documentation

No documentation was removed from the plant. The inspectors had an

opportunity beforehand to document scientifically the possible chemical

reactions in the area covered by the inspection. All the documents supplied,

used or drawn up during the initial visit and the inspection were treated as

con£idential.
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20. Evaluation by inspectors

The evaluation of the inspection activities and of the information

collected during the inspection covered such subjects as:

- The possibility of undeclared production between inspections;

The range and accuracy of the data supplied by the plants;

- Co-operation on the part of the plant representatives;

- Various difficulties encountered during the initial visit and the

inspection.

21. Closinq conference

Consisted of the presentation of the inspectors' report and a discussion

of anomalies (see 8 22 and 23 below).

The conference also decided whether the various documents should be

destroyed, placed 'in the box in the plant or sent to the Technical Secretariat.

22. Anomalies, disputes and complications

An anomaly deliberately introduced by the plant, in the form of a small

diversion of an intermediate, was detected by the inspectors.

The plant representative explained that what was involved was an

undeclared parallel sale for market requirements.

23. Report of the inspection team

As a result of time constraints, only an oral report was presented at the

closinq meeting by the inspectors, who also replied to questions from the

monitors.

A written report would have mentioned the anomaly which was detected, in

accordance with the provisions of document CD/901.

24. Impact of the inspection on the facility

Because of the small number of inspectors, it was possible to avoid

disrupting facility operations. No production losses were recorded. On the

other hand, the supervisory personnel in the workshop are estimated to have

spent time equivalent to three months' work by a plant manaqer on the

preparations for and conduct of the inspection.

* * *

111. SPECIFIC ELEMENTS TO BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION

0. Initial visit

The initial visit constitutes the first contact between the industrial

plant and the representatives of the Technical Secretariat, and is thus a

means of establishinq relations of trust, or at the very least relations which

are non-antagonistic.
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It is desirable that, on the basis of a more detailed initial

declaration, prepared jointly, if appropriate, by the industrial plant and the

national authority, the Technical Secretariat should be able to draw UP a

"recommendation specific to the facility" to serve as a framework for the

initial visit, which is vital in order to protect confidential information.

In addition, a special section in the general quidelines for inspectors

should be devoted to the initial visit.

A thorough initial visit should enable the inspectors to become well

acquainted with the production facility for the purpose of drawinq up the

specific agreement for the facility and makinq subsequent checks easier.

At the time of the initial visit, the representative of the plant should

take photoqraphs of the areas and equipment relevant to the inspection, under

the supervision of the inswctors; these photographs would be kept in the

sealed container in the plant.

1. Inspection mandate

For each inspection the mandate should constitute the basic reference for

the Technical Secretariat, the inspectors, the national authority and the

plant to be inspected.

It should contain a section on qeneral guidelines and a specific section,

drawinq on the specific agreement for the facility (which would be negotiated

at the outset and part of which would be available to the Technical

Secretariat) and affording the inspectors a means of avoidinq any conflict

with those with whom they have to deal, in particular a manufacturer concerned

at the risk of leaks of confidential information. In fact, the best way to

minimize the disruption of production activity is to facilitate the work of

the inspectors in this manner.

Nevertheless, the inspectors should retain a degree of flexibility durinq

the inspection (see 3 111 15 to 18 below: samplinq).

Each inspector should also have an individual mandate certifying his

identity and function.

2. Composition of the inspection team

The team should be large enough to cope with the various tasks, but small

enough not to disrupt production activity, or violate the plant's safety rules

and arranqements.

The ideal size seems to be four inspectors, who, in addition to the

essential basic training provided for the whole body of inspectors,
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particularly concerninq the content of the convention, miqht, from the

initial visit onwards, each be specialists in one of the following fields:

The chemistry of the field in question (preferably a research chemist);

Industrial processes of the same type (process engineer);

- Analyses in the field in question (preferably a physical chemist);

- Orqanization and methods, and accountinq methods (whether or not

computerized).

In particular, the number proposed should allow the inspectors to divide

up the various ins~ection tasks between them, by qroup. Provision should also

be made for a team co-ordinator.

The initial visit should enable the composition of the team of inspectors

to be specified in qualitative terms, on the basis of the complexity of the

site and the type of facility (automated or non-automated).

3. Inspection equipment

It should be possible for the analyses to be performed with maximum

speed, especially for trace detection in the air or in effluents, but also for

identification of certain finished products, or in some cases intermediate

products.

In addition to a contamination detector, the ~echnical Secretariat should

have mobile laboratories equipped with very sensitive trace determination and

rapid identification facilities, with a computerized data bank, which are

appropriate for analysis of the products in question.

Any analytical equipment brought from outside must conform to the safety

standards in force in the facility.

4. Activities prior to the arrival of the inspection team

Any modification of the infrastructure of the plant and the facility to

be inspected that might have an impact on the course of the inspection must be

mentioned in the annual declaration and, where appropriate, lead to a chanqe

in the drafting of the specific aqreement for the facility.

As far as advance notification is concerned, the arrival of the team of

inspectors should be notified simultaneously to the national authority and the

plant to be insmcted 48 hours in advance.

5. Advance preparations on-site

It is recommended that the plant should prepare a dossier which should

remain on-site at the end of the inspection (cf. 8 I1 4b and 8 I11 19).
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6. Escort and points of contact

One or several sufficiently senior representatives of the company, if

possible with knowledqe of the measures provided for in the convention for the

inspection in question, should accompany the inspectors when movinq around

inside the facility. They alone will be authorized to reply to the

inspectors1 questions. Communications between the inspectors and the outside

world should be monitored.

7. Other participants

Participation by at least one representative of the national authority is

essential to ensure that the inspection runs smoothly and enable any disputes

to be settled.

8. Duration of initial visit and inspection

The initial visit is a process of makinq contact, familiarization and

negotiation simultaneously, even if a specific recommendation for the facility

and special guidelines for the inspectors already exist (cf. 9 111.0). The

inspectors and company representatives need sufficient time to conclude the

specific aqreement and prepare a reference dossier to be kept in the sealed

container. It would seem that a period of four to five days is the maximum

that may be contemplated.

The time required for the inspection will depend on a number of factors,

such as the composition and experience of the team of inspectors, the size of

the plant, and so on. A duration of two days seems reasonable.

9. Confidentiality of information (cf. CD/901 of 16 March 1989)

Aside from the guarantees which should go hand in hand with the creation

of the corps of inspectors, two measures are essential in order to provide the

industrial plant with adequate security:

Retention of the information in the facility;

- Restriction of such information in strict accordance with the

"need to know".

10. Opening conference

The opening conference is indispensable to review the inspection mandate,

recapitulate the objectives and details of the inspection, and take cognizance

of the documents kept in the sealed container, which constitute the "memoryo0

of the two parties.
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11. Types of records needed and/or checked

The checks must be based on quantitative statements of movements and

stocks of raw materials, intermediate products and finished products, but the

plant must be permitted to conceal the prices and the references to suppliers

and customers.

However, the inspectors must also be able, as required, to consult

certain monthly returns over lengthy periods of production in order to confirm

the output data provided, as well as dispatch notes for finished or

intermediate products. These notes should show only the countries of

destination, in order to allow for checking by the national authorities

concerned where appropriate.

There is a need for more careful consideration of the question of

information relatinq to the average duration of a change of production run,

the averaqe duration of equipment cleaninq and the annual average rate of

equipment utilization.

12. Plant orientation tour

This does not appear necessary for a routine inspection, except in cases

where the plant in question has underqone modifications reported in the annual

declaration or at the opening conference.

13. Inspection of areas and equipment

It is necessary for the inspectors' attention to be drawn to the

production capacities correspondinq to each of the staqes of manufacture, in

order to detect any diversions.

Photographs could also be authorized during inspections in order to

confirm any equipment modifications, and could be kept in the sealed container.

14. Inspection of operation procedures

The safety measures adopted are pointers to the manufacture of hazardous

products, particularly in the case of ventilation and air filterinq and water

treatment.

Safety information compiled from national legislation can constitute a

source of information for the inspectors. However, as requlations are

stricter in certain countries, there is a risk of leaks of confidential

information by this means.

15 to 18. Samplinq and analysis

At the request and in the presence of the inspectors, samples may be

taken by plant personnel, exclusively at points specified in the specific
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aqreement and/or the ins~ection mandate, for the identification of products

present or for trace detection. The laboratory at the plant should be able to

provide the results of the analysis within 24 hours, and consequently it is

recommended that the plant's analytical capabilities should be indicated

either in the specific agreement or in the annual declaration.

In addition, the inspectors may take air samples (for example using

absorbent resin) in order to detect any residues of products manufactured

illicitly in the facility.

Similar samples may be taken from the facility effluent and if

appropriate from filter elements.

In the case of a multi-purpose plant, the inspectors should also be able

to take air and if appropriate effluent samples in the areas surroundinq other

units and storaqe areas in the plant, for the purmse of verifyinq, following

analysis on the spot if possible, the absence of substances whose manufacture

is either undeclared or prohibited under the convention.

There is also a need for further study of the possibility of taking

samples during the initial visit; the results of analysis of such samples,

kept in the sealed container, could subsequently serve as reference data

(infra-red spectra, for example).

Finally, if, exceptionally, the analyses cannot be conducted in the plant

at the time of the inspection, the samples, one duplicate of which will be

kept by the facility and another by the national authority, may be sent to

a laboratory in the State party receiving the inspection which has been

approved by the Technical Secretariat, where the analyses will be conducted,

under the supervision of the inspectors, in accordance with an approved

methodology (cf. CD/901).

In this laboratory, as in the plant's laboratory, the inspectors should

be able to calibrate the analytical apparatus.

19. Documentat ion

The inspectors' documentation falls into two categories. First of all

the inspector should have a handbook specific to each type of inspection or

check, to assist him in his investigations (and remind him of his obligations

as far as confidentiality is concerned).

He will also have the documentation provided by the plant, which should

be considered confidential as a matter of principle, unless the representative
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of the pdant indicates otherwise. It is suggested that a dual-key sealed

contained should be installed in which to keep the documentation at the end of

the initial visit and after each inspection.

20. Evaduation by inspectors

The 'handbook mentioned in the preceding paragraph might contain a

check-liJ,t indicating, inter alia, specific items of equipment.

The complete dossier resulting from the initial visit, and subsequently

from each inspection, will serve as a basis for later evaluation by the

inspectors of whether the facility complies with the declaration.

21. ~lodinq conference

The holdinq of a closing conference is recommended in that it allows for

an exchanqe of views between the team of inspectors and the representatives of

the plant and the national authority.

Furthermore, the conference provides an opportunity to specify the

eventual use of the various pieces of documentation, and particularly the

inspecti&p report, depending on its type (cf.S 111 23 below).

one of the parties should be authorized to make any statement relatinq

to the inkpection before the results have been notified officially by the

Technical; Secretariat.

22. ~nomblies, disputes and complications

It is difficult to draw any conclusions from a single trial inspection,

especially as there is no doubt that the atmosphere in which such inspections

are carrid out by no means corresponds to that of a real inspection.

The knomaly was relatively easy to detect, even though only small

quantities were involved. In contrast, it is possible that systematic

diversion/ with parallel accountinq could not be detected.

23. Repogt by the inspectors

For beports concerning compliance with declarations, a standard report,

for exampie with a system of yes/no answers, might be contemplated. In other

cases, several options are possible (cf. CD/901, which also deals with matters

relatins to the confidentiality of reports).

24. Impact of the inspection on the facility

If the number of inspectors is limited, if they are well trained and have

an adequate handbook, if they are provided with a sufficiently well-focused

dossier, if they restrict their movements within the facility and deal only

with the designated officials, this inspection will have only limited impact
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on production. On the other hand, the need for the plant to earmark

substantial resources in terms of men and equipment for the initial visit and

the inspections imposes costs on it which it should not have to bear.

Frequency of inspections was not evaluated, but would naturally have a

role to play in the evaluation of impact on the facility.

* * *

IV. CONCLUSIONS

1. It is essential to prepare a standard multilinqual glossary, particularly

for technical terms.

2. The specific agreement for the facility is vital for facilitating

inspections. It is determined by the standard of the initial visit. It

includes confidential elements to be kept within the plant.

3. Analytical accountinq records of operations are an essential item of

information in the inspection. Consequently, efforts should be made to ensure

that all the facilities subject to inspection are in a position to provide

such records.

4. In selecting and training the inspectors, account should be taken of the

substantial differences which can exist in the structure of production systems

from one country to another.

5. The very delicate question of parallel clandestine production on the same

site, but in a separate location from the facility subject to monitoring, was

not dealt with in this trial inspection, but shoud be given special in-depth

consideration.

* * *

Finally, it seems clear that a sinqle trial inspection is not sufficient.

to take stock of the many problems posed by the holding of a routine

inspection, and a further national trial inspection is to be held.
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COMMUNIQUE

ISSUED BY THE SESSION OF THE COWIITTEE OF FOREIGN MINISTERS OF THE STATES
PARTIES TO THE WARSAW TREATY:

A regular Session of the Committee of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of
the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty on Friendship, Co-operation and Mutual
Assistance was held in Berlin on 11 and 12 April 1989.

The Session was attended by: P. Mladenov, Minister of Foreign Affairs of
the People's Republic of Bulgaria, J. Johanes, Minister of Foreign Affairs of
the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, 0. Fischer, Minister of Foreign Affairs
of the German Democratic Republic, P. Varkonyi, Minister of Foreign Affairs of
the Hungarian People's Republic, T. Olechowski, Minister of Foreign Affairs of
the Polish People's Republic, I. Totu, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
Socialist Republic of ~cmania, and A. A. Bessmertnych, First Deputy Minister of
Foreign Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

With satisfaction, the Ministers pointed to the progress in consolidating
peace and disarmament which creates favourable opportunities for expanding
co-operation among States and peoples. At the same time they noted that the
situation in the world continues to be conplicated and contradictory. The
States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty are determined to pursue, also in the
future, a policy which is aimed at bringing about a fundamental improvement of
the situation in Europe and the world at large. They expect also the other
States to display the requisite constructiveness, as well as realism. The
participants in the Session came out in favour of further pursuing the
political dialogue on the key issues concerning the development of the world.
This dialogue is based on a cmprehensive approach to the strengthening of
international peace and security pursuant to the United Nations Charter, with
the role and effectiveness of this universal Organization constantly growing.

The participants in the Session came out in favour of redoubling efforts
to continue the process of disarmament. They reaffirmed the position of their
States that i t is necessary to make considerable reductions in armed forces
and conventional armaments coupled with appropriate cuts in military
expenditures.

In discussing European affairs, the participants in the Session exchanged
views on the results of the Vienna follow-up meeting and noted that i t s
concluding document contains agreements, the realization of which will promote
the strengthening of peace and security in Europe, better mutual understanding
and the development of co-operation on the continent. It is necessary for al l
States participating in the Conference on Security and Co-operation in ~uro~e
to inplement these accords unilaterally as well as in bilateral and
multilateral relations on the basis of broad and mutually beneficial
co-operation in the political, military, economic, scientifico-
technical, ecological, cultural and humanitarian fields and in the area of the
humn dimension with due regard for equal rights, independence and
sovereignty, non-interference in internal affairs and for the other purposes
and principles of the United Nations Charter, the Helsinki Final Act and the
other generally recognized norms of international relations. They expressed
their States' determination to work in that direction.
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The Ministers welcomed the s ta r t of the negotiations on conventional
armed forces and on confidence- and security-building measures in Europe and
underlined the firm resolve of their countries to conduct these negotiations
constructively and to seek concrete results in a short time. This resolve was
convincingly proved by the all ied States ' unilateral moves towards the
reduction of armed forces, armaments and military budgets.

The States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty cal l upon the NATO member States,
indeed a l l the European States, to take concrete steps conducive to scaling
down the level of military confrontation in Europe. They also cal l upon them
to refrain from any move which could undermine the positive achievements made
so far in improving the international situation and which could complicate the
negotiations started in Vienna. Currently, the need for establishing
relations between the Warsaw Treaty and NATO on a truly non-confrontational
basis and for creating the proper conditions for the Simultaneous dissolution
of both al l iances, start ing with their military organizations, is becoming
more and more obvious.

The Ministers expressed the hope that these considerations will meet with
understanding and support.

Underlining the inportance of the s t r i c t implementation of the
Soviet-American Treaty on the Elimination of the Intermediate-range and
Shorter-range Missiles, the Ministers pointed to the inadmissibility of any
"compensation" measures, including those envisaged under the pretext of
modernizing tac t ica l nuclear arms. They adopted a separate declaration on
tact ical nuclear arms in Europe.

The Session stressed that the ear l ies t possible conclusion of a treaty
between the USSR and the United States on halving their strategic of£ensive
weapons, while observing the ABM Treaty as signed in 1972, remains a task of
paramount importance the solution of which would be a major contribution to
creating a nuclear-weapon-free world. At the same time, the participants
underlined the need for undertaking efforts towards the complete elimination
of nuclear, chemical and other types of weapons of mass destruction. The
Ministers noted that mult i la teral , b i la teral and unilateral measures towards
the reduction of armed forces and armaments put on the agenda the conversion
of military production to meet civil ian needs. This is an intr icate and
corrplex problem which requires both national and common endeavours in order to
be solved effectively. In this respect the United Nations Organization can
play an important role .

In the interest of further enhancing openness in the military f ield, the
participants in the Session advocated the continuation of efforts to elaborate
c r i t e r i a for a comparison of military budgets, making use of the international
system for the standardized reporting of military expenditure as adopted by
the United Nations Organization.

The participants in the Session underscored particularly that s t r i c t
respect for the t e r r i t o r i a l and pol i t ical r ea l i t i e s as they have emerged, for
the principles of the inviolabil i ty of the existing borders, the sovereignty
and t e r r i t o r i a l integrity of States, as well as the generally recognized
principles and norms of State-to-State relations is a fundamental prerequisite
for a stable peace order in Europe and a guarantee for the development and
deepening of the CSCE process.
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The improvement of the political climate as well as the growing
interdependence in the present-day world create favourable conditions for
invigorating economic relations between States with different socio-economic
systems, which is an essential factor for the development of the CSCE process
on a balanced basis. At the Session the need was stressed for expanding trade
and for co-operation in the spheres of production, science and technology, for
guaranteeing acess to modern technologies as well as for removing any kind of
restrictions and discriminatory barriers.

In exchanging views on regional conflicts - in the Middle East, in Asia,
Africa and Central America - the Ministers reaffirmed the determination of
their States to actively participate in the search for political solutions to
these conflicts with due regard for the legitimate interests of the sides and
respect for the right of all peoples to determine their own destinies.

The Ministers pronounced themselves in favour of an independent,
non-aligned and democratic Afghanistan, of guaranteeing its free development
on the basis of the policy of national reconciliation without any kind of
external- interference. They stressed that further efforts are needed to bring
about a settlement of the Afghanistan problem.

The participants in the Session expressed their satisfaction at the
progress achieved with regard to the peaceful settlement of conflicts in some
regions, as well as at the endeavours undertaken by the United Nations
Organization in that field.

A separate appeal "For a World without Wars" was adopted. The
participants expressed the firm intention to develop and deepen the all-round
co-operation among the allied socialist States.

The Session of the Committee of Foreign Ministers was marked by an
atmosphere of friendship and fraternal accord.

The next session will be held in Warsaw.
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DECLARATION

OF THE STAT= PARTIES l'0 THE WARSAW TREATY ON
TACTICAL NUCLEAR ARMS IN EUROPE

The S t a t e s P a r t i e s t o the Warsaw Treaty express t h e i r reso lve t o do
everything in their power to achieve progress in the negotiations on
conventional armed forces in Europe that have begun. There can be no doubt
that positive results in these negotiations, the radical reduction of armed
forces and conventional armaments, particularly of the most destabilizing
types, will significantly diminish the mutual risk of surprise attack and
large-scale of£ensive action.

The allied socialist States are convinced that stabil i ty and security in
Europe cannot be ensured and the danger of surprise attack cannot be removed
for good if tactical nuclear arms continue to exist on the European
continent. These weapons constitute an innnense destructive potential and may
become the trigger of a total nuclear conflict with a l l ensuing consequences.
Any use of nuclear arms in Europe would transform the continent into a
radioactive desert. The retention, nwdernization and, a l l the more, the
further build-up of tactical nuclear arms in Europe would increasingly
destabilize the military-strategic situation in Europe, and would be
incompatible with the efforts aimed at resolving the disarmament issues on the
continent.

Against this background the States parties to the Warsaw Treaty propose
to the member States of the North Atlantic alliance to open in the near future
separate talks on tactical nuclear arms in Europe, including the nuclear
canponent of dual-capable systems. They are confident that practical measures
concerning reductions both in conventional armaments and in tactical nuclear
arms would be mutually complementary and mutually reinforcing in the process
of lowering the military con£rontation between the two alliances.

The States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty are positive that along with the
elimination of the intermediate-range and shorter-range missiles, the phased
reduction and eventual elimination of the tactical nuclear arms in Europe
would help to lessen the danger of war, to strengthen confidence and to
establish a more stable situation on the continent. Accomplishing this task
would facil i tate proqress towards deep cuts in strategic nuclear arms and, in
a longer perspective, the cmplete elimination of nuclear weapons everywhere.

II

MatterS pertaining to the preparation of the proposed negotiations, their
mandate and the scope of paxticipation could be discussed in specific
consultations which the allied socialist States are ready to begin without
delay. Participants in the consultations could be the nuclear-weapon Powers
of NATO and the Warsaw Treaty respectively, as well as al l other interested
memberS of these alliances, in particular those possessing nuclear-capable
tactical system and those having tactical nuclear arms deployed in their
territory.
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It could also be agreed from the outset to implement the reduction of
tact ical nuclear arms and their elimination in stages. The negotiations would
have to consider measures of erfective international verification of tac t ica l
nuclear arms reduction and elimination and a set of confidence- and
security-building measures in regard to such system and to military
ac t iv i t i es in which they are involved. They could also examine the
possibi l i ty of establishing a correspondingly empowered international control
commission.

The States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty believe that mutual renunciation
by the sides of any moderniza.tion of tact ical nuclear arms would be conducive
to creating a propitious pol i t ica l atmsphere for such negotiations and to
strengthening con£idence. The sides would, for example, neither perfect nor
increase the numbers of nuclear-capable ground-launched tac t ica l missiles, air
force missiles and a r t i l l e ry , including the nuclear components of these
systems. In this context the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty underline
the significance of the statement of the Soviet Union that i t does not
modernize i t s tac t ica l nuclear missiles. Other mult i lateral or unilateral
measures based on mutuality could also serve to achieve the aim of reducing
and eliminating tac t ica l nuclear arms.

I l l

The States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty underscore that a great threat to
s tab i l i ty in Europe is caused by the high concentration of tac t ica l nuclear
arms in this area, particularly in Central Europe, but also on the southern
flank of the line of contact between the two all iances. They believe that the
considerable reduction of Soviet forces in Central Europe, including the
withdraws:- from this area and the disbandment of six tank divisions by the
Soviet Un:.on, the substantial decrease of armaments and combat equipment,
tac t ica l nuclear arms included, as well as the other unilateral moves of the
States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty to reduce armed forces and armaments are
generating a favourable environment on the continent for implementing the
proposals envisaging a zone of diminished armaments and enhanced confidence
and nuclear-weapon-free zones in Central Europe, the Balkans and other regions
of the coptinent from which a l l nuclear weapons would be withdrawn.

A r6ime would be put into place in these zones to provide for mutual
ve r i f i ca ton , including on-site inspections, and for appropriate assurances by
the nucler-weapon States.

IV

The States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty are ready to examine any other
possible proposals and measures designed to reduce and eliminate the tactical
nuclear arms in Europe and to reinvigorate stability on the continent at ever
lower levels of military postures, with due regard paid to the principles of
equality and equal security and with allowance made for effective verification
of compliance with the agreements reached.
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"FOR A WORLD WITHOUT WARS" - APPEAL

ISSUED BY THE ObMITTEE OF FOREI(3N MINISTERS OF THE STATES PARTIES TD THE
WARSAW TREATY:

On the eve of the fiftieth anniversary of the outbreak of World War I1
the Foreign Ministers of the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty, who have
gathered in Berlin, capital of the German Democratic Republic, deem i t
necessary to declare the following:

Half a century ago Nazi Germany invaded Poland, thus unleashing what
became the most tragic conflict in human history. The war was a result of the
aggressive and revanchist policies of conquest, of dividing up and dominating
the world practised by the most reactionary imperialist circles. It
illustrated the dangerous consequences of the Munich policy of concessions.
The war claimed the lives of tens of millions of people. The earth was soaked
in the blood of the fallen and the tortured. Victory over fascism was won
thanks to the tremendous efforts undertaken by the peoples and States united
in the broad anti-Hitler coalition and by the anti-Fascist resistance
movements.

People should remember the month of September 1939 and the other tragic
events of World War 11, but not in order to keep opening up old sores.
Memories of that gravest tragedy in the history of mankind should encourage
nations to tireless efforts to ensure the right to a life in peace for
everyone on this planet.

The lessons of the war con£irm that the safeguarding of peace is the
foremost task facing humankind. Everything to which people aspire, everything
they do must be secondary to that concern. The present and future of the
European peoples and their security are inextricably bound up with the
preservation of peace on our continent.

Strict respect for the existing terri torial and political realities, for
the purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter, for the provisions
of the Final Act of Helsinki and other generally recognized norms of
international relations by al l States remains a basic prerequisite for the
maintenance of a lasting and stable order of peace in Europe. Special
importance attaches to the reduction and complete elimi,nation of nuclear and
chemical weapons, drastic cuts in conventional armed forces in Europe,
comprehensive security and broader mutually advantageous co-operation between
States with a view to resolving the pressing problem facing al l peoples of
our continent. What has been achieved on this road, including the start of
negotiations on conventional armed forces and confidence- and security-
building measures in Europe, prompts further action to ensure a lasting
peace. It is a lesson of the anti-Hitler coalition that i t should be possible
also today to establish a broad front of co-operation to ensure the peaceful
development of Europe.

The Ministers underlined the need for giving a resolute rebuff to all
manifestations of revanchism, chauvinism and nationalism, all forms of
hostility between peoples and attempts to challenge the terri torial integrity
of States. They note with special concern that neo-fascism is gaining ground
in a number of European countries. Such phenomena, regardless of what form
they take or where they appear, are a menace to peace and international
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securi ty. Meeting on German so i l , the Foreign Ministers underline that both
German States have a responsibil i ty before history to make sure that never
again will a war be unleashed from that so i l .

Humankind should enter the twenty-first century with the certainty that
i t will be able to live in peace. To achieve th is requires resolute action by
a l l States and peoples, by each and everyone. Joint reflections on what
happened in Europe 50 years ago must constantly inspire new, s t i l l more
effective action towards the creation of a world without weapons and wars. In
launching th is appeal the Foreign Ministers of the States Parties to the
Warsaw Treaty are urging that every effort should be made for the preservation
of peace, for disarmament and mutual understanding, for more co-operation and
for safeguarding the economic and social progress of every nation, so that
Ellrope and our ent i re planet wi l l not experience the horrors of a new world
war.
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Legal problems raised by the militarization of outer space

The most important principle in the Charter of the United Nations is
undoubtedly the prohibition of the threat or use of force, which, in addition,
has been given the status of jus cogens under legal doctrine. This means that
it may not be derogated from under any other norm of international law which
is not of a similar nature and that it applies universally to all countries,
whether or not they are Members of the United Nations. This is stated
explicitly in Article 2, paragraph 4 of the Charter, which reads: "All
Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use
of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any
State, or in any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the
United Nationsn.

However, commentators are far from unanimous when it comes to deciding
how "forcen should be interpreted: whether it means only armed force or, on
the contrary', it includes all forms of coercion.

A comprehensive reading of the Charter, and of its guiding principles,
would suggest that force is to be construed in a broad sense, as including
other forms inconsistent with the attainment of the fundamental objective of
the United Nations: the maintenance of peace.

Thus, for example, Article 1, paragraph 1 of the Charter of the
United Nations states that the Purposes and Principles of the Organization are:

"To maintain international peace and security, and to that end:
to take effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of
threats to the peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression or
other breaches of the peace, and to bring about by peaceful means, and
in conformity with the principles of justice and international law,
adjustment or settlement of international disputes or situations which
might lead to a breach of the peacen.

Further, Article 41 of the Charter seems to suggest that there are
other kinds of force besides "armed force", since it provides that: "The
Security Council may decide what measures not involving the use of armed force
are to be employed to give effect to its decisions ...".

GE.89-60766/2752A
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Moreover, it should be borne in mind that peace is indivisible and that
effective preservation of peace requires a general condemnation of all
obstacles that stand in the way of its full attainment. In this context, any
type of "force", armed or otherwise, would be at variance with the overriding
objectives of international peace and security and co-operation among
nations. The two objectives are closely interrelated, so much so that it is
impossible to conceive of co-operation in a world affected, at various levels,
by situations inconsistent with a state of peace. Nevertheless, it must be
admitted that there are legal formulas that correspond more closely to the
concept of "threat of force", which also has the status of jus cogens.

Further, aggression, which is a "species" within the broader "genus" of
force, is indeed restricted solely to the use of armed force (General Assembly
resolution 3314 (XXIX) of 14 December 1974, annex, article 1). In this
connection, Article 3 9 of the Charter of the United Nations draws a clear
distinction, stating that "The Security Council shall determine the existence
of any threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression ...l1.

No matter how an act that is inconsistent with peace is characterized -
whether as force or as threat of force - it must be rejected as absolutely
incompatible with the above-mentioned principles of the Charter.

The only possible use of force accepted by legislators is for purposes of
individual or collective self-defence in response to the "unlawful" use of
force (provided for in Chapter V11 of the Charter).

It might thus be concluded that any act aimed directly at breaching the
peace could be considered an act of force or a threat of the use of force, and
that the prohibition of the use of force and the threat of force may not be
derogated from in any way under any bilateral or multilateral treaty or
convention. The fact that they are jus cogens rules means that they are
peremptory norms in consonance with the need effectively to protect the
overriding objective of world peace. Nevertheless, in the case of economic
coercion, the question is not so clear-cut. According to one school of
thought, economic coercion is more of a violation of the principle of
non-intervention (Art. 2, para. 7 of the Charter).

The norm contained in Article 2, paragraph 4 of the Charter is,
accordingly, universally binding and has given rise to an entire body of
customary law. The many declarations of indefinite duration made by States
provide manifest and irrefutable evidence that this norm is accepted as an
internationally binding principle.

In the specific case of space law, any activity carried out in space
which affects the security of a subjacent State would be unlawful in
accordance with the provisions of article I, paragraph 1 of the Treaty on
Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use
of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (see
General Assembly resolution 2222 (XXI) of 19 December 1966, annex), which
provides as follows: "The exploration and use of outer space, including the
Moon and other celestial bodies, shall be carried out for the benefit and in
the interests of all countries, irrespective of their degree of economic or
scientific development, and shall be the province of all mankind".
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It is thus quite clear that exploration and use of space can be lawful
only if carried out in the manner prescribed in the above norm, from which we
may conclude that there exists a new subject of international law: mankind.

Moreover, General Assembly resolutions 1721 (XVI), 1962 (XVIII) and
1963 (XVIII), inter alia, provide that the activities of States in the
exploration and use of outer space should be carried on in accordance with
international law, including the Charter of the United Nations. This means
that outer space is not a "legal vacuum", since the Charter and
General Assembly resolution 2625 (XXV) of 24 October 1970, entitled
"Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations
and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations", categorically prohibit the threat or use of force.

In accordance with the truly determinant clause of space law (that space
activities should be carried on for the benefit of mankind), it is not valid
to assert in this case that everything which is not expressly prohibited is
permissible. States cannot ignore the mandate that outer space, the Moon and
other celestial bodies must be used in the interests of all peoples of the
world. This mandate, characterized for the first time in international law,
must be the focal point of space activity. It represents an innovation
established by space law, a lex specialis of a higher order than ever before.
The criterion of the lawfulness of a given space activity must be centred on
compliance with the rules set forth in article I, paragraph 1 of the outer
space Treaty (see General Assembly resolution 2222 (XXI), annex), rather than
on the absence of a prohibitive norm. Such absence, under space law, does not
change unlawful acts into internationally lawful acts. It must also be added
that the unlawfulness of an act should be judged in accordance with the
relevant provisions of international law, and not in accordance with internal
law. This principle applies even more decisively in space law because of the
higher ethical considerations on which it is based.

What is true in theory, however, is not fully reflected in the outer
space Treaty (General Assembly resolution 2222 (XXI), annex). In that regard,
article IV of the Treaty provides as follows:

"States Parties to the Treaty undertake not to place in orbit around
the Earth any objects carrying nuclear weapons or any other kinds of
weapons of mass destruction, install such weapons on celestial bodies, or
station weapons in outer space in any other manner.

"The Moon and other celestial bodies shall be used by all States
Parties to the Treaty exclusively for peaceful purposes. The
establishment of military bases, installations and fortifications, the
testing of any type of weapons and the conduct of military manoeuvres on
celestial bodies shall be forbidden. The use of military personnel for
scientific research or for any other peaceful purposes shall not be
prohibited. The use of any equipment or facility necessary for peaceful
exploration of the Moon and other celestial bodies shall also not be
prohibited."

Some would argue that the placing of nuclear weapons or other weapons of
mass destruction in space, in clear violation of the outer space Treaty, could
imply the initiation of an armed attack, which would justify the adoption of
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collective defence measures (Article 39 of the Charter). The hostile nature
of a space object is a question which must be determined in each case by the
Security Council, in addition to which it must decide what measures should be
taken: capture or destruction of the object, or other appropriate steps, such
as complete or partial interruption of economic relations.

In any case, the prohibition set forth in this article is clearly a
partial one, since it states only that "the Moon and other celestial bodies
shall be used ... exclusively for peaceful purposes". Outer space and
celestial bodies would therefore not have the same legal status, and certain
military uses of outer space would not be legally excluded.

Another weakness of the rule in question is the part relating to weapons,
since it merely refers to "objects carrying nuclear weapons" or any other
kinds of weapons of "mass destruction". What about other weapons which do not
fit into the specified categories? For example, are "anti-satellite" weapons
law£ul?

It is clear that article IV is not consistent with the general theory of
space law, since under the latter, as we know, activities of States in outer
space must be carried on for the benefit of all mankind. This implies, as a
corollary, a total and absolute rejection of the use or threat of force.

The above-mentioned provision is not consistent, for example, with the
provisions of articles I and I1 of the outer space Treaty, which require
States to carry on their space activities in accordance with international
law, including the Charter of the United Nations. The latter, as was noted
earlier, implies a broader concept of force than merely "armed force".

It is therefore urgently necessary to establish the necessary theoretical
consistency, which can be done through the elaboration of a protocol
additional to the outer space Treaty, which will clearly contribute, from the
legal point of view, to preserving outer space as an area of co-operation and
not of possible confrontation.

It is also important, for the purposes of this analysis, to keep in mind
article 3 of the Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and
Other Celestial Bodies (see General Assembly resolution 34/68, annex, of
5 December 1979), which reads as follows:

"1. The Moon shall be used by all States Parties exclusively for
peaceful purposes.

"2. Any threat or use of force or any other hostile act or threat
of hostile act on the Moon is prohibited. It is likewise prohibited to
use the Moon in order to commit any such act or to engage in any such
threat in relation to the Earth, the Moon, spacecraft, the personnel of
spacecraft or man-made space objects.

"3. States Parties shall not place in orbit around or other
trajectory to or around the Moon objects carrying nuclear weapons or any
other kinds of weapons of mass destruction or place or use such weapons
on or in the Moon.
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"4. The establishment of military bases, installations and
fortifications, the testing of any type of weapons and the conduct of
military manoeuvres on the Moon shall be forbidden. The use of military
personnel for scientific research or for any other peaceful purposes -
shall not be prohibited. The use of any equipment or facility necessary
for peaceful exploration and use of the Moon shall also not be
prohibited."

Although the agreement concerning the Moon is more complete and
comprehensive, it does not offer a satisfactory solution to the problem of
militarization either. In the first place, there is no specific reference
in it to outer space, but only to the Moon and other celestial bodies.
Secondly - and here it contains the same paradox as article IV of the outer
space Treaty - the provision is binding only on "States Parties", thereby
denying the universalist and jus cogens character of the principle of the
non-use of force. Moreover, in paragraph 3, it falls into the same error as
the outer space Treaty, prohibiting "objects carrying nuclear weapons or any
other kinds of weapons of mass destruction", without including other
conventional weapons. Lastly, the wording of the last sentence of paragraph 4
seems inappropriate because of the ambiguity and imprecision of the terms "any
equipment or facility necessary", and because it does not reaffirm that the
Moon should be explored and used "exclusively for peaceful purposes".

However, article 3 of the agreement concerning the Moon also contains
some positive elements - for instance, the prohibition of any other hostile
act or threat of hostile act on the Moon. Thus it considerably broadens,
although in a rather vague way, the notion of prohibited actions.

In any case, the key to the analysis of the problem of militarization
lies in the correct interpretation of the term "peaceful uses", as used in the
space agreements. There are two views of this problem. One is that the term
"peaceful uses" excludes only "aggressive uses" (those which would be
equivalent to the use of armed force), and the other is that any non-peaceful
use of outer space - except certain "non-aggressive" uses - would be
prohibited.

The concept of 'peaceful uses" should be examined in the context of the
evolution of contemporary international law and the principles which serve as
a context for space law. Accordingly, only those activities which are not
generally of a "non-peaceful" nature would be permissible in outer space and
on the Moon and other celestial bodies. Those who support the theory that it
is difficult or impossible, legally speaking, to separate the categories of
"military" and "non-military" feel that only clearly discernible armed force
should be prohibited.

It is worth asking in that connection how the "thesis of aggression" can
be reconciled with the provisions of the eighth preambular paragraph of the
outer space Treaty, which reads: "Taking account of United Nations
General Assembly resolution 110 (11) of 3 November 1947, which condemned
propaganda designed or likely to provoke or encourage any threat to the peace,
breach of the peace or act of aggression, and ~onsidering that the
aforementioned resolution is applicable to outer space".
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The conceptual scope of that paragraph should dispel any uncertainty. In
condemning propaganda as contrary to peace, it also explicitly includes
"non-aggressive" elements, whether or not they are the product or consequence
of a specific space activity.

Propaganda, as well as, for example, fraudulent use of remote-sensed data
which might jeopardize the security of the country sensed, could constitute an
unfriendly act without going so far as to constitute a direct breach of the
peace. Such acts should give rise to international liability.

Furthermore, it is important to point out that the official attribution
of civil or military status to an individual civil or military, does not
per se allow a juridical decision on the matter. It is the underlying intent
which determines whether a human act is civil or military in nature. For
example, a civilian official, using non-peaceful means, may commit a
"non-aggressive" military act; likewise a military person may devote himself
to scientific research for purely peaceful purposes.

Accordingly, the fact that an activity is not strictly aggressive does
not alter its intrinsically unlawful nature. As was pointed out earlier, the
criterion of lawfulness has more to do with whether an act is consistent with
the provisions of the first two paragraphs of article I of the outer space
Treaty, than with the absence of a prohibition.

It should also be pointed out that, although the extension of territorial
sovereignty to outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, is
prohibited, space law is nevertheless based on the principl? of respect for
the sovereignty of the subjacent nations. This is bound up with the right of
States to safeguard their national security, to have priority access to their
natural resources and to give their consent for the divulging of certain data
regarding their territory to third nations. Accordingly, States must carry
out their exploration and exploitation of outer space in accordance with
international law, particularly the Charter of the United Nations, bearing in
mind, in particular, the principles of sovereign equality and non-interference
in internal affairs.

It being established that outer space can be used only for exclusively
peaceful purposes, there are none the less circumstances in which the use of
force by a country can be justified in accordance with the rules of general
law. This is true in the case of self-defence, provided that the force is
not disproportionate to the aggression suffered. In the case of outer space,
in accordance with the rule which grants the State of registry exclusive
jurisdiction over its space objects (article I of the registration
Convention), space law does not permit foreign intervention, still less does
it permit armed attack on a spacecraft or space station. Only the State of
registry is permitted to exercise jurisdiction over its spacecraft in outer
space or on celestial bodies, and even to destroy them, provided it does not
damage third parties or the environment.

If attacked, the State of registry could resort to self-defence, not only
because it is permitted to do so by the very principles of that legal concept,
but also because its ability to carry out an activity for the benefit of the
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world would be adversely affected. On this point doctrine is very clear, as
is the proposition that peace is indivisible and that any action which
contravenes peace would have deleterious consequences for all peoples of the
universe.

It is well known that two factors are of importance where self-defence
is concerned: being the object of an attack or aggression and ensuring
proportionality of response. Direct attention must be focused on what is
called "advance self-defence", which is purely preventive in nature. It is
incompatible with the provisions of Article 51 of the Charter of the
United Nations, and its use can involve all kinds of arbitrary actions.
Moreover, who is to determine the urgency of resorting to pre-emptive attack,
which in itself may constitute a serious breach of world peace? Given the
lack of effective mechanisms for resolving international conflicts, how can
one prevent a nation which is allegedly about to be attacked from acting as
both judge and interested party?

AS was stated earlier, in the case of outer space, both aggressive and
non-aggressive activities may be judged to be "non-peaceful", and those which
involve attack or aggression (use of force in general) imply the immediate
invoking of self-defence. And yet, in certain cases it may be very tricky to
determine whether an aggression was committed, particularly when dealing with
actions whose effects are not instantaneous, bearing in mind, further, that
most nations do not have the proper technological means for detecting and
preventing non-peaceful use of outer space. These nations can only resort to
the United Nations system, invoking the provisions of Chapter V11 so that the
Security Council may take whatever measures are most effective. For reasons
which are easy to understand, this is not a satisfactory and efficient answer
to the problem under consideration. Indiscriminate use of the veto in the
Council would leave a country which is merely a passive beneficiary of space
technology completely defenceless.

Systems for verification of compliance with disarmament treaties
constitute another aspect on which there is a need for legislation so that
such systems can be granted legitimacy. Some of the most important tasks
would be those outlined in the document of the Preparatory Committee for the
second special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament,
concerning a proposed international satellite monitoring agency. They include:

1. Monitoring compliance with arms limitation and disarmament
agreements;

2. Monitoring of crisis situations, with applications in the following
circumstances:

(a) Early warning of attacks through observation of the build-up of
military and paramilitary forces;

(b) Evidence of border violations;

(c) Cease-fire monitoring;
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(d) Assistance to United Nations observers for peace-keeping purposes;

(e) Strengthening of international con£idence-building measures and
observance of the ban on the threat or use of force.

It is important to establish certain clarifications concerning
early-warning satellites. Acts involving "advance self-defence" cannot be
deemed lawful. Such a possibility is not envisaged in the Charter of the
United Nations, and it could constitute a dangerous invitation to pre-emptive
attack. None the less, there are certain events in which missions of
early-warning satellites would be permissible: while each State is entitled
to its privacy and territorial integrity, this must not conflict with the
higher right of the international community to see to its own security. If
reconnaissance satellites can act as a deterrent to nuclear war, then their
function would be legally justified. This does not mean prejudging the
lawfulness of "espionage", which, although there is no international
legislation on the matter, would be prohibited as constituting unacceptable
interference in the affairs of a State. The characterization of 'unacceptable
interference" would be based, inter alia, on its clandestine nature.
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THE SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COUNCIL

While the aims, principles and basic provisions of the convention on the

prohibition of chemical weapons must be sacrosanct, it must be a living,

evolutionary institution as far as its application is concerned.

In particular, it will have to be adapted in the light of progress in

science and technology that will inevitably occur, in order to minimize and if

possible forestall the risks inherent in the emergence of new chemicals and

new technologies which, if not controlled, may jeopardize or circumvent the

convention, as well as to provide the best possible instrument for

verification.

There is every evidence that the representatives of the scientific

cornunity are best qualified to perform this task of monitoring, advising and

preparing the ground for decision-making. The scientific community has a

universal calling, and, without moving away from its own role, must be in a

position to transcend divergences in culture and in interests between States

in order to provide an objective assessment of scientific and technological

developments as they affect the convention.

For this reason, France proposed two years ago (cf. CD/747 of

23 March 1987) that an advisory scientific authority should be set up among

the organs of the convention. Since that time this idea has gained ground and

has been progressively taken up by the negotiatprs.

This authority, which would be known as the "Scientific Advisory

Council", might act as a high-level advisory body for the organs of the

convention, in particular the Executive Council and the Technical Secretariat,

in preparing the ground for decisions to be taken to put the provisions of the

convention into effect.

GE.89-60674/0259a
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The present working paper sets forth a number of considerations

concerning the establishment of the Scientific Advisory Council and the

organization of its work.

1. GENEFUIL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COUNCIL (S.A.C.)

As an advisory body to [the Conference of the States Parties] [the

Executive ~ouncil] [the Director-General of the Technical Secretariat], the

S.A.C. will have the following tasks:

— To advise [the Conference of the States parties] [the Executive

Council] [the Director-General of the Technical Secretariat] concerning

any scientific or technological innovation which may be of relevance to

the objectives of the convention;

— To propose to [the Executive Council] [the Technical Secretariat]

scientific or technical improvements which might enhance compliance

with the provisions of the convention;

— To respond to requests from the various organs of the convention in its

fields of competence;

— To provide advice in the same fields to States Parties at their request.

2. STRUCTURE

2.1. Composition

It must be based on scientific criteria and on criteria of professional

competence. Sections corresponding to the scientific and technological

disciplines of relevance to the various parts of the convention will be set

up. These sections may include several prominent scientific figures in the

following proposed areas:

— Chemistrv

- General chemistry and physical chemistry, organic and inorganic

chemistry

- Analytical chemistry

- "Military" chemistry

— Chemical engineerinn and chemical industrv

— Toxicology, including

- Toxicology of industrial products

- Toxicology of pesticides

- Toxicology of poisons of animal and plant origin

— Pharmacol o Pv

— -otechnolonies , including

- Microbiological and enzyme engineering

- Industrial applications
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- Military sciences

- Detection of CW agents

- Protection, decontamination

- Technology of chemical munitions (production, storage, etc.)

As an additional criterion to be taken into account in the composition of

the S.A.C., efforts should be made to maintain a balance in the various fields

(research, technology, industry, military sciences), in the light of the prior

experience of the candidates.

2.2. Selection method

It will be based on level, qualification and experience, drawing on

reference data yet to be defined such as publications, scientific, academic or

professional responsibilities, distinctions and international experience.

2.3. Nomination of members

Proposals will be submitted by:

- The States Parties (for a third of the members);

- International scientific institutions (such as IUPAC and others to be

identified) (for two thirds of the members).

The members of the S.A.C. will be [selected] [elected] by [the Conference of

the States Parties] [the Executive Council] (to be determined).

2.4. Lenpth of terms of office

Each member will be elected for (three) years, and may be re-elected only

once.

2.5. Establishment of new sections

The S.A.C. will propose the establishment of new sections [to the

Conference of the States Parties] [to the Executive Council] in the light of

scientific and technical developments.

2.6. Obli~ations of members of the S.A.C.

(In particular, obligations in relation to confidentiality; to be added

to

3. TASKS

The Scientific Advisory Council will perform its advisory role in the

following fields:

- Monitoring of scientific and technical developments as a whole, and

particularly in fields of relevance to the objectives of the convention.

- Initial examination of the lists of chemicals following declarations of

stocks and production facilities, and subsequently specific study of

proposals for modification of the lists and related guidelines, and of
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requests for their revision (originating either from the Technical

Secretariat or from the States Parties).

- Well-grounded proposals for additions or modifications to the lists and

the guidelines, and warnings concerning new toxins.

- Review of the scientific aspects of verification procedures, and in

particular proposals for new verification methodologies;

- Advice on the development of economic and technical co-operation among

the States Parties, as well as assists ~ce;

- Advice on international co-operation in the collection and provision of

scientific and technical data of relevance to the convention

(international network of data banks).

4. ORGAN1ZATION

- Working procedures

- Frequency of meetings

- Permanent secretariat (the S.A.C.'s permanent secretariat might be

located in the Technical Secretariat)

- Research contracts with other institutions

- Organization of seminars and conferences

- Participation in international or national scientific activities

(congresses, seminars or symposia)

5. ESTABLISHMENT IN STAGES

During the preparatory phase, a "scientific advisory committee" might be

set up as a subsidiary body of the Preparatory Commission.

Upon entry into force, the S.A.C. might be set up with (two) (three)

prominent figures per section.

* * *
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National Trial Inspection

Introduction

On the basis of the guidelines and the format contained in CD/CW/WP.213

and CD/881 a national trial inspection was performed in a multi-purpose

facility.

A. General Approach

1. Objectives of the national trial inspection

The aim of the inspection was to assess the possibility of verifying that

a facility, that is not subject to declarations under any of the schedules, is

not used to produce any chemical listed in schedules [l], [21 or [3] and to

obtain information on the deqree of intrusiveness that such an inspection

would require.

2. Provisions in the Draft Convention under which the trial inspections
would take place - Article V1

No provisions exist.

3. Type of on-site inspection

Clarification inspection to verify that no prohibited activity takes

place in an undeclared facility that is not listed to produce any of the

scheduled substances.

4. Advance information

No declarations.

No "facility attachment".

5. Type of facility to be inspected

Stand-alone multi-purpose facility with several.reactors, operating in

"batch" mode; mainly solid end products are manufactured.

6. Type of declared activity at the facility

No declared activity.

GE.89-60680/2657A
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B. Detailed Approach

1. The inspection mandate

No inspection mandate was negotiated a priori. As the inspection

proceeded the necessity of documents to be made available and of areas to be

made accessible were discussed.

2. Composition of the inspection team

The inspection team was composed of two scientists and one observer

(diplomat).

3. Inspection eauipment

The inspection equipment, mainly sampling equipment and analytical

instrumentation, was furnished by the facility.

4. Activities prior to the arrival of the inspection team

The facility was notified five days before the inspection.

5. Advance preparations on site

(Initial visit.)

6. Escort and points of contact arrangements

Facility personnel designated by the plant manager escorted the

inspectors during their visits, inter alia, for security reasons.

7. Other participants

None.

8. Duration of the inspection

- Inspection: one day.

- Report preparation: one day.

9. Measures to protect confidential information

The facility could broadly agree with the qeneral terms of the current

provisions in CD/881.

10. Openinci conference

Durinq the first part of the openinq conference the inspector explained

the verification system of the future convention in its general terms and

outlined the purpose of the envisaged inspection. In the second part of the

opening conference the qeneral manager explained the layout of the facility,

including details about the plant to be inspected.

11. Types of records needed and/or audited

- the production planning of the week and the day of the inspection

(two shifts);

- the actual stocks (feed stocks, intermediate and end products);

- plant production records were made available at each reactor in

operation.
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12. Plant orientation tour

Before startinq the inspection a guided tour of the complete facility was

made, including storage area, outside storaqe and raw (starting) materials and

solvents, main quality control laboratory and energy department; excluded from

the tour were those chemical plants that were not subject to inspection and

the waste water treatment area (to save time only).

13. Inspection of areas and facility equipment

The plant was inspected in detail, including control room, reactor

vessels, centrifuges and drying vessels.

14. Inspection of operation procedures

For each reactor vessel in operation the actual operating instructions

and reports were checked and compared with the planninq of that particular day.

15. Samplinq and sample-taking procedures

Samples were taken according to agreed guidelines (see part C).

16. Handling of samples

Due to the limited size of the inspection team the sample handling was

completely carried out by facility personnel. During the exchange of views

however, some ideas on the procedures for handlinq the samples were expressed

(see part C).

17. Analysis of samples

The samples were analysed in the main laboratory of the facility located

at a distance of 20 kilometres away from the inspected plant.

18. Types of analysis

The analysis involved mainly the application of spectroscopic techniques

(Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, Mass Spectrometry and Infrared Spectroscopy) to

verify that the structure of the synthesized product matched that on the

production process record and on the operatinq procedures.

19. The documents made available to the inspectors were

- layout of the facility and detailed layout of the plant;

- production planning;

- detailed listinq of chemicals stocks;

- batch operating instructions and batch operating reports (available at

each reactor);

- qlobal production reports of the last month/year.

20. Evaluation by the inspectors

The main question evaluated durinq the visit was: "is it possible to

detect undeclared production of scheduled chemicals?" Relevant conclusions

are presented in part C.
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21. Closing conference

No closing conference, but a short debriefinq.

22. Anomalies, disputes and complications

Verification of undeclared chemicals in the storage area through control

of computer listinss or computer search was shown to be equivocal (see part C).

23. Report of the inspection team

- During the briefing, a preliminary report, according to a check-list,

could be elaborated, possibly in handwriting?

- A more exhaustive report can be sent later on; the facility, however

insists on obtaining a copy of both reports.

24. Impact of the inspection on facility operations

An inspection involves at least two man-days (of highly qualified

personnel).

25. Other matters

C. Specific aspects - conclusions

1. The inspection mandate

No inspection mandate was available. However, it was stated by the

facility representatives that, in this particular plant, access to any part of

the plant would not be refused, provided access and inspection were in

aqreement with the safety regulations. All documents related to production,

acquisition and stockpiling of chemicals were made available for visual

inspection on request. Such documents should, however, not leave the

facility. Sample taking is preferably done at the end of the batch process in

order not to interfere with normal production activities.

Traffic in and out the facility can be controlled by the inspectors.

2. Composition of the inspection team

The team was composed of two (technical) inspectors, in order to save

time some actions were not fully carried out and the sample takinq was also

reduced. The size of the inspection team should be of at least two to

three inspectors, one of them should be a trained analytical chemist.

3. Inspection equipment

The equipment was provided for by the facility. It was pointed out that

inspectors should be provided with means for sealing the samples, since the

analysis might have to be repeated in another location and with other

instrumentation in case anomalies or complications arise (see 16). A member

of the national authority, accompanying the international inspectors, might

apply a second control seal.
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4. Activities prior to the arrival of inspection teams

None.

5. Advance preparations on-site

Nihil visit.

6. Escort and point of contact arrangements

Inspectors arrived at the facility by their own means of transportation

and met at an agreed point of contact. During the inspection, inspectors are

escorted by facility personnel, whose presence can be useful for

clarifications; such escortinq personnel can order sample taking by

specialized personnel upon request by and according to the instructions of the

inspector.

7. Other participants

Representatives from the national authority may be present at the

inspection, without interfering, however, in the activities of the inspectors.

8. Duration of the inspection

With a full size inspection team (two to three inspectors) an inspection

will require two to three days if every reactor vessel in operation and the

raw materials storage is to be controlled in detail, i.e. including the sample

taking and their analysis.

9. Measures to protect confidential information

- Restriction on participation.

The facility representative expressed the opinion that the international

orqanization will have to find ways to avoid that inspectors, after

termination of their term in the orqanization, would in the near future be

employees of industrial competitors.

- The inspectors should have an official mandate of the international

orqanization, stating the principles for protection of confidential

information in terms of CD/881.

- The identity of the inspectors shall be checked by the plant security

staff (and by the national authority).

10. Opening conference

- The purpose of the inspection can be stated quickly and correctly.

- Layout of the facility and detailed plans of the plants to be inspected

are necessary for the inspectors; they should be allowed to use them

during their stay in the facility. (Colour) photoqraphs taken from the

air were valuable aids to orient the inspectors and to familiarize them
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more rapidly with the surroundings. Anyhow, in this particular case,

the loqic structure of the facility greatly facilitated the rapid

familiarization with the basic layout of the plant.

11. Types of records needed and/or audited

By usinq the documents mentioned in part B.11, it is possible, on the

basis of accountancy operations, to "trace" a chemical, i.e. to verify when,

where and how it has been used/synthesized (traceability). However, for the

purposes of this particular inspection, traceability appeared to be less

useful, since under this type of inspection mainly qualitative data (related

to the structural formula of the produced chemical) were needed.

All documents were in the Dutch language; moreover frequent use is made

of abbreviations and code numbers. Fluent knowledqe of the language used at

the facility seems to be a necessity for at least one of the inspectors.

12. Plant orientation tour

For this type of facility one hour would have been largely sufficient for

an orientation tour (only the surroundings).

13. Inspection of areas and facility equipment

In the conduct of the inspection, the inspectors were not subject to any

restriction on access to plant areas; however, access to storage areas of

danqerous products would be more cumbersome due to additional security

measures.

14. Inspection of operating procedures

Provided the inspectors do not copy relevant parts of the operating

instructions, they have the possibility to check them on the site. Never

should such operating instructions and other relevant documents leave the

facility.

15. Sampling

As stated earlier, sampling of batch operations will normally occur after

termination of the batch and preferably after dryinq of the product. Sample

taking during batch operation might result in a complex sample that is

sometimes difficult to analyse and that does not reflect the normal end

product(s) of the batch; moreover in that particular case of sample taking

durinq batch operation the temperature would have to be lowered to room

temperature, resulting in loss of time; in some cases, e.g. synthesis under

inert atmosphere (nitrogen), opening of the reactor might result in important

product loss.
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Samples were taken by the operatinq personnel using normal sampling

equipment (used for quality control), according to usual plant procedures and

under surveillance of the inspector.

16. Handlinq of samples

It was suggested that samples would be split up in three identical

sub-samples sealed in an appropriate manner by the inspector and the national

authority representative.

The normal procedure would be: analysis at the facility under

supervision of the inspector; when problems or disagreements arise, a second

sample could be analysed by the inspector and under supervision of the

facility representative, e.g. at a local university; a third sample could

serve for further analysis, under procedures to be developed, if disagreement

continues to exist.

A need exists for appropriate procedures to store and transport such

samples.

17. Analysis of samples

In this particular case the inspector was not always present durinq the

analysis.

The use of sophisticated instruments, often fully computerised, may, in

theory, allow an operator to "cheat11, i.e. show a completely different

spectrum by workinq "off line"; therefore at least one of the inspectors ought

to be a trained analytical chemist who is familiar with the practice of the

main analytical techniques used.

18. Types of analysis

The analysis should indicate a "matchinq" between the sample and the

structural formula on the operatinq instructions.

With this type of analysis only qualitative data are checked, in

accordance with the aim of the inspection.

19. Documentation of the inspection

All specific documents presented by the facility are to be treated as

confidential and may not leave the factory, except for a qeneral layout and

some qeneral data (not yet specified) on the facility.

20. Evaluation by the inspectors

It was found possible to draw correct conclusions with regard to the

actual activities of the plant within the facility. Stating the right of

inspectors to take samples everywhere according to established procedures

miqht act as a deterrent.
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Co-operation of the facility personnel is essential for an easy conduct

of the inspection.

21. Closing con£erence

None.

22. Anomalies, disputes and complications

It was found to be impossible to check the presence of undeclared

chemicals through computer search procedures, since a special code numbering

system is used to enter the name of the searched chemical; introducing a

"nonsense" code could result in a ''not presentg1 indication. To check for the

presence of undeclared chemicals the complete warehouse would have to be

controlled, which is virtually impossible under the time frame.

23. Report of the inspection team

It was deemed useful to report on the inspection in two steps:

- a short report containing the essential conclusions: either "all

clear", or with some remaining problems or anomalies;

- a full report with detailed results on the inspection (if necessary).

All reports are confidential. The national authority and the facility

should also obtain a copy of each report.

24. Impact of the inspection on facilities operation

An inspection of this type is possible without significant interference

with normal facility operation.

25. Other matters

The openness and good collaboration of the plant personnel qreatly

facilitated the easy conduct of this trial inspection.
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LETTES DATED 29 MAY 1989 FROM THE PEI7MANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF THE
SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA TO THE UNITED NATIONS OFFICE AT
GENEVA ADDRESSED TD THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TRANSMI'M'ING AN APPEAL
FROM THE STATES PARTIES TO THE WARSAW TREATY TO THE MEMBER STATES

OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION

I have the honour to inform you that the States parties to the
Warsaw Treaty - the People's Republic of Bulgaria, the Czechoslovak Socialist
Republic, the German Demcratic Republic, the Polish People's Republic, the
Socialist Republic of Romania, the Hungarian People's Republic and the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics - recently adopted an appeal addressed to the
member States of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization on the eve of their
sumnit meeting.

The text of the appeal in Russian, English, French and Spanish is
attached.

On behalf of the signatory countries I hereby request you to have this
appeal distributed as an offical document of the Conference on Disarmament.

Gheorqhe Dolgu
Ambassador

Permanent Representative
of the Socialist Republic of Romania to

the United Nations Office at Geneva

GE.89-61184/0669a
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ANNEX

A~~eal of the States Parties to the Warsaw Treatv to the
Member States of the North Atlantic Treatv Oraanization

The States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty - the People's Republic of Bulgaria,
the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, the German Democratic Republic, the Polish
People's Republic, the Socialist Republic of Romania, the Hungarian People's
Republic and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics - appeal to the member States
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, on the eve of their high-level meeting,
to assess the new realities of the contemporary world and to make use of the
opportunities emerging at present in order to eliminate completely the consequences
of the "cold war" in Europe and in the world.

Post-war European history has been built not without difficulties for us all.
The co-operation that characterized the years of the Second World War in the
struggle against fascism and for the freedom and independence of peoples was
replaced by a trend of confrontation. As a result, the two military and political
alliances were established. An accelerated accumulation of increasingly
sophisticated and destructive armaments took place.

The past decades have clearly demonstrated that such a situation undermines
the security of the whole of Europe and increases the risk of a nuclear conflict:
This conclusion has led to the emergence of the all-European process, with the
participation of the European States, the United States of America and Canada. Its
purpose is the elimination of military confrontation and the strengthening of
security by joint efforts, through dialogue, mutual understanding and mutually
beneficial co-operation, on the basis of full equality of rights, respect for
national independence and sovereignty, non-interference in internal affairs and the
other principles of the Helsinki Final Act, of the unanimously accepted rules of
international law.

The conclusion of the Soviet-American agreements on the elimination of medium-
and shorter-range missiles, and the progress that has been made in the process of
strengthening peace and solving a number of regional conflicts have created
favourable conditions for the development of co-operation among States and
peoples. The international situation, however, continues to be complex and
contradictory and no radical change for the better has yet come about.

Wishing to do away with the present division of Europe into opposing military
blocs, the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty declare that they are in favour of
the simultaneous liquidation of the two military and political alliances and, as a
first step, of the dismantling of their military structures. Acting towards this
end, the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty and the member States of the North
Atla-tic Treaty Organization could combine their efforts in order to identify
avenues conducive to the renunciation of military confrontation, the development of
co-operation among States, irrespective of their membership of one alliance or
another, and the building of a Europe of peace and co-operation with full respect
for existing territorial and political realities.
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The States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty believe that the realities of the
contemporary world require a new outlook of security. This should be a mutual and
undivided security based on a permanent lessening of military confrontation and the
reduction of armaments up to the total removal of the danger of a new war, through
the actual liquidation of the means and potentials of conducting it. The
disarmament process, which ensures confidence-building, must cover the entire
complex of the armed forces, infantry, air force and navy, and all armaments -
conventional, nuclear and chemical - ready to be used in a European contingency.
That will pave the way for progress towards true military and political stability.

The Vienna negotiations on conventional armed forces, security and
confidence-building in Europe are called upon to play a decisive part in this
process. They will provide the framework for the solution of a number of
fundamental issues, such as the reduction of armed forces down to the defence
level, the examination of military doctrines and of their technical and material
components, the mutual renunciation of stereotypes and distorted assertions, and
the establishment of a mechanism for constructive co-operation.

The States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty recall their proposals intended to
bring about a substantial reduction in armed forces and conventional armaments,
and, accordingly, in military expenditures.

The States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty endorse the supplementary proposals,
advanced by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics at the Vienna negotiations,
regarding the radical reduction of the armaments and armed forces of the two
alliances by 1996-1997.

The States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty reaffirm their proposals to undertake
measures at regional level with a view to lessening the possibilities of a surprise
attack, building confidence and strengthening security in various zones of Europe.

They believe it is necessary for the dialogue on disarmament also to cover all
the means of warfare that have been omitted so far. In that connection, the allied
States reiterate their proposal that separate negotiations be held on tactical
nuclear armaments and that special consultations be started without further delay
for the preparation thereof. They support the decision of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics regarding the unilateral wi-thdrawal, in 1989, of 500 tactical
nuclear warheads from the territory of the allied States to its own territory, as
well as its expressed readiness to withdraw all nuclear warheads from the territory
of its allies from 1989 to 1991, provided the United States undertake a similar
step in return.

It is time for the framework of negotiations to be enlarged to cover navies
and their weaponry, starting with their inclusion among the confidence-building
measures.

At the same time, it is important not to take steps that would further
complicate the negotiation process or give fresh impetus to the arms race on
various pretexts, including modernization.
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The multilateral development of co-operation in other areas of inter-State
relationship would also contribute to building confidence among States and mutually
strengthening their security. The creation of favourable conditions for the
development of co-operation in such areas as economy, trade, science and
technology, environment, humanitarian situations and human rights, while respecting
the sovereignty of States and non-interference in their internal affairs, would be
in the interests of both Europe and the world as a whole.

An important factor contributing to a healthier international situation would
be the mutual understanding by the countries belonging to the two alliances that
they should exercise restraint with respect to regional conflicts, first of all by
renouncing acts liable to worsen the situation even further. They could work
together in order to identify solutions to conflicts. There is an increased need
for joint efforts to set limits to trade in armaments. Another important task
would be to safeguard the security of sea and air trade lanes, by lessening the
concentration and limiting the activity of navies and air forces in the respective
areas. There is a need for closer co-operation and co-ordinated efforts in
fighting international terrorism and the drug trade.

Military links, such as exchanges of information with respect to proposals and
initiatives, consideration of military budget reductions and related matters, the
examination of military doctrines and exchanges of visits by military delegations,
would play an important role in eliminating mistrust between the States Parties to
the Warsaw Treaty and the members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.

The States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty suggest to the member States of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization that they establish relations of political
dialogue, as well as contacts between the representatives of the two alliances.

The States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty express their readiness to examine
most carefully the counterproposals of the member States of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization with a view to encouraging the positive trends that have
started taking shape in the relations between States. They call on the latter to
act together in order to ensure a more dynamic development and general prosperity,
against a background of independence, stability and peace in Europe and throughout
the world.
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LETTER DATED 7 JUNE 1989 ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE
CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT FROM THE CHARGE D'AFFAIRES, DEPUTY
PERMRNENT REPRESENTATIVE OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA
TRANSMITTING TfIE TEXT OF THE DECLARATION OF THE PRESIDENT OF
THE STATE COUNCIL OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA AND THE
PRIME MINISTER OF THE REPUBLIC OF GREECE SIGNED ON 23 APRIL 1989

I have the honour to transmit to you enclosed, herewith, the text in
English of the Declaration of the President of the State Council of the
People's Republic of Bulqaria Todor ZHIVKOV and the Prime Minister of
the Republic of Greece, Andreas Papandreou, signed on 23 April 1989.

I should be grateful if you could circulate it in English, French and
Russian as an offical document of the Conference on Disarmament.

(Signed) VALENTIN BOJILOV
Charq6 d'Affaires

Minister Plenipotentiary
Deputy Permanent Representative

GE.89-61311/0705a
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DECLARATION

of the President of the State Council of the
People's Republic of Bulqaria Todor Zhivkov
and the Prime Minister of the Republic of

Greece Andreas Papandreou

The President of the State Council of the People's Republic of Bulqaria
and the Prime Minister of the Republic of Greece,

expressing the will of their peoples to live in peace, in a world free of
weapons and violence,

encouraqed by the positive trends in international life and by the
development of dialoque and the reduction of nuclear weapons,

desirous of contributing to the continuation and deepening of this
process,

encouraqed by the favourable prospects for concluding a convention on
prohibition and destruction of chemical weapons, and determined to siqn
it immediately upon its opening for signature,

following the spirit of their consistent policies of assertinq the
climate of confidence, security, good-neighbourliness, understanding and
co-operation between the two countries and in the Balkans,

wishing to contribute by concrete actions to promoting multilateral
Balkan co-operation and working out confidence- and security-building
measures in the reqion,

recallinq their joint statement of 23 February 1988 in favour of
undertakinq steps to rid the Balkans of tactical nuclear weapons and to
assume commitments not to deploy new nuclear weapons,

and complying with Article 6 on the Declaration on Friendship,
Good-neighbourliness and Co-operation between the People's Republic
of Bulgaria and the Republic of Greece of 11 September 1986,

1. State that the Governments of the two countries will elaborate norms
of behaviour with a view to turning their territories into a zone free of
nuclear and chemical weapons.

2. Declare that the two countries will, to that end, refrain from
actions which may hinder the establishment of a zone free of nuclear and
chemical weapons.

3. Call upon the other Balkan countries to support these efforts, with
a view to elaboratinq and adopting norms of behaviour aimed at freeinq the
territory of all Balkan countries from nuclear and chemical weapons.

4. Hope that all states will encouraqe and assist the efforts to
establish a zone free of nuclear and chemical weapons in the Balkans.
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5. State that this Declaration is not directed against any third
country and does not affect the rights and obligations ensuinq from the
aqreements in force to which they are parties.

The Declaration was signed in Haskovo on 23 April 1989 in two oriqinal
copies in the Bulgarian and Greek lanquaqes, both texts having equal force.

PRESIDENT OF THE STATE COUNCIL OF
THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA:

S/ Todor Zhivkov

PRIME MINISTER OF THE
REPUBLIC OF GREECE:

S/ Andreas Papandreou
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Original: ENGLISH

Programne of Work for the Second Part of the 1989 Session
of the Conference on Disarmament

(Adopted at the 508th plenary meeting on 13 June 1989)

In compliance with rule 28 of the Rules of Procedure, the Conference on
Disarmament adopts the following programne of work for the second part of i t s
1989 session:

13-16 June

19-30 June

3-7 July

10-14 July

17-28 July

31 July-4 August

7-11 August

14-31 August

Statements in plenary meetings. Consideration of the
programne of work, as well as of the establishment of
subsidiary bodies on items on the agenda and other
organizational questions.

( Nuclear-test ban.
(
( Cessation of the nuclear-arms race and nuclear
( disarmament.

Prevention of an arms race in outer space.

Prevention of nuclear war, including al l related matters.

Chemical weapons.

( Effective international arrangements to assure

( non-nuclear-weapons States against the use or threat of
( use of nuclear weapons.
(
( New types of weapons of mass destruction and new systems
( of such weapons; radiological weapons.

Comprehensive programne of disarmament.

Reports of ad hoc subsidiary bodies, consideration and
adoption of the Annual Report to the General Assembly of
the United Nations.

GE.89-61333/0720a
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The Conference will continue consideration of its improved and effective
functioning and will report to the General Assembly of the United Nations on
that subject.

The Conference will further intensify its consultations in pursuance of
paragraphs 14 and 15 of its report (CD/875) with a view to taking a positive
decision at its 1989 annual session with regard to expansion of its membership
by not more than four States and the need to maintain balance in the
membership of the Conference and wil1 inform accordingly the forty-fourth
session of the General Assembly of the United Nations.

Meetings of the subsidiary bodies will be convened after consultations
between the President of the Conference and the Chairmen of the subsidiary
bodies, according to the circumstances and needs of those bodies.

The Ad hoc Group of Scientific EXperts to Consider International
Co-operative Measures to Detect and Identify Seismic Events will meet from
24 July-4 August 1989.

In adopting its programne of work, the Conference has kept in mind the
provisions of rules 30 and 31 of its Rules of Procedure.
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UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND

Verification of the Chemical Weapons Convention: Practice
challenqe insDections of, military facilities

1. CD/715 of July 1986 set out detailed proposals by the United Kinsdom for
the conduct of a challenge inswction under article IX of the Chemical WeaDons
Convention. These oroposals olaced a basic obliqation on any State oarty
receivinq a request for clarification or resolution of any matter causinq
doubts about comoliance to demonstrate to the other treaty States, and
es~ecially the requestinq State, that it remains in full comoliance with the
treaty.

2. Buildins on the ideas in CD/500, the United Kinqdom ~rowsed that each
State oarty should have the riqht directly to request a challenqe insoection
of another oarty, and that any State receivinq such a request should allow an
insoection team from the technical secretariat, accom~anied by a
reoresentative from the requestinq State to carry out a comprehensive
investiaation in order to determine the facts of the case.

3. The United Kinsdom's proposals recoqnized that a State receivins a
challenqe miqht have leaitimate security interests at stake. In such
exceotional circumstances a State would have the risht to prowse alternative
measures to demonstrate comoliance.

4. In 1988 the United Kinsdom set out to test how these oro~osals miaht work

in oractice by conductinq a series of oractice challenqe ins~ections at

military facilities. Our objectives were:

(a) To assess the security im~lications of challenqe insrxctions under a
Chemical Weawns Convention;

(b) To examine ways of demonstrating comoliance with a Chemical W e a w n s
Convention while protectins leqitimate security interests unrelated to
chemical weawns;

(C) To draw any lessons for how challenqe ins~ections under a Chemical
Weapons Convention miqht be conducted.

5. It was decided that oractices should be conducted across a ranae of
Ministry of Defence facilities from ammunition storaae facilities throuqh to
research and develooment facilitjes, since different types of facility would
w s e different oroblems for inspection. After oreliminary visits to various
candidate facilities, it was decided to hold the first oractice at a
conventional ammunition storase facility.

GE.89-61386/0736a
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6. Before the first practice, ~rocedures and quidelines were drawn up,
includina an ins~ection ~rotocol. The first trial ins~ection then took lace
in October 1988 and was followed in March this year with a trial inspection of
another ammunition storaqe de~ot. A note on administrative and other
practical asDects of these inspections is contained in the annex to this DaDer.

7. The remainder of this DaDer offers some interim observations on challenqe
~rocedures in the liqht of our first two ~ractices. It should be em~hasized
that the two practices to date have been conducted at facilities which are not
~articularly sensitive, and are only the first Dart of a larqer Droqramme.
Further trials at more security sensitive facilities will be necessary before
firm conclusions can be drawn. The United Kinqdom plans to hold such
exercises later this year.

SOME PROVISIONAL OBSERVATIONS

Definition of challenqed facility

8. The effectiveness of the inspection de~ends partly on the wordinq of the
challenqe. A very sDecific definition of a challenaed facility is therefore
required. One way forward miqht be to define the facilitv by a combination of
name, description and map co-ordinates. Our ex~erience shows that precision
is necessary in order to avoid arquments over riqhts of access. More work is
needed on quildelines for access to areas outside the desiqnated site,
esrxcially neiahbourinq facilities which are subsequently shown to be closely
connected with the challenqe facility.

Notice of ins~ection

9. It is clear that even in as short a Deriod as 48 hours, considerable
quantities of ammunition could be ship~ed out of a storaqe facility. It miqht
therefore be desirable for an advance party to arrive immediately after the
issue of a challenae to seal the facility and monitor movements in and out
althouah there could be siqnificant ~ractical difficulties which would need to
be overcome. The question of clean-up times in civil chemical facilities is
also relevant in this context.

Size and composition of inspection team

10. It will be difficult for a team of five inspectors to "secure the site"
and carry out all their inspection duties on larae sites. They miqht need to
be accom~anied by a sizeable support staff who could seal the site, monitor
movements in and out on a 24 hour basis, assist in the collection and
monitorinq of samples both on and off site, and provide qeneral administrative
services to the inspection team. The use of physical seals on access points
to the site (see below) would reduce the demands on inspection manpower but
our experience suqqests that for very larse sites five inspectors miqht not be
sufficient.

11. The resource im~lications of a larae supwrt staff and the earlier
arrival of an advance party both for the technical secretariat and for the
challenaed State would however require further examination and priorities
misht need to be established.
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12. It would in our experience areatly improve the effectiveness of the
ins~ection team if they were assisted in their task by the inclusion of an
expert in the activities claimed bv the challenaed State to be takinq place at
the challenaed facility. This enables a better and earlier assessment to be
made of the plausibility of the claims and decisions on where and what to
inspect.

Role of challenaina State observer

13. The role of the observer from the challenqina State is important.
Questions to be resolved are whether or not the observer should be able to
exmess his views on the conduct of the inswection to his country's
satisfaction; to what extent he is able to influence the inspection plan;
whether he can communicate formal requests of the challenqed State via the
inspection team leader; and what restrictions can be placed by the challenaed
State on the movement and access of the observer for security reasons.
Dependins on the answer to these questions one observer miqht not be enouah to
cover a seven-day inspection, especially if the inspection team is split into
two or more.

Securina the site

14. "Sealins the site8' at a larqe facility with many access ooints is a
difficult task. Should all qates except the main entrance be sealed? Should
seals be franaible but with inherent inteqrity in cases of emeraency access
aates? Should the main entrance be manned on a 24-hour basis to monitor all
movements in and out? Our exwerience so far suqaests the answers to these
questions should be yes.

15. In order to orevent the movina of clandestine CW stocks round the site in
advance of the inspection team, the team would ideally need to secure and seal
transport systems within and from the facility.

Samples

16. There will be a need to define the samwlinq equipment required at
different types of facility. If the inspection team brinqs all the necessary
equioment with it this miqht include, for liquid and solid samples, sample
jars, scoops, ladies, funnels, scrapers, dip sticks, means of cleaninq
samolina equipment between samples; protective clothina, boots, qloves,
overalls; for vamur samples, sor~tion tubes for later laboratory analysis and
draqer tubes. Aareement is also necessary on what equipment the challenqed
State should be expected to provide, who should take the samples, and where
they should be analysed. Our experience suqqests that the technical
secretariat should provide as much of the equipment as possible and that
analysis should be carried out by both the challenqed State and the inspectors
to auard aaainst fraudulent or faulty analysis. The samples themselves would
need to be carefully loaaed and sealed.

How to demonstrate that a weapon is not a chemical weapon?

17. A number of wssible methods have been considered; it is not clear yet
what is most acceptable. For example:
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(a) Reference to handbooks qivina details of weapons and their
distinctive markinas would be helpful but some of them may be classified. In
any case they could not be relied upon as conclusive Proof.

(b) Portable X-ray equipment could reveal somethinq of the character of
the contents of a shell. It could for example show the presence of a liquid,
but not necessarily certain powders unless they had a distinct siqnature.
However, X-rays miqht reveal classified details of weapon desiqn.

(C) A weapon could be fired - but this requires a suitable ranqe.

(d) The weapon could possibly be broken open by use of a small explosive
cuttinq chanqe. This, however, is a hazardous operation which could only be
undertaken at a suitably licensed demolition area.

Safety

18. Safety issues frequently arose durinq the ins~ections. It is essential
that the initial briefina of the ins~ection team includes a detailed brief on
safety procedures by re~resentatives of the challenaed facility. It is also
necessary to establish in an ammunition storaae facility, that all the
equipment brouqht by the inspection team can be safely operated in the
Presence of explosives. Standard certification of such equipment miaht be a
mssibility.

Security durinq a challenae inspection

19. As had been expected access of an inspection team to the facilities
revealed details of the site, of ammunication natures and, at least in broad
terms, total stock holdinqs, of base procedures, and of the lay out, desian
and capacity of storaqe facilities. The effects of this could be alleviated
to some extent by the rotation of sensitive stock after an inspection,
althouah this option mav only be feasible in larqer facilities. It would also
be mssible to take simple Precautionary measures such as the removal of all
notices, charts and displays, lockins away of all papers, loqains off computer
systems which misht disclose sensitive information not relevant to the
inswction, and the securinq of sensitive equipment in workshops, laboratories
and test areas.

Manaqed access/alternative arranqements

20. On several occasions only partial access was necessary to satisfy the
insmctors. This suaaests that the conduct of an actual challenae need not
necessarily entail com~lete and uncontrolled access to all Parts of the site.
The inspectors miaht conclude in the liqht of the overall level of access and
CO-oepration qranted to them, that only ~artial access would be required.
Locations to which access may need to be controlled for safety rather than
security reasons, for exam~le, may only require access by one inspector, or
may be viewed from a distance.

21. Shroudinq should be kept to the mimimum necessary to protect sensitive
information. Varvina levels of access to the inspection team, from visual
observation only of the shrouded items, throuqh to touchina the items, use of
monitorina eaui~ment and removal of Dart of the shroud is possible and could
be effective dependinq on the sensitivity of the items and the overall
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im~ression treated by the facility under ins~ection. A question which needs
to be addressed however is what dearee of shroudina is acceptable. Individual
cases will inevitably differ but quidelines will be necessary for the
inspectors to be able to make objective assessments.

CONCLUSIONS

22. The two initial practice challense inspections have thrown a areat deal
of liqht on im~ortant questions about procedures and indicated mssible
solutions to a number of problems. They have confirmed our belief that
challenqe inspection is an important "safety net" element in the overall
verification r6sime. However, the complexities of challenae inspection
require work to be done, in particular, on the issue of manaaed access, in
order to address all these questions and identify any others which need to be
considered. A ~Droaramme of further exercises is beinq devised and the
United Kinqdom hopes to ~resent a further paper to the Conference in due
course as more lessons are learned. In the meantime the United Kinqdom
stronsly recommends that other nations partici~atinq in the CWC neqotiations
should conduct their own practice challense inspections of military facilities
and report their findinss to the Conference.
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Annex

DESCRIPTION OF UNITED KINGDOM PRACTICE CHALLENGE INSPECTIONS

The facilities

1. The first practice challenqe inspection took place over a two-day period
at a conventional ammunition storaqe facility, which covers an area of
approximately 20 sq. km with a total of over 200 Ialoos and Standard Explosive
Storaae Huts (SESH) toaether with support processins buildinqs and dedicated
railhead and loadinq sheds. The facility perimeter is some 20 km lonq and is
penetrated at intervals by both road and rail access qates. There are
additionally a number of emeraency sates for fire and evauation purposes.

2. The second practice challenqe inspection was held over two days at
another conventional ammunition storase facility, considerably smaller than
the site of the first practice, coverinq an area of some 4 sq. km. The
perimeter is about 8 km in lenath and contains less than 20 underqround and
semi-underqround ex~losives storaqe buildinqs toaether with support processina
buildinqs, dedicated railhead and loadinq sheds, and administrative support
buildinqs.

Teams

3. The first exercise involved a total of 20 participants, comprisinq
5 exercise control/recordinq staff, 4 inspectors, 1 representative of the
challenqinq State, 4 reception teams, and 6 observers. Both the inspection
and reception teams included scientific and ammunition experts, and officials
well versed with the chemical weamns neqotiations. For the second exercise,
in the light of experience gained at the first the inspection team was
expanded to 5, and the reception team to 8, with 1 challenqina State observer,
4 control staff/recorders, and 2 observers. The same disci~lines were
represented on both ins~ection and reception teams, with the addition of an
ex~losives safety adviser to the latter.

Administrative arranaements

4. Two minibuses were placed at the disposal of the inspection team
throuahout the first exercise. A room in an administration block was made
exclusively available to the inspection team. The base photoqrapher was on
call throuahout the exercise to take ~hotoqra~hs at the request of the
inspectors. Similar arranqements were made for the second exercise, with the
exceptions that in order to allow as much time in the field as possible and to
increase the realism of exercise play durina the inspection, all exercise
briefinss were completed the day before the start of the exercise; the
ins~ection team was briefed off-site; two official photoaraphers were made
avialable to take ~hotoqra~hs at the request of the inspection team, and a
video record was made of key parts of the exercise.

Documentation

5. For the first exercise documentation included an inspection orotocol, a
aame plan, and scenario. These were also used durinq the second exercise, for
which additionally a detailed set of procedures for the reception of a
challenae inspection was prepared for use by the challensed facility, toaether
with a memorandum of quidance for the staff.
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Conduct of first exercise

6. On arrival at the site on day one of the exercise the inspection team,
followinq initial introductions and ex~lanations to the reception team of the
purmse of the ins~ection, were aiven a briefinq on the work and layout of the
facility by the commandinq officer. Followins this the ins~ection team were
offered - and accepted - a ~reliminary tour of the facility by minibus. The
ins~ection team then considered and presented their ins~ection plans. For the
remainder of the exercise the inspection team were allowed to inspect any part
of the facility and to select at random any cases of ammunition for openins
and inswction at the ammunition processinq area. The team was able to divide
into two when they deemed it necessary to cover more qround in the time
available.

Second exercise preparation

7. Drawinq on the ex~erience of the first ~ractice more extensive
~re~arations were made by the facility for the second exercise. These
included the coverinq of sensitive information displays, the briefinq of all
staff as to the ourpose of the exercise, and the consideration with reception
team advisers of their tactics for the inspection.

8. Because neither of the facilities selected for the first two Dractices
contained such sensitive stocks as to Dreclude access to a particular buildinq
or visual examination it was decided to introduce "sensitive" areas for
exercise lay where no access or strictly limited access would be permitted,
in order to address the issue of manaaed access.

Conduct of second exercise

9. The inspection team were qiven an introductory briefinq on the facility,
and on safety ~rocedures. A written safety brief was qiven to each inspection
team member. In order to protect information about the layout and function of
the facility buildinqs the inspection team were aiven only a schematic plan of
the site.

10. The inspection team were offered an introductory tour of the facility
toaether with a susaested itinerary for the inspection. They chose however to
first "seal" the site by ~lacina a seal on all the qates, and then took UD the
offer of an introductory tour of the facility.

11. From this point in the ins~ection the inspection team either toqether or
in two parts selected at random Parts of the site they wished to visit, and
were able to choose any samples of ammunition for closer examination in the
ammunition ~rocessina area. They also took sam~les of soil and checked the
location of drainaqe and other pipes aqainst a "facilities" chart.

12. Throuahout the inspection the reception team adopted an open approach to
questions, but entirely correctly, their replies were confined strictly to
what was relevant to satisfy the inspection team that the facility was in
com~liance with the Chemical Weawns Convention. The inspection team
considered that they were able on this basis to obtain the information they
needed to carry out their task.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

REPORT ON A UNITED STATES NATIONAL TRIAL INSPECTION EXERCISE

Introduction

From the beginning of the negotiations on a chemical weapons ban, the
United States Government and the United States chemical industry have
recognized the importance of providing assurance that the civil chemical
industry is not being misused for illegal production activities. Government
and industry have been working together to develop provisions for a future
chemical weapons convention that will provide effective verification and at
the same time protect legitimate sensitive and confidential business
information.

The United States welcomed the suggestion in 1988 that States
participating in the negotiations conduct trial inspections in the civil
chemical industry to assist the negotiating process. Consequently, the
United States delegation participated actively in the informal open-ended
consultations held to prepare for such inspections.

In late February 1989, United States experts conducted a national trial
inspection at the facility operated by Akzo Chemicals, Incorporated in
Gallipolis Ferry, West Virginia. This facility produces a Schedule [2]
chemical, dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP), from a Schedule L31 chemical,
trimethylphosphite. Some of the DMMP is used on-site to produce another
Schedule [2] chemical. The Schedule [21 chemicals are legitimate commercial
products used as flame retardants and for other purposes.

The United States views this first national trial inspection as the
beginning of a process to develop and refine inspection procedures, not as
a test of procedures that are close to final form. This first inspection
omitted testing some necessary procedures, such as notification,
transportation, and escort arrangements. Also, other gaps have been
recognized and procedures that need to be improved have been identified.

The results of the national trial inspection are presented in this
working paper, drawing in part on the format elaborated during the Conference
on Disarmament open-ended consultations in 1988 (CD/CW/WP.213).

GE.89-61471/0649B
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A. GENERAL APPROACH

1. Objectives of the national trial inspection

The basic objectives of the national trial inspection were to evaluate
the approach to monitoring of Schedule C21 facilities as contained in CD/874,
and in particular:

- to evaluate the ability to determine whether Schedule [l] chemicals have
been produced in the facility;

- to evaluate the ability to determine whether the facility has produced
types of quantities of Schedule [2] chemicals not included in its declaration
or has diverted Schedule [2] chemicals to prohibited purposes;

to estimate the costs of such an inspection;

to determine the physical constraints on inspection procedures;

- to measure the operatonal and economic impact of an inspection on a
commercial facility; and

to evaluate the 'preparati.on needed for an inspection.

2. Provisions in the draft convention under which the national trial
ins~ection took lace

The national trial inspection was based on the provisions governing
monitoring of Schedule [2] chemicals as set forth in the Annex to
Article V1 [2]. Detailed information needed for inspection planning was
obtained in an initial visit to the AKZO facility on 5 and 6 December 1988.
The trial inspection followed two and one-half months later, on
21-23 February 1989.

3. TYD~ of on-site inspection

The national trial inspection can be characterized as a "routine"
inspection and included an initial visit.

4. Advance information

(a) Declarations

The facility provided a detailed declaration, which included full data
for 1988, in the format specified in the Annex to Article V1 [2].

(b Agreement on ins~ection ~rocedusx

A facility agreement was negotiated after the initial visit. The model
agreement contained in CD1874 (pp. 125-128) served as the starting point for
the drafting of the facility agreement with additions and changes as
appropriate.
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5. TVD~ of facilitv ins~ected

The declared facility inspected is a multi-purpose industrial chemical
facility using batch processing. It is part of a larger site with three other
operating facilities. The chemicals produced at the site are primarily
organophosphorus chemicals used for flame retardant applications.

6. Tvpe of declared activity at the facilitv

The facility inspected declared the following activities:

- consumption of a Schedule [31 chemical, trimethyl phosphite (TMP; used as
a key feedstock);

production of Schedule [2] chemicals, dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP)
and a polymeric flame retardant produced from it;

processing of a Schedule [2] chemical without chemical transformation
(formulation of the polymeric flame retardant); and

- processing of a Schedule [2] chemical with chemical transformation
(conversion of DMMP to a polymeric flame retardant).

7. Actual activity at the facilitp

During the inspection, all of the declared activities were operational,
except for the processing of a Schedule [2] chemical without chemical
transformation. The declared facility consisted of four non-contiguous areas,
including a production facility, storage area, analytical laboratory and waste
treatment area, which were active.

B. DETAILED APPROACH

1. The ias~ection mandate

The inspection was governed by a facility agreement based on the model
provided in CD/874 (p. 125). This agreement specified the drawings and
records to be examined, the equipment to be inspected and points where samples
were to be taken. It incorporated, by reference, a separate document
containing detailed inspection procedures for Schedule [2] facilities.

2. Com~osition of the ins~ection team

The inspection team was composed of:

- team leader: a chemical engineer experienced in production of
Schedule [l] and [2] chemicals, from the United States Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency;

- deputy team leader: a chemical engineer experienced in production of
Schedule [l] and [2] chemicals, from the United States Department of Defense
(DOD);

- three chemical engineers, one from DOD and two from AKZO Chemicals, Inc.;

- an analytical chemist, from DOD.
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3. Inspection equipment

Inspection equipment (sampling and safety) was furnished by the
facility. The use of safety-related equipment (hard hats, safety glasses,
escape respirators, explosion-proofed radios) was required by the facility's
insurance regulations.

4. Activities prior to the arrival of the ins~ection team on-site

Inspection procedures applicable to any facility were developed by a
controller group, based on the provisions of the Annex to Article V1 [2].
A facility agreement and a detailed inspection plan were then prepared, based
on the facility declaration, the initial visit and the general procedures.

The exact inspection date was established three weeks in advance by
mutual consent.

5. Advance ~re~arat on—site

No special physical preparations were made on-site, although the facility
adjusted its production schedule so that DMMP would be in production during
the trial inspection.

6. Escort and ~oints of contact arrangements

Facility personnel served as informal escorts. The draft convention
provisions regarding escorts were not included in the scope of the trial
inspection in order to reduce its complexity.

The facility manager was the designated point of contact at the site.

7. Other ~artici~ants

The trial inspection process was managed by an inter-agency group with
representatives from the United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency,
the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Office of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, the Department of the Army, the On-site Inspection Agency and other
interested agencies. This group included several members of the United States
chemical weapons convention negotiating team. Members of the inter-agency
group participated in the trial inspection as observers, along with a
representative of the Chemical Manufacturers Association. CMA is a non-profit
trade association representing more than 90 per cent of the basic chemical
manufacturing capacity in the United States.

8. Duration of inspection and initial visit respectively

- initial visit: one and one-quarter days (seven and one-half man-days);

preparation of "facility agreement": 10 man-days;

- inspection: two and one-half days (15 man-days);

- NTI inspection report preparation: 30 man-days.
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9. fleasures to ~rotect confidential information

It was agreed in advance by both sides that all information to which
government personnel were given access would be treated as confidential
business information (CBI). A special repository was established at the site
for sensitive documents used by government personnel. Some CBI data
computations were removed from the site for the inspection report, however, no
CBI facility drawings or documents on operating procedures were removed from
the site.

10. OD~nina conference

During the opening conference, the inspectors established their
credentials and outlined their planned activities. A facility representative
provided a safety briefing. About one hour was required for this conference.

11. Tvpes of records needed andlor audited

Two inspectors focused on examination of the production records.

First, a gross material balance for the facility for 1988 was computed,
starting with the key feedstock material and tracing its use for production of
DMMP and other products. Summary records for feedstock receipts, product
shipments and inventories were used. This gross balance was completed in
approximately three hours.

Second, the daily records for the key reactor system were reviewed to
determine the quantity of DMMP produced and to establish equipment usage.
This consumed the remaining eight hours available for the records audit.
The production estimates made by the two methods were compared.

During the last half day of inspection, the equipment inspection subgroup
spent three hours reviewing daily records for two other reactor systems. The
purpose was to verify that these reactors had not been used for DMMP production
but had been used for DMMP consumption. As a result of this records search,
idle and production time for all three reactor systems could be accounted for.

The types of records used are listed in Attachment 1.

12. Plant orientation tour

Immediately after the opening conference, the inspection team toured the
declared areas subject to inspection. This consisted of the DMMP production
area, the storage area, the analytical lab and the waste treatment facility.
They did not visit other areas of the complex. The orientation tour lasted
approximately two hours, after which the team met to discuss the data gathered
from both the opening conference and the tour. The team evaluated their
initial inspection plan and the facility agreement and modified their planned
approach. In particular, the equipment and sampling provisions of the
inspection plan were refined.
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13. Inspection of areas and facilitv equipment

Equipment inspection efforts concentrated on the DMMP reactor system and
all equipment connected to it, including two other reactor systems, feedstock
storage and a variety of holding and storage tanks. (The two other reactor
systems were utilized to convert DMMP to another product.) Physical
measurements were made to assist in verification of the actual size and volume
of the vessels.

Visual observations of the product storage warehouse, analytical
laboratory, and waste treatment facility were made. In addition, samples were
taken later both from product in drums and from the waste treatment tanks to
validate chemical content.

14. Inspection of operation procedure&

Production and ancillary equipment was examined in detail for suitability
for the declared activities and for production of Schedule [l] and other
extremely toxic chemicals. Particular attention was paid to presence/absence
of equipment and safety devices specially designed for containment of extremely
toxic chemicals. Equipment characteristics were cross-checked against original
specifications from equipment suppliers to verify size and materials of
construction.

Interviews were conducted with personnel involved in reactor operation,
sample analysis, and operation of receiving and shipping tank truck scales to
verify types of operations and degree of hazardous materials being handled.

15. Samplinn and sample—taka ~rocedures

Samples were taken by facility personnel as requested by the inspectors
as follows:

— samples of contents of the DMMP reactor system and a selection of the
tanks and process vessels connected to it;

— samples of the key feedstock used to produce DMMP;

— random product sample of DMMP;

samples of waste water from various points in the facility;

wipe samples from varius components of the reactor system, walls and
beams that might reveal chemicals that had been used prior to the inspection;
and

a soil sample in the vicinity of relevant storage tanks.

16. Handling of samples

Each sample was recorded in a log-book, given a code number, and
labelled. Later, in the facility laboratory, the samples were opened,
subdivided into four portions, relabelled, covered with dry nitrogen and
sealed with a prototype tamper-indicating seal. Care was taken to maintain a
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secure chain of custody for the samples from the facility to the off-site
analytical laboratory. It was noted that a "secure container" would be
required for samples.

17. Analvsis of samoles

Samples of feedstock, product and reactor contents were analysed on-site
by facility personnel in the presence of inspectors. Sophisticated analytical
methods (gas chromatography (GC) and combined gas chromatography - mass
spectrometry (GC-MS)) were used. Duplicates of these samples were also
analysed off-site at a DOD lab. All samples requiring analysis at trace
levels, including soil samples, wipe samples and waste water samples, were
analysed at the off-site lab. The following analytical methods were used:

- nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR): for phosphorus and fluorine;

gas chromatography (GC): for checking the on-site analyses;

gas chromatography - mass spectrometry (GC-MS): for chemicals present at
trace levels;

- ion chromatography: for fluoride ion;

- atomic absorption - inductively coupled plasma spectrometry: for
phosphorus and sulfur.

18. Types of analyses

On-site analyses were performed to verify the presence and purity of the
declared chemicals to assist in determining the material balance. Off-site
analyses were performed to validate these results and analyse for trace
amounts of chemicals that might indicate previous production of Schedule [l]
chemicals or non-declared Schedule [2] chemicals.

19. Pocwnentation of the ins~ection,

The trial inspection was documented through still photographs of the DMMP
reactor system and sampling points and video tapes of the principal activities.

20. Evaluation bv insoectors

The inspectors' evaluation covered the following aspects:

deviation from initial plans;

- problems encountered;

usefulness of inspection procedures;

- conclusions that could be drawn about the facility's activities; and

- matters or concerns about which no conclusions could be drawn.
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21. Closing conference

During the closing conference, the inspectors reviewed their activities
on-site and outlined their findings. This conference required approximately
one half hour.

22. Anomalies. disputes and complications

All anomalies were satisfactorily resolved. These included:

— a discrepancy in the material balance due to initiation of a batch in one
year and its completion in the next year.

— a discrepancy between the declared and calculated production capcity due
to the use of average production rates rather than maximum production rates.

— discrepancy between equipment present and that shown on engineering
diagrams provided inspectors.

— omission of some toxic material safety procedures used in the facility
but not mentioned at the opening conference.

No anomalies were intentionally introduced.

23. Report of the insuection team

The inspectors' report was prepared off-site during the week following
the inspection as a part of a detailed evaluation of the trial inspection.
The inspection team report fully documents all activities and findings of the
inspection and the first NTI exercise.

24. Impact of the inspection on facility operations

Total costs to the facility were estimated at $10,000 based primarily on
the time and effort required of the facility officials for preparation of the
initial declaration and participation in the trial inspection.

The inspection had minimal impact on plant operations. However, without
full co-operation between facility officials and the inspection team, the
inspection could have required a slowdown or possibly even stoppage of some
operations.

25. Qther matters

С RESULTS

Results from the trial inspection are still being evaluated. At this
stage, however, a number of preliminary findings have emerged that warrant
discussion in the Ad HOG Committee on Chemical Weapons. These findings can be
grouped under the following headings: inspection team rights and
responsibilities; inspection planning; general inspection approach; equipment
inspection; records audit; sample analysis; confidentiality; and areas
requiring further work. These findings are discussed below.
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1. Jns~ection team rinhts and resw~w'bilities

The inspection demonstrated the difficulty of defining precisely what
areas of a chemical production site are to be declared and inspected.
Sechdule [2] chemicals typically are produced in a multi-purpose reactor
system housed in a building containing other reactors and process equipment
not included in the inspection per se. The equipment may be interconnected to
a substantial degree to provide operational flexibility. Furthermore, the
overall site may contain other production units which are capable of producing
Schedule [2] chemicals. These facts make it necessary to specify more
carefully in the Annex to Article V1 [2], and in the subsidiary arrangements,
what areas of a chemical production site should be subject to declaration and
routine inspection. It should be noted, on the other hand, too precise a
specification could hinder observation in areas that are not declared.

Specifying responsibility for provision of safety equipment also presents
difficulties. Inspectors can be expected to prefer to bring their own
equipment that is known to be reliable, rather than to trust equipment
provided by the facility being inspected. Standards may vary substantially
from facility to facility and from country to country. Under current
United States insurance regulations, use by inspectors of their own equipment
may not be permitted. One possible solution is to establish agreed-upon
safety equipment standards. A facility would be required to provide equipment
that meets the standard or alternatively to allow the inspectors to bring such
equipment with them.

2. Inspection wlanninq

The inspection demonstrated the great importance of a thorough init-id-
visit. The initial visit should be used to establish the degree of access to
equipment, sampling locations and data which would then be specified in the
facility agreement. It should also provide the foundation for the detailed
inspection plan, including the sequence and duration of inspection activities,
and the number of inspectors required.

The importance of the initial visit and the degree of disclosure required
should be more clearly specified in the Annex to Article V1 [2].

3. General inswection awproach

The trial inspection demonstrated clearly that inspection visits alone
cannot provide assurance that the quantity or types of Schedule [2] chemical
produced is correctly declared. Use of special instruments between
inspections should be permitted when deemed necessary by the inspectors.

Consideration needs to be given to development of simple, tamper-
indicating, reliable instruments that could monitor the process equipment
continuously. An instrument could monitor one or more key variables, such as
temperature or flow, or monitor the chemical composition of the output,
perhaps using infrared spectra. The instrument could be designed to alert
inspectorate headquarters automatically when an anomaly is detected.
Alternatively, during an inspection visit recorded data could be automatically
read out and compared to facility records. The instrument should be designed
to allow recalibration or certification during a routine inspection.
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Obtaining a satisfactory material balance and confirming that process
equipment capacity has properly been declared are necessary measures, but they
are insufficient in themselves. These measures could be circumvented simply
by not recording in the permanent books of the facility those production
activities that lead to "excess" Schedule 121 chemical. In other words, the
production wauld be "off the books". Facility records would falsely indicate
that the equipment was either idle or being used for production of a
non-Schedule [2] chemical that is not subject to monitoring.

The trial inspection also demonstrated that equipment inspection, records
audit and sample analysis are all essential components of an effective
inspection rBgime.

4. Bqui~ment inspection

Visual examination of equipment and review of its operating and design
specifications were found to be particularly useful in assessing whether the
declared facility was capable of producing Schedul [1] or ilther extremely
toxic chemicals. (Visual examination alone is not sufficient to determine
whether such chemicals have been produced in the past.) Further attention is
necessary to develop methods for determining quick?y what materials of
construction are used for the process equipment. Material of construction is
an important factor in determining the potential ior conversion to other
Schedule [21 or Schedule [l] chemicals.

Examination of the equipment, together with the records audit is required
to determine the production capacity of the facility. This should be based on
the maximum possible use of the equipment dedicated to the Schedule L21
chemical production.

To assist inspectors in looking for evidence of Schedule [l] chemical
production, a diagram showing possible production routes involving the
declared Schedule [2] chemical should be available to the inspection team.
This diagram could also be associated with types of process equipment required
by the alternative production methods. The existence of such equipment could
then be assessed during the inspection.

5. Records audit

The trial inspection showed that modern chemical production practices
generate a multitude of interlocking records that can be usefully audited as a
means of monitoring declared chemical production. The limitations of records
audits must be recognized, however. It would be possible, although involved,
to keep two complete sets of records for a chemical production facility - one
real and one false. It would in many cases be relatively simple to conduct
operations that are entirely "off the books". Thus, other techniques must be
used in conjunction with the records audit.

The records audit proved to be the most time-consuming aspect of the
trial inspection, even though the auditing task at this facility was
relatively simple. The processes involved were simple, high-yield chemical
conversions. Only three products were produced from the key feedstock. Also,
there were no significant wastes or by-products to account for. Considerably
more time and effort would be needed for more complex operations with more
steps or continuous operations with multiple feed or discharge systems at 'each
step of the process.
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It was found that to conduct a records audit an inspector needed an
extensive background in chemical production of the chemicals in question.
Frequently, judgements had to be made that required detailed knowledge of both
the specific processes involved and of standard production practices.
Therefore, examination of records should be done by an experienced chemical
engineer with special training in auditing records of the chemicals in
question.

With respect to the actual results from this NTI, the records audit
indicated that the recorded production of DMMP was consistent with the
recorded TMP available for use. There was no indication that TMP or DMMP had
been diverted to undeclared products or otherwise unaccounted for. The
recorded production and consumption were essentially the same as the declared
production within the 1 per cent error limits allowed in measuring the weight
of feedstock and products.

6. Sample analvsis

The NTI demonstrated that sample taking, sample preparation and shipment
and sample analysis require considerable planning and expertise to
accomplish. The facility agreement should specify what samples will be taken
and the precise sampling locations. The agreement must also provide for some
optional or random sampling of the vessels interconnected with the declared
reactors to ensure the inspection is not totally predictable and allows for
some surprises. Planning for tamper-proof, safe packaging and shipment of
samples to the Technical Secretariat's laboratory under both the State party
and international laws must be standardized and well thought out to avoid
problems.

Wipe samples and soil samples around the declared facility were found to
be good "checks" to determine what other chemical constituents might be
present. Wipe samples around pumps and on the adjacent walls and beams were
taken to analyse for Schedule [l] or other Schedule [2] chemical components.

Samples from various points of the waste treatment system were also taken
and analysed for indications of prohibited or undeclared chemicals.

Once the samples are obtained, a continuous chain of custody must be
maintained until they are analysed. Tamper-indicating seals should be applied
and the samples must be properly labelled. A log must be maintained to
identify the samples' sources. A coded numbering system should also be
utilized to protect the identity of the producer once the samples have left
the site.

Discussions with representatives of both government and civil industry
have led to the conclusion that samples should be analysed off-site in the
Technical Secretariat's laboratory to obtain the most precise and quantitative
results. This does not preclude the use of the inspected facility's
analytical capability for establishing quick results, perhaps to aid in
performing material balances. However, if the local lab is utilized, its
capability must be verified with the use of certified standard chemicals which
should be brought by the inspection team. Based on the initial visit and the
facility agreement, such limited analysis could be planned. To verify this
capability, an experienced analytical chemist would be required as part of the
inspection team.
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7. The inspection team

The trial inspection demonstrated the need for extensive expertise and
training in chemical engineering (with background in processing, records audit
and chemistry of the declared chemicals), chemical production, and analytical
chemistry. The minimum number of inspectors is six based on the team working
in three pairs on equipment, records and samples. These inspectors would be
provided with interpreters, and where necessary, assistants. The number could
be increased depending on the size and complexity of the facility to be
inspected. The team size should be based on three to five days at the site
for the routine inspection. (If interpreters are needed, substantially more
time may be necessary.) Three days should be the minimum duration of the
initial visit, which is of greatest importance for establishing an inspection
plan and the facility agreement.

Ideally, the same team that negotiates the facility agreement should
conduct the routine inspection. However, the inspectors will gain
considerable expertise and background with each inspection.

Consideration should be given to establishing an inspector training
programme during the period prior to entry into force of the convention.

8. Confidentiality

Protection of confidential business information must be guaranteed to the
maximum extent possible consistent with verification requirements.
Substantial amounts of proprietary information would have to be disclosed to
inspectors during an inspection. A system of classification of confidential
information must be established and the use of this information must be
restricted within the Technical Secretariat organizations on a strict need to
know basis. Methods to protect against unauthorized disclosure and to assess
responsibility in the event such disclosure occur must be developed.
Penalties and liabilities for financial damages in the event of unauthorized
disclosure will be required for implementation of the Convention.

9. Areas requirinz further work

This first trial inspection has made clear the need to conduct additional
national trial inspections in the chemical industry since this is a learning
process and many refinements must be made in the procedures. Among the areas
requiring further work are the ,following:

testing at another Sddedule [2] facility of inspection procedures that
have been revised and iyroved based on the findings of this and other States'
NTIs;

testing of the refined procedures on more complex processes;

efforts to gain insight into the task of monitoring a Schedule [2]
facility that produces a chemical that is a mustard gas precursor or a VX
precursor.

testing of procedures that were omitted during the first NTI (for
example, notification and escort procedures).
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A longer-range goal is the development of continuous on-site instrumental
monitoring equipment to supplement routine inspections.

Routine inspections will require extensive access to and use of
confidential business information. Methods to reduce the need for proprietary
information should be investigated. Regardless, it is necessary to develop
reliable means to protect CBI.

A training programme will be required for inspectors to ensure that all
inspections are performed by competent specialists in a uniform manner.

10. Cost of the inspection

The total cost of this trial inspection was estimated to be $100,000.
This included considerable planning, starting over one year ago, with the
chemical industry. The cost to AKZO Chemicals, Incorporated from
November 1988 through February 1989 was estimated to be $10,000. The
inspection had little impact on AKZO's operations. Their facility managers'
time was the main effort in planning and implementing the trial inspection.
Use of their analytical capability during the inspection also contributed to
the cost and effort at AKZO.
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Attachment 1

TYPES OF DOCUMENTATION FOR RECORDS AUDIT

1. Raw material supplier data

2. Raw materials summary sheet

3. Inventory ledger (incoming)

4. Consolidated raw material storage tanks report

5. Raw material and finished product storage sheet

6. Reactor daily log sheet

7. Supervisor's shift log sheet

8. Supervisor's daily summary log sheet

9. Transfer (vessel to vessel or drums) sheet

10. Loss report

11. Product inventory summary sheet

12. Consolidated loading (outgoing) report

13. Quality control (product) sheet

14. Bill of lading (outgoing)

15. Shipment summary

16. Waste manifest (outgoing)
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CONFERENCE OH DISARMAMENT
22 June 1989

ENGLISH
Original: SPANISH/ENGLISH

LETTW DATED 20 JUNE 1989 FROM THE REPRESENTATIVES OF BRAZIL, PERU
AND VENEZUELA M THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE CONFERENCE ON
DISARMAMENT TRANSMITTING THE TEXT OF THE AMAZON DECLARATION,

ADOPTED IN MANAUS, BRAZIL, ON 6 MAY 1989

We have the honour to attach the text of the Amazon Declaration, adopted
by the Presidents of the States parties to the Treaty for Amazonian
Co-operation, meeting in Manaus, Brazil on 6 May 1989, which refers inter alia
to issues relating to disarmament and environmental protection.

We would be grateful if the present letter and the attached declaration
could be distributed as an official document of the Conference on Disarmament.

(Signed) Adolfo R. Taylhardat
Ambassador

Permanent Representative of Venezuela
to the United Nations Office and Other
International Organizations at Geneva

(Signed) Oswaldo de Rivero
Ambassador

Permanent Representative of Peru
to the United Nations Office and Other
International Organizations at Geneva

(Signed) Marcos C. de ~zambuja
Ambassador

Head of the Brazilian Delegation
for Disarmament and Human Rights

GE.89-61481/3115A
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The Presidents of the member countries of the Amazonian Co-operation
Treaty, meeting in Manaus on 6 May 1989, for the purpose of undertaking a
joint reflection on their common interests in the Amazon region and, in
particular, on the future of co-operation for the development and protection
of the rich heritage of their respective Amazon territories, adopted the
following:

THE AMAZON DECLARATION

1. In the spirit of friendship and understanding that inspires our fraternal
dialogue, we affirm our willingness to give full political impetus to the
concerted efforts being undertaken by our Governments within the framework of
the Amazonian Co-operation Treaty, signed on 3 July 1978; and also within the
framework of their bilateral relations, with a view to promoting co-operation
between our countries in all areas of common interest for the sustainable
development of the Amazon region. Therefore, we commit ourselves to give the
necessary impetus to the decisions contained in the Declaration of
San Francisco de Quito, adopted by our Ministers of External Relations
on 7 March 1989.

2. Conscious of the importance of protecting the cultural, economic and
ecological heritage of our Amazon regions and of the necessity of using this
potential to promote the economic and social development of our peoples, we
reiterate that our Amazon heritage must be preserved through the rational use
of the resources of the region, so that present and future generations may
benefit from this legacy of nature.

3. We express our support for the recently-created Special Commissions for
the Environment and Indigenous Affairs, aimed at fostering development,
conserving the natural resources, the environment and the respective Amazonian
populations, and we reiterate our full respect for the right of indigenous
populations of the Amazonian region to have adopted all measures aimed at
maintaining and preserving the integrity of these human groups, their cultures
and their ecological habitats, subject to the exercise of the right which is
inherent in the sovereignty of each State. Furthermore, we reiterate our
support for actions aimed at strengthening the institutional structure of the
Amazonian Co-operation Treaty, in accordance with the Declaration of
San Francisco de Quito.

4. We reaffirm the sovereign right of each country to freely mange its
natural resources, bearing in mind the need for promoting the economic and
social development of its people and the adequate conservation of the
environment. In the exercise of our sovereign responsibility to define the
best ways of using and conserving this wealth and in addition to our national
efforts and to the co-operation among our countries, we express our
willingness to accept co-operation from countries in other regions of the
world, as well as from international organizations which might contribute to
the implementation of national and regional projects and programmes which we
decide to freely adopt without external impositions, in accordance with the
priorities of our Governments.
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5. We recognize that the defence of our environment requires the study of
measures, both bilateral and regional, to prevent contamination-causing
accidents and deal with their consequences once they have occurred.

6. We stress that the protection and conservation of the environment in the
region, one of the essential objectives of the Amazonian Co-operation Treaty
to which each of our nations is firmly committed, cannot be achieved without
improvement of the distressing social and economic conditions that oppress our
peoples and that are aggravated by an increasingly adverse international
context.

7. We denounce the grave conditions of the foreign debt and of its service
which transform us into net exporters of capital to the creditor countries, at
the cost of intolerable sacrifices for our peoples. We reiterate that the
debt cannot be paid on the present conditions and in the present circumstances
and that the problem of debt should be dealt with on the principle of
CO-responsibility, in terms that permit the reactivation of the process of
economic growth and development in each of our countries, an essential
condition for the protection, conservation, exploitation and rational
utilization of our natural heritage.

8. We emphasize the need that the concerns expressed in the highly-developed
countries in relation to the conservation of the Amazon environment be
translated into measures of co-operation in the financial and technological
fields. We call for the establishment of new resource flows in additional and
concessional terms to projects oriented to environmental protection in our
countries, including pure and applied scientific research, and object to
attempts to impose conditionalities in the allocation of international
resources for development. We expect the establishment of conditions to allow
free access to scientific knowledge, clean technologies and technologies to be
used in environmental protection and reject any attempts made to use
legitimate ecological concerns to realize commercial profits. This approach
is based above all on the fact that the principal causes for the deterioration
of the environment on a world-wide scale are the patterns of industrialization
and consumption as well as waste in the developed countries.

9. Conscious of the global risks for human life and environmental quality
represented by the existence of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass
destruction, and concerned with preserving our region from these dangers, we
reaffirm the commitments our countries have made to use nuclear energy
exclusively for peaceful purposes and we urge the countries that possess
nuclear weapons to immediately cease the testing of such weapons and to
promote the progressive elimination of their arsenals. Likewise, we repudiate
the deposit of radioactive and other toxic wastes which may harm the
ecosystems in the Amazonian region. We stress the need for appropriate
measures to be taken to reduce the risks of environmental contamination in the
peaceful use of nuclear energy. Furthermore, we express our support for the
aims and objectives of the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in
Latin America.
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10. Convinced of the need to intensify the process of consultation and
dialogue among our countries on all issues regarding the development of the
region, including those set forth in the Amazonian Co-operation Treaty, and
certain that our co-operation strengthens integration and solidarity in
Latin America, we affirm our decision to unite efforts in a vigorous and
pioneering joint action, aimed at ensuring a future of peace, co-operation and
prosperity for the nations of the Amazon region. Therefore, we are deciding
to meet yearly.

For the Government of Brazil
~os6 Sarney

For the Government of Ecuador
Radrigo Borja

For the Government of Peru
Alan Garcia ~grez

For the Government of Colombia
Virgilio Barco

For the Government of Guyana
Hugh Desmond Hoyte

For the Government of Suriname
Ramsewak Shankar

For the Government of Venezuela
Carlos Z-kndr&s ~6rez

For the Government of Bolivia
valenth Abecia Baldivieso
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NETHERLANDS

REPORT ON A NATIONAL TRIAL INSPECTION

INTRODUCTION

1. During the winter and spring of 1985/1986 an experimental inspection was carried out

in the Netherlands. CD delegations were informed of the results of this trial inspection

during a workshop that was held in June 1986. The main results of the workshop and

trial inspection were published as documents of the Conference on Disarmament

(CD/706, CD/CW/WP.141, 142, 143 and 144).

A second trial inspection was carried out during the first half of 1989 on the basis of

working paper CD/CW/WP.213. The results of this trial inspection are incorporated in

this paper and in paper CD1925 ( CD/CW/WP.252)

During the preparations of our trial inspection we were able to make use of the reports

nn other trial inspections that were published before and during the spring session of

ihe CD. By sti.lying these reports we came to the following preliminary conclusions:

The definition of the word "facility" varies considerably:

e.g. - one reactor with associated equipment;

all reactors within one building;

a chemical complex in its totality.

As the scope of routine verification of non-production is dependent on the

definition of a "facility" no agreement seems to exist on the exact aim of routine

verification measures under annex V1 121.

As the character of inspection and the effort needed for inspection are dependent

on the scope of the inspection it seems important to agree on the precise aim of

inspection and thus on the exact definition of "facility".

2. Different aims of inspections and article V1 [21

It can be argued that the desirable scope of inspection is dependent on the objecrive of

the inspection. This would explain why such widely diverging definitions of "facility"

have been used in the national trial inspections, since the aim of the verification

measures referred to in the annex to article V1 [2] (p. 75 of CD/881) could be

GE.89-61499
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interpreted as encompassing two distinct objectives:

1. to verify that the equipment is not misused (4 (i));

2. to verify that the chemicals are not misused (4 (ii and iii)).

3. Scope of verification of non-misuse of chemicals

To verify that the quantities of a chemical listed in Schedule [2] that are produced,

processed or consumed are consistent with needs for non-prohibited purposes (CD/881,

p. 75, para 4 (ii)), an inspection can be limited to equipment in which the chemical is

actually produced, processed or stored, etc. If in this way a material balance is verified,

it is also automatically verified that the chemical, at least within this facility, is not

diverted or used for purposes prohibited by the Convention (4 (iii)).

The scope of verification of the non-misuse of chemicals listed in Schedule [2] could,

therefore, in the Netherlands' view, be limited to inspection of the equipment in which

the declared chemical is produced, processed, consumed, stored etc. A very limited

definition of facility would be most efficient, e.g. one reactor vessel with supportive

equipment.

4. Scope of verification of non-misuse of equipment

To verify that a chemical plant is not used to produce any chemical listed in Schedule

[l], an inspection team will have to check all relevant parts of a plant. It would be

quite ineffective if the inspection team were to limit itself to equipment that had been

declared as being used to produce, process or consume Schedule [2] chemicals and

overlook equipment within a plant that is just as capable to produce Schedule [2]

chemicals and possibly even more capable to produce Schedule [l] chemicals.

For the purpose of verifying the non-production of Schedule [l] chemicals (and

preferably also other scheduled chemicals), the scope of the inspection should

encompass as many relevant parts of equipment as is feasible. In this case a wide

definition of "facility" would therefore be most appropriate e.g. the whole production

complex or, if that is unmanageably large, a substantial part of it. In order to avoid any

misunderstanding, however, we propose that the word "facility" in the context of

routine inspection under article V1 [2] and [3] be used only to apply to a single

production unit, i.e. the reactor in which the conversion into or from a scheduled

chemical takes place plus associated equipment. A chemical plant could, but would not

necessarily have to, consist of several facilities.

5. Two scopes of inspection

Desiring to address both objectives of routine inspection as mentioned above, we

decided to divide our trial inspection in two parts:

a trial routine inspection with a limited scope, to verify the declared processing of
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a Schedule [2] chemical in a small part of the chemical complex (on the basis of a

facility attachment);

a trial (ad hoc) inspection with a wide scope, to verify non-production of

Schedule [l] chemicals (and preferably also other scheduled chemicals) in the

whole chemical complex (unprepared).

This paper contains a report on the first part of our trial inspection. The second part is

contained in CD/925 (CD/CW/WP.252)
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A. GENERAL APPROACH

A 1. Objectives

To verify that:

the declared quantities of TMPB (triphenylmethylphosphonium bromide, a

chemical contained in category 1 of Schedule [2]) that are processed are

consistent with declared needs for purposes not prohibited by the Chemical

Weapons Convention;

TMPB is not diverted or used for purposes prohibited by the Chemical

Weapons Convention.

A 2. Provisions in the Draft Convention under which the trial inspections would take

place

Annex to Article V1 [2], para 4 (ii) and (iii):

(ii) The quantities of chemicals listed in Schedule [2] produced, processed or

consumed are consistent with needs for purposes not prohibited by the

Chemical Weapons Convention.

(iii) The chemicals listed in Schedule [2] are not diverted or used for

purposes prohibited by the Chemical Weapons Convention.

A 3. Type of on-site inspection

An initial visit for familiarization purposes, to determinate the inspection plan and

to collect information for the "facility attachment", followed by a routine on-site

inspection.

A 4. Advance information

A 4s Declarations

Initial declaration, relating to the specific facility to be inspected, in

accordance with the relevant provisions in the Annex to Article V1 [2].

Annual advance notification (Annex to article V1 [2], para 3 (a) (CD/881,

P. 75)).

Special advance notification (Annex to article V1 [2], para 3 (b) (CD/881,

P. 75)).
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A 4b Agreement on inspection procedures

After an initial visit, a "facility attachment" based on the "Model for an agreement

relating to facilities producing, processing, or consuming chemicals listed in

Schedule [2]" (contained in CD/881, pp. 124-127) was negotiated.

A 5. Type of facility to be inspected

A multi-purpose production installation being part of a complex.

A 6. Type of declared activity at the facility

The production installation inspected is a typical multi-purpose reactor which is

used (a few days each year) for- a batch production process to transform a ketonic

pharmaceutical intermediate into its corresponding methylide. During this process

the Schedule [2] compound triphenylmethylphosphonium bromide (TMPB) (CAS

no. 1770-49-3) is, in reaction with lithium amide (CAS no. 7782-89-O), consumed

and partly transformed into triphenylphosphineoxyde (TPPO) (CAS no. 791-28-6),

a chemical that is not on any of the Schedules, and diphenylmethyl phosphinoxide

(DMPO) (CAS no. 2129-89-7), a chemical contained in category 1 of Schedule [2].

Waste products including all organophosphorus compounds are discharged after the

reaction into the organic and aqueous wastes and eventually discharged to waste

treatment facilities outside the complex.

Timing of the trial inspection

During the declared production.

A 7. Actual activity at the facility

Activity as declared.
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B. DETAILED APPROACH

В 1. The inspection mandate

A facility attachment was negotiated by the management of the company operating

the facility and the inspection team. The facility attachment specified the areas to

be inspected and the sample points and procedures.

В 2. Composition of the inspection team

The inspection team consisted of 7 persons:

an official of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs responsible for CW

negotiations;

two members of the Netherlands CD delegation, including a chemical

weapons specialist;

three specialists from the Prins Maurits Laboratory TNO;

a chemical process engineer.

В 3. Inspection equipment

For on-site analysis the following detection kits were used:

a water-testing kit that can be used to detect categories 1-6 on Schedule [l]

and chemicals 1 and 2 on Schedule [3]

a gas reconnaissance kit that can be used to detect categories 1-6 on Schedule

[l] and chemicals 1-3 on Schedule [3]

A detailed description of the detection limits of these kits is attached as annex 1.

The instruments used for off-site analysis are referred to in para 18.

В 4. Activities prior to the arrival of the inspection team on-site

By way of preparation for the inspection, a number of visits were made to the

facility, including one Initial Visit. The preparations for the trial inspection

including the visits mentioned were spread over a period of several months.

В 5. Advance preparations on-site

The management of the plant gave advanced warning to enable inspection to take

place during the batch production in which a Schedule [2] compound was

processed.

В 6. Escort and points of contact arrangements

During the trial inspections and preparations the inspection team was accompanied
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by members of the management and staff of the company that operated the

facility.

В 7. Other participants

An official of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs took part in the inspection as

observer during the preparations for the inspection.

В 8. Duration of inspection and initial visit

The inspection spanned a period of 13 hours, due to the fact that samples,

were taken both before and after a lengthy batch production.

As has been stressed in other reports on national trial inspections, an Initial

Visit will normally take longer than the inspection itself.

В 9. Measures to protect confidential information

It was agreed that the details of the facility attachment and inspection should be

kept confidential. The results of the trial inspection are published in consultation

with the management of the company concerned.

В 10. Opening conference

В 11. Types of records needed and/or audited

A visual inspection confirmed that the amount of TMPB stated in the

inventory corresponded with the amount present in storage.

Availability of batch operating instructions and records at the reactor was

found to be important.

В 12. Plant orientation tour

The plant orientation tour encompassed the entire complex.

В 13. Inspection of areas and facility equipment

The inspection team was split into two, to visit and inspect the following:

storage facilities of the basic materials, especially TMPB

administrative building (to check records)

the reactor

waste-water outlet of the building

В 14. Inspection of operation procedures

1. Due to the large excess of TMPB used in the process, it was not thought

relevant to .establish the ratio of the TMPB used to the quantity of the

commercial end-product.
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2. The most efficient method of verifying the conversion of TMPB seemed to

be a validation of the reaction process during which TMPB was processed.

Analysis and weighing of the feedstock chemicals TMPB and lithium amide

and observation of their reaction would provide sufficient proof of change of

the PCH3 bond into a (P=O) bond.

Analysis of the reaction mixture showed that not all TMPB was consumed

during the reaction process and that part of it was transformed in an other

Schedule [2] chemical (diphenylmethylphosphinoxide) (DMPO).

3. By inspecting the facility during a batch process it was possible to establish

the relationship between the Schedule [2] feedstock chemical TMPB on the

one hand and the chemicals TPPO, DMPO and the remaining, non-converted

TMPB on the other hand. In this way it was verified that all TMPB was

either transformed into a non-scheduled chemical or discharged into wastes in

the form of TMPB or DMPO.

В 15. Sampling and sample-taking procedures

Samples

1. The starting material triphenylmethylphosphonium bromide (TMPB), to verify

the declared identity.

2. The starting material lithium amide, to verify the declared identity.

3. The reactive mixture after the reaction had taken place, to verify the

transformation of triphenylmethylphosphonium bromide.

4. The air in the building where the production vessel was located.

N.B. Mention should also be made here of the waste-water samples that were

taken.

Sample-taking procedures

Samples nos. 1-3 were taken by the facility personnel in the presence of the

inspection team. Sample no. 4 was taken by the inspection team.

В 16. Handling of samples

В 17. Analysis of samples

As the necessary equipment and methods for analysis were not all available

on-site, analysis of samples 1-3 took place off-site. Analysis of the air took place

on-site.

В 18. Type(s) of analysis

The samples of the feedstock chemicals TMPB and lithium amide were analysed
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by mass spectrometry (MS) and X-ray diffraction respectively.

The samples of the reaction mixture after the completion of the reaction was

analysed using:

gas chromatography (GC)

GC-MS (gas chromatography combined with mass spectrometry)

elemental analysis (P)

В 19. Documentation of the inspection

Maps of the building in which the reactor-vessel was located and of the entire

industrial complex were handed to the inspection team during the initial visit.

These documents were not classified. A piping and instrumentation diagram (PID)

was not available.

В 20. Evaluation by inspectors

В 21. Closing conference

В 22. Anomalies, disputes and complications

В 23. Report of the inspection team

As the results of the off-site analysis were only available one week after the

inspection, the inspection team was unable to prepare its report on-site.

В 24. Impact of the inspection on faci!ity operations

To facilitate the presence of the inspection team at the start of the batch

process the production schedule was postponed for about an hour without any

production loss.

Members of the management and staff of the plant spent a considerable

amount of time assisting in the trial inspection and its preparations.

В 25. Other matters

All records and instructions at the plant were in Dutch.
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C. SPECIFIC ELEMENTS FOR CONSIDERATION

(NB: The numbering of CD/CW/WP.213 has not been followed in this part of the

report.)

С 1. The inspection mandate

The chemical process that was validated during the trial inspection could take

place in most of the 100-plus reactor vessels at the production complex. In order

to prevent the ammonia released during the specific reaction process from being

discharged into the air, however, the management would in practice only use one

of a small number of reactors that are equipped with an ammonia scrubber. Which

of those reactors is actually used is decided only a few weeks before the

production process takes place, on the basis of expected demand for the final

product.

(N.B. It should be noted that the other reactors in the building where the reactors

fitted with ammonia scrubbers are placed could easily (within a few hours) be

connected with these scrubbers.)

During the inspection it became clear that for the purpose of validating the

declared processing of a Schedule [2] chemical, an inspection mandate that is

limited to one specific process unit, including feedstock lines, waste lines and

storage facilities is sufficient.

However, an unannounced routine inspection could easily occur at a time when

the specific process unit is not being used for processing the declared Schedule [2]

compound. In such a case an inspection would of necessity have to be limited to

a check of the records;

a check of the amount of Schedule [2] chemical in storage;

a check to establish that the process unit is indeed not used for processing the

Schedule [2] compound.

С 2. Composition of the inspection team

If the inspection is limited to one reaction vessel, as in the trial inspection,

the participation of a process engineer is not absolutely essential.

For a thorough check of the records the assistance of an inspector with

experience of accounting procedures would appear necessary.

An inspection team should preferably carry its own inspection equipment and

have the necessary know-how to use it.
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3. Declaration and notification under article VI, annex 2

According to the annex to article V1 [2] certain information should be given on

each facility that produced, processed or consumed, or will produce, process or

consume more than (....) of a Schedule [2] chemical. The experience obtained

during our national trial inspection has led us to the conclusion that a few

amendments to the current text (p. 73-75 of CD/881) should be considered and

that possibly even a thorough review of the concept of routine verification of

non-production under article V1 is called for (see para C4).

3.1 Definition of "facility"

A comparison of the results of national trial inspections proves that there is no

agreed definition of the word "facility". A clear definition is essential for

determining the scope of inspections (see para 4).

3.2 Capability to produce Schedule [l] or other Schedule [2] chemicals

According to the current rolling text (p. 74 of CD/881) information has to be

provided as to:

"(V) Whether the facility can readily be used to produce a Schedule [l]

chemical or another Schedule [2] chemical. Relevant information should

be provided, when applicable."

In our view, this question is too loosely worded to elicit meaningful answers.

Consideration should be given to making the question more specific (see para 4).

3.3 Special advance notification

According to p. 75, para 3 (b) of the rolling text (CD/881) notification "of any

production, processing or consumption planned after the submission of the annual

notification under paragraph 3 (a), not later than one month before the production

or processing is anticipated to begin" shall "include the information specified under

paragraph 3 (a)". As such a "special advance notification" will usually concern

production in the same year, the words "coming calendar year" should be deleted

in the formulation taken over from para 3 (a). The words "above thresholds"

should be inserted at the appropriate place.

3.4 Preventing unnecessary bureaucracy

According to the rolling text (p. 75 of CD/881), annual and special advance

notifications should include more or less the same information as the initial

declaration. Consideration should be given to limiting the amount of information

required in these advance notifications to the following:
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reference to the initial declaration

new information

С 4. Optimizing the scope of routine verification

С 4.1 Weakness of the current regime

The principle underlying verification of non-production in the chemical industry

is that facilities that are considered most relevant have to be declared and will be

inspected (Schedule [2]) or at least monitored (Schedule [3]).

This principle raises two basic questions:

How should we deal with non-production in non-declared facilities?

How can we assure that the scope of routine verification of declared facilities

is most effective i.e. to encompass those facilities that, from an objective

point of view, are most relevant?

The first question is left aside in this paper. (It has been tackled by the United

Kingdom in its proposal on ad hoc inspections (CD/909). To answer the second

question, a distinction should be made between chemicals and equipment.

As far as relevant chemicals are concerned it seems that the envisaged Schedules

[2], [2b] and [3] come close to directing inspection efforts efficiently at monitoring

the most relevant chemicals.

It is, however, very questionable whether a verification regime that is based on

monitoring the most relevant chemicals will automatically also cover the most

relevant production installations. In the Netherlands' view this is not necessarily

the case. Two hypothetical examples might illustrate this:

1. A production installation that processes a non-toxic Schedule [2] compound

would fall under the on-site inspection regime, even though the

characteristics of the installation (containment, safety measures etc.) are such

that the installation is clearly not capable to produce chemical warfare agents.

2. A large scale high containment production installation with extensive safety

features that does not produce, process or use a scheduled chemical would not

have to be declared under the currently envisaged regime, even though such a

plant might be able to produce chemical warfare agents.

Another problem with regard to the scope of routine on-site verification has been

touched upon in the introduction of the present paper: should verification be

limited to the declared facility (i.e. a single production unit plus associated

equipment) or should it encompass the whole production complex?
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4.2 Possible solutions

It could be considered to find a solution to the problems described above along the

following lines. (N.B.: the following suggestions owe much to the important

concept of ad hoc checks as introduced by the Federal Republic of Germany in

CD/869)

1. The scope of the annex to article V1 [2] is widened to encompass production

installations that are particularly suitable for the production of highly toxic

and volatile chemicals such as the chemicals 1-6 in Schedule [l] and

chemicals 1-3 on Schedule [3]. This would enlargen the scope of routine

inspections, but far less than the envisaged scope of ad hoc checks.

Observations:

A useful basis for discussion of the details 'of a definition of equipment

that would have to be declared can be found in list B of the Australian

working paper CD/698. Some criteria are also given in para C 4 of

CD/925 (CD/CW/WP.252)

In order to cover the grey zone between "particular suitable" equipment

and "non-suitable" equipment, it could be considered to widen the scope

of the annex to article V1 (31 to production installations that are suitable

to a certain extent (but not to the same extent as those under annex [2]).

An obligation to declare relevant production installations would greatly

facilitate challenge (or ad hoc) inspection of suspected non-declared

facilities. Even when it would be possible to remove all remnants of

chemicals that had to be declared in the time between notification of the

inspection and the arrival of the inspection team, it is very unlikely that

all equipment that had to be declared could be removed so fast.

2. The scope of on-site inspection of facilities declared under Schedule [2]

would, as described in the introduction of this paper, be split into:

a. a quantitative check of facilities that are declared for production,

processing or use of Schedule [2] chemicals;

b. a qualitative check of the whole plant or the chemical complex of which

a declared facility forms part of (see also CD/925 (CD/CW/WP.252),

para C 7 and 8).

5. Analysis of samples

Where possible, samples should be analysed on-site, using standard operational

procedures. The following should, however, be taken into consideration:
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5.1 The sample

The following types of sample can be distinguished:

1. raw materials

2. end products

3. intermediate products

4. reactive mixtures

5. waste material.

In the case of raw materials and end products and usually also in the case of

intermediate products, we are dealing with pure chemicals which can usually be

analysed quickly in accordance with standardised methods. We have to assume that

any impurities present do not adversely affect the chosen method of analysis.

In the case of reactive mixtures and waste material, we are dealing with mixtures

which often require preparatory treatment prior to analysis. The types of

pretreatment include chemical derivation reactions and separation techniques. In

the case of waste material the concentrations may be very low, a fact which can

add to the difficulty of analysing the material. In such cases it is not possible to

employ universally applicable, standardised methods of analysis, since the sample

matrix differs according to the production process.

5.2 Analysis

The choice of analytical method is determined by the type of sample (see above),

as well as by the purpose of verification. The purpose of verification can be either

of the following:

a. to confirm the presence of a declared product or precursor (Schedule [2]); or

b. to detect non-declared scheduled chemicals.

In the case of a, samples of raw materials and end or intermediate products should

display the same chemical analytical properties as those of declared

standard/reference substances, which can usually be determined directly and

quickly using standardised methods.

In the case of b, the method of analysis will be more comprehensive and

complicated (at least with reactive mixtures and waste material), since detection

and identification relate to the possible presence of a component from a large

group of substances in Schedules [l], [2] and [3]; indeed, in these cases it may

prove impossible to use standardised methods without adapting them appropriately.
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5.3 Duration of the analysis

In general, preference will be given to an inspection period of one day, which will

also mean that on-site analysis should, preferably, be performed within the same

period. This will generally be feasible for samples of raw materials and end or

intermediate products, but may be difficult to achieve for samples of reactive

mixtures and waste materials.

5.4 Validation of method of analysis

During an on-site analysis, the inspectors should satisfy themselves that the

method of analysis has been validated and/or that the analytical equipment has

been calibrated using standard substances. If necessary, they should provide their

own standard substances. Validation of this sort takes time, and the necessary

equipment needs to be installed and/or adjusted. A similar approach may be

required for the calibration/instaIlation of equipment which the inspectors provide

themselves.

5.5 Conclusion

It will be apparent from the above that the analyses may be complex, and that the

various parameters (samples, compounds, analysis equipment and verification aims)

may be closely interdependent, with the result that the laboratory performing the

analysis may require extensive analytical equipment as well as personnel with

considerable experience in the field. For these reasons, a number of practical

problems may be expected when analysing mixtures of substances on-site using

standardised methods which have been prescribed, if at all available, by the

Inspectorate.

6. The need to specify category 1 of Schedule [2]

The facility that was the subject of our national trial inspection was chosen

because it is used to process triphenylmethylphosphonium bromide (TMPB), a

compound that falls under category 1 of Schedule [2]. On careful consideration, we

have come to the conclusion that TMPB is a very unlikely precursor of Schedule

[l] compounds.

For the purpose of a national trial inspection this conclusion had no immediate

relevance, but 'under a CW Convention an attempt to verify the use of TMPB

would be a most ineffective investment of the Inspectorate's time and money. We

therefore suggest that TMPB be excluded from Schedule [2]. The same applies to

diphenylmethylphosphineoxide.

This could be accomplished by limiting the definition of category 1 of Schedule
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[2] chemicals to chemicals containing one P-methyl, P-ethyl or P-propyl (normal

or iso) bond and no other phosphorus-carbon bonds.
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ANNEX 1: description of inspection equipment

Gas Reconnaissance Kit

This kit was developed to determine whether or not the surrounding atmosphere or surface

contain chemical warfare agents in gas, aerosol or liquid form above the treshold level. By

carrying out a number of consecutive simple wet chemical colour tests, conclusions about the

atmosphere can be reached within 15 minutes.

The following gas concentrations (in rng/m3) can be detected:

Sarin 0.02 Lewisite 3.5

Soman 0.01 HCN 5

Tabun 0.02 CiCN 1

VX 0.01 Phosgene 5

Mustards HD 0.27

Water-Testing Kit, Chemical Agents

This kit was developed to determine whether or not the water is fit for human consumption.

By performing a number of consecutive simple tests, conclusions can be reached within 20

minutes.

The following concentrations (in mg/l) can be detected:

Sarin 0.02

Soman 0.02

Tabun 0.04

VX 0.02

Mustards HD 4

HN-3 2

Arsenics

CN

CICN

c1 2

pH

1-2

8

5

5

6.5-9.0
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NETHERLANDS

AN ATTEMPT TO VERIFY NON-PRODUCTION IN A CHEMICAL PLANT

INTRODUCTION

As explained in CD/924 (CD/CW/WP.251) we decided that, for the purpose of our trial

inspection, it would be useful to make a clear distinction between the verification of

non-misus.e of a declared chemical (CDf881, annex [2] of article VI, p. 75 4 (ii) and (iii))

and the verification of non-production of Schedule [l] compounds (p. 75 4 (i)). The first

part of our trial inspection was reported in CD/924 (CD/CW/WP.251). The present paper

contains the report on the second part of our trial inspection.

Important differences between the two parts of our trial inspection are the following:

CD1924 CD/925

purpose: verification of non-misuse verification of non-misuse

of a scheduled chemical of relevant equipment

scope: one unit the whole complex

character: quantitative qualitative

preparation: facility attachment unprepared

In preparing the part of our trial inspection that is described in this paper, we were greatly

helped by the concept of ad hoc checks as proposed by the Federal Republic of Germany in

CD/791 and CD/869.

It should be stressed that in our trial inspection we did not simulate an unannounced

inspection in all aspects, but rather limited ourselves to certain aspects only.

GE.89-61505
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A. GENERAL APPROACH

A 1. Objectives of the NTI

Test of aspects of an unannounced inspection of a medium-sized multi-purpose

production complex to verify non-production of scheduled chemicals.

A 2. Provisions in the Draft Convention under which the NTI took place

The trial inspection was based on the first of the three objectives of routine

inspection under annex [2] to article VI.

"The aim of the measures stipulated in article VI, paragraph 6 shall be to verify

that:

(i) Facilities declared under this annex are not used to produce any chemical

listed in Schedule [l]"

N.B.: In view of the considerations mentioned in para C 7 of this paper we were

also interested in the possibility of verifying non-production of other scheduled

chemicals.

A 3. Type of on-site inspection

As no facility attachment was worked out, the character of the trial inspection was

ad hoc.

A 4. Advance information

No advance information.

A 5. Type of "facility" inspected

The site( ) that was inspected is a medium-sized production complex comprising

more than 100 multi-purpose reactor vessels with volumes varying from 30 litres

to 5000 litres. Intermediates for pharmaceutical products are produced at the site.

(*) We would suggest limiting the definition of "facility" to a single production

unit.
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B. DETAILED APPROACH

В 1. The inspection mandate

The inspection team was given full access to the complex.

В 2. Composition of the inspection team

The inspection team consisted of 7 persons:

an official of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs responsible for CW

negotiations;

two members of the Netherlands CD delegation, including a chemical

weapons specialist;

three specialists from the Prins Maurits Laboratory TNO;

a chemical process engineer.

В 3. Inspection equipment

The following instruments were used for on-site analysis:

a water-testing kit that can be used to detect categories 1-6 in Schedule [l]

and chemicals 1 and 2 in Schedule [3];

a gas reconnaissance kit that can be used to detect categories 1-6 in Schedule

[l] and chemicals 1-3 in Schedule [3].

A description of the detection limits of these kits is attached as annex 1 to

CD/924 (CD/CW/WP.251).

The instruments used for off-site analysis are referred to in para 18.

В 4. Activities prior to the arrival of the inspection team on-site

A routine inspection of one of the production units of the complex had taken

place (CD/924, CD/CW/WP.251).

В 5. Advance preparations on-site

В 6. Escort and points of contact arrangement

During the trial inspection and the preparations the inspection team was

accompanied by members of the management and staff of the company operating

the facility.

В 7. Other participants
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В 8. Duration of inspection and initial visit respectively

The inspection took about 3 hours.

В 9. Measures to protect confidential information

В 10. Opening conference

a. The management was informed of the purpose of the inspection

b. The inspection team was informed in some detail about:

the general outline of the site on the basis of a map

special safety regulations

the use of scheduled chemicals below notification limits

available hydrogen fluoride-resistant equipment

available glass and enamel-lined equipment (e.g. for chlorinating

chemicals)

available equipment for processing and handling toxic compounds with

an appreciable vapour pressure

В 11. Types of record needed and/or audited

В 12. Plant orientation tour

В 13. Inspection of areas and facility equipment

On the basis of the information received, the inspection team decided to inspect

the following:

a. a gas-tight reactor in a separate part of the complex

b. a reactor that was used to process triethyl phosphite (a Schedule [3]

compound)

с reactors that could easily be connected with the reactor used for processing a

Schedule [2] compound

d. a building with several 4000 liter reactors resistant to chlorinating agents

e. the only (200 litres) hydrogen fluoride-resistant reactor in the complex

f. the only building in the facility with permanent and stringent requirements

for personal protection against toxic chemicals

g. waste-water outlet from one of the production buildings

h. waste-water outlet from the complex as a whole

i. storage of organic waste

j . drum storage area
В 14. Inspection of operation procedures
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В 15. Sampling and sample-taking procedures

Air samples were taken at the points of inspection a, c, d, e and i (see para B 13).

Waste-water samples were taken at inspection points g and h.

В 16. Handling of samples

В 17. Analysis of samples

The air samples were analysed on-site to detect possible traces of compounds 1-6

in Schedule [l] and 1-3 in Schedule [3].

The waste-water samples were analysed off-site to detect possible traces of

compounds 1-6 in Schedule [l], compounds 1 and 2 in Schedule [3] and of other

Schedule [l] related PCH3 compounds.

All analyses proved negative, with the exception of two cases (d and e) where

complications were encountered (see para B 22).

В 18. Type(s) of analysis

Micro-liquid chromatography in combination with flame photometric detection

and liquid chromatography (LC) in combination with mass spectrometry (MS) to

analyse samples g and h.

В 19. Documentation of the inspection

В 20. Evaluation by inspectors

В 21. Closing conference

В 22. Anomalies, disputes and complications

In two cases the gas reconnaissance kit gave dubious results due to interference by

the envirbnment in the reaction vessel:

large amounts of acetic acid interfered with the detection of nerve agents;

acetonitrile interfered with the detection of cyanogen chloride.

В 23. Report of the inspection team

As the results of the off-site analysis were only available several days after the

inspection, the inspection team was unable to prepare its report on-site.

В 24. Impact of the inspection on facility operations

В 25. Other matters
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C. SPECIFIC ELEMENTS FOR CONSIDERATION

(N.B.: The numbering of CD/CW/WP.213 has not been followed in this part of the

report.)

С 1. The inspection mandate

The mandate of the inspection team should be wide and should, in principle, only

be limited by the following:

what is necessary for the purpose of the inspection;

the geographical limits of the plant;

safety regulations.

С 2. Composition of the inspection team

Participation of a process engineer is absolutely essential.

As the records of the plant were not inspected, the participation of an

inspector with experience in the field of accounting was not necessary. It

seems however useful to make inspection of records part of unannounced

verification of non-production.

С 3. Opening conference

It is desirable that the management of a plant being inspected is able to give all

necessary details about the plant during the opening conference. As an inspection

will be announced only shortly before it takes place, it can be expected that the

management will not be able to make all requested details available immediately.

To facilitate inspection it is desirable that all chemical plants that could be subject

to inspection should have relevant information readily available. State parties

should be obliged to inform their respective chemical industries accordingly. In

order to work as effectively as possible it might sometimes be advisable not to

postpone the actual inspection until all relevant information is available.

С 4. Inspection or areas and facility equipment

Reactors should be inspected on the basis of the following criteria:

resistance to chlorinating agents

hydrogen fluoride-resistance

double containment
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gas-tight equipment e.g.

* double seals on rotating equipment

* magnetic coupled or canned pumps

special handling equipment for liquid products (e.g. automatic filling of

special containers)

Buildings should be inspected on the basis of the following criteria:

special medical safety measures

operators wearing personal protective equipment

availability of "double containment" e.g.:

* special waste treatment

* special air treatment

* special emergency measures

5. Analysis of samples

It is desirable that detection kits be developed for the purpose of verifying

the non-presence of compounds in Schedule [l] and compounds 1-3 in

Schedule [3].

Development of portable equipment to detect compounds in Schedule [2] and

precursors in Schedule [3] would also be desirable, but it is uncertain whether

this is feasible.

6. Report of the inspection team

On the basis of the visual inspection and the samples taken it was possible for the

inspection team to state that no indications were found that chemical warfare

agents (Schedule [l] 1-6 and Schedule [3] 1-3) were produced, processed or used at

the industrial complex in question.

7. Objective and scope of verification of non-production

According to annex [2] to article V1 the aim of verification measures is to verify

that facilities that are declared to produce, use or process Schedule [2] chemicals

are not used to produce any chemical listed in Schedule [l]. If, as we would like to

suggest, the scope of verification of non-production is widened to comprise not

only the production unit that has been declared for production, use or processing

of Schedule [2] chemicals, but also other units within the complex, it would be

logical to verify that in these latter units indeed no Schedule [2] chemical are

produced. The same reasoning would apply to the production of Schedule [3]

chemicals.

We do acknowledge that the feasibility of unprepared verification of
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non-production of chemicals in Schedule [2] and [3] is a point for further

discussion (e.g. because of possible presence of quantities below the thresholds of

declaration, and because the required inspection equipment is not yet readily

available).

We believe, however, that the logical structure of article V1 requires that

verification of non-production is not limited to compounds in Schedule [l].

С 8. Feasibility of verification of non-production

In the case of a multi-purpose plant comprising many production units, widening

the scope of verification of non-production from a narrow concentration on one

production unit to inspection of a whole plant represents a considerable change of

the character of the inspection.

At first sight, the large increase in the number of production units to be inspected

might appear to create unsurmountable difficulties. We believe, however, that a

solution for these problems, although not readily at hand, is within reach,

certainly as far as non-production of chemical warfare agents is concerned.

С 8.1 Verifying non-production by inspecting the production equipment

In a very large number of cases non-production of certain scheduled chemicals

could be verified by inspecting the equipment of the plant on the basis of criteria

such as mentioned in para C 4.

It is relatively easy to verify the non-production of the supertoxic lethal chemicals

in Schedule [l]. The combination of the volatility and high toxicity of these

chemicals requires such high standards of safety and gas-tightness, that a visual

inspection of the equipment will in the great majority of cases be enough to

decide that production of these chemicals cannot take place in any substantial

quantities. This is also the case for the potential warfare agents in Schedule [3].

The same seems also to hold for DF (no 8 in Schedule [l]) as only few plants seem

to comprise large scale hydrogen-fluoride resistant production vessels.

As verification by inspecting the characteristics of the equipment would be less

intrusive than analysis of samples, it would seem useful to consider into more

detail the criteria that could help to decide that production installations are not

capable to produce certain scheduled chemicals.

С 8.2 Verifying non-production by analysis of samples

In case a plant does comprise reactors and buildings that are relevant according to

criteria such as enumerated in para C 4, it will be necessary to take and analyse

samples. The same holds for verification of non-production of BZ and QL (both

also in Schedule [l]) since these chemicals can be produced in reactortypes that are
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widespread in civil industry.

This is also the case for most chemicals in Schedule [2] and [3], with the exception

of the dual purpose chemicals in Schedule [3]. The feasibility of the presence (c.q.

non-presence) of these chemicals in samples would be greatly enhanced if special

(portable) verification equipment became available for this purpose.

9. General conclusions

1. The result of the trial inspection described above indicates 'that in principle

during an unannounced inspection the non-production of chemical warfare

agents in a medium-sized multi-purpose production complex (more than 100

reactors) can be verified within a reasonably short time and at relatively low

costs.

2. On site, short term verification of non-production of the compounds 7 and 9

in Schedule [l] is not feasible with the available technology.

3. The same applies to the compounds in Schedule [2] and, with the exception

of the dual-purpose chemicals 1-3, the compounds in Schedule [3].

4. Full cooperation of the management is essential for a quick and effective

implementation of an unannounced inspection.
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENK 22 June 1989

ENGLISH
Original: ENGLISH/FRENCH

LETTEX. DATED 20 JUNE 1989 ADDRESSED TQ THE SEWTARY-GENERAL
OF THE CONFERE'NCE ON DISARMAMENT BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE
NETHERLANDS, JXIRWARDING DOCUMENTS ADOPTED AT THE MEETING OF
THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL IN BRUSSELS ON 29 AND 30 MAY 1989

On behalf of those States that- belong to the North Atlantic Alliance and
are members of the Conference on Disarmament, I have the honour to forward to
you the following documentsr

- "Declaration of the Heads of State and Government participating
in the meeting of the North Atlantic Council in Brussels on
29th - 30th May 1989".

"A comprehensive concept of arms control and disarmament, adopted by
Heads of State and Government at the meeting of the North Atlantic
Council in Brussels on 29th and 30th May 1989".

The documents attached are in the official French and English versions.
On behalf of the aforementioned States I hereby transmit the request to you to
circulate this letter as an official document of the Conference on Disarmament
with the two documents adopted by the North Atlantic Council in their original
French and English versions attached to it.

(Signed): Robert J van Schaik
Ambassador

Permanent Representative
of the Netherlands

GE.89-61511/0803a
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DECLARATION OP THg HSADS OP STAT8 AND GOVERNMENT
PARTICIPATING IN THg

MEETING OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL IH BRUSSELS
" (29th-30tft May 1989)

NATO's 40 Years of Success

1. AB our Alllance celebratalr its 40th Annivsraary, we
measure its achievements with . Founded in troubled times
to safeguard our security, it has it the test of four
decades, and has allowed our countries to enjoy in freedom one of
the longest periods of pracs and rospority in their histocy. The
Alliance has been a fundamental 8Pement of stability and
co-operation. These are the fruits of a partnsrthip based on
enduring common values and interests, and on unity of purpose,

2. Our meeting takes place at 8 juncture of unprecedented
change and opportunities. This i8 8 time to look ahead, to chart
the course of our Alliance and to set our agenda for the future,

ATime of Chanqt

3. In our rapidly changing world, where ideas transcend
borders ever mor8 assfly, the strength and accomplishment8 of
democracy and fraodom are incrsasingl aparent. The inherent
inabil i t of oprasuivm systems to fu1f1P fha aapiratfans of
their eiXlrmr !as basoma squally evident.

4 In the Soviet Union, imattaat changes are undamay, wo
welcome the currmt reform8 that gave already led to greater
opmness, improved respect for human rights, active garticlpation
of the individual, and new attitude8 in foreign p o l i c , But much
remains to be done. We r t i l l laak forward to the fu11
imlamentation of the aanounced chang. in prioritier in tha
P o c s t i o n of economic ra80urcm+ from the military to the
c iv i l ian sactor. Xf sustained, the raf0nn8 wilL strenthan
prospects for fundammtrl improvement8 in East-Wert rePation..
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5. We also welcome the marked progress in some countries
of Eastern Europe towards establishing more democratic
Institutions, fraer elections and greater political pluralism and
economic choice. Howsvor, we deplore the fact that certain
Eastern European govermants have chosan to ignore this reforming
trend and continue ail too frewently to violate human rlghtr and
basic freedoms.

Shaping the Future

6. Out viaion of a just, humane and democratLc world has
always underpinned the policies of this Alliance. The changes
thsc are now taklng place are bringlng us closar to thm
realisation of this vision.

7. We want to overcome the painful division of Europe,
which we have never accepted. We want to move beyond the
post-war period. Based on today's momentum of increased
co-operation and tomorrow~s common challengas, we seek to shape a
new political otder of peace in htrope. We will work as Allles
to seize all opportunities to achieve this goal. But ultimata
success does not depend on us alone.

Our iding principles in the pursuit of this course
will be the poq.icies of thm Harmel Report in their two
complenentary and mutually reinforcing approaches: adequate
military strength and political solidarity and, on that basil,
the search for conrtructivo dialogue and co-operation, including
arms -eonteo?, as a means of br1nglr.g about a just and lasting
peaceful order in Eutope~:

8. The Allianca13 long-term objectives are:

to ensure that wars and intlmldatlon of any kind in
Europe and North America are prevented, and that
military aggression is an option which no government
could rationally contarnplate or hope successfully to
undertake, and by doing so to lay tha foundations for a
world where military forcer exist solely to preserve the
independence and territorial integrity of their
countries, as has always been the case for: the Allies

to establish a new pattern of relatfonr batuaon the
countries of East and west, in which ideologcal and
military antagonism will be replaced with CO-4peration.
trust and peacmfU1 competition; and in which hmm
right8 and political frsadoms will be fully guarmtaed
and enjoyad by 811 Lndivtdualu.
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9. within our larger rmsponsibilitiea as Head8 of State oc
Government, WO are 8180 committed

to etrtva for an international community founded on the rule
of law, where all nations join together to reduce. world
tenaioos, aetth disput.8 peacefully, and search for
eolutionr to those issues of universal concern, including
poverty, social injustice and the environment, on which our
common fate depends.

ZZ

Malntainino our Defenca

10. Peace must be worked for: i t can never be taken for
granted. The grea t1 improved Eaat-West political c lhate offers
prosects for a stabre and lasting peace, but exeriencrclhate teaches
us tEat we must remain prepared. We can overlooE nrither the
c a a b i l i t i e s of the Warsaw Treaty countrles for offensive
mi!itary action, nor the potential hazards resulting frm severs
polit ical strain and cr is i s .

11. A 8trong and united Alliance will remain fundamental
not only for the security of our countries but also for our
policy of supporting polit ical change. i t i s the basis for
further aucces8ful negotiations on arms control and on measures
to strengthen mutual confidence through improved transarency and
predictability. Military security and policiea aimed a! reducing
tensions aa wall a3 resolving underlying political differences
ate not contradictory but complementary. Credible defence based
on the p r i n c l l e of the individibil lty of security for all member
countries wilP thus continue to be essentiaLofsecurity to our common
endaavoux.

12. For the foresaaabla future, there i s no alternative to
tho Alliance ntrategy for the prevention of war, This l8 a
stratagy of deterreace based upon an appropriate mix of adequate
and effective nuclear and conventional forces which will continue
to be kept up-to-date where necesrary. We shall ensure thr
viability md credibility of these forces, while maintaining them
at tho lowest possiblo level consistent with our security
roquirunonts.

13. The prrsance of North Ammrlc~. convention61 and nuclear
forces in wropo remrinr vital to the security of Europe just as
mro. 'm orcurity ia vital to that of North America.** Maint~anee
of tKis relationshi requires that the Alliea fulfi l their
aauontirl cornnitmanea in &upo~t of tho common defenca, Each of
our countrier wil l accordingly assume i t s fair share of the
risks, re108 and rosonsibfft i ier of the Atlantic partnership.
Growing turopaan p01Ptfc.1 unity CM lead to a reinforced



European component of out common security effort and its
efficiency. It wlll be essential to the success of these efforts
to make the most effective use of resources made available for
our security, To this and, we will seek. ta maximise the
efficiency of our defence programmes and pursue solutions to
issues m the area of economic and trade po1:cies as they effect
our defence. We will also continua to rotect our technological
capabilities by effective export ControPS on essential ourtechnological8trategic
goods.

Tnitiatives on ~rms Control

14. Arms Control has always been an integral part of the
Alliance's security policy and of its overall approach to
East-West relations, firmly embedded in the broader political
context in which we seek the improvement, of those relations.

15. The AlLies have consistently taken the lead in
developing the canceptual foundations for arms control,
identifying area8 in which the negotlatfng partners bhare an
interest in achieving a mutually satisfactory result while
safeguarding the legitimate security interests of all.

16. Historic progress has been made in recent years, and we
now see prospects for further substantial advances. In our
determined effort to reduce the excessit

p
e weight of the military

factor in the East-West relationship ana increasing1 to replace
confrontation by CO-operation, we can now exploit furly the
potantial of arms control as an agent of change.

17. We challenge the members of the Warsaw Treaty
Organization to join us in accelerating efforts to sign and
implement an agreement which will enhance security and stabiiity
in Europe by reducing conventional armed forces. To seize the
unique opportunity at hand, we intend to present a proosal that
will amplify and expand on the position we tabled at t1e opening
of the CFE negotiations on 9th March.(*) We will

regiater agreement, based on the ceilings already proposed in
Vienna, on tanks, armoured troop carriers and artillery
piece8 held by members of the two ~llirnces in Europe, with
all of the withdrawn equipment to be destroyed. Ceilings on
tanks and armoured troop carriers will be based on proposals
already tabled in Vienna; defintttonal questions on artillery
pieces remain to be resolved;

{S) Fr8nce. takes this opportunity to recall that, идее the
mandate for the Vienna negotiations excludes nucleat weapons,
it retains complete freedom of .judgement and dwcisfon
regarding th8 resources contrfbutlng to the implementation of
its indopendent nuclear detertant strategy.
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expand our current proposal to include reductions by each
side to equal ceilings at the level 15 per cent below current
~lliance holdings of helicoptars and of all land-bard
combat aircraft in the Atlantic-to-the-Urals zone, with a11
the withdrawn squipnent to be destroyed;

propose a 20 per cant cut in combat manpower in U3 stationed
forces, and a reaultlng ceiling on US and Soviet ground and
air force personnel stationed outside of national territory
in the Atlantic-to-the-Urala zone at approximate1 275,000,
his ceiling would require the soviet Union to reXuco its
forces in Eastern Europe b same 325,000. Unlted States and
soviet forces withdrawn wiYlsame be demobilized:

seek such an agreement within six months to a year and
accomplish the reductions by 1992 or 1993. Aceordiagly, we
have dfrected the Alliancels High Level Task Force on
canventional arms control to complete the further elaboration
of this proposal, including its verification elements, ao
that it may be tabled at the beginning of the third round of
the CFE negotiations, which opens on 7th Septemhr 1989.

16, we consider as an important initiative President 8ush1s
call for an "open skiesa regime intended to imptovo confidsncs
among States through reconnaissance flinhts, and to contribute to
thm transparency of military activit, to arms control and to
public awarenrrr.of It will be activitthe suZject of careful study and
wide-ranging consultations.

19. Consistent with the principles and objectlvas set out
in our Comprehensive Concepf of Arms Control and Disarmament
which we have adopted at this meeting, we will continue to us.
arms control as a means to enhance security and stability at the
lowest possible level of armrd forcer, and to strengthen
confidenee by further appropriate measures. We hava already
demonstrated our commitment to these objectives: both by
neotiations and by unilateral action, resultin since 1979 in
re8uctions of over one-third of the nuclear h01Xings assigned to
SACEUR LA EUZOpO.

Towards an Enhanced Partnarlhi~

20. AS the Alliance enters its fifth decade we will meet
the challenge of shaping our relationship in a wa which
correspond8 to the new political and economic areawa1itierwhich of the
1990s. ~s. wm do so, we recognizr that the basis of Fur security
and prosperity - and of our hopes for better ~ast-~ea%
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relations - is and will continue to be the close cohesion between
the countries of Europe and of North America, bound together by
tkelr comnon values and democratic institutions as much as by
their shared security interests.

21. Ours is a living and developing partnership. The
strength and stabillty derived from our transatlantic bond
provide a firm foundation for the achievement of our long-term
vision, as well as of our goals for the immediate future. We
racogn?ze that our common tasks transcend the resources of either
Europe or North America alone.

22. We welcome in this regard the evolution of an
increasingly strong and coherent European identity, including in
the security area. The process we are witnessing tcday provides
an exmple of progressive ifitegration, leaving centuries-old
conflicts far behind. It opens the way to a more mature and
balanced transatlantic partnership and constitutoa one of the
foundations of Europe's future structure.

23. To ensure the continuing success of our efforts we have
agreed to

strengthen our procers of political consultation and, where
appropriate, CO-ordination, and have instructed the Council
in fermanent Session to consider methods for its further
improvement;

expand the scope and intensity of our effort to ensure that
our respective opproachas to problems affecting our common
security are complementary and mutually supportive:

renew our support for our economically less-favoured partcers
and to reaffirm our goal of improving the present level of
co-operation and assistance;

ccntinus to work in the apropriate fora for more commercial,
monetary and technologicaf co-operation. and to see to it
that no obstacles impede such co-operation.

Overcoming the Dfvislon of Europe

24. Now, more than ever, our efforts to overcome the
division of Europe must address its underlying political causes.
Therefore a11 of us will continue to pursue a comprehensive
approach encompa8ring the many dimensions of the East-W.~f
agenda. In keeping with our values, we place primary emphasis on
basic freodoms for the people in Eastern Europe. Thesa are also
key elements tor strengthening the stability and racyity of all
states and for gurrantaaing lasting peace on the contfnent.

25. The CSCE process encornasses our vislon of a peaceful
and more constructive rdation8gip among all participating
states. We intend to develop it further, in a11 its dlmensions.
and to make the fullest use of it.
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we racogniza progress in the implementation of e f e
C~~itrnmnta by scmm ~a8tarn countrim8. But WO call upon all of
them to recognise and implement fully the comnitrnantn which all
CSCE states have accepted. W* will invoke the CSCE mechsnismr -
a3 moat rseratly adoted in the vieana Concluding Document - and
the -proviriona of ot1er international agrementr, to bring- all
Eastern cowtrfeo to:

enshrine in law and practice the human right8 and frmadomr
agreed in international covensnts and in the CSCE documents,
thus foatsring prograss toward8 the rule of law!

tear down the walla that aegarate U8 physically and
politically, aimplify the crossing of hordeta, Zncrrarr the
number of crorrin points a d allow the free exchange of
persona, infoonatfon and idea.;

ensure that people are not revented by armed force from
croasing the frontiarr and Eoundariea which we rhare with
Eastern countries, in exercise of thsir right to leave any
country, including their own;

respect in law and practice the right of all tha peoplo in
each country to datemine freely and periodically the nature
of the government thoy wdah to have;

see to it that their peoples can de-!de through thsir elected
authorities what form of relations they wi8h to have with
othar cauntri08;

-rant the genuine economic freedom8 that' are linked
Kh.rantly to tha right. of tho individual.:

devalop tranrparancy; erecially in military m~ttara, in
purrnit oL greater mutuo! underrtanding and reaasurence.

26, The situation in and around Berlin is an essential
element ia East-Weat relations. The Alliance declarer its
commitmant to 8 free and prosperous Berlin and to achieving
improvements for tho city arpeelally through the Allied earlin
fnftiativm. ~ho Wall dividing tha city is an unacceptrbla symbol
of the division of Europe. We seek a state of peace in Europe in
which the a m a n people regains its unity through free
self-dotembation.

Our Deeiqn for CO-operation

27. we8 for out part, have today reaffirmad thst the
1Uliancm must and will reintenmif y its own afforta to ovorcome
the divirloa of Euroe and to exp1ore all available avenues of
co-operation and dialogue. We support tha opening of Eastern
societies and oncoutagm raformr tKat alm at panltivm political.
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economic and human rights developnents. ~nngible steps towards
genuine political and economic reform irnpcov. possibilities for
broad co-operation, while a continuing denial of basic freedoms
cannot but have r negative affect. Our aproach recognizes that
each country is unique and must be treate on its own merits. we
also recognize that it is essentially incumbent upon the
countries of the East to solva thair problems by raforms. from
within. But we can also play a constructive role within the
framework of our Alliance as 'wsll as in our respective bilateral
relation8 end in international organizationa, a# appropriate.

28. To that end, we have agreed the following joint agenda
for the future:

aa opportunitiea develop, ue will expand the scope of
contacts and co-operation t cover a broad range of is 2s
which are important to bat; ast and west. Our goal is 3
sustained effort geared tc acific tasks which will help
deepen openness and gromott iamocracy within Eaatern
countries and thus contribute to the establishment of a more
stable peace in Europe;

we will pursue in partFcular expanded contacts beyond the
realm of government among individuals in East and West. These
contacts should include all s e e n t s of our sociaties, but in
particular young people, who w5"11 carry the reeponsibility
for continuing our common endeavour;

we will seek expanded economic and trade relations with the
Eastern eountrfes on the ba'ais of ccmmercially sound terms,
mutual interest. and recLprocity. Such relations should also
serve as incentives for real economic zeform' and thus ease
the way for increas%ed integration of Eastern countries lnta
the international ,t'r.ad-kng system;

we intend to demonrtrats through increased co-operation that
democratic institutions and economic choice create the best
possible conditions for economic and social progress. The
development of such open systems will facilitate co-operation
and, consequently, make its beneffts more available;

an important task of our co-operation will be to explore
means to extend Western experfence and know-how to Eastern
countries in a manner which responds to and promotes positive
change. Exchanges in technical and managerial field8,
establishment of co-operative training programmes, expansion
of educational, scientific and cultural exchanges all offer
possibilities which have not yet been exhausted:

equally important will ba to integrate Eastern & r o e a n
countr~or morm fully into efforts to maet thm socfaP,
environmental and technologicu~ challenger of the modern
world, whera common interest8 rhould prevail. In accordance
with our concern for global challenges, wm will seek to
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engage Eastern countriss in ~0-0perattve 8tratagi.s in areas
such as the environment, terrorism, and drugs. Eastern
willingness to participate constructively in daaling with
such challenger wlll help further co-operation in other areas
as well;

East-West understanding can be expanded only if our
respective 80cieties gain increased knowledge about one
another and communicate effectively. To encourage an
increase of Soviet and Eastern studlea in univsrsities of our
countries and of corresondlng studies in Eastern countries,
we are prepared to esta1lish a Fellowahlp/Scholsrshlp
programme to promote the study of our democratic
institutions, with candidates baing invited from Eastern as
well as western Europe and North America.

Global Challenqcg

29. Worldwide developments which affect our security
interests are legitimate matters for consultation and, where
appropriate, co-ordination among us. Our security is to be seen
Fn a context broader than the protection from war alone.

30. Regional conflicts ~0ntfn~8 to be of major concern. The
co-ordinated approach of Alliance members recently has helped
toward settlfn some of the world's most dangerous and
long-standlng 1isputes. We hope that 1.:a Sovlet union will
incrersingly work with us in positive and practical steps towards
diplomatic rolutions to those conflictr that continue to
preoccupy the international communityl

31. We will seek to contain the newly emerging security
threats and dsatabilizing eonsequencor resulting from the
uncontrolled 3pread and application of modern military
teclulologiar,

32. In the spirit of Article 2 of the Washington Treaty, we
will increasingly need to address worldwlde problems which have a
bearing on our security, particularly environmental degradation,
resource conflicts and grave economic disparities. We will seek
to do so in the appropriate multilateral fora, in the widest
possible co-operation with other States.

33. We will each further develop our close CO-oeration
with the othar industrial democracies akin to us in tRsir
objactfvms and policies.

34. 'We will redouble our efforts in 8 reinvigorated United
Nations, strengthening it8 sole In conflict settlement and
peacakeaping, and in its larger endeavours for world peace.
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Our "Third D:mensionN

35. Convinced of the vital need for international
CO-operation in science and technology, and of it8 beneficial
effect on global security, we have for several decades maintained
Alliance prosrammes of scirntific co-operation. Recognizing the
importance of safeguardin the environment we have also
co-operated, in the Cornmftee on the Challenes of Modern
society, on environmental matters. Thess ac!ivitisa have
demonstrated the broad range of our common pursuits. We intend
to give more impact to our programmes with new initiatives lu
these areas.

The nture of the Alliance

36. We, the leaders of 16 free a: femocratic countries,
have dedicated ourselves to the goals or the ~lliance and are
committed to work in unison for their continued fulfilrncrnt.

37. At this time of unrecedented promise in international
affairs, we will respond to fha hopes that it offerr. The
Alliance will continue to serve as the cornerstone of OUT
security, peace and freedom. Secure on this foundation, we will
reach out to those who are willing to join us in shaping a more
stable and peaceful international environment in the service of
our societies.
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 et 30 mai 1989)

l'OTAN : quarante années de succès

éli1. Aiwii чи« nuire ÁHÍanue téliom son quarantième anniversaire, nous
zvons lidu dlCtre flers dt c8 q~'rll8 a accwnpll, Fond& i une hpoque troublie
;3ur sauvrgardsr notre s&curit&, ell& a sub1 avec succas Г épreuve de quatrc
dicrnnlas at pemls i nos pays de joulr, dans la lfberti, d'une bes plus longues
ph?loda$ da palx et de prospirlti de leur hlrtatre. Elle a const!tu4 un &lhant
rssantla~ de rtab11ftC at dr cocuiratlon. Cc3 risultats sont Ie trutf d'unc
assattatfan iondie 9ur une cmunautb de valtors at d11ntbr2ts durables et sur
unr unit) dr derraln.

2. Notre riuntan $0 ti8nt afors que so ptodulsent de grands changement3 et
qur Vouvrant dos prrsprcttvas nouvelles. Nous some$ A un mamant 03 11 conviqnt
dr-tracer Is themin A gulvre par notri Alliance, et da d6tlntr nos ObjeCttfS
futurs.

Unc laoaur dc chanqement

3. Dans un mond8 an mufatton rapldt od 18s IdCes connalssailt encore molns
les fronttdras, 1a fore8 et l acquls de la d&nocratle et de la liberti
apparalsr8nt avec da plus tn plus dt&clat. L'lnaptltuds lntrinslque des riglmes
opprrsslts a ripondrr aux arpfratlons do Ieurs cltoyens davlent tout aussi
ividrntr.

4. En Unton sovlLttqua, drs cnangments Importants sont en cours. Nous
accuelllons avec sattsfactlon 18s rifoms actualles, qui ont dOjd condult a une
plus grand8 ouvrrture, d un respect accru des drolts ds 1'homnr, a une
partlclprtlon plus actlva das Indlvidus et i do nouvelles attttudes dans lc
domain8 dr la pulittque 4tmngdre. Hats beaucoup reste A ralrt. Nous attendons
toujours avec int4rCt dr voir so rfaltssr Ie d&placcment annorxi das prtorttCs
dans l 'affectatton brl rrssources Ic~nomtques du sactaur militatre vtrs le
sactaut ctVf1. S1 ellet St poursufvent, ler rbfonnes renforceront Its
pertpectlvas d' ardliorat1Ofi fondamntrlo des relatlons Est-Ourati
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5. NOUS saluons aussi 10s nets progris qul slaccornplIssent dans certalns
pay, dlEurope de E vers 1'6tab1tsstment dltnstltutlonr plus dbnocratlquea,
deS 6lectlons plu, llbres, un plus grand pluralfsme polftlque et un plus large
tholx Bconomlque. Cependant, nous regrettons vlvement que d'autrea gouvernement~
d1Europa da 1IEst alant chats1 dtlgnorer cette tendance réformatrice et
contlnuent Encore trop souvent a vloltr le~ droits dt l'homnerCformatrtce et les Ilbertbs
fondmmntalas.

Construiré 1'avenir

6. Natre vlslon dlun monde justc, humatn et d6mocratlque d toujours
Insplrk 1es p01ltlquas de 1'A1llanee. Les changements qui ont lleu malntenant
nous rapprochent de sa rCallsatlon.

7. Nous voulon3 sunnonttr la douloureu$e dtvlslon de llEuropc, que nous
nbavons S acc~ptlr. Nou, voulons dCpasrer la p6rlode de l'apris-guerre.
Tablsnt sur ia dynamfqua de caop&ration que nous voyons se devolopper
aujourff#hut et sur 18s difjs comnun~ que naus aurons a affronter demaln, nous
cherchons d c~n$truirq un nouvel drdrb palltlque paclflque en Europe. Nous nous
tmploi~rons an tant qu'A111Bs a salsir toutes les occastons de parvenlr à cat
obfectt?, MalS 14 SUCCQJ flnal ne dkpend pas seulement de nous.

tes orientation3 dOnt nous nous lnsptrerons pour cela sont celtes au
rapport Harme l, danf leurs deux approches .qui se cmpldtent et so ranforcent
mutuallament : puissance m111talre $ufffsante et sol1daritE p01lttque et, sur
cette Dbsa, rrchercha d'une coopbration et d'un dlalogue'constructlis, y compr:s
sur-la mattrise des armements, en vue d11n3taurrr un ordre de palx just8 et
dufablae n Europe.

8. L'A~l lancr a pour objectifs à long tcrme :

d4 orivenlr tout8 fohe de guerre et d~ tntlmldatlon sn Europe et en
Mirlque du Nord et de falre an sorte qu'aucun gouvernement ne pulssa
ralsannablunent envlsager ou esp6rar antreprendre avsc tuccis une
agrelslon, rt ds poser alnsl 10s fondements d8un monde ad 18s forces
afl&rl exlstaront $8~1unent pour garantir llndbpendancr et llnt6gr1ti
terrttorlale des pays, c m e P e s t le cas, pour les At116s depuis
toujours;

d8&tabltr un nouveau type de ralatlons entre let pays de llEst et de
' , ' C W . L J I , J u i u i c q u o i 1 ' «m L a y u n i u n e i u é u i u y i q u e е е m i l i t a i r e r e r a p i a c s
i la coopiratton, à la conflancs et h l'hulatlon paclflque, et dans
Itquel la jouissance des dratts de l'home et des llbertks p01lttques
sera plelnment garantlr pour taus.

9. Oans Is cadre ds nos rasponsabllltis plus Target ds chefs dlEtat et de
gouvrrnernent, naus somnes Cgalament rCsolus :

i oruvrer ran$ rellcho pour une c m u n a u t / internatlonale fond68 sur la
prtmaut6 du drolt, dans laquella tous las pays aglront de concert pour
r6duIro 18s tenslons dans lr mondt, r&gler p~~~t'flq~rnent 18s
dffflrends crt enerefter des solutions aux prablht3 dlamplaur
unfversalla, c m a la pauvrstd, lInjustice soclale et la d&gradatlon
de 18tnvironnunrnt, dent dhpend notts sort à tout.
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и.
Malntrnlr notre d&fensa

10. U palx re construtt. Elle ne peut jamals etre ttnue pour acquise. ~c
CIimt p01Ittque entr~ 1'Est et 1 'Ouest. qu~ s'est nettement am61tore, offre des
p,ersp~ctlves d

l
une palX stab1e et durable, matS 1exphrlence nous enselgne l l

faut rastar vieilant. Nous ne pouvans nl iqnorar qua 1 м Р
Л
У* siqnatalrrz ~JI

Tratt6 dr Yarsovle dlsposent de moyens leur parmettant de lancer une actlon
m1litrirt offensfve, nl nlgllger las dangers que pourraient entratner des
tanstons et des crises p01ltlques graves.

11. Une Allfancc forte et 'unle demeurera fondamentale non Sculement pour la
sicur1tC da nos pays, mats aussl pour notre actlon en faveur du cnangement
PO\ltlqur. C'eat sur cette base qua nous pourrons poursulvre des n6goclatlons
fructuouser sur lr mattrlse drs annaents et sur de nouvelles mesurcs vi9ant d
ranforeer 11 confiance rnutualle grace 1 une transparence accrvc et d une
mallleure privlslbillti. La r~curltk m11ltalre et les d~marches destlnbts a
rhdulra les tanslons et A fatre dlrparattrs les cllvages p01ltiques 30~s-jacents
no sont pas contradlctoires malS compl~mentalrea. Une dkfense cr6d!hlc. reporant
sur l@ prlnclpr dr Г Indivisibilité dr la s6curlt6 de tour 18s pays mambres,
rrstrrr done sssrntirllr pour notre effart corrmun.

12. IT ntaxlsta pas, h ichaance privlsible, d'altsrnatlve 4 la ~tratbg~t
de 1IAIIlance pour prlvanlr la guerre. 11 s'agit d'une 'stratCg~e dr dtssuaston
ronaee sut une cmblnalson appropriCc de farces nucl681res et canventtonne1les

2 i t i - : ; zis îd c zz zzrz r.izz
Nous'Verons en sorte 'que ces forces restent viables et crédibles, au niveau
mfnfmm cmpatlbla avre 18s brsolnr de notra sicuriti,

13, La prt~tnc8 en EU~OQ~ dr forcrs conventlannellss et nucl&airet
nord-adrt calnrs drmdurm vltals pour l& 3icurlt6 de 1'Europe, tout coma la
sbcuritb dr crttr darntare est vttale pour crllr de 11h6rlqur du Nord. Le
mlntlen da crtto rrlatton Impllqur que Ies Alllis rsmpllssent leurs engagements
essentiels au bénéfice du ta uêfenss ссяяшпе. Ел conséquence, cftacun de nos pays
assumera 28 fusta part das rtruas, rblcs et responsabillt&s lnndrentr d
llatsociation transattantlque. L'9volution de l'Europe vars une plus grandt
unit8 p01itlqua peut conduire au renforcement dr la camposante europdennr de
nottr affort pour lr r)curlt6 comnuna et de son rfflcaclt4. t'utlllsatlon la
plus ratlonnelle das rasrourc83 con9acr6es 4 la s&curlt& da nos pays sera
d6trminantr pour le suetas ds cet effort. A cetta fin, nous nous attacncrons 4
drar nos programnes do dbfense avrc te maximum d'efflcaclt& et nous chercherons
i rlgltr 1er gueitlons qul, drns 18 domina des politlques 4conornlgues et
cmetclalts, Ont des r&g4rcusslons sur notrs ddten3e. NOUS conttnuerons aussl
de protbgar notra potent181 technolog~que par un contrdla affectif des
rxpertatlonr do prodults sttat&gtques essrntirlS,

In1tlatlve$ concernant la ma?trlsr des amements

14. La mattrtse dus annansnts a toujours talt partle ~ntigranta de la
go1ltlque de sécurité 48 ГAlliance et da son approche d'anscmble des relattons
Est-Ourst: el18 aSt Indlssoclable du contexte p01lttque plus gCnbral dans lequel
nous cherchons a amdliorer err relattons.
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15, L u Ailles ont conrtamn~nt prla l'lnlttatlva an vua 30 dbflnlr les
bases conceptuelles de la maftrlse des armements. en ditermlnanc les domalnes
dans lesqualS Its participants aux ntqoclatlons trouvent un Interet comnun à
parvenlr i un fhultat mutuellemsnt SatlSfblShflt compatible avec leurs fntirits
de rdeurft4 I&g1times.

16, D#$ progrd8 historlquts ont 6t6 nccomplls cas darnlires nnnies et nous
voyans $6 de3SlntIr dss per3P8Cttve~ de nouvelles avancies substantlelles.
D&tcrmln&s & r6dulre 1e polds excesslf de 1'Flhrnent m11italre dans Ies relations
Est-Qua~t et A femplileer de plus en plus la confrontatlan par !a coopCrat~on,
nous pouvons d&sonnals tlrrr le msllleur part1 des posslbllltis qu'offre ia
ma?trf$c dca 4rmemcnt3 carme ractruf de rhang.mrnt;

17, Nous engagtons Instamnent les membres du Pacte de Varsovle d se
{olndra 4 nous pour accbibrsr les efforts en vue de signer et d'appllquer un
iccord qul rtnforce l& s&eurlt& ct l4 stab11iti en Europe par des r!ductians des
forcas a m h s eonvanttonnelles. Pour salslr l'occaslon unique qul s'offre ainsl,
nous comptons prisanter une proposltlon qu! complbtera et ilarglrn (*) ia
posttlon qur nou3 avons expos&e d l~ouverture des n6gociattons rur les FCE le
9 mars, A catta fln :

nocs ent&rlnerons un accord, compte tenu des plafonds tijd propos4r d
Vlcnna pour les chars, 14s vdhlcules bllnd6s de transport de troupes
at Its pI&ces d~nrtlllerle ddtenus par 18s membres des deux alllances
dn Europe, tous Iw. iqulpmants retiris devant Otre dktr~lts. Los
plafond$ rslatlfs aux chars at aux v6riicules tllndh dc trrins~ort de
troupes serant fond& sur les proposltlons d6jd eCpos6e~ h Visnne; des
questions de d6flnltlon rratsnt d dgler au sujet des piices
d'artlll8ri0;

ngus d&velopptrons notra proposltlon actuelle en y incluant dea
r~ductlons, de part et 'cltautre, jusqu'd des plafonds Cgaux inf6rleurs
de IS X au nombre d'hhlttoptires et d'avions de combat basis d terre
que dktlent 1'A1llance dans la zone COfnPrlse entre l'Atlantlque et
l'Oural, tous tes dquipements retlris devant 8tre dtitrults;

nous proposerons une riductlon do 20 % des effectlfs deS forces be
combat am~rlcalnes statlonn$es en Europe at, par vole de cons.'gutncs,
l'appllcatlan d'un plafond de 295,000 hcmnas envlron aux effect1fs des
forces terrestres et 86rlennea arniir-icainss et sovt&tlques statlanndas
an drhors du terrltoire natlenal, dans la zone comprise entrc
1lAtlantlgue et l'Outal. Pour respecter ce plafond, 1'Union sovi6tlque
davralt r&dulre de 325.000 homes environ 5es forces en Europe de
1'Est. Les forces am~rlcalnes et sovl6tlques retiries seront
dhoblllshe$:

(*) A catta occasion, rappetant qua Is man&t des n5qoctatlons de Yfenne exclut
U nucléaire» la France tnt8nU r6aff4nkr que sa llbsrti dlappriclatlon et
da Q~C~SIO~ concernant les moyens cgncourant d la mlse an oeuvre ee sa
stratigit autonome de dissuasion nucl6alre derneure entidre,
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nous cntrcnerons 4 obtmlr la eenclustan u
l
un trl accord dan9 un d(l&l

de SIX mols 4 un an et 8 etfrctuer las rCductlons d'lcl d 1992 ou 1993.
Wll *W«1«»4»»H%"« !!»•« « К П К Ъ1Ш1 «I. 1W Ы> НУрЬ «to k U t l H I I M* IIWMb IIIIIUU

dr Г А Ш а п с е sur la mattrlss des anements conventlonnels do mettre
d~flnltlvtmtnt au polnt cattn proposltlon, y cmpr1s $6, Cl&ntnt$ dome
v4rlflcatlon, afln qu

b
c\lecattn puisse être dCpo34t.y au cmpr1sdebut $6,ae la troisième

$&ri$ de nhgoclatlons sur las FCE, qul sbouvrlra 18 7 septsmbre 1989.

18. NOUS conrld~rons c m r unr Importante initfatlva l'appel land par le
pr4sldtnt Bush tn faveur dbun rdglme de 1ibre $urvol dcs terrltoirrs, vlsant d
am6llorer la conflance cntre les Etats en condufsant des opérations, de
raconnalssance et a contrlbucr d la tran5parenca dt3 activIt4,de3 millopiratlonstalrcs, à de
mattrlsa das armemants et à t1fnformat1on du publlc; elle fera llobjet d'una
Ctuda attentive at de largss consultations,

19. Conformhrnt aux prlnctp@s et aux objectlfs dhflnls dans notre cancept
global d8 rmttrlsa d8s a n m r n t s at dr d&sanncment, que nous avons adopt6 d la
pr4senta rhunlon, nous contlnuerons i nous servlr de la maltrise des onnments
c m e moyen pour aecrottre l& 9&curit& et la stablllti au plus bas nlveau
passtble da forces annbes, et d affennlr la conflance par de nouuelle~ mesurer
approprtias. Nous avans dijh falt la preuve de notre attachement d ces
objectlfs : tant dans le cadfe de nigociat'tons que de mant6rc unt~atirale, cela
V a s t ttaduit dapuls 1979 par des r6ductlons de plus d'un tters deS moyens
nuci6alro atfectbs au Comnandement tuprgme des forces alllies en Europe
(SACEUR)+

Vers un renforcement de notre association

20. A l'auba da l& clnqulbme dbcennit de notra Alliance, nous rel6verons le
dhft dladapter nos rrlations aux r6alftis palItfques et iconamiques des
annirs 90. C@ fatsant, nous ?ecannalsso.ns que notre s6curit9 et notre prospirftk
- atnsi que nos espotrs d1am6110ratlon drs relations Est-Ouest - rcposent et
contlnuaront do rrpossr Sur 1'Ctrolta cohdslon des pays dlEurope et dlPmCrrque
du NOtd, 1!is par hurt valaurr c m u n e s et lc caractiire dhocratlque da Iwrs
1nstftutfonr autant qua par lrurs int6rits comnuns en mattire de skcur~t6.

21. Nous falsans partle d'une association dynamlqut. La force et la
Stab11it6 au llrn transatlantique fournissent un fondernant sollde pour realIser
nos objecttfs 4 long temr, c m c pour attstlndre ceux ue I'aventr Imbutat. NOUS
reconnalstons que IeS mlrslons Qui noua Incornbent aux uns et aux autres
d6passcnt Irs posslblllti3 dd 1'Europe c m a dr 1'hetSlque du Nord seul8r.

22. A o t Cgard, nous nout f~licitons ds votr г identité turop6snne
s taffimrr avtc una farce ct une cohhrencr crolssantes, y camprls d4n3 le
dmalna ds la sieurit6. LkQvolution 4 laqualle nous assistons aujo~rd'h~i est un
extmple dllnt&~raLlon progressive, lalssant loln derrtdre dlle d8S confllts
s6culaires. El1e auvre la vale I une .aasoclatton transatlantfqua plus
responsabla et plus iqulllbrte et conttltue I'un des fondements de la future
structure de 1'Europo.

23. Pour que nos 4tfortr contfnuent d'btrs fructueux, nous s m r s convsnus:

- de rrnformr notro processus de consultation et, It cas hcn&ant, a8
~oora1natlon p01ltlqura, at ar charges la Consei'l p r m n e n t d'envisager
l1hdoptton dr m6thoder pcmttant d9m611orer encore ce processus;
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d
l
&larglr et d

t
intent1?ler notre effort pour que nos approches respectlves

dtr problbnss affactant notra sCcurlt& comnune se compl&tent et s'ttayent
mutual l mant;

dr rsnouvaler notre soutirn i nos partenaires mains favoris&s sur le plan
&conomlque et de rCafflmcr qua nocre objectlf est d'acctcttrc la nlveau
actuel de 1

I
alda et de la coop6ratton:

¿ v î n t i TiUô" i wéVS'wppSï* ЛСъГс w w û p a r â t i u i i UQU5 l é â c n C ê n i l è i dppi upi ié
tout an velllant a ce quc dcs obstacles ne sty opposent pas dans le$
domalnas comncrclal, rnonbtalre et technologtque.

Ta division de l'Europe

24. Le$ efforts que nous dtployons pour surmonter Is dlvlslon de 1IEurope
do1vent aujourd'hul, plus que jamals, stattacher d ses causes p01ltlquas
profondes, Par cons6quent. chacun de nou3 contlnuera de poursuivre une apptdchs
b18nssrnbla dab multtplrs dlrnenslons du programne des relations Est-Ouest.
Contorm~ment aux valrurs qua nous dhfendons, nous accordons une Importance
prtmordlale aux 1lbartbs fondamentalcs dont dolvent joulr 1es Indivldus an
Europe de 1'Est. CI sont ld Cgalzmtnt des 61Crnents clis pcur runforcer la
stabflIt& 8t l6 sicurtti dr tous 11s Etats, alnsl que pour garantlr une palx
durable sur le contfnent.

25. Le processus de la CSCE refldte notre vlsion de ce que doivent gtre des
relatlons paclflques et plus constructlves entre tous les Etats parttclpants.
Nous entendons le dbvelopper enccre, dans tcutes ses dlmenslons, et l'utlliser
au m1eux.

."555Г|Г.£4| ZZZÍiZ ^US i** ? Г 5 $ Г с З O u t ô t e п С С О ш р м з p a i wet l u i r í a p a y s
do lIEst quant d l'bppllcatlon des engagements prls dans 10 cadre de la CSCE.
Mals nous appalons tous les pays da llEst h reconnattre et d mettra pleinement
in pratique Irs engagements que tous les Etats participant d la CSCE ant
acctptks. Nour mt0ndonS faire appel aux micanlsrnes de la CSCE - tals qulI1s
ont it$ rtcemnent dbftnls dans le document de cldtura de Vlenne - alnst qu'aux
di$p~~ltlOnS d'autras accords lnternatlonaux, aftn dlamenar tous les pays de
1'Est :

i garantlr dans la l01 et dans la pratlque le respect des drolts de l'home.
et des Ilbert&s rtconnus par les conventions internattonales et par les
dacuments de la CSCE, ce qul faralt progresser litat de drolt;

i abattre 18s murs qul nous s6p,vtnt physlquement et pol1tlquement, B
simpllffer le passage dss frontid1. S, d accroltre ie nombre de points de
franchlssement, et h llb6rer les contacts entre les personnes et Its
6chbng8~ d'infonnattons et d1Idhes;

à gsrantlr quo partonne ne sera ampdch6 par la force dos annes da francnir
lis frontiires que naus partageorrs avec les pays dr 1'Elt, et que chacun
pourru aingi axorc8r son at01t ~e qultter tout pays, y compris le slm;

i rtrprctar dans la 101 et dana la pratlque la drolt da tous ler cttayens de
chapus pays .da dEtenln8r 1lbremant et pCrlodtquernent la nature du
gouvarnunent qu'llS souhaltent avolr;
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à faire en sorta que tous lturs cltoyens buissent dicider, car l intermi-
dtalre dr hurs Instances h a s , as la forme des relations qul!Is souhaittnt
rntretenlr avec dlautres pays:

à accorder las v4rltables llbsrt&s dconom~ques qul sont 11Ces Intrlnsilque-
mant aux drolts de la parsonne:

i diveloppar la transparence, en partlculier sur les questfans m1lltaires,
ca qul pemettralt dtam81lorer la compr6henslon et la conflance rnutuelles.

26. La sltuatton A Berlln et alentour est ^un element essentiel des
reiations Est-Ouesr. ~~Aiiiance sa aiciara resoiuc i ve~iier 6 ia iloertc et a
la prorp&rlt& d& la villa et à y obtcnlr des amilioratianlr, notamnent par
ltlntt!atlvr alllhe sur Bdrlln. Le mut qul dlvls~ ctttt ville est un symbolt
tnacceptablc dc la dlv!slon de 1'Europe. Nous recherchonJ I'&tab1l3wnant dtun
itat da palx an Europe OS le peuple allemand rctrouve son unft6 par la libre
autadhtmnnl natlon.

Notre conception de la coopération

27. pour notrr part, nou$ avons r6afflnnb aujourd'hul que I 'Alllance
redoublara d18ff0rt pour sumontar la divlsion de I1Europe et ?our explorer
tout#$ l posslblllt~s de coopiration et de dlalogue qul atoffrent. Hous
appuyans 1~auvertura del 5oclltls diEurope de 1'Est et encourageons des
rltonnrl tanclant 4 une ~v~lutlon posltiva dans les domainas polltl.que et
iconornlque alnsl w e dans celul des drolts de I'homne. L1adopt:on de mesures
concrdtes sur la v01e dlune rCforme palitique et iconomique v6r4:ab1e ameliore
les posslbillt&s de large coopbratton, tandlS que le d4ni constant deS libertis
fondamentalcs ne peut avolr qu'un effet nkgatif. Notre approcbe reconnatt la
sp/clflc1tb da chaqur pays, qut dolt atre trait5 selon ses caract4rlstlaues
?rz?rti. H5US rSSSnfta'.SSGRS Î g i î i u S . - t q u ' i l iiiCOnbe cSSii l t í i i 'eiTiciU лил Hdjr> ue
l'Est de rlroudra feurs problhes par des r6fomes Internes. Ha1S nous gouvons
aussl jouar un rdle construc:It f dans le cadre de notre A1llance c o m e dans calui
des ralatlons btlatlralo. do mdme qu

8
tu srin des organisations lntematronales,

selon l8 car.

28. A cet effet. nour nous s m r s enttndus sur les points a'un p r o g r m d
d

J
rctlon c m n :

à mrsurr qur its occarfons $4 pr&senteront, nous itundrons nos contacts at
notrs cooplratlon 1 une vaste q a m ~ de questions importaoto pour 1'Est
c m e pour l80uost, NOUS antendons eonsacrer un effort routenu d dcs actions
1~4~1flque9 qu1 contrlbueront à accentuer I'ouv8rture et d promouvoir la
dhocratte dans its payr de l1Est, et alnsl & lnrtaurer unt pair plus stable
an Europ$:

nous chrrehrrons n o t m n t 1 divalopper les contacts non offfclels entre les
cltoyens drr payr de 1'lst et da l'Ouest en y trroclant tour S Clhants er
lr aoeltt~, et plus prrtlcull~rmtnt Ia Jeunesre qu1 aura 1a r~sponsabillt4
de poursulvre nos affortr cormwns;
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nous tharcherons d entretenlr avec les pays de 1'Est dcs rclaticns
~conom~~ues ct comnerclalta plus largel. sur une base comerctalment saine
et tenant comptr ue I1tntCrCt rnutuel et de la riclproe~:i. C~S relbtlons
davralent (galwent inciter les pays de llEat i entreprencrt de v6rltables
riformes dconomiques, et ouvrlr la vole & une plus grande Int&gratlan de ces
pays dans Is rystbme des dchangas Internatlonaux;

nous ~Oulons dhontfef par une ~oopiratlon accrue sue S lnstltutlons
~Crnocrat?ques et 1cs CMIX 4conorntquei csnstituent les met11~urar condttfons
du proqris hccncrn~qua at soctal. DOS systlmes p01ltlques et Lconomiques
ouverts faclllteront la c~op&ratlofl et perrnettront d'en :lrcr un meltieur
proflt;

un aspact important de notre coop6ration consistera d examiner lea moyens de
falre bbndftcler les pays de 1'Est de I'expirlence et du savotr~falre del
Occldentaux, de manidre d rtpondrc aux Cvolutlons posl~lvas et 6 les
sncauraqar. Les ichangas dans 18s domatnes de la technique et be la gestlon,
la mlsa au point de programas de fonnatlon en caopiratlon. lc divelo~~ernent
des lehanges danr 10s sectturt dt 1'&ducation, dr la scfencc et de la
culture nous offrent encore des posslbilitls à exploiter;

11 sera tout ausst Important d'assotier plus 6trottment les pays d'Europe
d8 llEst aux efforts qul vtssnt i relever les dif1s du monce moderne, dans
lcs domalnes ioclal, t8~,'lnOlOgiq~e et dc llenvironnement, et oir l'lntirlt
comnun davralt privalolr. Confront4~ aux d6f1s mondlaux, nous nous
dttacherons A falrr parttclpar les pays de I'ESC h dcs stratigtes de
coop4ratlon pour \a protactlon de l'envlronnernent alnst que pour la lutte
eontrr Is tarrorlsme et la drogue, La disposltlon. des ~ays de 1'Est h
relever avec nous cos l d!uno manidre constructive cantrlbuera i
abveloppar la cocpbratlon ddns d'autres dornatnes;

la comorbhenslon entre 1'~st et 1'Ouest no pourra siamiliorar qua sl nos
soclBtCs respectlvt$ brrtvsnt d mieux sa connattrc et i comnuntquer
effectlvement. En vue dlencourager le dbeloppernent dl&tuces sur 1'Untan
sovi~tlque et les pays dtEurope de l'Est dans nos .universltis et celut
dlCtudes correspondantes dans les pays de llEst, nous somnes dlsposks d
crier, b l'fntcntlon dibtudfants au de chercheurs de 1'Eurooe dc 1'Est cnmne

' ' C à l Р А Н и е du Ног u p r o m m e ourses aestme
n t c n t l o n d i b t u d f a n t s au de c h e r c h e u r s de 1 'Eurooe dc 1 ' E s t cnmne

u« Cucàu c l u* Р А ш е Н ц и е du Нога, un programme a e o o u r s e s a e s t m e a
favorl$er 1'6tude de nos fnstituttans dhocrattques.

D&t1J mondlaux

29. LQS dvbnements !nttrnationsux qui affectant nos IntCrPts en matlira ae
sLcurttb nous conduisefit Ibgltlmment a nous consultet et, le cas ichbant, á
coordonner nos posltlons, Notre s&curlt6 est i consid&rer dans un contexte plus
large que 16 seuie prQventlon de la guerre,

30. Les ~Onfllts rbglonaux demeurent un soucl majeur. La coordlnatlon
das approchas da pays rnembres de 1'Alllance a r b c m c n t contrlbue h falre
avanor le rhgltmsnt da certain$ dtffbcnds p a n t let plus dangereux et les plus
anclens ddns lc monde. Nous formons l'espoir que 1'Union sovi6flque sbemp\otera
dc plus an plus d trouver avec nous, par das mesures poslttves et pratlques, des
solutlon$ diplomatlquts aux confllts qu1 conttnuent de phoccuper la comnunaut6
tnternational$.
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31. Nous nous afforcerons de rnaltrlsar leJ nouvellcr menaces qui pourraient
,aftattar notre r4curltb et 1es conr4qutnces déstabilisatrices de la
dl$$&nlnatlon IncontrOl4e at d8 l'appllcatlon ds tachnologles mt1ttaites
lnodrrnrs.

32. Dans 1'esprit de I'article 2 du Traiti de Washington, nous serans
ie plus en plus souvent m m & s 1 traiter les problhea mondlaux gul ont des
lneldmcr9 rur notre s6curlI&, partlculldfunent 1 o attelntes 4 i'tnvlgulronnementontdes,
Its conflits sur Its resso~rct~ et 1er dlsparftis iconomlaues graves: naus
tenteron, dr it faire dans :eS enCelnteS mu1tllatifale~ comp~lentes. par la
coop&ratlon la 'plus large passlble avec d'autres pays.

33. chakun de nos pays resserrera encore sa coopdiration avec lel autrer.
d&mcratl@s indurtrirllas dont Its objectifs et les politiques ront proches dcs
nbtrrs.

34. Hour irdoublrrons d'tffort au aeln da l'Organlsatlon dts Nations Unies
gut a trouv4 un nouvtau dynarnlsmt, en rcnforgant son rblc danr 1e rig1mcnt des
cant11ts et 1s maintlsn dc la palx et an appuyant ses efforts accius en faveur
de la palx monblalr.

36, Convaincur da la ndcasstt& vttalt de la coop6ratlon scttntlflque et
teChnfpur i 1'6ckrllc lntrmationala et de son effet bkn6flque pour IA skcurlti
du monde, nous menonr d8puiS pluslaurs d&cennles, dans 1e cadre de 1'Alliance,
das proqramnts de ,-dopkratlon sctantifIqu8. Reconnaissant l'Importance de
la pratrctlon dr l'r'.vfronnmsnt, nous avons aussl caop6rC tn ?a matfirs, au
saln du Com~tb fur les dbfls da la soc14tC moderne. Ces actlvftbs ont rnontri
toute la dlverslt6 def objactlfs c m u n s que nous paursulvons. Nous voulons
dannar un plus grand retentlrsemrnt à nos programnes grbce d de nouvelles
inltlatlvas dans ces dc?mlne~.

l'avenir de 1'Ai

36. NOUS, dlrlgeants de sejze pays llbres et dCmocrattques, somes attaches
4 1r r&allsatlon des objactlfs do notra Alllance et antenaons oeuvrer h
18unlasan paur qu'ella $8 poursulve.

37, A un moment où des promrssrr sang prdchdent se font jour dans lea
affalrrs Intarnatlonales, nour ripondrons dux cspolrs qu'clles suscltent,
L8Alllancs rantera la plerre angulatrc ds 14 sicurltb, dc 14 paix et dt la

СЭ^ « * , V V 4 V M t f W W M I I i e i W I i a Т Ч 1 Э 1 С Э

pays qul ront dl3pos&s h se jalndra d nous paur faconnet un envlronnament
Intarnattonal plus stable et plus paclfique, au servtce da nos soctCtes.
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A COMPREHEIVSIVE CONCEPT OF ARMS CONTROL AND DISA.??WNT

1. At Reykjavik in June 1987, Ministers stated that the
arms control problems facing the Alliance raised complex and
inter re la ted isauea that needed to be evaluated together, bearing
in mind overall progress in arms control negotiations as well as
the requirements of Alliance security and of ita strategy of
deterrence, They therefore directed the Council in Permanent
session, working In conjunction with the apropr ia ta military
author i t i es , to konsider the further devePopment of a
comprshsnaive concept of arms control and disamamentn, (l)

2. The attached report, prepared by the Council in
response to that mandate; was adopted by Haada of State and
Government at the meeting of the North Atlantic Council in
Brussels on 29th and 30th Hay 1989.

(l) For ease of reference, the text of the ~eykjavik ~ommuniqub-
i s attached.
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A COMPREHENSIVE CONCEPT О? ARMS CONTROL АУР DISARMAMENT

A REPORT ADOPTZD BY'
HEADS OF STATS AND GOVERNMENT

AT THE MEETING OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL
IN BRU8SEL3

ON 29TH AND 30TH MAY 1989

I
*
 INTRODUCTION

1. The overriding objective of the Alliance is to preserve
eaca in freedom, to prevent war, and to establish a just and
fasting peaceful order in hrroge. The Allies

i
 policy to this end

was set forth in the Hannel Report of 1967, It remains valid.
According to the Report, the North Atlantic Ulianca

t
#
 R
firat

function is to maintain adequate military strength and political
solidarity to deter aggression and other fomr of pressure and to
defend the territory of member countries if aggression should
occur

*
. On that basia, the Allimce can carry out

 *
its uecond

function, to pursue tha search for progress towards a more stable
relationship in which the underlying political issue8 can be
solved

*
. AS the Report observed, military ~ecurfty and a policy

aimed at raducing tansiona are
 *
not contradictory, but

complementary
a
. Consistent with the88 principles, Allied Haads

of State and Government have agreed that arms control ie an
integral part of the Alllcnce's security policy,

2. The poasibillties for fruitful ~aak-West dialogue have
significantly improved in recant years. wore favourable
conditlona now exist for prograsa towards the achievement of the
Alliance's objectives. The blIie3 are rrzlolved to gresp this
opportunity. They will continue to address both the symptoms and
the causes of political tension in a manner that respects the
legitimate security interests of all states concerned.

3. The achiavment of the lasting peaceful order which the
Allfea aeek will require that the unnatural division of Europe,
and particularly of Germany, ba overcome, and that, aa ltated in
the Helsinki ~inal Act, the aovereinty and territorial integrity
of all states and the riht of p e o s s to self-determination be
resected and that the r4ghts of ap4l indlvidualo, including their
rigRt of politfcal choice, be protected, Tha membera of the
Alliance accordingly attach central importance to further
progress in the Conferenca on Security and Cooperation in Europa
(CSCE) frocesr, which serve8 a8 a framework for the promotion of
peacafu evolution in Europe.
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4, The CSCE process provides a meana ta encourage etable
and constructive East-West relrtions b increasing contacts
between people, by seeking to ensure t1at basic rights and
freedom8 are respected in law and practice, by furthering
political exchanges and mutual1 beneficial cooperation across a
broad range of endeavours, and by enhancing security and ореплезз
in the mi?itary sphere, The Allies will continue to demand full
irn~lementation of all the principles and provfsiona of the
~ersin)ci Final Act, the the~aarfprinciplesd ~6ncluding~ Document, the Stockholm
Document, and the Concluding 3ocwnent of the Vienna Meeting. The
latter document marks a major advance in the CSCE process and
should stimulate further beneficial changes in Europe.

5, The basic goal of the Alllance
t
s arms control policy is

to enhance security and stability at the lowest balanced level of
forces and armaments consistent with the requirements of the
strategy of deterrence, The Allies are emitted to achieving
continuins progress towards all their arms control objectives.
The further development of the Cornprshanaiva Cancapt is designed
to assist this by ensuring an intarated approach covering both
defence policy and arms control policy: these are complementary
and interactive. This work also requires full consideration of
the interrelationship between arms control objectives and defence
re~irements end how various arms control measures, separately
anf In eonluncticn with each other, Can lt~enathen Alllance
security. -~hs guiding principl~s and basic objectives which have
so far governed the arms control policy of the Alliance remain
valid. Progress in achieving these objectives is, of course,
affected by a number of factors. These include the overall state
of East-West relations, the rdlitary requirement3 of the Allies,
the progress of existing and future arms control negotiations,
and developents in the C3CZ procass. The further development
and implementation of a comprehensive concept of arms control and
disarmamant will take placa againat this background.

11. EAST-WEST RELATION8 AND ARM3 CONTROL

6. he Alliance continue8 to seek a just and stable eace
in Europe in which all 8tatea can enjoy undiminished securiFy at
the minimum necessary levels of forces and armaments and all
individuals can exercf8e the1t basic right8 and freedorns. Arms
control alone cannot resolve longstanding olitical differences
between East and West nor guarantee a stabfe peace, Nonetheless,
achievement of ths Alliance'e goal will require substantial
advances in arms control, as well ae more fundamental changes in
polltical relations, Succesa in arms control, in addition to
enhancing military security, can encourage improvements in the
~ast-west political dialogue and thereby contribute to the
achievement of broader Alliance objectivea.
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7. To i~crsase security and atability in Europe, the
Alllance has consistently pursued every opportunit for effective
arms control. The Allies are committed to this policy/
independent of any change8 that may occur in the climate of
East-west relations. Success in arms control, howrvsr, continues
to depend not on our own efforts alone, but also on Eastern and
particularly Soviet readiness to work constructively towards
mutually beneficial results.

8. The imediate past has witnessed unprecedented progress
in the field of arms control. In 19 86 the Stockholm Conference
on Disarmament in Europe (CDE) agreement created an L~ovatlve
system of confidence and security-building maasureg, designed to
promote military transparenc and predictabllit;.. To date, these
have been satisfactorily implemented, The 1987 INF Treaty marked
another major step forward becau8e it eliminated a whole class of
weapons, it established the principle of asymmetrical reductions,
and provided for a stringent verfficetion regime. Other
achievments include the establishment in the United States and
the Soviet Union of nuclear risk reduction centrea, the US/Soviet
agreement on prior notification of ballistic missile launches,
and the conduct of the Joint Verification Experiment in
connection with continued UGISoviet negotiations on nuclear
testing.

9. In addition to agreements already reached, there has
been substantial progress in the START negotiations which are
intended to reduce radically strategic nuclear arsenals and
eliminate destabilising offensive capabilities. The Paris
Conference on tha Prohibition of Chemical Weapon8 has rsafflrmed
the authority of the 1925 Geneva Protocol and given powerful
political impetus to the neotfationa in Geneva for s global,
comprehensive and effective9y verifiable ban on chemical weapons.
New distinct negotiations within the ftamework of the CSCE
process have now begun in Vienna: one on conventional armed
foccas in Europe between the 23 members of NATO and the Warsaw
Treaty Organization (WO) and one an conffdencs- and security-
building measures (CSBMs) among all 35 elgnatoties of the
Helsinki Final Act.

10. There has also been substantial progresa on other
matters important to the West, Soviet troops have left
Afghanistan, There has bean movement toward the resolution of
some, although not all, of the remaining regional conflicts fn
which the Soviet Union is involved. The observance of human
rights in the Soviet union and in some of the other WTO countries
has significantly Improved, even if serlous deficiencies remain,
The recent Vienna CSCE Follow-U meeting succeeded in setting
new, higher standards of conduc for participating states and
should stimulate further progress in the CSC2 process. A new
intensity of dialogue, particularly at high-level, between East
and West opens new opportunities and testifies to the Allies'
commitment to resolve the fundamental problems that remain.-
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11. The Allianco does not claim exclusive responsibility
for this favourable evolution in ~aat-West relationa. In recent
years, the East has become more responsive and flexihla.
Nonetheless, the Alliance's contribution has clearly been
fundamental, ~ost of the achievamsnta to date, which have been
described above, were inspired by initiatives by the Alliance or
its members. The ~llies' political solidarity, cormitment to
defence, patience and creativity in negotiation8 overcame initial
obstacles- and brought its efforts to fruition. It was the
Alliance that drew up the basic blueprints for East-Wast progress
and has since pushed them forward towards realisation. In
particular, the concepts of stability, reasonable sufficiency,
asymetrical reductions, concentration on the most offensivs
ecpipment, rigorous verification, transparency, a single zone
from the Atlantic to the Urals, and the balanced and
comprehensive nature of the CSCE process, are Western-inspired,

12. prospects are now brighter than ever before for
lasting, qualitative Fmprovsmeots in the East-West relationship.
There continue to be clear signs of c h m a in the internal and
external oli~ies of the Soviet Union anB of aome of its Allies,
The SovieF leadership has stated that ideological competition
should play no park in inter-state relationa. Soviet
acknowledgement of serioua shortcomings in it8 paat approaches to
international as well as domostfe issues craatas opportunities
for progress on fundamental political problems.

13. At the same time, serious concerns remain. he
ambitious Soviet reform programme; which the Allies welcome, will
take many years to complete. Its auccess cannot be takan for
granted given the magnitude of the problems it faces and the
resistance generated. In Eastern Europe, progress in
constructive reform is still uneven and the extent of these
reforms remains to be determined. Basic human rights still need
to be firmly anchored in law and practice, though in some Warsaw
Pact countries improvements are underway. Although the W O has
recently announced and begun unilateral reductfone in some of its
forces, the Soviet Union continues to deploy military force3 and
to maintain a pace of military production in excess of legitimate
defensive requirements. Moreover, the gea-strategic realities
favour the geographically contiguous Soviet-dominated WTO as
against the ~eographically separated democracies of the North
Atlantic Alliance, It has long been an objective of the Soviet
Union to weaken the links between the European and North American
members of the Allimce,
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14, Wa face an immediate future that is promfsing but still
uncertain. The Allies and the East face both a challenge and an
opportunity to capitallee on preaent conditions in order to
increase mutual security. The progress recently made in
East-West relations has givm new imetU8 to the arms control
process and has enhanced the ossiblEities of achieving the
Allisnce

l
s arms control objeceives, which complement the other

elements of the Alliancr
t
s 8ecurity policy,

III. PRINCIPLES OF ALLIANCE SECURITY

15. Alliance security policy aims to preserve peace in
freedom by both political means and the maintenance of a military
capability sufficient to revent war and to provide for effective
defenca. The fact that t1e Alliance has for forty years
safeguarded peace in Europe bears witness to the success of this
policy

m

16, Improved political relation8 and the progressive
development of cooperative structures between Eastern and western
countries are important components of Alliance policy. They can
enhance mutual confidence, reduce the risk of misunderstanding,
ensure that thdra ate in placa relleblt arrangements for crisis
management 30 that teneions can be defused, render the situation
in Europe more open and predictable, and encourage the
davelopment of wider cooperation in all fields.

17, fn underlining the importmca of these facts for the
formulation of Alliance policy, the Allies reaffirm that, as
stated in the Harmel Report, the search for constructive dialo~de
and cooperation with the 'countriea of the East, including arms
control and disarmament, is based on political solidarity and
adequatr military strength.

18. Solidarit among the ~llianca countries is a
fundamental principfe of their security policy. It reflects the
indivisibla nature of their 8scurftY

*
 It is ex~ressed bv the

willingness of each country to share fairly the 'risks. birdens
and responsibilities of the common effort a8 well as its
benefiti. In particular, the presence fn Europe of the united
States

i
 conventional and nuclear forces and of Canadian forces

demonstrate8 that North American and Eurogeen security interests
are inseparably bound together,

19. From its inception the Alliance of Western democracies
паз been. defensive in purpose. This will remain so, None of our
Weapon8 will ever be used except in self-defence. he Alliance
does not seek military superiority nor will it ever do so. Its
aim has always been to prevent war and any form of coercion and
intimidation.

-5-
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20. Consistent with the Alliance' s defensive character, its
strategy is one of deterrence. Its objective 1s to convince a
potential aggressor before he acts that he is confrontad with a
risk that outweighs any gain - however great - he might hope to
secure from his aggression. he urose of this strategy defines
the means needed for it8 implmen!atEon.

21. In order to fulfil i t s strategy, the Alliance mat t
capable of responding approriately to any aggression and of
meeting i ts commitment to tRa defence of the frontier8 of i ts
memberst territory. For the foreseeable future, deterranca
requires an appropriate mix of adequate and effective nuclear and
conventional forces which will continue to be kept up to date
where cecessary; for i t is only by their evident and perceived
capability tor effective use that such forces and weapons deter.

22. Conventional forces make an essential contribution to
deterrence. The elimination of asymetries between the
conventional forces of East and West in Europe would be 8 major
breakthrough, bringing significant benefits for atability and
security. conventicnal defence alone cannot., however, ensure
deterrence. Only the nuclear element can confront an aggressor
with an unacceptable rlsk and thus plays an indispensable role in
our currant strategy of war prevention.

23. The fundamental purpose of nuclear force8 - both
strategic and sub-strategic - Is political: to preserve the
peace and to prevent any kind of war. Such forces contribute to
deterrence by demonstrating that the Allies have the milltary
capability and the political will to use them, if neceaaary, in
response to aggression. Should aggression occur, the aim would
be to restore deterrence by inducing the aggressor to reconsider
his decision, to terminate hia attack and to withdraw and thereby
to restore the territorial integrity of the Alliance,

24. Conventional and nuclear forcss, therefore, perfoG)
diffarent but complementary and mutually reinforcing roles. Any
perceived inadequacy in either of these two elenenta, or the
impression that conventional forces could be separated from
nuclear., or sub-strategic from strategic nuclear forces, might
lead a potential adversary to conclude that the risks of
launching aggression might be calculable and aceaptable. Ho
single element can, therefore, be regarded as a subatitute
compensating for deficiencies in any other,

25. For the foreseeable future, there is no alternative
strategy for the prevention of war. The irnplmsntation of thia
strategy will continue to ensure that the security interests of
all ~llfance members are fully safeguarded. The principles
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underlying the strategy of deterrence are of enduring validity.
Their practical expression in term8 of thr sire, rttuctura end
deployment of forcer is bound to change. A8 in the part, there
elsmente will continue to avolko in rarpon~r to changing
international circumstances, tschnological progress and
dsvslopents in the scale of the .thrrat - in particular, in the
posture and capabilities of the forces of th8 Warsaw pact.

26. Within thia overall framework, strategic nuclear forcsr
provide the ultimate guarantee of deterrencr for the All1.r.
They must be capable of inflicting unacceptable dama on an
aggressor state even after it has carried out 8 fit8 atrite.
Their number, range, survivability and penetration copability
need to ensure that a potantial aggreeaor cannot count on
limiting the conflict or regarding his own territory an a
sanctuary. The strategic nuclear force8 of the U01t.d States
provide the cornorstone of daterrence for the Ulianca am a
whole. ~hs lndependent nuclear forces of the United Xingdom and
France fulfil a deterrent role of their own end contribute to the
overall deterrence strategy of the filiancs by complicating the
planning and r1.k assesarnent of r potential aggressor.

27. Nuclear forces below tha strategic level provide m
essential political and military linkage betweon conventional and
strategic forces and, together with the prssencr of Canadian and
the United gtates iorcaa in Euroa, between the European and
North American members of the AlEiance. The Alllea' eub-
atrategic nuclear forces are not designed to canpenrate for
conventi~nal imbalancsr. The love18 of such forces in the
intograted military structure nevertheless must take into account
the threat - both conventional and nuclear - with which the
Alliance is facad. Their. 2010 i8 to enaure that there are no
circumstances in which a ptantial aggreaaor might dilrcount the
prospect of nuclear retaliation in responae to military action.
Nuclear forcas below the strategic level thus make an eosontial
contribution to deterrence.

28. The wide deployment of such force8 among countries
participating in the integrated rnilltary structure of the
Alliance, as well as the arrangements for consultetion in the
nuclear area umong the allLe8 concarned, demonstrates solidarity
and willinnear to share nuclear role3 and responsibilitiso. It
thereby he4ps to reinforce daterrence.

29. Conventional forces contribute to detrrronce b1
demonetrating the Allies' will to defend thernrrelves and y
rninimiaing the riak that a potential agressor could anticipate a
quick and easy victory or limited terrizorial gain schiavmd
solely by conventional meana.
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30. They must thus be rblo to raspond appropriately and to
confront the aggressor imnodlataly and as far forward 8. possible
with the necessary resirtanca to compel him to end the conflict
and to withdraw or face poa~ible recourse to the use of nuclear
weapons by the Allies. The force8 of the Allies muat be doloyed
and equipped so as to enable them to fulfil thir role at a1P
times. Horoover, eince the Alliance dependn on reinforcements
from the North American continent, it m a t be rble to keep open
sea ahd air linss of c o ~ f c a t i o n between North knerica and
Europe.

31. All member countries of the ~llianct strongly favour a
comprehensive, effectively verifiable, global ban on th0
development, production, stockpiling and use of chemical weapons.
Chemical weapons represent a particular case, since the
Alliance's overall strategy of war prevention, a8 noted earlier,
depends on an appropriate mix of nuclear and conventional
weapons. ending the achievement of a global ban on chemical
weapons, the Uliancs recognise8 the need to implement passive
defence measures, A retaliatory capability on a limited scale is
retained in view of the Soviet Union's overwhelming chemical
weapons capability.

32. he ~llies are committed to maintaining only the
minimum level of forcea necessary for their utrategy of
deterrence, taking into account the threat. There ia, however, a
level of forces, h t h nuclear and conventional, below which the
credibility of deterrence cannot be maintained. In particular,
the Allies have always recognised that the removal of all nuclear
weapons from Europe would critically undermine deterrence
strategy and impair the s8n;rity of the Alliance.

33. The Uliance'a defence policy and its policy of arms
control and disarmament are complmantary and have the same goal:
to maintain security at the lowast posaibla level of forces.
There is no contradiction betw~en defenca policy and arms control
policy. It is on the basir of thllr fundamental consistency of
princiles and objectives that the comprehensive concet of arm
controf snd disarmament should be furthat developed an$ the
appropriate conclusions drawn in each of the areas of arm.
control.

IV. ARMS CONTROL AND DISAKMAMENT: PRINCIPLES AND OSJtCTIVES

34. Our vision for Guroe is that of an undivided continent
where military forcea only ex4st to prevent war and to ensure
self-defence, as ha8 always been the case for the Allies, not for
the purpose of initiating aggr'e~8iOn or for political or military
intimidation. Arms control can contribute to the realisation of
that vision as an integral part of the Alliance's security policy
and of our overall approach to East-Weat relations.
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35. ~hs goal of ~lliance arms control olicy is to enhance
security and stabllit. To this end, the ~1Piesl a m 8 control
initiatives seek stabllita baPance at a lower level o£ forces end
anr,aments through negotiated agreements and, a8 appropriate,
unilateral actions, recognising that arms control agreements are
only possible where the neotiatlng partners share m intereat in

eving e mutually satieSactory result. The Allies' arms
control policy seeks to remove destabilising asymmetrias in
forces or equipment. It also pUr6Uelr measures designed to build
mutual confidence and to reduce the risk of conflict by promoting
greater transparency and predictability in military matters.

36. In enhancing security and stability, arms control can
also bring important additional benefits for the Alliance. Given
the dynamic asects of the arms control procesa, the principles
and results emEodied In one agreement may facilitate other arm8
control steps. In this wa a m 8 control can also make possible
further reductions in the 1eve1 of Alliance forces end armaments,
consistent with the Allianceis strategy of war prevention,
Furthenore, as noted in Chapter XI, arms control can make a
significant contribution to the developnent of more constructive
East-west relations and of a framework for further cooperation
within a more stable and predictable international environment.
Progress in arms control can also enhance public confidence in-
and promote support for our overall security policy.

Guiding ~rinci~lai for Arms Control

37. he members of tha filla~ce will be guided by the
following principles:

Security: A & S control should enhance the security of
all . Both durlng the implementation period and
following implementation, the AlliesJ strategy of
deterrence and their ability to defend themselves, must
remain credible and affective. Arms control meaaures
should maintain the strategic unity and political
cohesion of the Alliance, and ahould safeguard the
principle of the indivisibility of Alliance security by
avoiding the creation of areas of unequal security,
~rms control measure8 should respect the legitimate
security interest8 of all states and should not
facilitate the trnasfer or intensification of threats
to third party state8 or regionm.

stabllit Arms control measures should yield
' d i ~ignificant results that enhanoa rtabllity.
TO ptomote stability, arm8 control measures should
reduce or eliminate those capabilities which are moat
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threatening to the AllFancb. stability can also be
enhanced b step8 that promote greater transparency and
predictabirity in military matters, Military stabilit
r e i r e s the elimination of options for ~urprisa attacg
anr fltoc Large-scale offensive action. Crisis stability
require8 that no state have forces of a aize and
configuration which, when cornared with those of
others, could enable it to calculate that it might gain
a decisive advantee by being the firat to resort to
arms. Stability afso requires measures which
discourage destabilising attempts to re-establish
military advantage through the transfer of resources to
other types of armament. Agreements must lead to final
results that are both balanced end ensure equality of
rights with respect to security.

~eriflabilit Effective and reliable verification is
a d . requirement for srms control agreements.
If arms control ia to be effective and to build
confidence, the verifiability of proposed anns control
measures must, therefore, be of central concern for the
Alliance. Progress in arms control should be measured
against the record of compliance with existing
agreements. Agreed arm6 control measures thauld
exclude opportunities for circumvention.

Alliance Arms Control Obiectives

38. In accordance with the above principles, the Allies are
pursuiag an ambitious arms control agenda for the coming years in
the nuclear, conventional and chemical fields.

Nuclear Forces

39. The INF Agreement represents a milestone in the Alliest

efforts to achieve a more secure eace at lower levels of arms.
ay 1991, it will lead to the tot8P elimination of all United
States and soviet intermediate range land-based missiles, thereby
removing the threat which such Soviet 3ystms presented to t3c
~lliance. ~rnplementatlon of the 8g~60ment, however, will affect
only a small proportion of the Soviet nuclear a m o u r , and the
Alliance continues to face a substantial array of mo8ern and
effective Soviet systems of all ranges. The full realisation of
the Alliance agenda thus requires that further steps be taken,

Strategic Nuclear Forces

40. Soviet strategic ssterna continue to poss a major
threat to the whole of the Xliance. Deep cuts in such syetems
are in the direct intereats of the entire Western Alliance, end
therefore their achfevament constitutas a priority for the
Alliance in the nuclear field.
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41. The Allies thus fully auport the U3 objectives of
achieving, within the contaxt of t g Strategic Arms Reduction
Talks, fifty percent reductions In US and 3oviet strategic
nuclear ams. US proposals seek to enhance stability by placing
specific restrictions on the moat destabilislng elements of the
threat - fast flying ballistic missiles, throw-weight and, in
particular, Soviet heav ~CBMS. The proposals are based on the
need to maintain the deKerrent credibility of the remaining US
strategic forces which would continue to provide the ultimate
guarantee of security for the Alliance as a whole; and therefore
on the necessity to keep such forces effective, Furthermore, the
United states is holding talks with the Soviet union on defence
and space matters in order to ensure that strategic stability is
enhanced.

Sub-Strategic Nuclear Forces

42. The Allies are committed to maintaining o n 1 the
minimum number of nuclear wespons necersary to eupporg their
strategy of deterrence. In line with this commitment, the
members of the integrated military structure have already made
major unilateral cut8 in their sub-strategic nuclear armoury.
The number of land-based warheads in Western Euroe ha8 been
reduced by over one-third since 1979 to its loweee level in over
20 years, Updating where necessary of their sub-strategic
systems would result in further reductions,

43. The Allies continue to face the direct threat posed to
Europe by the large numbers of shorter-range nuclear missiles
deployed on Warsaw Pact territory and which have been
substantlally upgraded in recent yeara. Major reductions in
Warsaw Pact systema would be of overall value to Alliance
security. One of the ways to achieve this sfm would be by
tdngible and verifiable reductions of American and Soviet
land-based nuclear missile 8stems of shorter range leading to
equal ceilings at lower leve18.

4 ~ut the sub-strategic nuclear forces deployed by member
countries of the Alliance are not principally a counter to
similar systems operated by members of the WT6. As is explained
in Chapter 111, sub-etrateglc nuclear forces fulfil an essential
role in overall Alliance deterrence strategy b ensuring that
there are no circumstaneea in which a potentia aggressor might
discount nuclear retaliation in response to his t o

45. he ~lliance reaffirms its position that for the
forseeable future there is no alternative to the Allibnce's
strategy for the prevention of war, which i~ a strategy of
deterrence based upon an appropriate mix of adequate and
effective nuclear and conventional forces which will continue to
be kept up to date where neceseary. Where nuclear forces are
concerned, land-, sea-, and sir-based esterna, including
ground-based missile#, in the present cYrcumstancea and as far aa
can be foreseen will be needed in Europe.
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46. In view of the huge superiority of the Wntsaw Pact in
terms of short-range nuclear missiles, the Alliance calls upon
the Sovlet union to reduce unilateral1 its short-range missile
systems to the current levels within tZe integrated rnilltacy
structure.

47. The ~lliance reaffirms that at the negotiations on
conventional stability i t pursue8 the objectives of:

the establishment of a secure and stable balance of
conventional forces at lowar levels;

the elimination of disparities prejudicial to stability
and security; and

the elimination as a matter of high priority of the
capability for launching aurprise attack and for
initiating large-scale offensive action.

48. In keeping with It3 arms control obectives formulated
in Reykjavik in 1987 and reaffirmed in Brussaob1ectivess in 1988, formulatedthe
Alliance states that one of i t s highest priorities in
negotiations with the East is reaching an egreement on
conventional force raductions which would achieve the objectives
above. In this spir i t , the Allies will make every effort, as
evidenced b the outcome of the May 1989 S m i t , to bring these
conventiona,Y negotiations to an early and satisfactory
conclusion. ~hs United States has expressed the hope that thls
could be achieved within six to twelve montha, Once
implementation of such an agreement ie underway, the United
States, in consultation with the Allies concerned, is prepared to
enter into negotiatlona to achieve a artial reduction of
American and Soviet land-based nuclear errmssle forces of shorter
range to equal and verifiable levels. With lpecial reference
to the Western proposals on CFE tabled in Vienna, enhanced b the
proposals by the United States at the Ma 1989 Summit, the A4:lies
concerned proceed on the understanding that negotiated reductions
leading to a level below the existing level of their SW missiles
will not be carried out until the results of these negotiations
have been implemented. Reduction8 of Warsaw Pact SNF systems
should be carried out before that date.
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49. AS regards the sub-etrategic nuclear forcea of tho
members of the integrated military structure, their level and
characteriatica must be 8uch that they can perform their
detarrent role in a credible way acrosa the required spectrum of
ranea, taking into accuunt the threat - both conventional and
nucpsat - with which the Alliance is faced. The question
concerning the introduction and deploprnt of a follow-on syutem
for the Lance will be dealt with in 1992 in the light of overall
security developments. While 8 dacieion for national
authorities, the Alliea concerned recogni~e the value of thr
continued funding by thr United States of reaoarch and
development of a follow-on for the existing Lanca short-range
missile, in order to preaervs their option8 in thin rrapect,

Conventional Forces

50. AS get out in the March 1988 Sumit statement and in
the Alliance~s ~ovember 1988 data initiative, the Soviet Union's
military presence in Europe, at a Level far in oxc~es of its
needs for self-defence, directly challenges our socurit aa well
as our aspirations for r peaceful order in Europe, SucK
excessive form levels create the risk of political intimidation
or threatened aggres8ioa. As long 80 the exist, they preuent 8n
obstacle to bottar political relation8 beIwow all atatan of
Suropa, The challenge to aecurity ie, moreover, not only a
mattar of the numerical superiority of WT6 fotces, WTO tankrr,
artillery and armoured t.roop carriers aro concentratrd in large
formations and deployed in such a way a8 to ive the WTO r
capabilit for sutpriea attack and large-acaSe offaneivs action.
Despite tKe recent welcome publication by the WTO ot it8
assessment of the military balance in Europe, there is rtill
considerable secrecy and uncertainty about its actual
capabilities and intentions.

51. In addressing these concerns, the Alllea' primary
objectives are to establish a secure and stable balance of
conventional forces in Europe at Lower levels, while at the erne
time creating greater OpeMeES about military organisation and
activities ln Europe.

52. In the Conventional Forces in guropa (CFE] talks
bmtwoen the 2 3 member8 of the two alliancar, the Alliea are
proposing:

reductions to an overall limit on the total holding8 of
armamant8 in Europe, concentrating on tho most
threatening systm8r i.8, those capable of seizing and
holding territory;
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a limit on the proportion of these tots1 holdins
belonging to any one country in Europe (since tia
security and stability of Europe r e i r e that no state
exceed its legitimate needs for sal9"-defence);

a limit on stationed forces (thua restricting the
forward deployment and concentration of Soviet forces
in Eastern Europe): and,

appropriate numerical sub-limits on force3 which will
apply simultaneously throughout the Atlantlc to the
Urala. area,

These measures, taken together, will necessitate deep cuts in the
WTO conventional forces which most threaten the Alliance. The
resulting reductions will have to take place in such a way as to
prevent circumvention, e.g. by ensuring that the armaments
reduced are destroyed or otherwise disposed of. Verification
mezsures will be r e i r e d to ensure that a11 states have
confidence that ent5rtlements are not exceeded.

53. These measures alone, however, will not guarantee
stability. Tba regime of reductions will have to be backed up by
addftional medsures which should include measures of
transparency, notification and constraint applied to the
deployment, storage, movement and level8' of readiness and
availability of ~0nv8.ntfonal forces.

50. In the CSBM neokiations, the Nlie8 aim to maintain
the momentum created by the succassful implementation of tha
Stockholm Document by proposing a comprehensive package of
measures to improve:

transparency about military organisation,

transparency and predictability of military activities,

contacts and communication,

and have also proased sn exchange of views on military doctrine
in a seminar aettEng,

55. The implumentation of the Allies1 roposals in the CFE
negotiations and of their propoaala for furt1er confidence and
security-building measures would achieve a quantum improvement in
European security. Thi8 would have imporrunt and positive
conseguances fat Alliance policy both in thu field of defence and
arms control. The outcome of the CPE neatfations would provide
a framework for determining the future Afllance force structure
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required to perform its fundamental task of preserving peace in
freedom. In addition, the Allies would ba willing tc contemplate
further steps to enhance stability and securit if the Immediate
СГЕ objectives are achieved - for example, furrher reductions or
limitations of conventional armament8 and equipment, 8 the
restructuring of armed forces to enhance dequipment,ensive capabilities
and further reduce offensive capabilities.

56, The Allies welcome the declared readiness of the sovi'et
Union and other WTO members to reduce their forces and adjust
them towards a defensive osture and await ifiplementation of
these neasures. This wouPd be 8 step in the directfon of
redressing the imbalance in force levels existing in Europe and
towards reducing the Warsaw Pact capability for surprise attack.
The announced reductions demonstrate the recognition by the
Soviet Union and other W O members of the conventional imbalance,
long highlighted by the Allies as a key problem of European
security.

Chemical Weapons

57, The soviet Union's chemical weapons stockpile poses a
massive threat. The Allies are committed to conclude, at the
earliest date, a worldwide, comprehensive and effectively
verifiable ban on all chemical weapons.

58, All Alliance states subscribe to the prohibitions
contained in the Geneva Protocol for the Use in War of
Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological
hiathods of Warfare, The Purls Conference on the Prohibition of
chemical Weaons reaffirmed the importano of the commitments
made under the Geneva Protocol, and expressed the unanimous will
of the international communfty to eliminate chemical weapons
completely at an early date and thereby to prevent any recourse
to their use.

59, The filies wish to prohibit not only the use of these
abhorrent weapons, but also their development, production,
stockpiling and transfer, and to achieve the destruction of
existing chemical weapons and production facilities in such a way
as to ensure the undiminished security of all participant8 at
each stage in the process. Those objectives are being puraued in
the Geneva Conference on Disarmament. Pending agreement on a
global ban, the Allies will enforce stringent controls on the
export of comoditias related to chmical weapons production.
They will also attempt to stimulate mare openness among states
about chemical weapons capabilities in order to promote greater
confidence in the effectivenear of a global ban.
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V. CONCLUSIONS t

Arms Control and ~efence ~nterrelationships

60. The Alllance is comittsd to pursuing 8 comprehensive
approach to security, embracing both arms control add
disarmament, and defence. ~t is important, therefore, to ensure
thai 1~rLerrelationtr~s between arms control issues and defence
requirements and amongst the various arms control areas are fully
considered. Proposals in any one area of arms control must take
account of the implications for Alliance interests in general arid
for other negotiations, This is n continuing process.

61, rt is essential that defence and arms control
objectives remain in harmony in order to ensure their
complementary contribution to the goal of maintaining security at
the lowest balanced level of forces consfatent with the
requirements of the Alliance etrategy of war prevention,
ackfiowledging that changes in the threat, new technologies, and
new political opportunities affect options in both flelds.
Decisions on arms control mattera must fully reflect the
requirements of the ~lliesl strategy of deterrence* Equally,
progress in arms control is relevant to military plans, which
will have to be develoed in the full knowledge of the objectives
pursued in arms contraP negotiations and to reflect, as
necessary, the results achieved therein,

62. In each area of arms control, the Alliance seeks to
enhacce stability and security. The current negotiations
concerning strategic nuclear systems, conventional forces and
chemical weapons are, however, indeendent of one another: the
outcome of any one of these negotiaeions is not contingent on
progress in others, However, they can influence one mother:
criteria established and agremsnt~ achieved in one area of arms
control may be relevant in other areas and hence facilitate
overall progress. These could affect both arms control
possibilities and the forces needed to fulfil Alliance strategy,
as well as help to contribute generally to a more predictable
military environment.

63. The Allies seek to manage the interaction among
different arms control elements by ensuring that the development,
pursuit and realisation of their arms control objectives in
individual areas are fully consistent both with each other and
with the Alliance's guiding principle8 for effective arms
control. ror 1 0 , the way in which START limits and
sub-limits are 10,fedthe in detail could affect the future
flexibility of the sub-strategic nuclear forces of members of the
integrated military structure. A CFE agreement would by itself
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make a major contribution to atability. Thla would be
eignificantly further enhanced by the achiavoment of a global
chemical weapons ban. The dev8lopmont of Confidanco- and
Securfty-0uiLding Measurea could iaflu8nc8 tha rtabilining
measures being conaidered in connection with tha Convontionsl
Forces in Europe negotiation8 and vice veraa, The removal of the
imbalance in conventional forces would provide scope for further
reductions in the sub-strategic nuclear forcea of member8 of the
integrated military structure, though it would not abviato the
need for such forces, Similarly, thia might make poseible
further arma control atepa in the conventional field,

64. his report establisher the overall concrptual
framework within which the Alliea will be aeeking progreso in
each area of arms control. In so doing, their fundamental aim
will be enhanced security at lower levels of forcee and
armaments. Taken as a whole, the Alliea4 arms control agenda
constitutes a coherent and comprehenaivo approach to the
enhancement of security and etabilit. It 18 ambitious, but we
are confident that - with a constnrcYive r e 8 n s e from the WTO
states - it can be fully achieved in the cmP"ng years, In
pursuing thiu goal, the Alliance recognises that it c w o t afford
to build its security u n a m 6 control results expected in the
future,build The Allies will be prepared, however, to draw
appropriate consequence8 for their own military posture as they
make concrete progress through arm8 control toward8 a eignificant
reduction in the scale and quality of the military threat they
face. ~ccapLfsbent of the Allies' arma control agenda would
not only bring great benefits in itself, but could also lead to
the expansion of cooperat!on. with the Eaat in other areab. The
arms control prmess itself is; moreover, dnamic; as and when
the Alliance reaches agreement in each of tXe areas set out
above, so further prospect8 for arma control may be opened up and
further progress made possible,

65, As noted earlier, the Allies' vision for Europe is that
of an undivided continent where military forces only exist to
revent war and to ensure self-defence; a continent which no

fenger liver in the shadow of ovrrwhehln~ military forccr and
from which the threat of war h88 been rmaved; a continent where
the sovereignt and territorial integrity of all atatea are
rospccted and {ha rights of all indfviduala, including their
right of political choice, are protected. his goal can only be
reached by stages: it will repire patient and creative
endeavour. The Allies are resolved to continue working towards
its attainment. The achievement of the Allfanca8e arms control
objectives would be a major contribution towarda the realisation
of fta vision.
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(11-12 June 1987)

1. Our meting ?&a taken place at a rim wh4n dmvelopmts in
&wt -W- t relaticns suqgest thdt raal progroan xay b p a i b l e par-
ticulrrly in the field of wme control. W - 1 - t-e d u v e l ~ t r
and will mrk to mure thdt they tmult in imprc~ul security M4 atabi-
l ity. We mte sane moo1raging eignm in W i r t internal and u t e n u l
p l i c f m . In uruoing Soviet intmtiarr, we agrm that t b final tmt
will be Soviet flarduct acrmn thr s m n r m frcm hnn8n rights to srme
amtrol.

Me reaffirm the validity et th ctmplamtrxy principle8 mun-
ciated in the Harael report of 1967. The saintenance of adequate e i l i -
tary strength and Alliance cohesion and solidarity r «ea i ne «n essential
b u i s for cur policy of dialogue and co-operation - a policy which aine
to hJlisve a ptogrcbeoively rare rtable u d ccnrtructivr k r t 4 e a t
rclatiauhip.

2. Serious iobalancee in the conventional* cheaical and nuclear
field, &nd th prrslrting Wild-up of Soviet mi l i tuy ponr, antinue to
p r - p l r us. We rsatfina that there is tn altemit im, as far u we
САП foresee, to the Alliance concept for the prevention of war - the
Btrategy of deterrence, based en en appropriate s ix of adequate end
effective nuclear and conventional forcee, each eleeent being indispen-
aablr. Thir rtratqy will aantinw to r u t cn tba 1Ink.ipa of f r a
Europe's security to that of North America since their deetinies are
inextricably coupled. Thus the US nuclear caceitaent, the pretence of
United States nuclear forces in Europe(l) and the deployment of
Canadian and United State* forcee there «Bain eetenclel,

3. Але* control and ditaruBent axe integral ptrtt of eur security
p o l i c y ; we se«X e f f e c t i v e l y v e r i f i a b l e «XBS control egreenents which can
lead to а дзоте stable and secure balance of forces at lower l e v e l s .

JÏ) &oece recalls i ts position en nuclear Batters.
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4. We reiteratr the prime iqrtance we attach to rapid prcgresa
towards rdduaiau in the field of etrhtegic nucloar weapcns. We thus
welcane the fact that the W and the Govict Unim new share the & p c -
tive of achieving 508 reductiars In their etrategic arsenals. We
strcngly cndorae the pretlentation of a US F - 1 in Geneva to that
effect and urge the Soviet Unicn to r s b * pitivtly.

we rsvlewed the current phhse of the US-Goviet neqotiaticns in
m e v a a defence and spice 8yatms which aim to prevent M a m race in
space and to strengthen rtrateglc stability, We cnrtinue to crdoroe
these efforta.

5. We note the recent prcgress achieved at the Geneva Ccnference
on Disarmament tewarda a total b M QI Chwn~cal W M p 8 . We r m l n ccm-
m1tted to achieving an early a g r - t cn a a~aprtehenaive, worldwide and
effectively vstifiablo treaty anbraci the total destruction of
existing etcckpilee within an &greed t"9mefrw and preventing the future
prodwticn of such W p m .

6. m i t i n g tbe Increasing impartance of cenventianal atabi-
lity, pattialatly at a time uhcn significant mclc#r reductim dppear
poeaibfe, we rraffinn tha initiatives takm in arr Halifax Stataotnt and
Brussels Declaratien a i d at achieving a c e m p r ~ i v o , etable and
verifiable b a l m of anvcntlo~l f o r - at lwe~ levels, Wc rrcall
that zqotiatiau cm cenvcnticnal stability ahtxld be a a w p n i t d by
neqotiaticrm between the 35 ccuntrfe8 puticipatfng in the CSCE,
building up and expanding the c o n f i d - and sccutity bilding
measures cmtaind in th Helsinki Fi~l Act M d the StaknoLm
Agrsemsnt. hb -teed tint the two future seauity negotiatim s W l d
take Flaw within the f r b k of the (SCE p r - 8 , with th amven-
t i m l stability nqotfatims retaining aotcany W zegard8 nrbjcct
matter, participatian ard procsdurea. bilding cn these bgreemtr us
todc t b decisicnr necesrary to enable the High -1 Task Force m
Carventicnal Arms Control , Which m, e5tablisW at the Halifax
Hinisterial, ta press ahead with its work an the draft mandate8 to be
tabled in the CXE meeting and in the Ccnventic~l Stability mandate
talks currently taking place in Vienna.

7, Kaving rwicslrsd ptqre88 in the negotiatiars between the Unitd
States and the Soviet Union on an INF agreement the Allies concerned
calf or, the Soviet hion to drap its danand to retain a pottfcm of itr
68-20 eapbility M d reiterat, thair wiuh to w o all rcnf-range l & -
baaed missiles eliminated in accordance with KXTO'e long-standing
cbjectivo.

m y a u w t t?a global and effectively vuiffable elimination
of all US a & b i e t l a d - b e d BRZNF mi8ail.r with a r~ge b e t - M O
and 1,000 ks ae an integral part of m INF agrrmmt.
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They consider chat an INF agreement en chis baa i a would be ал
iaportart element in a coherent and canprenenaive concept of агаа
ccntrol and dirarmament h i & , mile m s i s t m t with f.OITO

1
r doctrine of

flexible reafxxue, w l d includst

a 501 rductfm in tbe strategic offensive nuclmr weapons of
the US and the Soviet Unicn to be achieved during currmt
Genwa m t i a t f o n l :

the g l - l eliininatlcn of &mircal weapao:

the eetablishent of a etable anl secure level of m v m t i o n e l
forces, by the elimi~cim of dirpritlea, in the whole of
Europet

in mfLtnctian with the estab1io)ment of a conventimal b a l m =
and the qlcbal rlimimticn of & m i c a 1 weapcnr, tangible and
veriffable reluctione of Pmcric~ and W i e t IAnd-baeeJ nuclur
missile syrrtema of ohorter range, l d i q to equrrl caillngr.

8. * ( l ) have d~r-ad the Narth Atlantic Ckucil in PerrPansne
Soasicn, working in ccn junctfcm with the w c p t i a t e military authari-
ties, to ammider the further davelspnent of a ccmprehmivo a m a p t of
arras ccntrol and disarmament. The am* control problems faced by the
Alllance raire - l e t d interrelatd issue# which amat ?a evaluetsb
together, bearing in mind overall prcgresr in th алое ccntrol negb
tiatims enusurated b e as well ar the requiraaents of Allimtx
security and at Its stratep of detrrrenm.

9. xn a r rrdeamr to explate all ~ t u n i t i e r for an
increaairqly brood anJ carstructive d i a l - which ixldzesteai the c m -
mrna of peaplc in toth East and -at, and in the fim anvictim that a
atable arder of place and ~ i t y In N c p e cannot be hilt by mrlitary
means alcxe, we attach prticuiar iqatance to th CSCE prcces8, We
are therefare determined to m k e full Llse of the c X T follw-up meeting
In Vienna.

The h11 anglenrentation of all provieiccle agreed in the SCE
prccesa by the 35 participating states, in pzticxlar in tha field of
human right8 ard mtaetr, remains the htrdamerrtal abjective of tha
hllianm a d is essential far tbe fruitful develcpmt of Eaat-Weot
relationc in a11 fields.

Recalling cur cmstructive prcplaals, we shall persiat in cur
effort9 to persuade tke Eartern awntries to live up to their
ccmnitmontr.

(1) In chir ann8ctiCn fiance recalled that it M m e b e n a party to
the dcuble-track decisiaq of 1979 and that it was net therefore
bcund by its m e q u w c r s or implications.
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We wil lmticue to w r k fcr a suhcanctve dnd timly result of
thr ccnfuenea.

10. m e of ua participating in the MBFR talks reiterate art
de~ite to achieve a meaningful a g r - n t which providm for reductions,
limitatia and effective verificaticn, and call upon the Warsaw Pact
particpants in tbaso talks to reapcrd pitlveiy to the vety important
pr - ls M e by the West in &canbar 1985 and to alept a uuro
m t r u c t i v r p t u r e in the naptiatiars.

11. In Berli9'8 750th anniversary yeat we stress m r solidarity
with the City, which centinues to be an il~partant" element in Ebat -k'est
relatims. Practical imprwcmurtr in inner-Gem relations s b l d ln
particular be of benefit to Sct linarr.

12. It is juat 44 y w s sine US Secretary of State Marahall deli-
versd hi8 far-sight& speech at Harvatd. The b h m t a l Values he
exptessad, which we all share, and which were 6r;bsoquently e~bdld in
the W s h a l l Plan, rcmain as viral td&y ao thsy were then.

13. We reiterate cur oardrrslatim of terrorits in all its forms.
W f f i m i n g cur detcniratian to cQabat it, we believe that claw intet-
natrenal cmzperaticn is M essential mean8 of etadicating thir sa;srrqe.

14. Allianc r ! & icn is substantially & m c d by the s u m e t of
freely electd parliamtary reprcscntativw ard ultimately cur publics.
We therefore derline the gteat value of free debete an issue3 facing
the Ufi&~~ce atd welccae tha e~cbqea of vfws QI these issues among
the parliajlentariana of a r wntries, including tkee in the Xorth
Atlantic Assmbly,

15. We exptws w r gratitude to t b g o v e r m t of Iceland, which
rake3 such a vital crntributiat to the security ot the Alliance's
northern caritime a-oaches, tor their warn bpitality.

16. The Spriw 1988 metti~g of the North Atlantic b?mcil in
Ministerial Sessim will ba held in Spain in J'a'e,
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CONCEPT GLOBAL DE MAITRISE DES ARMEMENTS ET D€ OESARMEMENT

1. En juin 1 W , i kayijavl~, ies birnistres ont aiciard que 1 8s pro~~dmes
que reneontralt ltAll lance dans le domaine de la mattrise des armements Ctalent
complexes et Interdhpendants, et qulelle devnit les 6valuer slmultan6ment, cn
tenant compte du pror8s gindral dts ndgociations Sur 1a mattrise des armements
alnsl que de ses Imp1ratlfs de slicurltti et de fa stratkgle de dissuasion. 11s
ant donc charge le Conseil en sesslon permanente d16tudler, avec la
collaboratton des autorltbs m1lltalres compktentes, "la manisre de poursuivre
la mlse au point dlun concapt global de mattrise des armemcnts et de
d6sarmementn.(1)

2. Le rapport cl-joint, &tab11 par le Consell en ax6cutlon de c8 rnandat? a
Btb adopt6 par les chefs dlEtat et de gouvernement h la r6unlon que le Conseil
de ltAtlantlque Nord a tenue, a Bruxelles, les 29 et 30 mal 1989.

(1) Pour plug d c~m0dlt6, 10 taxte du comnuniqui de Reykjavik est joint au
prhent document.
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CONCEPT GLOOAL D€ MAITRISE DES ARMEMENTS ET DE DESARMEMENT

RAPPORT ADOPTE PAR
LES CHEFS D'ETAT ET DE GOUVERNEMENT

A LA REUNION DU CONSEIL DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD TENUE A BRUXELLES
LES 29 ET 30 MAI ÎÏÏS5

I. IHTRODUCTION

1. L'obfectif prfmordlal de 1'A1llance est de prherver 1a palx dans 14
IlbertC, de prlvenlr la guerre et d'instaurer un ordre paciflqua juste et
durable en Europe. La p01ltlque des A1116s i cette fin a paciflqua6th exposiejuste dans le
rapport Harmel de 1967. Ce rapport conserve toute sa valId1t6. I1 stipuleque
l'A1llance atlantlque a pour "preml&re fonctton de malntenlr une puissance
m1lltatre et une solldartt6 palltlque suffisantes pour dhcourager l'agresslon et
les autras formes de prtSslOn, et pour difendre le territoire des pays membres
an cas d'agresslon". C'est sur cette base que 1'Alliance peut s'acqultter de "sa
seconde fonction, r.'f»«f.-á-<11r* nnnrsiHyre *e< efforts 9П V'J? <!* n r o n r S 5 5 i r УеГ£
1'&tab1issernent de relatlons plus stab1es, qul permettront de rgsoudre les
problbno p01lttques fondamtntauxu. Le m b e texte dtt encore que la s k c u r r
rnilltaire et une politique vlsant a rbdulre les tensions ne sont "pas
conttadlctolres, mats complCmentnireP"' Conformhent d ces principes, sont"pasnos chefs
d4Etat et de gouvernement SOnt convenus que la mattrise des armements fait
partle Inthgrante de la polftlque de 1'Alliance en matlare de s~curltk.

2. Lss possiblllt4s de dialogue fructueux cntre 1'Est et llOuast ss sont
am41fories de facon ~lgnlflCat1~8 ces derniiires annies : 11 exlste dksormalssont des
conditions plus favorables à un progris vers la rhalisatlon des objectifs de
I'Alllance. Lss ~1114s sont r6solus i saislr cette occasion. 11s continueront d8
s'attaquer tant aux symptbmos qU'auX causes de tension politique, dans le
respect des 1ntbr4ts de sbcurltb 16gitimes de tous les Etatr concernbs.

3. La r&altsatlon d'un ordre paclflque durable tsl que le prbconisent les
All16s Impliqur qulil s o u mis fin B la dlvision contra nature de 1'Europe, et
an particuller de 18A11unagne, et que, c o m e le stipule 1'Acte final d8He1Slnkl,
la souvaraintti et l'lntbgrltb terrltoriale de tous les Etats atnsl que le Slnkldrolt
das peuples a disposer d'eux-mhes soient respectes et que les drotts de toutes
18s persannes, y comprls le droit au lIbre choix p01itlque, solent protb6s.
tlert pourquol ,er aembro dr L ' A I llance attrfbuent una valeur capctale E 11
rball3ati0n de nouvsaux progrh dans Is processus de la Confbrancrcapctale sur la
sicurit6 et la c00p6rat10n en Europe (CSCE), quf sort de cadre pour encourager
unr volution paclflque en Europe.

4. La CSCE fournlt un moyen de promouvolr des ralatlons stables et
canstructlv~s antre llEst et I'Ourst, an favorisant le dCveloppement des
contacts sntre les psrsonneg, en oeuvrant pour qua les 1ibcrtCs at les drotts
tondamentaux soient tespecths dans 1et 101s et dans les usages, en encourageant
Ies 6changes polltlques et une coop6ratton mutuellement profltable dans une
largo gamne d'actIvit&~, et en accrolssant la s6curiti et la transparence dans
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le domalne mflltalre. Les All163 conttnueront d'exlgar In plelne mlse en oeuvre
de tous les prlnclpes et be toutes 18s dlspositfons de 1'Acte flnal d1He1slnkll
du document de clbture be Madrld, du document de Stockholm et du document de
clbture de la confirsnce de Vlenne. Cc dernler marque un progrks maleur dins le
d6roulemtnt du processus de ta CSCE et devralt 8tre un 616ment catalyseur de
nouvaaux chamgements posltlfs en Europe.

5. L'objet asssntlel de la polltlque de 1'Alllance en rnatlhe de rnattrlse
des amemants est dlaccrottre la sbcurltk et In stablllt6 à des niveaux do
iul 'as ei a:armcmenrs iquiil~rts les plus bas posslble COmpte tenu des
Imp6ratlfs de la stratkgle de dissuasion. Les A1116s ont i coeur d'accompltr de
nouveaux progris dans la rkallsatlon dc tous leurs objectlfs en matlere de
mattrlse des armements. La mite au polnt d'un concept global vlse d attelndre ce
but par une approchs intBgr6e qut fatt Intervenlr à la fol5 la polltlque de
dbfense et la pollttque de mttrlse dts armements : cellas-cl sont
compl6mcntalras et Interdipendantes. Cette tdche demand8 aussl une riflexion
approfondle sur 18s relations entre les objectifs de la matttlse des armements
et 18s besolns de la dhfense et sur 18 manlare dont les dtverses mesures de
mattrlse des armements, lsoliment et conjolntement, peuvent renforcer la
s4curltb des Alll6s. Les princlpes directeurs et leg objectlfs fondamentaux qul
ont rig1 jusqu81cl la polltlque des Alll6s en matlhre de mattrise des armements
re3tent valables. La r6allsation de ces objectlfs est, naturellement, soumise i
l'Influence de plusleurs facteurs, notamnent 1'Ctat gin6ral des relatlons
E$t-Ouest, les impkratffs rnilltaires d o AII~~S, liavancement deS ntigoctattons
sur la mattrlse des annernents alnsl que l'orientation des n6gocfations 4 venlr
et les développements int-.flrvpnAnf няп; ]» cadre de !a CSCE. C'est ¿zr.z ce
contexte que dolvent sllnscrira la dgfinitlon et la ml:e en oeuvre d'un concept
global da mattrlse des armernrnts et de d6sarmernent.

II RELATIONS EST-OUEST ET MAITRISE DES ARMEMENTS

6. LIAlllance contlnue de chercher h assurer en Europe une palx juste et
stable, 03 tous les Etats pulssent j6uIr d'une skcurit6 non dlmtnuee, aux
nlveaux mlnlmums necessalres de forces et d'armements, et od tous les lndividus
solent en mesure d8exercer leurs llbertis et leurs droits fondamentaux. La
rnaltrlse des armernents ne peut h elle seule regler des dlff6rends politlques qul
existent dspuls longtemps entre 1'Est et llOuest, Ш garantir une palx stable.
NCanmoIn~, 1a r6allsation de l'objectlf de l

 1
Alllance Impllque que des progres

consld~rablas solent accomplIs en mattere de mattrlse des armements, et que les
relatlons p01ltlques changent plus radicalement. Des succt!s dans le domalne de
la mattrlse des arrnements, outre qu'11s ont pour effet de renforccr la s6cur1t6.
m1lltalre, peuvent tavorisar Ia progresston du dlalogue palltique Est-Ouest, et
contrlbuer par la 4 ta rhallsatlon d'objectlfs plus larges de 1'Alliance.

7. Pour accrottre la s6cur1tb et In stab1l.!.& M . Fsopr-, 1'A1lfance a
constamnent mls h profit toutes les occaslons proplces d una rnattrlsa deS
annernents eftlcacs. tes Alliis sont attach& i cette pollttque, ~ndipendamnent
des Changements qul peuvent affecter le clhat des relatfons Est-Ouest.
Cependant, la succhs en matfare de mattrlse des armements continue de dhpendre
non ssulement de nos propres efforts, mats aussl do l& volontC des pays de
1'Est, et an particuller de 1'Unlon sovlbtlque, de travalllef de mant6ra
constructive pour obtsnlr des risultat$ mutuellement avantageux.
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8. Le pass6 recent a 6tb marqub par des progris sans pricident en matlere
de rna?trlse des armements, En 1986, l'accord conclu à Stockholm dans le cadre de
la Confhrence sur l8 d6sarmement en Europe (COE) a m t l t u k un systhme novateur
dr me8ures da conflanca et de sbcurltb, destlnh a pramouvolr la transparence et
i a pi * i K I W I и v« ч и п * i g vjwinuine n i i i t b u i i c . u y j ^ u i *- t , i w.* w i « к и < i » i v u * <*••«. w*w

appliquées de façon satisfaisante. Le Traite de 1987 sur les FNI a représenté un
autrs grand pas an avant parce qu'll ~limlnaltde touts1987 unasur catbgorlelesFHIa d'anesrepr6santi et
qu'll lnstltualt le prlnclpe da r6ductlon$ a3ym~tclques. alnsl qu'un régime de
v~rlflcrtlon rlgouraux. Parml les autres rbsultats obtenus, on peut clter
1'8tablissement. aux Etats-Unls et en Union soviétique, de centres de réduction
des rtsques nuclCalre$, l'accord amCrlcano-sovlbtfque sur la not\flcatian
prlalabla des lancements de mtss11st balIstlaues et its suraxp6rllanot\ences flcatiancmunes de
v/rtflcrtlon drns le cadre des n&goclatlons que les Etats-Unls et 1'Unlon
sovl$tlque poursulvent sur les essalS nucl6atres.

g. En drhors del accords d&jd conclus, des progrhs substantlels ant Btb
a c c m l l r dans les nbgoclatlons START, qul visent i rCdufre de facon radtcalc
18s arsrnaux nucllalres strat6glques et à illminer les moyens offenslfs A
caractare dbrtab1llsateur. La Conf&rence de Par1s sur llnterdlctlon des armas
cRImlqurs a rlaff?rm& llautotlt& du Protocol8 de Gendve de 1925, et donnj une
forte Impulslon p011tlqur aux n6goclat1ons dt Genive pour une Interdlctlon
universelle, complets et effectivement verifiable dea armes chimiques, пе
nouvrllea nigoclatlons dlrtlnctes ont malntcnant dhnarrh. 1 Vienna. danl le
cadre du processus de la CSCE : 11 s'agtt de nigoclatlons, d'une part, entre les
23 membres dc l

I
OTAN et du Pacta de Varsovle, sur les forces conventlonnelles en

Europe; d'autre part, entre les 35 slgnatalres de l
l
Acte flnal d

l
Helslnkl, sur

dss mrsuras de conflanca et da sCcurltC (MDCS).

10. Dts progr6s substantlels ont ausfl it6 riallsis sur d'autrcs sujets
Importants pour les A1l14s. Le3 troupes soviitl.ques ont quittb 1'Afghan1stan, On
a avanch danS la Vole d'un rdglmrnt de certains - mals non de l'ensemble - des
cOnfl1ts r6glonaux qul subslstent. et dans lesquels 1'Unlon ~ovl6tlque tst
Imp1lqube. L8 raspact d8S droltS de l'home en Union sovlitique et dans certains
dss autrss pays du Pacte de Varsovle a nettement progressi, meme sl de sCrleuses
Inrufflsancrs prrslstent. La r6cente rdunion de Vlennc sur les suites de la CSCE
a oarmls do ffxar da3 nonnes de conduite nouvelle3 et P~UJ rl~aurcuse~ aux Etats
partlclpants, et elle devralt stlmuler encore lea prog&s du processus de la

• ^ .—..• ««» ...* < I !»»!. -i
| , цм p N UIIW i i wwii * i ы> nu I I « ,

partl~~ll&f~ant 4 un haut nlveau, ouvre de nouvelles possibi1it~s et atteste
qur 1eS A1l143 S'attachant a rhsoudre le3 problimes fondamentaux qul demeurent.

11, L
0
Alllance nr revendlque pa9 tout le merlte dt csttr 6volutlon

favorable de3 relatlon3 E5t-Ouest. Depui9 quelquea annies, 1Est ett devenu plus
rbctptif et plus souple. NCanrnolns, l1 est clatr que la contrlbutton dt
1

t
Alllancs a 6t6 fondamantalr. La plus grande partle de ce qul a 4th r6alls8

juspu'b prhrant, et qul se trouve ddcrft dans les paragraphes pricidents, a Ct6
lnaplrh par dos inittatlves de 1'Alllance ou de ses membres. La solldarit8
polltlque, la dltennfnatlon d se ddfendre, la patlence et 1a cr6atlvltk que let
All16s ont manife3ti8~ AU cours de$ n~goctatlons ant trlomphh des obstacles
tnltlaux et prnlr d'8boutlr. C'est 1'Alllancc qul a dessinb les grandes llgnes
drr progras i accamplir dans 18s relations Est-Ouest et qui a ensulte fait rn
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sorte qultls se realisant. En partlculier, les notlons de stablllt6, de
sufffsanca ralsonnable, de r6ductlon asymitrlque, de concentratlon 5ur les
rnatir~els 18s plus offensifs, de ~Crlftcatlon rigoureuse, cc transparence, de
zone unique de ltAtlant1que d ltOural et d'iiqufllbre et de giobnIit6 du
processus de 14 CSCE sont dlorlglne accidentate.

12, Les perspectlves d'une amdlloratlon durable de la qualit2 de ces
rstatlons sont aujourdlhul mellleures que jamats auparavant. Oas signes
manlfestes de changement continuent 4 6tre observEs dans la polltfque lnt4rleu
et ext6r18ure de 1'Unlon sovl~tlque et de certalns de ses alll~s. La dlrectioc
sovtittque a dkclark que la conpbtltlon ld6ologique ne devait jouer aucun rile
dans les relatfons entrc Etats. En rcconnaissant que $a fa~on dtaborder les
probl&mes internatlonaux et Int6rjeurs a 6th marquCe, dans le pass&, par de
s6rleuses lmperfectlons, 1'Union savikk~q~. ~~?annP une ch8nce de progresser snr
aes prcniimas poitt~ques fondamentaux.

13, MalS en m&me temps, de graves pr6occupations demeurent. L'ambitleux
programne de riforme sovi6tlque, dont les A1116s se fklicitent, prsndra de
nombreuses annbes à se rkal\$er, sans que le succtis en solt garantl 6tant donn
l'ampleur des problemes qull1 rencontre et la rbslstance quail susclte. En
Europe de ltEst, ltappltcatton da rCform&t constructlves est toujours Inggale .
Ititendue de ces rdfonne~ rest8 h ddterminer. Le respect des drolts de l'horrme
fondamentaux demande encore à atre fennement ancr6 dans les lots et les usages
mdme sl des arnbllorations apparsissent dans certajns pays du Pacte de Yarsovle.
Blen que celul-cl ait r&cemnent annonci et comnenci 4 entreprendre ass
r&ductlons unllatbrales de certalnes de sss forces, ?'Union sovl~tlque contlnu~
à dkployer des forces at 4 soutenlr un rythme de production m1lltatre qul 3ont
sans comnune mesure avec des besolns ligitlmes de difense. De plus, les rhaliti
g6ostrat6glques avantagent le Pacte de Yarsovle, bloc giiographlque domini par
1IUnton sovi&tique, face h une Alllance atlantlque qul se compose de dimocratlf
géoQraphiquemant séparées. L'Union soviétique s depuis longtemps pour oujeclif
d'affatbllr les llens UnlSSant 10s membres europiens et nord-amhrlcains de
l1All1ance.

14, L1avenlr imbdlat est promettour, mals demeure incertain. I1
reprhaente pour l o A1Ifis et pour les pays de l E un d6fl en meme temps
qulune occaslon de profiter des clrconstances actuelles pour accrottre la
sbcurtt6 mutuelle. Las progrh accompl1s r6cemnent dans Ic domalna des relation
Est-~uest ont donne un nouvel B~an au processus de mattrl9e d8S armements et-
augment6 pour 1'A1llance Ids chances d8atteindre ses abjecttfs de mattrise des
annernents, lesquel~ sont compl6mefltalres des autras 61kments de sa p01ltlque da
sCcur1tC.

II!. PRINCZPES OE SECURITE D€ L'ALLIANCE

15, La p01ltlque de s6curlth de Г А Ш а п с е vise d prbserver la palx dans la
llbert6 par des rnoyens polltlques et par 1e malntlen d

l
un potentlel mllltaire

sufflsant pour privenlr la guerre et assurer une diifense efflcace. Le fa1t que
la palx att 6th sauvegard6e pendant quarante ans en Europe thoigne du succds de
cette palltlque.
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16. L1amilloratlon dss rslatlans polltlqucs et la mlsa an place progttsslve
dr structures do coop6rat1on entra pays de 1'Est et de 1'Ouest sont das elirncnts
Impartants de notre p01ltlque, I1s peuvent accrottrc la conflance mutuelle,
rbdulra ie5 rl9quts dr malentendus, donner l'asrurance qu'll exifte des
dlsposltlf9 de centrble dts crlres arrez flablea pourrdlramorcer S.,,.le$ tenslonr,
l ô i i u i ô \л à i Lue I i ún en c u i ú y e y ï u » Li а м э ц к и e n i . ¿ e l p i « v i S i u l e , c i i C ú u i á y c i e n f i n
una coop6retion plus large dans tous Its domaines.

17. En soullgnant l8 poids de ce!! facteurs dans la fomulatlon de leur
polltlpue. 18s AIIICs rappallent que, c o m e le pr6clse le rapport Hannel, la
recherche d'une coopkratlon et d'un dlalogue constructifs avec les pays de
llEst, y canprls en matidre de mattrise des armements et de disarmement, .
slappule 9ur la solldarit8 pollttqua et une puissance mllltaire sufflsante.

18. La solldarttC des pays de I'Alllance est un prlncipe fondamental de
leur p01itlque de sicurlt&. Elle traduit le caract6r-e Indlvislble de leur
sbcurlth. Elle s'exprlme ddnS la dl9posftlon de chaque pays d partager
Cqultab1efn8nt 10s rlsques, les charges et 1es responsabllltks de I'effort
comnun, au9Sl blen que ses avantage9. La prisence en Europe de forces nuclkalres
et convsntlonnalles amCrtcalnes et de fortes canadiennes dimantre, en
partlcullef, que Its lnt&t@t$ de ~bcurlt6 de 1lAmirlque du Nord et de 1'Europe
sont lndissoclables,

1 9 . Oils 1 ' o r l g l n e , n o t r s a l l l a n c e de d ~ m o c r a t l e s o c c l d e n t a l e s n 'a eu
d'âutrt objet nue d«f«ns1f. СйТя ПЙ ГНЛПО^ГЛ рлч. Aiirtm» ri*» ппч ЛПЛРЧ ПР ЧЯРЯ
employbe, sauf en 1hgltlme dbfense. L

I
Alllance ne recherche pas la supirlorlti

m11ltatre at n8 la recharchara jarnals, Son but a toujours ktk d
1
6vlter la guerre

et de privenlr toute f o m da coercttion et d
l
 lntlmldatlon

b

20. Conformim8nt au caractire dhfensif de 1'A1llance, la stratigle de
cslle-ci est une strachgle de dlssuaslon. San objecttf e.st de placer l'agresseur
potentlel, dQs avant qu

l
11 n'aglsse, devant un risque sans rapport avec le galn

attrndu do son agresslon, :l grand solt-11, La finalit& de cette stratbgle
c m n d e le cholx dos rnoyans que nkessite sa mlse en oeuvre.

21. Pour appllqusf Cette strategle. 1'Alllance dolt en effet etre en mesure
da riaglr do ~ n l h e appropriée à toute agression et de dkfendre, c o m e elle s'y
est engagba, 18s frontl8res de ses Etats membres. Pour l'avenlr pri!vIslble, la
dlssuaslon exlge une combinalson appropri6e de farces nuclialres et de forces
conventtonnelleo efflcacss et adbquates, qui seront maintenues d nfveau IA 03 ce
sera nCcessaire; car ces forces et cas a m e s nlont un effet dfssuaslf que dans
la mssura 09 slles dlsposent d'une capacltb bvldente d'tmplol elfectlf et sont
pergurs c m 8 tellas.

22. Les forces conventtonne1les apportent une contrlbution lndispensable h
la dlssuaslan. I1 sst clair que la suppression das asymhtrles des forces
conventlonnslles en Europe CO~S~Itueraft un pror6s dkcislt, du point de vue de
l8 ~tablllt6 et .ds la sCtcurltE. Cependant, l& dtense conventionnelle ne peot d
elle seule assurer la dtssuaslon. Seul 1'Blernent nuclialrt est de nature d
placer l'agresseur en face d'un rlsque Inacceptable; 11 joue danc un tale
Indispensable dans notre strat6gle actuelle de prhventlon de la guerre.



23. Le role fondamental des force3 nuclgalres - tant strat6gtques que
substtatiglques - est un rble p01itlque : pr6server la paix et preventr tout0
forme de guerra; ces force3 contrlbuent à la dfssuaslon en rcndant manlfeste que
les A11iBs ont la capacit6 mllltalre et la volonti poljtlque d'utlllser, si
niicessalre, leurs armas nuclEaires sn cas d'agresslon. S1 une agres5lon devalt
se produlre, le but seralt de ritabllr l a dlssuaslon en incitant l'agresseur d
reventr sur sa d$clslon, a mettre fin i son attaque et d se rettrer, restaurant
atnsl I tnt6gr1th territorlale de l 'A1llance.

24. Forces conventlonnellts et forces nuclkatres rempllssent alnsl des
rates dtffbrents, mals compl&mentdirss et qut s16paulent mutuellement, S1 l'un
de ces deux hlkments devait donner l'lmpresslon qu'll n'est pas adapt6 ou S'!l
apparalssalt que la lfen peut etre rompu entre les forces conventlonnelles et
18s forces nucl6alres, ou entre les forces nucldaires substratigiques et les
forces nucl&a1res stratbglques, l'adversaire potentlel pourralt itre enclfn i
conclure que les risques d'une «nression sont peut-êt.™ П Г « У 1 « . 1 Ы Р Ч pt
acceptable$. Par cons8quent, aucin ilement ne peut Etre tenu c o m e le moyen de
cornpenser les insufflsances d'un autre.

25. Pour l'avenir pr6vlslble, П n'existe pas d'autre stratigie
envlsageabla pour la prhventlon de la guerre, La mise en oeuvre de cette
strategle conttnuera de garantlr la pr6servation int6grale des 1nt4rCts de tous
1es mtmbres de 1'Alllance sur le plan da la s&curit6. Les princlpes qui
sous-tendent la stratkgie ds dlssuaston Ont une valeur permanent!?. Cependant, la
facon dont 11s se tradulsent concritement en termes de volume, de structure et
de dkplolemsnt des forces ne sauralt etre imnuable. C o m e dans le pass*, ces
Clgments continueront d

1
6voluer en fonctlon des fluctuatlons de la conjoncture

lnternattonale, dcs progrbs de la technologie et des changements dans
l

y
snverure de la menace - qu'll s

l
aglsSe en partlculier du dlsposltlf ou des

capacitOs du Pacto ds Varsovie,

26. oans ce cadre global, les forces nucl~aires stratiglques reprbsentent,
pour 16s Allies, la ptrantls ultlme de la dlssuaslon. Elles dolvent avoIr la
capacftC d

l
lnfllger a un agresssur des domages Inacceptables, meme apris que

celui-d ait lancé une pmmiAr* frann* ntiriiajp», i_u.jr p.crr.brs, 1Î:.T portée, leur
capacttb de survls at leur pouvolr de pbn6trutlon dolvent Etre tels que
ltagresseur potenttel na pulsse espkrer limlter le conflIt ou tenlr son propre
territolt-e b I'abri. Les f0rc83 n~clihires stratipiques des Etats-Unis sont In
plerrc angulaire ds 14 dl$suaslon pour 1'Alllance dans son ensemble. Les forces
nucl&alres fnd6pendantes du Royaume-Unl et de la France jouent un ~ble dlssuasif
propre et contrlbuent au rentorcement global de la dl~~~a3lOn en compllquant les
plans d'un agresseur potent181 et son evaluatlon des rlsques.

27. Le3 forces nucl~alres du nlveau substratiglque crCent un llen p01itique
et militalre sssentlel sntre 16s forces conventtonnelle$ ot strat6glques, et
aussl, avec la prbsenca des forces du Canada et des Etats-Unis en Europe, entre
let membres europaens et nord-am~rlcalns de 1'Alllance. Les forces nucll5airts
substrat~glque~ des Alliis ne sont pas destinhes d cornpenser les d&s&qu1llbres
canventlonneiS. Le nlveau de ces forces dans la structure m1litalre intigrie
dalt nianmolns tenlr compte de la menace - conventlonnelle et nuclfialre - qul
pdse sur 1 'A1 llance. Leur rale est de garantlr qu'en aucune clrcaostance, un
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agresseur potent181 ne pourralt fa1re abstraction du rtsque nucl6aire en cat
d'actlon milltatre. Les forces nucldaires du niveau substrathgfque apportent
donc une contrtbutlon essentlelle a la dlssuaslon.

28. La falt que ces farces sotent largement dbploy6es dans leg pays qul
partlclpent & la rtructura mllltalre Intigrhe de 1'Alllbnce et le m~canlsme de
consultatton mls an. place dans le dornaine nuclialre entre lcrr A11ih concernis
attrsttnt la sol~dar~tb et la volontC de partagar ~es responsabllltbs et Ies

29. Le9 farces conventlonnelle9 contribuent à la dlssuasion parca qu'elles
timoignant de la volonti dos А Ш е з de se difendre et qu

l
elles diminucnt le

rlsque qu'un agresseur potentlel pu1sse cmpter obtenlr une vlctoire alshe et
raplda ou das gatns terrftorfaux llmltis, par des muyen3 uniquement
conventlonnelS.

30. Ellas doivont donc atro en mesure de rkaglr c m e 11 convient et de
falre front Inatantnn6ment et Ie plus loin possible vers I'avant, en opposant la
rbslstance n6cessalre pour contralndre l'agresseur à mettre fin au conflit et i
re ratfrer, sous pelne de slexposer d I'emplol d'armes nucl6aires par
les Alllbs. Lea forces des Alll6s dolvent 8tre dCploy6es et 6qulpkes de telle
manlire qutallar p u i m n t remplir c8 rale h tout moment. De plus, \e besoin quln
liAlliance de pouvolr compter sur des renforts en provenance du continent
am6rlcaln lul Impose de prCserver la llbertC des comnunlcations maritimes et
a&rlannrs antre l'M6rIque du Nord et 1'Europe.

31. Tous les mernbres de llAlllance sont fermement partisans d'une
Interdiction universelle, g-lnhai* ut «ffur.t-.ivumnnt. v?r1f1«hli» <j« 1* mis* au
point, da la fabrication, du stockage et de l'emplof d'armes chimiques.
Cl1lrs-cl repr6sentent un cas partlculler, parce que la strathgie globale de
prQvrntlon de la guerre de 1'A1lIanca repose, come cela a 4tC lndlquh
pr6c6demnent. sur une comblnalson appropriCe d'armes nuclbalres et
convantlonna\ 10s. OanS l'attent8 d'une Interdlctlon universe1le de ce type
d'annrs, 1'A1llanca reconnatt la t16ctssltd dlappllquer des mcsures dc difense
passlve. Un potentit1 do reprihallle9 llmiti est maintenu du falt que 1'Union
sov16ttqut ~09~8de un arsenal chlmlque mass1f.

32. Ler Alll&s sont rQsoius h ne conserver que le nlveau mlnlmal de forces
qu'exlge leur strathgie da dissuasion, en tenant compte de la menace. 11 exlste
cependant un nlveau de forcas, tant nucl681re$ que conventlonnelles, en deqd
duquel la crbdlbllltb do 18 dlssuaslon ne peut 2tre priservie. C'est atnsl que
1es A11163 Ont t0ujo~FS cansld6r6 que le retrait dlEurope de toutes les armes
nuclialres raprrait qravment la stratbgia de dissuasion et compromettralt la
sicurltl de 1'AIltance.

33. La politique d«.dfc/ims» d* i1Alliance et s* politique de maîtrise des
armements et dt désarmement sont complémentaires et tendent"^ même but :
assurer la s(curlt6 au niveau de forces le plus bas po3sible. I1 nly a aucune
contradlctlon entre la polltlque de defense et la polltlque de mattrise des
a m e n t s . C'est 4 partir de cette coherence fondamentale des principes et des
objectlfs qur le concept global de mattrlse des armements et de dksarmement dolt
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atrs plus amplement blaborb, et que doivent 6tre tlrges les conclusions
appropri6es dans chacun des domaines de la rnaqtrise des armerr.%nts.

IV, FAITRISE DES ARMEMENTS ET DESARMEMENT : PRINCTPES ET OBJECTIFS

34, Notre vislon de 1'Europe est calle d'un cantlnent non d~vlsC, ad les
forces armOes n'exfstent qua pour pr6vcnir la guerre et assurer la 16gitime
difense, come P e s t le cas depuis toujours pour les pays alliis, et non pour
perpetrer une agresston ou se 1lvrer b I'intimidation p01itique ou m1lltalre.
La mattrise des armernents, en tant que partfe intigrante de la politique de
sbcurlte de 1'Alllance et glirnent important de notre approche globale des
relatlons Est-Ouest, peut contrlbuer a falre de cette vision une rka\it6.

35, La polltlque de mattrise des armements de llAlliance a pour but
dlaccro?tre la stabllltii et la sicuritii, grice à des lnltlatives qui visent i
lnstaurer un dqulllbra a un ntveau plus bas de forces et d'armements au moyen
d'accords négociés et, selon les circonstances, d'actians unilatirales, Ctant
entendu aue des accords formeIs da maltrise de? armpm~ntt ne 5cuvent etre
conclus que s1 les partenaires dans In nigoclation partagent la volontb de
parventr à un rhultat mutuellement satisfaisant. La p01ltlque des A1116s en
matlire de mattrise des armemants vfse & supprimer les asymktries
d~itablllsatrlces dans lot force9 ou le5 rnatirfels. Ellc vise aussl i lnstaurer
une conflancc mutuelle et d rbdutre le rlsque de conflSit en favorisant une
me1lfeure prévisibilUé et une transparence accrue dans le domaine militaire,

36, ER accrQlstant 1&' 96curlt$ et la stablllt&, 1s mattrtsa des armements
peut Cgalement apporter dlautres avantages importants h 1'A1l lance. Etant donnC
les aspects dynamlques du processug de mattrise de9 armements, let prtncipes et
les rbsultats concritls6s dans un accord peuvent faclllter l'adoption dlautres
mesures de mattrlse des armements. Ainsi, 1% maltrise des armements peut aussl
rendre posstbles de nouvellel. r6ductlons du niveau des forces et des armements
ds 1'Alllance, qul soient compatibles avec la strathgie alliEe de pr6vention de
la guerre. Comne cela ert lndlqu6 au chapitre 11, la mttrlse des armements peut
aussi contrlbuer de manidre slgnlflcative d l'btabllssement de relatlons
Est-Ousît plus constructive: et fournir un cadre à la poursuite de la
coop8ratlon dans un environnement lntcrnatianat plus stable et plus pr6vlslble.
Les progrh de 1a mattrlse des armements sont igalement de nature h accroitre la
confiance et le soutien du public d 116gard de notre polltique globale de
sécurité.

Prlnctpes dlrecteurs pour la mattrlse des armements

37, Le8 membres de 1'Alllance saront guides par Its prtnclpes sufvants c

SCcurlt6 : La mattrlse des anements dott ranforcer la sicurlt6 de tour
m&s . Aussl blen pendant sa mlse en oeuvre qubapr2s, l8 stratigie
de dlssuasfon des Alllbs c o m e leur capacft6 de se dgfendre doivent
rester crkdibles et efftcaces. Les mesures de maltrise des armements
dolvent sauvegardcr l'uniti stratkglque ainsi que la cohhsion p01itlque
de l tAliiance et respecter le principe de l'indivisibilft& de la
sicurlt6 de 1'All lance en 6vltant la criiation de tones de sicuritk
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In6palr. Ellas dolvcnt tenir compte des Interits de r6curlt& ldgltlmes
dr tous Iss Etats et ne pas concourir au diplacment ou h
lIlntenslttcatlon de menaces au detriment d

8
Etats ou dt rbglons tiers,

Stab?llt6 : Les mesures de maftrlse des armements dotvent danner des
rbsultata m4lltalremnt algniflca).ifs qiti r~nfnrcsnt IA stahil1t.h.
favoriser la staoune, cela л д ш п в réduira ou éliminer les moyens
qu1 reprhsentent la plus grande menace pour1 'A1llanca. I1 ast
h g a l m n t po~siblr dr runforcar la stabfliti par das rnasuras qui
contrlburnt a p1us da transparence et de prhisl&I11ti on mat14re
milltalre. La ~tabllft& mllltalre exige l'diimrnation des possibilit&
d'attaque par surprise et dbaction offensive de grande envergure, La
stabtlltC en perlode de crlse exlge qulaucun Etat ne ~ass8dt des forces
d'un volume ou d'une confiquratton tels que, comparCes B celles des
autres, elles lul pennetttalent d'escompter obtentr un avantage dbcisif
en recourant le premler aux armes. La stab1llti eXlge igalernent des
mesures propres à dkcourager toutes tentatives dkstabllisatrlces pour
reprendre l'avantage m1lltatre en transfirant des ressources 6 dlautres
types dlarmemants. Taut accord de mattrlss des armements do1t condulre
à des rhultats tlnals qul solent dqulllbris et assurent en mama temps
Г '&gal H é des drolts en termes de shcurit6.

VbrlfiabllIt4 : Une v4rlflcatton efflcace et flable constltue une
exlgencs tondamentala oour les accords de mattrise des annementt. Si la
maitrisa aes anncments 'aoit Otre eiiicace et diveiopper ia conriance,
la v~rlflablltt& de toute mesure proposh do1t ktre au pramlar rang des
pr6occupattons de 1'A1llance. Les progres de la maltrise des armements
dolvent se mesurer à la fldile ex6cutlon des accords exlstants. Les
masuras de mattrlse des armements agrhies dolvent exclure toute
posslbll1tb de contaurnement.

Objectlfs de mattrlse dss amements de 1'A1llance

38. Contonn~ment aux prlnclpes cl-dessus, les Alllbs se sont fix4 un
ensemble da buts ambitleux pour les anniies d venlr en matlire de mattrise des
afmements nocl€a1re$, conventlonnclS et chimlques.

Forces nucl$a1rss

39, L1accord sur 1es FHI reprbsente une &tape lmoortante dans 18s efforts
d6ploy6r par 18s A1116s pour accrottre la sbcurltC en temps de palX i des
nlveaux d lammants plus bas. D1lcl à 1991, 11 petmettra dl~llminer totalement
tous 18s mlsslles à port48 fnterm~dlaire basis h terre des Etats-Unls et de
1IUnlon sovi8tlque, cc qul fera dlsparattre la menace qut 18s systhes
vvt s-.--.- ¡чана и*. •-•=•_•-= -.avs-jv: ¡s ; s u a i : : ¡ ; ¡¿sss: 5«î ¡ n s : : s : : v s . «â ¡üíSS «¡П SSUVrS
n

t
affoctsra toutetols qu

b
une falble prrtlo de l'arsenal nucl~alre sovt&tlque et

l
1
A1l1ance rest8 confrontke d un important ensemble de systhes nuclkaires

sovlbtlques modernes et efflcaces de toutes portCes
*
 La r6allsation de

l'ensemble des buts de 1'A1llanc8 ticlame l'adoption d'autres mesures.
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Forces nuclCalres stratCg1quet

40. Les systimes stratiglques sovl6tfques contlnuent à faire peser une
grande menace sur l'ensemble des Alliis. I1 est de leur Intirit direct dtimposer
à ces systimes d1lmportantes r6ductlons, qui constituent donc une prlorltii de
1'AIllance dans le domalna nucl6alre.

41. Les Alll6s donnant danc leur pleln appul h l'objectlf que se sont ftxe
les Etats-Unls de parvenlr, dans le cadre des nbgoclatlons START, i des
riductlons de 50 X dts armes nuclealres strat6glques amirlcaines et soviktlques.
Les propo~ttlons am4ricafnes visent à renforcer la ~tabllltb en soumettant a deS
restrictions sp~cifigues les kliments les plus dkstablllsateurs de la menace :
m1ss1les ballsttques h grande v1tesse, capaciti? d'emport et, en partlculler,
ICBM lourds de 1'Unlon sovl6tique. Eiles tiennent compte de la nicesslti de
malntenlr la crkdlbll1t6 dtssuaslve - et dcnc !'eff!czc!t6' - des fcrces
Strareglqrras amerlcatnes subslstantes, qui contlnueront 'd'ttre I'ultime garantle
de stcurlt& pour 1'Alllance dans son ensemble. Dtautre part. les Etats-Unls
tlennent avec 1'Union sovi8tlque, 3ur In dbfense et l'espace, des entretiens
dont l'objectlf 8st de velller 4 accroytre la stablllt6 strat6gique.

Forces nucl&atres substrat6glques

42. Les All16s sont r6solus à ne malntenlr quo le nombre mlnlrnum d'arrnes
nuclCalres n6cessalre h leur strategic de dlssuaslon. En vertu d'un tel
engaement, les pays appartenant à la structure m11ltalre intigrie ont ddjd
proc1db a d'importantes r~ductlons unilat&rales de l~ur arsenal nuclbatre
substrat6glque. Le nombre da tgtes basees à* terre en Europe occidentale a 6th
rCduit de plus dlun tiers depuls 1979, et se sttue au plus bas nivcau qui a1t
et5 attrlnt depuls plus de 20 ans. La modernlsation, ld 03 c'est nhcassaire, des
systimrs substrat6glques de crs pays se traduiratt par da nouvellas rbductions.

43. Le5 A111&s demturant c~nfrontar & l& manace qua fa1t directement peler
sur ItEurope le grand ncmbrc de mlsslles nucl6alres L courta porthe d6ployls sur
le territoire du Pact? d» Varsevia, st qui ont iii ?ггд«7юПь ошеми.са Mo-
dern llrss annbes. 043 rdductions majeures de ces systhes seralent au total
utlles d la securlth ds l'Alllanct. L'une des fa~ons d'attelndre c8 but serait
d'effectuer dos r6ductions tanIbles et v6rlffables des systemes de mlsslles
nuclbatres à courte portbe baS0a i terre dcs Etats-~nis at de ltUnion
sovl~tlque, en vuc d'aboutir d de5 plafonds Cgaux d des niveaux r6dults.

44. Cependant, les forces nucl&alres substrat6giquss d6pl0y6e~ par des pays
membrsg de 1'Alllance ne sont pas 18 essentlellement pour contrebalancer les
systdrnes slmllaires mls 8n place par des membres db Pacte da Varsovie. C o m e 11
8st sxpllqu6 dans l8 chapitre 111, elles Jouent un rdle essenttel dans la
stratbgie de dlssua$lon globale de 1'Alliance parcc qutelles assurent quten
aucune clrconstance un agresseur potenttel ne pourra nigllger les reprisalllas
nucl4aires que dbclencheralt son action mil1taire.

45. L'Alllance rCaffirme 9a position, h savolr que, pour tt8venir
pr&vlslble, la seule 3tratdgIr possible pour la pr6ventlon de la guerre o t sa
strat8gle de dlssuaslon f0ndk sur une cornblnalson approprl68 de forces
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nucllalras et canvantlannall8s addquates et efi!cacss, qul seront mtntenues a
nlvaau 14 QÙ ce sera nbcas$aire. En ee qul concerne les forces nucl6aires, des

â terre. stront, danS ]er clrconstanec$ aer~cllss at aussl loin que I'on piit la
prbvolr, rrquh an Europe,

46. Compte tenu de 1 'lmense sup6riorlt6 du Pacte de Vdrsovle pour ea qui
est dss m1ssfles nucl6elrar A courte partie, 1'AIllance en appelle 1 'Unlon
sovibtiqus pour qua cel1%-ct r6dulse unllatCrn~ment son arsenal de systimes de
mlr~llas a ccurtr p~rtBe, an B1menant aux nlveaux actuals qul exlstent au

do la structure milltaira Intbgrde,

4 , LIAlllancs r6efflm quc Its obj8CtffS quielle poursuft aux
nCgoclatlons sur \a stab19itC dcs amements conventlonneis sont :

l~lnstauratlon d~un 6qullibre stable et s~r des forces
conventlonnelles, A des nlveaux Infbrleurs;

l'élimination des disparités préjudiciables à la stabilité et à la
sécurité, et

1'61lmlnatlon, d titre hautement prior!talre, des moyens permattant de
lancer dos attaqurr par $urpr!st et dt dCcltncner be5 aetfon~
ottonsl~vas do, grande envsrgure.

ЛЬ /»»•*«.—.Л—»*. -..- . k U . i U . А..1.П. AUti «4wX. лл «*•*<&<•« Ал m
j ч

des a m m e n t s , objectlfs formu16s
 h
 Reykjavlk en 1987 et r&aff!rmCs d Bruxelles

en 1988, 1'A1llance dbclare que, dans les niigoctat~ons avec 1'Est. l'une de ses
toutrs premtdres prlorlt6s est d

l
aboutlr d un accord sur des rkductions des

forces convtntlonnelles qul permettralt d'attetndre les object!fs dicrlts
cl-dossus, Dans cet esprlt, les AIlICs feront tout, c m e r! tholgnent les
rlrultats du s m s t de m 1 1989, pour que cos nhgociations sur 10s n n e s
conventlonnrlle9 aboutllstnt a une conclusion raplde et satisfalsante. Le$
Etats-Unl9 ont txprlmi 1lrspolr que ctla pourrait se fa1re ddn~ un dhlat de six
i douzr mois. Unr f o b la mire en oeuvre d'un tel accord en cours, les
Etats-Unls, en consultation avec les A1116s concernis, sont prets d entamer des
n&goctatlona vlsant a parvenlr a une riductlon artltlle des forces bm6rtcalnes
et sov1ltiquts de mlssllts nucl6alres à courte +porte bas6s a terre, en les
amrnrnt a des nlvaaux 4gaux et v6rlflables. Pour ce qui est plus sp6clalement
drs proposltlons occldentalas avanceas aux n6gociatlons de Vlenne sur lea FCE,
proposltlons 61argles par celles que les Etats-Unis ont faites nu somnet de ma!
igu9, i i est entsnau, pour ras Aînés concernés, que deS reuucttons negociee3

condulsant 4 un nlveau fnt6rleur au niveau actuel de leurs miss1les des SNF ne
seront par op4r4es avant qus tes risultats de ces nkgoclattons alent it& mis en
oeuvre. 11 faudralt que le Pacte de Varsovle proc2de h des riductlons de ses SNF
avrnt cntta date.

49. S1aglssant des forcss nuclialres substrat~glques des membres de la
structure m41ltalre Int6gris. leur nlveau et leurs caract6rlstlques dolvent
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8tre te\, guc ccs forces putssent aasumar de fngon crkdlble taut rble de
dissuasion, dtun bout d l'autF@ de P"wentell des psrt6ss rsqulrss, compte tent.
Be la menace - tnnt conuantlonnalle que nuclkalre - a laquelle 1'A1llance est
confrantbe. La qusstion da llnttoduetlon et du d6plciment dlun succes3eur po~
la mlsslle Lance sera tralt6e en 1992, i la lurnli~e dc~ dtivelcppaments en
matiere de sécurité générale. Bfen que la d6cision sett du ressort des autorlti
natlonaler, tes A1l163 concernCs reconnalssent IYntCrht que prCssnte In
pour3uitc du flnancament, par let Etat3-Unis, dcs actlvltks ae recnercne et de
d6veloppement conracreer d un successeur du rnlsslle Lance d courts portbe,
s'aaissant de orisarvar las ont.inns qui. Д rpt- Snarrt *'nf?r»nf Д P U V

Foros conventionnelles

50. C a m e le montrent le document diffus6 au somet de mars 1988 et celu!
que Г А Ш а п с е a publl4 en no-vembre 1988 sur les donnCes relatives aux forces
conventtonnelle~, la presence milltadre de 1'Union sovlCttque sur le coitlnent
europeen constltue, par son ampleur qul &passe de loin les simples nCcessit6s
de dgfense, un dkfl direct pour notre s6curiti et pour nos aspirations d un
ordre paclflque en Europe. Des niveaux de force3 aussi excesslfs risquant de
donner 1leu a de Г Intimidation p011tlque ou à des menaces d'agresslon, Tant
qu'lls exfstent, 11s canstltusnt un obstacle d Itarn&lloratlon des relations
polltlques entre taus 16s Etats diEurope, Au surplus, le dCff pour natre
s&curit& ne vient pas seulernent de la sup6rlsrlt4 numBrique des fcrces du Pacte
de Varsovle, tes chars, leS pl6ces d'artillerle et les vbhicules blfndes de
transport de troupes du Pacte de Yarrovie sont concentr6s en grandes unftiis et
sont dbployis de facan à donner au Pacte la posslbllit6 d'attaquer par surprise
et de mener des opiratisns offenslves de grande envergure. La publlcatfon
ricente par le Pacte de Varsovte de son ivaluatlan de l'iquillbre mllftaire en
Eur6pe esi cectes bienvenue; nianrnoins, beaucoup dalncertitude et de secret
demeurent au sujet der virltables moyens et ln'tentlons du Pacte.

51. Face h ces pr6occupatlons, les A11ids ont pour prlnclpaux- object1fs
d'itabllr un 6qulllbre stable et sQr des forces conventlonnelles en Europe h der
nlveaux rCduits, tout en Instaurant davantage de transparence en ce qul concernf
liorganlsatlon et les activltbs m11ltafres en Europe.

52. Dans l8 cadre de la nbgociatlon sur les Forces conventlonnelles en
Europe (FCE), i laquelle partlclpent les 23 membres des deux alllances, les
A1116s proposent :

des r6ductlons juaqu'h une llmlte globale pour 1Iensemble des armernentz
eXlStantS an Europe, en particuller pour les systimes 18s plus
menagants, a savolr ceux qul permettent de slemparer d'un terrltolre et
de l'occuper;

sur cet ensemble dtarmements, une llmlta à la proportton dtarmements
p0uvant appartenlr 8 un m h e pays en Europe (itant donnb que ta
shcuritii et In stab114th de 1'Europe exigent qulaucun Etat n'aille
au-dela ds ce que n6casslta ICgttlmement sa defensa);

une Itmtte concernant 18s forces statlonnees (ce quf ricluirait la
concantration st le d6plolement en avant des forces sovibtlques en
Europe de 1IEst); et
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dcs sous-1imites numkrlqucs appropriies concernant les Forces at devant
Vappllquet siimullanhsnt dans taut8 la zone dsr 118tlantiqus à ciMural

Au total, cee masurc9 n~cessltarant d'fmportantes rCductJons des force3
conventtonnelle~ du Pact4 da Varsovis qui menacent le plus 1'AIllance. Les
rCductlons alnsl dCttrmln&es devront btre incontournablcs, c'est-A-dire qulil
raudra, par exemple, veilles b ce qoe lcs armements supprlmiis soient d6trults ou
autremcnt 611mln6s. tes mesures de virlfleatlon devront donner h tsus les Etats
IIasruranca que l'on n'1ra pas au-delh de3 dotations autoris6cs.

53, ToutefolS, ce9 3rulao rnavures n& garantfronl gas 18 stab!llt6, Le
rCglmc des r4duetlons devra btre campl6ti par des dlsposltlons ~uppl6mentaircs
davant cmgrendre dss masuras dc ttm~patence, de not1flcation et de contralnte
appllquhes au dtplolemrnt, aux d6pbts. aux mouvements, à l16tat de priparation
et 4 l& dlspanlbt1lt$ dss rorcea conventlonnelles.

64. Dans les nbgoclatlons sur 1eS MDCS, les Alil6s cherchent i malntenir
la dynamlque crdh par Is succ69 de la mise en oeuvre du doctment de Stockholm,
êfl рГСрСЗЗПь Un êfiSâiiOië Cûiïipiêt uê iTiêSui'êS ViSàiU л àrtièl

la transparence d propos de l'organ1sation m1lltalre;

la transparence et la pr6vlslbilit6 des actlvitks m11ltaires;

leg contacts et la cmunlcation;

et 11s ont /galment propose un Cchangt de vues sur la doctrlne rnilitaire dans
!• cadre dtun shinalre.

55, La misr an oeuvre des propositions fattes par ler Alli6s dans 14 Cadre
das n4goclatlons sur 185 FCE et sur de nouvelles mesures de conflance et de
sbcurlt6 parmettrait de rlal!set un net progrds pour la sBcurit8 turopbenne. II
en ddcoulera1t des consiquencss Importante3 et posttives pour la p011tlque de
1'Alllance dans le domalna da la ddfense comne dans cclul de la rna9trise des
armcments. L'lssue dt la nQgoclatton sur let FCE fourniralt un cadre paur
d6tcnnlner la structure de forces dont 1'Allianca aura besoin pour rmpllr son
ObjaCtlf fandumental, qul ast de prhserver la palx dans la llbart6. En outre,
14s A1116s seralent dlsposks a envlsagcr d'autres mesurrs favornbles d la
stablllti et a la $&curit& sl les oblectlfs imnhdlats de la nh~nclatrnn qrrr 1~S
FZE eUiiùv avUini» - par exempie ae3 mesures qui consiatcralant a redulra au d
11m1ter rncarr a48 annemcnts et dss mat&riels conventlonnelS, ou h rsstructurer
18s fortes annias de fa~on d accrottre le potantfa) dbfensif et A reduire
davrntagr lr8 moyens offenrlts.

56. Le1 Aflibs se f6licltent pus lsUn1on sovtCtlque et dlautrss membras du
Pacts de Varsovlt 34 solent d&clar&s disposis i ridulre leurs forces at 4
ajuster leur dlspositlf m11ltatre pour lut conferer on caractare d6f8nslfc et
11s attcndent la mlre en oeuvre da css mesures. Celle-cl repr6senteralt une
6tapr vers l'6llmlnatlon du dis&qulllbre des nlveaux de forces qui prevaut en
Europe. et vers une r&ductlon des moyens diattaque par surprlse dont dlspose le
Pacte de Varsovle. 18s mesores annoncies montrent que 1'Union sovl~tlqua et
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d'autres membres du Paetc de Varsovie reconna!ssent l'extstence du d&s&quillbre
eonventtonnsl, que les A11Piis diislgnent deputs longtemps c o m e un prcbl&-ne
fondmental pour la sbcurft6 europienne.

Armas cMmiques

57. Ltarsanal ds guarrc chlrntque de 1'Union savl&tlque repr6santa une
menace massive. Les Alliés sent résolus à conclure ÙU plus tôt, à 1'échelle
rnondtale, un aCCord d'fnttrdlctlon tomplite et effettlvment vtirlflable ae
tautes les armss cRIrnlques,

58. Tout le!! Etats membres de 1'A1llance adhsrent aux dlspositlons du
Prototelc da Genive concernant la prohlbltlon d'emplol d la guerre des gaz
asphyxtants, toxlquos ou stmilafres et de rnoyens bact6rlologiques, auquel tous
las Etnts membres de Г Ail lance tont parties. La conference de PurlS sur
llnterdlctlon dc3 d m e s chimfques a permiS de rhaff1rmer 1Importance des
engagements prls an vertu du Protocole de GenPve et da tradulre \a volonti
unanlme de la comnunaut6 internationale de privenlr tout recours aux armes
chlmlques par 1'61trntnation totala de calles-cl i uno date rapprochhe.

59. Lcs Alliis sauhaltant Interdire non seulement l'usage de ces armes
horribles, flals aut~l lauf mise au point, leur praductlon, leur stackage et leur
transfcrt, et abtenlr qur les a m e s chlmtques et les Installations de productlon
exlstantes solent d6trulte.s dans des condttlons qui garantlssent à tous les
partlclpants, aux diverses phases du processus, une skcurlti non diminuie. Ce
sont 1Д les objectifs-poursuivis â la Conference du dasârns'gnisnt, á Genève. Г.»
attendant un accord 5ur une lnterdfctton unlverselle, les AIllib exerceront des
cantr6les siiv8res sur l't!xportatlon des prodults qul sont 116s h la fabrlcatjon
des armes chlmlques, 11s s'e'fforcerant Bgalernent d

t
 lnclter les Etats à plus de

transparence en ce qul concerne les arsenaux ctilmiques, afln que stlnstaure une
conffanct accrue dans l1efflcnc'lt6 d'une lnterdlctton unlverselle.

V CONCLUSION;

Relatlons entrn ta mattrise des amements et 1a difense

60. tlAllranca sst rdsolue d poursulvre une approche global8 ds la
shcurtti eomprensnt b la fois la rnattrlse des armements, le dksarmement et 1%
d6fense. I1 Importa done da veiller i ce qua sotent plslnement consid4rCes les
relations qul existent entre las questfans de rnattrlse das armements et les
Imp6ratlfs de defenso, dins1 quisntre les dlvers domainss de 16 maftrtse des
armements. Les propositions portant sur tel ou tel dmalne de la maltrlse des
amemants devront tenlr COmpte de leurs imp1lcatlons sur les 1ntbrCts da
1'Alllance tn gbnbral at sur dlautres n~goclatlons. I1 slag1t d'un processus
permanent.

61. L88 objectffs de dCfensa et de mattrlse des armements doivent
absolument demeurer en harmonis, afin de contrlbuer, d4 raGon camp1ementaire, a
attrtndre Itobjectif consistant h prbserver la s6curitC d des nlveaux de forces
6qoilibr~~ Its plus bas possible, cornpte tenu des impCratifs de la stratbgle
alliCe de prCventlon de ?a querre, et etant entendu que ll&volutlon de la
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menaea, dta technologies it dos circonstances politiques ont une Influence sur
les optioni qui l'offrent dini lit dius dânainss. Lsa dieitis.ts cincirnint la
maOtr1se de$ snrrsmsnts dolvslnt plslnemeflt tenlr c w t e del impératifs de la
stratlgle d$ dls~ua~l~n d%% ~11163. De la m h c facon, la mettrtsa dca armments
dolt atre prlsa en csmpte dens 18s plans m11lfairea, qul davrsnt ;%re 6tablIs en
plslne connaissaaca dts objectifs visés par lea n6goclatlens aur %a mattrlse dcs
armunents, at gul devront rcflbtsr les risultats crbteraus dans ce3 niqociations,

62. bans chaque domajnr de la mattrisc dcs nnnements, 1'A1llance cherche i
accrottre la sbablllti rt 14 s&surltb. Toutcfola, Its nigoetatl~ns en sours sur
18s systher nucl&alrra stratlglquas, sur les forces convenblannelles et aur les
annts chlmlques sont Indlpendantas les unes des autres ; Ie rhsultat dc I1une ne
dCpend paa du progras d'una autrs. Elles peuvcnt, ccgendant, 9nfluer Ies unes
sur 1st autrss : 10s crlt&res etablls et les accords ccnclus dans un d m i n e de
la maltrl~e des anncments peuvent avolr des Incidences dans d'autres dmalnes et
facllltrr alnsl la r4allsatlon ds progr6s sur la plan global. Cecl pourrait
avolr un ettrt sur 18s posslbllltbs offcrtcs en matlire de maltrtae dea
annements et sur las forces nbcessalres d la mfse en oeuvre dt la stratigie de
i!Aîl!âiiCc, tita i s auaii tuitlr iuuer ue fayun yênereie d créer un environnement
m11ltalre plus pr6vlslble.

63. Les AII16s cherchent a girer I'interactton des dlvers el6rnents de la
maltrlsa del armements en velllant d ce que lt~laboratlan, la poursuite et la
r&allsatlon de laurs objectlfs dans chacun dts domalnes solent cohirents entre
eux et conformes aux prlnclpes dlrecteurs de ltAllianca relatlvement h une
mattrlse den anncmtnts tfffcacr, Par exemple, la faton dont les Ilrnites et les
sous-lImltes START sont appllqu6as dans le dhtai1 pourrait avotr une lncldence
rur 18 flaxlblllt6 future dts f0rce.s nuclialres substmt~giques de membres de la
structurr mtlltalre lntigrbt. Un'accord sur les FCE apporteraft, en lul-mtime,
un8 contrlbutlon majeure i la stablllt&. Cecl seralt encore sensiblement
am41for4 par la rbalisation d'une Interdlctlon unlverselle des ames chlmlques.
Le dlvolappment do mesutss de ,.conflance et dc sicurlt6 pourrait Influer
sur 10s mesurer de stab1lIsation snvlsagkes dans le cadre des n~goclatlons sur
lss Force3 convrntlonnel18s en' Europe et vice versa. L'bllminatIon du
dCs4quillbra drg force3 convent1onnclles pennettralt d'envlsager de nouvrllet
réuviCtiâuS u«5 forCeâ liuClcàiica auuali uLéy iquea de пианшчгэ tie Id structure
m1lltalra Intbgrbt, sans qut ces forces perdent pour autant laur caract6re
n6cessalre

*
 08 l& m h t faCon, 0118 pourrait Cgalment randre envisageables

d'autros mesurrs de ~ftrlse des armcmtnts conventlonnels,

64. Le pristnt rapport htabllt le cadre conceptuel global 4 l'Int&rleur
duquel lar Alllts ~'attachoront a la r6allsatlon de progrh dans chaque domalne
de lr mattrlse des amements. En cela, leur objectlf fondsmantal sera
Г acerof$ smsnt de la 3&turlt& d dcs nlveaux mains Clev6s de farces et
d

8
amsmsnts, Con9ldCri coma un tout, le programnu allib de mattrlse des

anemants constltur une dbnarche cah6rtnta et complete en vur d'accroltre la
им pi uyi willl« UltiW I W ICUA, lin I J IIVU9 Ы UJUIta VjUB

- moyennant unr rtponsr constructlvt des Etats du Pacte de Yarsovle - 11 peut
atre lntdgralemcnt r6allsi dans le~ annies d venlr. En poursulvant cet objectlf,
l'Ai nance salt qu

t
ells na pe~t se prnettrs de fonder sa s$curlt& sur des

rhultat3 escompt&s pour l'avsnlr en m&tl&re da mattrlse des armements.



Cepcndant, las Alll6s srront prits a ttrer les cenaiqurncer apprepr16es en ce
gut cancerna lgur propre dtJposlttP m!lltaire, d mesure qu'913 se rapprochakont
cencrdtmmant, par 11 mattr136 das armaments, d'une ridustion quantftatfve et
quallthttve senslblr de la menacr rnilltalse qut p h c %ur euxe u réalisation du
progsamn8 de9 Atltis en matlire de mattrlse rdas ammarits apporteralt akja', en
sol, deJ rksultatr tras b6nCtlquss, mat6 elle pourralt, an outre, canduire B un
~larqlssement da la coop~rrtlon avrc 1'Est dans d8autres domatnes. De plus, la
ma9trtse des anoments et& un processus dynamlque; au fur et a masurr que des
acccrds seront iventusllmant conclus dans chaeun der d~main~s evoquls plus
haut, da nouvelles parspectivcs de mattrlre dos armemgnts paurront alors
S'auvrlr, rendant poaslbles de nouvtaux progrh.

85. C o m e on 1'a fa1t obsarvar plus haut, 1a viston que l&$ A11163 ont de
1'Europe e3t calls dfun continent non divisi, od les forces armGes nfexlstent
^тй рС«Г pt~£vïiîir lu yus'"* et ¿ââuiei. ¡a ieyii.HUB defense, un continent qui ne
vlve plus dans l'ombre de forces m1lltalres masstves Ш sous la menace d'une
guerre, un conttnent oi la souvaralnetC et 1

1
 1nt6grlt8 trrrltorlala de tous les

Etats solent respect&es et où les droits de taus les lndlv~dus - y comprls leur
drolt au cholx pollt!que - Solent protCgBs. Cet objectlf ne peut etre atteint
quc par Qtapes, et 11 faudra pour cela des efforts pntlents et criatlfs, Les
Alll&s sont r6rolus i contlnusr be travafller dans ce sense Attelndre Its
objectlfs de 1'A1llance en mattire da mattrtse des armements rcprbsenteralt une
cantributlon majeure i la r6allsatton de cctte vision.
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1. Naus nous somnes rgunis alars que l'bvolutton des reiatlons Eft-Ouest
lalsse entrsvoir la po~lbilttb de progrb riels, surtout dans It domain0 de la
mattrise das amementt, Nous nous fi!licitons de tette &voluttanIt et nous ferons
an sort8 qu4rlle candulse i plus de s6curit6 et de stabilltg. Nous d6crlonr
certalns signas encourageants dans 1a p01ltique Int6fleure et ext~rttura da
18Union sovl~t1que. Nou3 estlmons que It viritable crttire d'6valuatlon des
intentions des SovlCtlquta sera lour comportment dans tous les dCtmalntS, daS
drolts da l'home d la maltrise des armaments.

Hous r h f f t m n s la valeur ~RS prlnclpes complhentaires 6noncSs dans
le rapport Hannal de 1967. L'existanca dlun potcnttel milltalra addquat et le
malntirn de la eoh6~fon et de lb solldarltS de 1 'All lancs restent un fOnd#ntnt

progres~1vmnnt plui stables et plus constructtves S reiatlons Est-Ouest.

2. La parr1stance dllmportant3 d6s6qul1lbras des moyens convent1onnels,
chlrnlqurs rt nuclbaitar, et le renforcement con3tant de la putssanca m1lltalre
SOVIitiqua sont toujours prCoccupants. Nous riafflnnons qu~11 n'existc pal
- i 6ch6anca privislb1s - d8autre solution que l'approchs adoptie par llAlllan
pour privtntr ia purrre, cltst-i-dire la stratégie de dlssuaston, fondbe sur une
comblnaisan approprlbe de forces nucldalras et canventtonnelles adCquatss et
aftlcacas, cc9 deux dlhents &ant lndlspensables. Cette strathgia continurra h
reposer sur Is llen cntre la sCcurit6 dlunr Europe llbre et celle de l0Am6rlque
du Nord, dant 1es dastln6es Sont Indlssociables. A ca tltft?, l'engagement
nucl&alre drs Etats-Unis, la prbsrnca de forces nucl6alres de ca pays en
Europe (L) et 18 d6pl01Umnt dr forcer du Canada et des Etats-Unlcapays an Europe
dmurent sssantttlS,

3. La nrtttls8 del mfmantS 8t 18 d&~armancnt font part18 lntlgrantt de
notrt p011tiqua de sicurlt6: nour rscharchons la conclulion d'accords da
ma?trise d8s annamrnts effaCtIv~8nt viriftablss. suscapt1bles da ri&hn~c!?:r SUF
un ¿чипlufâ plus stable et plus sûr à des niveaux de forces moins élevés*

1) La Oricr rapprlle sa posltton 3ur les questions nucl&alrrs,
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4. Nous rappelons l'Importance primordiale que naus attachons h
V accompli t s3ement de progris raoldes vats des r6ductlons dans Is damatna des
ames nuclbaires strat4gfques. Nous nous f~llcltons done da volt que les
Etats-UnlS et 1'Union sovlbtlque poursuivent aujourd'hui le m h a objectif, i
savofr la riductian a8 50 X da laurs arsenaux stratbgiques. NOUS accueillons
avec sat1sfactIon lh prbstntation par let Etat~-UnlS, à Gcndve, d'une
praposltlon b cet effet et nous lnvltons lnstament l'Unlon sovlCtlque i y
rhgir dr facon pas1tfvt.

Nous avons examin& l'&tat actual des nigociatlonS que les Etatt-Unis et
1'Unlon sovlitique m h n t d Geneva sur des systhes d6ftnSlfs et spatfaux, qui
vlsent A prbvenir une coursc aux bmarnents dans l'espaca et d renforcer la
stab1lltb stratigtque* Naus conttnuons à soutenir css efforts*

5. Hous prenons note do l'avancement deS travaux da la confgrence du
di!sarmement, i Canive, qui a pour objectit Ilnterdtctlon ginirale des arrnes
Chlmiques. Hous restons rbsolus i conclure rapldemnt- un accord sur un traltb
complet, effectivement viriffable, prgvoyant, à l''6chelIe mondfale, la
destruction de tous les stocks exlstants d'arrnes chimlques, dam un d6lal agr64,
et 1'lnterdlctton de la production ultkrieure de ces armes.

6. Reconnalssant lllmportance croissante de la stablllti canventlonnelle,
en parttculler h un moment 06 des rtductions significatives deS arsenaux
nuclgalres paratssent posslbles, nous rappelons les in1tlattves prhvues dans les
diclarations de Hallfax et de Bruxelles pour obtenir un 6qullibre global et
stable dcs fotce3 conventlonnelles qul 3e $1tue à des nlvsaux moins elev6s et
qui soit viriflable. Hous rappalons 6galernent qus del n6gociations sur la
stab111t6 canventiannel;e do1vent S'accompagner de nkgociations, entre les
trente-cinq pays participant 4 la CSCE, qut explottent et d8valoppant les
rnesures de conflancr et de sicurlt&. contsnues dans 1'Acte ftnal d8Helslnki et
1'Accord de Stockholm, Nou3 somne3 convenus que les deux nbgoclatlons futures en
rnatlhrc de sCeuriti devrcrnt silnscrtre d m s .is procassus de la CSCE, Ctant
sntandu que 18s nkgoclatians sur la stabl11t6 conventionnelle devrant rester
autonomes pour c8 qu1 est de lcur objst, de la partlclpatlon et des procidures.
Oans l'esprlt de ces accords, nous avons prls les dkcisions n6cessatres pour
penettrc au Groupa de travall de haut nlveau sur la mattrlse des armemants
convantfonnal~, qul a bt6 itabll b la reunion mlnistirlelle de Halifax,
d'actb16f@t ses travaux sur 19s projats de mandat quf w o n t prisent&s d la CSCE
at dans le cadre dea sntretlens concernant un mandat relatif d des nCgociations
3ur ia stabllit4 canventionnalla, put se tienntnt actutilament h Vlenne,

7. Ayant examin6 18s progrbs accomplls d a m lrs n6goctatlons entre les
Etats-Unls et 1'Unfon savl6ttque visant d un accord sur les FNI, les Allliis
concernes engagent l'URSS à renoncer à exiger le maintlen d'one partle de ses
SS-20 et r&attinnent qutfls souhaltent l'6llrninatton de toos les mlsslles d
longua portbe, basks h terre, ce qul correspond d un objectif que I'OTAN
pourtult dapuiS longtunps,

11s SO~SCtiv8nt d Г élimination totale et effectivcrnent viritlabls de
tous les missiles das FNÎ *m*rieîif!Sî «t zsv*,itiquas à cwu« Le yurcee
- cbe3t-a-dtrr da 600 d 1000 km - b a s h i terre, qul do1t fatre part18
Intagrant8 d'un accord sur 18s FNI,
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11s consid&rtnt qu
b
un accord sur les FNI ainsl conqu tlendrait uns

place importante dans un COnclDt cohlrent et glohal de mattrls~ car a m m e n t s et
de dhsamemant qui, tout an respectant la doctrine a11lie de \a rlposteamments graaube,
prhvoiratt :

la conclusion, dans le cadre dos n~goclatlons qui se d4roulent
actuallement d Gandve, d'un accord portant sur une r6auctton de 50 % X
annments nucl6aires offenslfs stratigiques des Etats-Unls et de
1'Unlon sovl~tlque:

l'61lrninatlon totale des armes chlmlques;

llnstauratlon de nlveaux dg forces canvantionnelles stable3 et s0rs,
par la suppresslon d8s dlsparlt6s, dans l'ensemble ds 1'Europe:

paral lalrmrnt d 1'btabllssement d
l
un 6qulllbrr des forces

convsntlonnslles et h l'61lmlnatlon total8 des annes cnlmlques, des
rbducttons sensibles at v6riflablea des systhes amirlcaln~ et
sovi/tlquar da m1sslles nucldaires h courte portCe basks d terra,
devant candulre h des plafond~ Cqaux.

8. Nous (1') avons chargi la Consall de 1'Atlantique Nord en session
prmnrnta d

t
itudior avac la collaboration del autorlths m1lltairas

cmpltantas, la manlire d. poursulvre la mire au point d
8
un concept global dr

mattrlse des afme!MntS et de d6sarmemant. L'A1liance rencontre, danS le domalne
do 1r mattrtsr dss annements, de~ problimes complaxes et interdipendants
qu'allr doit dvaluer simultanhent, an trnant compts du progrh g6nCral des
n~goeiattons sur la mattrise des amemants dont i1 est questton ci-dassus, aInsI
que des fmpiratlfs da s/curltC de l

l
Alllancr at dc sa stratigie de dlssuaslon.

9, Rocherchant toutes 18s posslbillt6s de nouer un dialogue de plus en
plus large at constructif, put fasse droit aux pr6occupattons des peuples b
1

l
Est come h IOurst, at fenement convalncus qus les rnoysns milltaires ne

pauvrnt, i tux sauls, crher le9 condltlons da stab1lIt8 prapres 4 garanttr l&
palx et la sicurtth en Europe, nous attachons une grande Importance au processus
de 1a CSCE. Nous somnes donc diterminis d ttrer part1 de toute3 les re~sourcss
qu

f
offrr la r4unlon at Vlenne sur Ias suites de cette ConfCrence.

u mi«* •« псмуг» ifîtégrîîe ds tsutcs les dispositions âyïéie» p*r les
tranta-clnq Etats prrtlctpant au processus de la CSCE, an pnrttculler dans Ie
dotnalns $83 drolts do llhfxnne et des contacts entre las personnes, demeure
lfObj8ct1f fondamrntal da 1'Alllance et e3t esstntialle au diiveloppeaent
fructua~x dos ralatlonl Elt-Ouast dans taus Ies domalncl. Rapptlant nos
ptoposlttons cottstructlves, nous poursuivrons nos efforts ttndant à convalncre
leí pays d8 1'Est do tanlr lsurs engagements.

1) Dans c8 cantaxto, la France a rappale quiella n4Ctait pas partie a la double
dlctslon dr 1979 at qo'elle n'art done pat engagee par ses suites ou ses
Imp1lcations.
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Nous cantlnu~rons d falre an sorte que cette Conference d6bouch8, cn
tamps vou\u, sur dos risultats substantlel9.

10. Ccux d'entra nous qU1 particlpent aux pourparlers sur 18s HBFR
r4afflrment qu'lls souhattent parvenir i un accord signlflcat1f prevoyant des
riductions, das l~mitations et une v6rlflcatlon efflcac8, et 11s appellent les
pays parttctpant3 du Pacte de Varsovle i donner une riponse posltlve aux
pro~osttlon~ tras importantas que l'Ouest a faites en d6cmbrs 1985 at à adopter
une attltude p1us constructive dans Iss nigociattons.

11. A llacca$lon de la c614bratlon du 750ima anniversalre de Berlln, nous
soullgnons notre solidaritb avec cette ville qui canttnue i auar un tale
Important dans 18s relatlons Est-Ouast. L'am6lloration concritt deS relations
Interallemandas devralt biniflcler en partlculiar aux Bar1In01S,

12. I1 y a Just8 guarante an$, M. George ~arshall, '~ecr~talre d4E?at des
Pf«f<_lln<. pr?r?r; i1t i y.Zr:ZTi -." t'.ZZZÏïZ ¿'¿7.Z ¿7¿7,¿¿ '..¿«Uu. vJc »исэ. Lca
valeurs fondamentales qu'll y exposalt, que nous partageons taus et qul devaient
se tradulre dans le plan Marshall, demeurent aussi essenttelles qu

8
elles

1'italent alors.

13. Naus condmnons à nouveau le terrorisme sous toutss ses formes.
RCatflrmant quc nous somas r6solus h le combattre, nous astlmons qukune Ctroltt
coopdrattan Internationale rrt un moyan essentiel d8b?1miner cs flCau.

14. L1appul de reprdsentants par1ementaires l1brunsnt 61us et, en dernter
rassort, da Iloplnian pub1lqus da nos pays contrlbue 4 rentorcar notablement la
cohC9lon de 1'AI1lance, Aussl soullgnons-nous la grand8 Importance du & b a t
d6mocrattque sur les proEl int6ressant 1'A1llance et aecusillons-nous avec
sattsfactton les 6changas de vues sur ces sujets tntte les psrlmantalres de nos
pays, y cmprls au s8ln dr 1'Assemblhe da 1'Atlantlqus Nord.

15. Nous exprimons notrs gratftude au gouvernemant de ltIslande, qut
apporta una contributton sl Importante i la sicurtt& das approches marttlmes
septentrlonales de 1'Alllance, pour la cordlale hospttaliti quill nous a
offertc.

l . :a réunion du pfintemps de iJ88 au Consell de 1'Atlantlque Nord en
session rnlnlst6rlelle $8 tlendra en Espagnc, au mois de juin,
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ASAT components and ways of verifyinx their prohibition

1. A prohibiton of ASAT weapons would be an important step on the road
towards preventing an arms race in outer space. In 1987 the German Democratic
Republic and the Mongolian People's Republic submitted a proposal on "Hain
Provisions of a Treaty on the Prohibition of Anti-Satellite Weapons and on
Ways to Ensure the Immunity of Space Objects" (CD/777). Such a prohibition
could also be implemented stage-by-stage. To that end it is necessary to
arrive at a clear definition of that weapon category and to identify the
pertaining components. This task should be assigned to a group of scientific
experts.

2. The term "ASAT weapon" means: "any device or installation based entirely
or partially on land, sea, in the air and/or in outer space which is
specifically designed and intended to destroy, damage or interfere with the
normal functioning of space objects" (CD/OS/WP.14/Add.l). A wide range of
technologies can be used for ASAT purposes. An important group is the
so-called "conventional" ASAT weapons. As their technological development is
highly advanced, prohibition of these weapons is of particular urgency. This
paper deals with important components of that category of ASAT weapons and
with ways of verifying their prohibition. The paper is designed to promote
the discussion of definition issues with a view to speeding up the elaboration
of an ASAT agreement.

Limits on space-based chemical rockets and mass accelerators

1. Assemblies of small rockets on space platforms

(i) Kind of space weapons or components

Small devices (launching bodies) to be launched by rockets from
space platforms to destroy other objects in space.

(ii) Required acts to prevent such weapons

Observe a lower mass limit of launching bodies.

Limit the number of such launching bodies per space platform
(possibly to three).

Renounce the guiding devices on such launching bodies which could
aim at other objects in space.

GE.89-61567
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Launching organizations should refrain from launching space
platforms containing assemblies of small rockets. If relaunches
from space platforms are necessary for space exploration or
application purposes, that number should be limited to possibly
three per platform. The re-launching devices should have no
guiding sensors which could assist in homing in on objects in
outer space at high speed.

(iii) Description of weapon and stage of development

Weapons of this kind do not yet exist in outer space but are
completely in reach of current technology. Small rockets to be
launched from space platforms against objects in space have to be
understood as the weapons part of a comprehensive system,
including detection, communications and guiding components. As a
weapon system, the small rockets would be installed in assemblies
on steerable platforms. The platform itself would possess
communications, orientation and guiding devices. The rockets
would be equipped with small homing devices.

(iv) Type of verification

Verification of this type of weapon is difficult. Monitoring of
manoeuvres of the space platform and inspection in orbit by
national technical means (NTH) should bring some degree of
confidence. Reliable verification is, however, only possible
through on-site inspection of the platform and its devices on the
ground before launch. Early prohibition of tests in orbit would
greatly support the process to prevent weapons, development and
deployment.

2. Mass drivers (rail guns) on space platforms

(i) Kind of space weapons or components

Electromagnetic mass drivers (rail guns) on space platforms using
small masses as projectiles.

(ii) Required acts to prevent such weapons

Refrain from launching mass drivers into outer space. Since
there is, at least currently and in the near future, no need for
electromagnetic mass drivers in non-weapon applications in
near-Earth space, such devices should generally be prohibited on
space platforms.

(iii) Description of weapon and stage of development

Devices of this kind are still in a laboratory development
stage. No space weapon capability has been reached so far. The
basic principle is that of accelerating a small mass of a few
grammes in an electromagnetic field. The size of the linear
accelerator is of the order of meters. In weapons mode the
accelerator needs precise orientation towards the target.
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(iv) Type of verification

Monitoring of in-orbit manoeuvres and inspection in orbit by NTn
should bring some degree of confidence. The size of the
accelerator sledge as well as of the power source should give
some hints on their purpose. Reliable verification is, however,
only possible through on-site inspection of the space platform
before launch. Monitoring of experiments in space after launch
is hardly feasible.

Limit on ground-based chemical rockets and mass accelerato~

1. Limits on ground-based direct ascending missiles

(i) Kind of space weapons or components

Ground-launched, sea-launched or air-launched direct ascending
missiles to destroy space objects by direct collision, explosion
or projectile emission.

(ii) Required acts to prevent such weapons

Refrain from developing vehicles for high delta-v interception of
space objects.

Refrain from testing devices in high delta-v intercept mode.

Distinguishing between normal rocket launches to reach high
altitudes and high delta-v intercept missions is not an easy
monitoring task. Therefore, the flight path of rocket missions
should be kept outside a minimum distance (possibly 100 Km.) of
objects in space.

(iii) Description of weapon and stage of development

Ground and air-launched devices of this kind are at the most
advanced development stage in a weapon mode. Tests in ASAT, ABM
and ATBM modes have already been carried out. They get their
weapons capability by combining the launching and aiming
devices. For altitudes up to about 1,000 Km. ground or
air-launched carriers may be used. The entire procedure from
missile launch to intercept would take about 10 minutes. For
higher altitudes large ground-launched rockets carrying the
homing device are necessary. Interception of an object in
geostationary orbit would take about one hour.

Missiles with homing devices for high delta-v intercept have to
be understood as the weapons part of a comprehensive early
detection, aiming and pointing system of space-based and
land-based components with extensive communication among the
system's elements.

Type of verification

Effectively monitoring compliance with a prohibition on this kind
of weapon is difficult. Installation and preparation of large
ground-launched rockets for high altitude intercept can, to a
certain degree, be monitored by NTM. If the launching sites are
known, a close on-site inspection would further reduce
uncertainty.
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Weapon systems using small carriers and, in particular, the
air-launched missiles are, however, hardly accessible to WM.
Even on-site inspections in the vicinity of launching aircraft
can easily be circumvented by covert stockpiling. Only field
tests of the system can be monitored by NTM and other means. A
fully developed and field-tested weapon system poses nearly
insurmountable verification problems. Therefore, the most
effective way to verify compliance with an effective ban is to
prohibit immediately any further testing of such weapon systems,
since they are not operational yet.

This is a chance for an effective monitoring system for adequate
verification minimizing the residual risk. The gap between
verifiability. and acceptability would widen with each further
field test until a threshold is skipped where effective
verification is no longer feasible.

2. Ground-based mass drivers (rail guns)

(i) Kind of space weapons or components

Ground-based electomagnetic mass drivers (rail guns) using small
masses as projectiles.

(ii) Required acts to prevent such weapons

Refrain from using projectiles of ground-based mass drivers
against space objects.

(iii) Description of weapon and stage of development

Devices of this kind are still in a laboratory stage of
development. No space weapon capability has been reached so
far. The size of the linear accelerator is of the order of
meters. In weapons mode, the accelerator sledge needs precise
pointing towards the target.

(iv) Type of verification

Close monitoring of the surface activities using NTH could bring
some confidence. The required level of security for adequate
verification can, however, only be achieved by on-site inspection.

Space mines and collision bodies

1. Space mines

(i) Kind of space weapons or components

Space mines are devices which manoeuvre close to a target
spacecraft and explode on command, destroying the target with the
debris from the explosion.
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(ii) Required acts to prevent such weapons

Refrain from:

developing devices with exploding mechanisms aimed at
destroying space objects;

launching such devices;

manoeuvring such devices close to space objects.

Explosives on board of space objects should only be used in a
very limited mode. Any unnecessary creation of debris should be
avoided. The dedicated development of exploding mechanisms for
collision purposes by debris as a result of the explosion should
be strictly prohibited. Launching such devices into outer space
should be avoided. Manoeuvring of such devices close to a space
object and any test of the device should be strictly prohibited.
A keep-out zone around the space object of a radius of several
kilometres might be sufficient, say, for conventional explosives
in order to prevent reliable testing.

(iii) Description of weapon and stage of development

Space mines would constitute a typical ASAT weapon. They are
manoeuvrable objects deployed in space covertly or openly only
for the purpose of destroying distinct space objects on command.
For an attack, the space mine would change its orbit to approach
the target satellite with support from ground-based and
space-based tracking systems and on-board homing sensors. The
technology necessary to develop this weapon system is currently
available. Launching procedures and manoeuvres close to a target
space object would be easily detectable by tracking systems and
space sensors but could hardly be distinguished from normal
orbital rendezvous procedures.

(iv) Type of verification

Effectively monitoring compliance with a prohibition agreement is
a difficult task. The most promising procedure would be the
observance of keep-out zones around space objects of other States
incorporated in a general framework of rules of the road in outer
space.

Such behaviour can be monitored by NTM.

Tests of the manoeuvring part of a space mine mission can,
however, hardly be distinguished from rendezvous procedures.

A measure that would ease 'the verification process would be the
early prohibition of space mine tests. This would prevent
development and deployment of effective space mines. Prior
notification of planned launches and orbital changes in
conjunction with on-site inspections before launch would
considerably lower the remaining risk of the verification process.
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2. Manoeuvrable collision bodies

(i) Kind of space weapons or components

Collision bodies are space objects placed in orbit which are
capable of changing their position and approaching other space
objects at high speed. Relative velocities in excess of one
meter per second would, for some space objects, be sufficient to
cause irreversible damage.

(ii) Required acts to prevent such weapons

Prohibition of devices on board of space objects for homing in at
high speed.

Refrain from homing-in tests at high velicity.

Strictly observe keep-out zones around space objects of other
States.

Since collisions at any speed are not necessary for exploration
purposes and non-weapon applications, such manoeuvres should
generally be prohibited. To that end, it would be necessary
neither to develop nor test devices for homing-in procedures at
high speed. Approaches of space objects at high speed should be
kept outside a minimum distance (possibly 100 Km.).

(iii) Description of weapon and stage of development

A manoeuvrable collision body incorporates some features of a
space mine and some of a space-based or ground-based collision
device. A weapon of this kind would possess a high degree of
manoeuvrability and a precise homing device. Strict observance
of a keep-out zone around possible target spacecraft would
effectively prevent weapon mode applications. Many existing
spacecraft possess, to a certain degree, the capability to be
used in a weapon mode of this kind. As a weapon system, however,
they are not very efficient.

(iv) Type of verification

Verification that could effectively monitor compliance with an
agreement prohibiting development and deployment is difficult.
Tests of such a system would only partly be amenable to NTM.
Inspection of the spacecraft before launch would not considerably
enhance the level of confidence. ~onitoring of the observance of
keep-out zones is, however, effectively feasible through NTM.

3. Forming clouds of small collision bodies

(i) Kind of space weapons or components

clouds formed by a large number of small collision bodies (metal
pellets).
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(ii) Required acts to prevent such weapons

Refrain from intentional injection of pellets into outer space.

Reduce explosions in outer space to the lowest level possible in
order not to create debris.

Any intentional ejection of small bodies from spacecraft in outer
space should strictly be prohibited. Aiming devices for
projectile emission from spacecraft should neither be developed
nor deployed. The production of debris by explosion or normal
operation of spacecraft should be kept to an absolute minimum.

(iii) Description of weapon and stage of development

A weapons application of this kind would consist of a spacecraft
capable of emitting a large number of small metal pellets which
would be directed towards a target space object in the form of a
narrow beam or by spreading over a large area and would cause
damage by collision. This could even be extended to endangering
a whole region of orbits, such as the geostationary orbit zone.
Even in relatively small quantities such collision bodies would
pose potential danger to any space mission that crosses the cloud
of pellets.

(iv) Type of verification

Effective verification of compliance with an agreement
prohibiting application of clouds of small collision bodies would
only be possible by on-site inspection of the spacecraft before
launch. Deployment in space of such pellets can hardly be
monitored because of their small radar and optical cross sections.
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Suggested Scopes for the Prohibition of Radiological Weapons

Assessing the negotiations on the Prohibition of Radiological
Weapons and on the .~fohibitibn' of' Attacks on Nuclear
Facilities carried on in the Ad Hoc Committee on Radiological
Weapons the Delegation of .l-Iung&ry considers that an adequate
amount of material has been accumulated in connection with
the elements on the scope of prohibition of both tracks "A"
and "B". The elements which could be included into the scope
of the future instrument or instruments appear at present in
the form of alternatives. At an appropriate stage of
negotiations it becomes inevitable to start drawing up a
single formulation for the scope of both subject matters. The
present working paper represents an attempt - with
illustration purposes - to suggest a practical solution for
working out a single formulation for the scope for track "A

w

and "B
w
 respectively based on the elements appearing in the

working documents under consideration in the contact groups
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Radiological Weapons.

I. Track "A
w

Paragraph 1

Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes never under any
circumstances to employ deliberately, by its
dissemination,including its dumping, any radioactive
material, to cause destruction, damage, or injury through the
radiation produced by the natural decay of such material.

Paragraph 2

Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes never under any
circumstances to develop, produce, stockpile, otherwise
acquire or possess:.

(a) Any device, including any weapon or equipment,
specifically designed to employ radioactive material by its
dissemination, or dumping to cause destruction, damage, or
injury through the radiation produced by the natural decay of
such mater ial ;

GE.89-61686
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(b) Any r a d i o a c t i v e m a t e r i a l s p e c i f i c a l l y p r e p a r e d ,
c o n f i g u r e d or d e s i g n e d fo r employment, by i t s d i s s e m i n a t i o n
or dumping, to cause destruction, damage, or injury through
the radiation produced by the natural decay of such material.

Paragraph 3

Each State Party to this Treaty also undertakes not in any
way to assist, encourage, or induce any person, State, group
of States, or international organization to engage in any of
the activities which it has undertaken not to engage in under
the provisions of the Treaty.

Paragraph 4

Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes, in accordance
with its constitutional procedures, to take any measures
which it considers necessary anywhere under its jurisdiction
or contro l :

(a) to prohibit and prevent any of the activities which
for a State Party would constitute a violation of the
obligations undertaken by it under the provisions of this
Treaty ;

(b) to prohibit and prevent the diversion of radioactive
materials that might be used for employment prohibited under
the provisions of this Treaty;

(C) to prevent the :loss of radioactive materials that
might be used for employment prohibited under the provisions
of this Treaty.

I I . Track *Bv

Paragraph 1

Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes never under any
circumstances to attack nuclear facilities referred to in
Paragraph ... thereby causing deliberately the release of the
radioactive material contained therein.
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DRAFT CONVENTION ON TEE PROHIBITION OF ATTACKS AGAINST NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

States Parties to this Convention,

Reaffirminn their comitment to maintain and strengthen international

peace and security and to promote friendship and co-operation in their

international relations;

Reaffirminn the principle of the Charter of the United Nations according

to which Members shall refrain from the threat or use of force against the

territorial integrity or political independence of any State, or any other

manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations;

& & l J & g article 56, paragraph 1 of the Additional Protocol to the

Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, which hter au, prohibits attacks

against nuclear electrical generating stations;

Conscious of the need to promote confidence-building measures between

States as a means of establishing international goodwill and mutual trust;

in in mind the commitment assumed in the Final Document adopted by

the General Assembly at its First special session devoted to Disarmament, on

1 July 1978, to make progress towards general and complete disarmament:

Have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE I

1. Each State Party undertakes to refrain from carrying out,

encouraging or authorizing, attacks against the nuclear installations or

facilities of any other State Party, or from participating therein in any way.

2. Each State Party shall also refrain from threatening to attack the

nuclear installations or facilities of another State Party, whatever its

intention may be and whether or not there is a latent risk of destruction or

damage to those installations or facilities.

GE.89-61909/3248A
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ARTICLE I1

1. For the purpose of this Convention, a "nuclear installation or

facility" means a nuclear reactor or any other installation or facility for

the production, handling, treatment, processing or storage of nuclear fuel or

other nuclear material, radioactive or not, situated within the territory of

any State Party or under its jurisdiction and control.

2. ~a'ch State Party shall communicate to the Depositary before 31 March

of each calendar year, the geographical location (latitude and longitude) of

each of its nuclear installations or facilities, indicating its function or

purpose. This information will remain valid until 31 March of the following

calendar year.

ARTICLE I11

The Depositary of this Convention shall be the Secretary-General of the

United Nations. The Depositary shall maintain an annual Register of nuclear

installations or facilities covered by the provisions of this Convention and

shall transmit certified copies thereof to each State Party to the Convention

before 31 May every year.

ARTICLE IV

1. A State Party may lodge a complaint with the Depositary against any

other State Party that has acted in breach of its obligations deriving from

the provisions of the Convention. Such a complaint shall include all relevant

information and all possible evidence supporting the validity of the complaint.

2. Within 48 hours of the receipt of a complaint, the Depositary shall

initiate, with the co-operation of qualified experts, an investigation,

including arrangements for a fact-finding mission in situ.

3. States Parties undertake to co-operate in carrying out the

investigation which the Depositary may initiate on a complaint received from

any other State Party.

4. The report on the investigation carried out by the Depositary will

be examined bv the Conference of States Parties which will adopt such measures

as may be appropriate. The Depositary shall convene the Conference of States

Parties at the earliest possible date, but not later than 15 days following

the submission of the report.

5. For the purposes of this Article, a list of qualified experts shall

be established by the Depositary as soon as the Convention enters into force.

It will consist of 15 qualified experts selected on as wide a political and

geographical basis as possible.
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ARTICLE V

This convention may not be subject to reservations.

ARTICLE V1

A State Party may provide assistance to any State Party harmed as a

result of the violation of the obligations stipulated in this Convention.

ARTICLE VII

'llhe Convention shall be open indefinitely for signature to all States.

It is subject to ratification by signatory States, in accordance with their

constitutional procedures. It shall enter into force upon the deposit of the

30th instrument of ratification. For each State Party whose instrument of

ratification or accession is deposited after the entry into force of the

Convention, it shall enter into force on the day of the deposit of its

instrument of ratification or accession.

ARTICLE V111

This convention, of which the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian

and Spanish texts are equally authentic shall be registered by the Depositary

in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations. The

Depositary shall notify the States Parties of the signatories and

ratifications to this convention.

DONE AT THIS DAY OF . ONE THOUSAND

NINE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY
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LETTER DATED 6 JULY 1989 ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE CONFERENCE
ON DISARMAMENT BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
TRANSMITTING THE TEXT OF TEE JOINT STATEMENT OF 13 JUNE 1989 SIGNED IN
BONN BY THE CHANCELLOR OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY AND THE
GENERAL SECRETARY OF THE C & L COMMITTEE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE
SOVIET UNION AM) CHAIRMAN OF THE SUPREME SOVIET OF THE UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS TOGETHER WITH THE TEXT OF THE JOINT DECLARATION
ADOPTED ON 14 JUNE 1989 IN BONN BY THE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY AND THE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF

THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

I have the honour to transmit to you herewith the text of the joint
statement of 13 June 1989 signed in Bonn by the Chancellor of the Federal
Republic of Germany, Helmut Kohl, and the General Secretary of the Central
Committee of the Connnunist Party of the Soviet Union and Chairman of the
Supreme Soviet of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Mikhail Sergeyevich
Gorbachev. In addition I include the text of the joint declaration adopted on
14 June 1989 in Bonn by Mr. Hans-Dietrich Genscher, Minister for Foreign
Affairs of the Federal Republic of Germany, and Mr. Eduard Shevardnadze,
Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union.

I should be grateful if you would circulate both attached texts as an
official document of the Conference on Disarmament.

( - 1 : Dr. Paul Joachim von Stiilpnagel
Ambassador
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Joint statement dated 13 June 1989 of the Chancellor of the
Federal Republic of Germany and the General Secretary of the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
are agreed that mankind faces historic challenges on the threshold to the third
millenium. Problems of vital importance to all can only be resolved jointly by all
States and peoples. This calls for new political thinking.

The individual with his inherent dignity and his rights, as well as
concern for the survival of mankind, must be the central elements of pclitics.

The vast reservoir of creative energies and abilities of man and modern
society must be utilized for the purpose of securing peace and prosperity for all
countries and peoples.

All wars, ;whether nuclear or conventional, must be prevented, conflicts
in various regions of the world settled, and peace preserved and shaped.

The right of all peoples and States to determine freely their destiny and
to frame sovereignly their mutual relations on the basis of international law must
be guaranteed. The precedence of international law in domestic and international .
politics must be ensured.

Modern economic, scientific and technological findings offer unimagined
possibilities that should benefit all mankind. The resultant risks and
opportunities require common answers. It is therefore important to expand
co-operation in all these fields, to dismantle further the trade barriers of all
kinds, to seek new forms of collaboration and to make dynamic, mutually beneficial
use of them.

For the sake of present and future generations, the natural environment
must be saved through resolute action and hunger and poverty in the world must be
overcome.

New threats, including epidemics and international terrorism, must be
vigorously combated.

The two sides are determined to live up to their responsibility deriving from
this recognition. Persistent differences in values and in political and social
systems are not an obstacle to a forward-looking policy across the frontiers
between the systems.
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II

Europe has a prominent part to play in shaping a peaceful future. Although
the continent has been divided for decades, the awareness of Europe's identity and

common assets has endured and is becoming ever stronger. This development must be
encouraged.

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union consider it a paramount
objective of their policies to continue Europe's historical traditions and thus
contribute towards overcoming the division of Europe. They are resolved to
elaborate jointly concepts for attaining this goal through the development of a
Europe marked by peace and co-operation - a peaceful European order or a common
European home - in which the United States of America and Canada also have their
place. The Helsinki Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in
Europe (CSCE) in all its parts, as well as the Madrid and Vienna concluding
documents, chart the course for realizing this goal.

Europe, which suffered most from the two world wars, must set the world an
example of stable peace, good-neighbourliness and constructive co-operation, which
combines the capabilities of all countries, despite their different social systems,
for the sake of the common weal. The countries of Europe can and should be able to
live together without mutual fear and in peaceful competition.

A Europe of peace and co-operation must include the following:

Unqualified respect for the integrity and security of every State, which
has the right to choose freely its own political and social system, as well as
unqualified respect for the norms and principles of international law, especially
respect for the right of peoples to self-determination;

Vigorous continuation of the process of disarmament and arms control. In
this nuclear age, efforts must be aimed not only at preventing war, but also at
shaping peace and making it more secure;

A close dialogue covering all traditional and new aspects of bilateral
and multilateral relations and including regular meetings at the top political
level;

The realization of human rights and the promotion of the exchange of
people and ideas. This includes the expansion of town-twinning, transport and
communication links, cultural contacts, travel and sports meetings, the promotion
of language instruction and the favourable treatment of humanitarian matters,
including the reunification of families and travel abroad;

The expansion of direct contacts between young people and the commitment
of the emerging generations to a peaceful future;

Comprehensive economic co-operation for mutual advantage, including new
forms of collaboration. The Joint Declaration of 25 June 1988 of the European
Community and the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance and the normalization of
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relations between the European Community and the European members of the Council
for Mutual Economic Assistance, as well as the political dialogue initiated between
the Soviet Union and the 12 States members of the European Community, open up new
prospects for a pan-European development in that direction;

The progressive advancement of pan-European co-operation in various
sectors, particularly transport, energy, health, information and communication;

Intensive ecological co-operation and the exploitation of new
technologies which, for the sake of mankind, prevent above all the emergence of
cross-border hazards;

Respect for and cultivation of the historical cultures of the peoples of
Europe. This cultural diversity is one of the great treasures of the continent.
National minorities in Europe, with their own cultures, are part of this wealth.
Their legitimate interests deserve protection.

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union call upon all CSCE
participating States to take part in forming Europe's future architecture.

Ill

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union declare that one's own
security must not be obtained at the expense of the security of others. They
therefore pursue the goal of eliminating the causes of tension and distrust through
a constructive and forward-looking policy so that' the feeling of being threatened
that still exists today can be replaced gradually by a state of mutual trust.

The two sides acknowledge that every State has legitimate security interests,
irrespective of its size and its ideological orientation. They condemn any
hankering after military superiority. War must no longer be a political
instrument. Security policy and armed forces planning must exclusively serve the
purpose of reducing and eliminating the danger of war and of safeguarding peace
with fewer weapons. This precludes any arms race.

The two sides are striving for the elimination of existing asymmetries through
binding agreements, subject to effective international control, and for the
reduction of military potentials to a stable balance at a lower level, which
suffices for defence but not for attack. Above all, the two sides consider it
necessary to rule out the capability of armed forces for launching surprise attack
and initiating large-scale offensive action.

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union advocate:

A 50 per cent reduction of the strategic nuclear offensive weapons of the
United States and the Soviet Union;

Agreed American-Soviet solutions at the nuclear and space talks; this
also applies to observance of the ABM Treaty;
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The establishment of a stable and secure balance of conventional forces
at a lower level, as well as agreement on further confidence- and security-building
measures applicable to the whole of Europe;

A world-wide, comprehensive and effectively verifiable ban on chemical
weapons at the earliest possible date;

Agreement as soon as possible on an effectively verifiable nuclear-test
ban at the Geneva Conference on Disarmament; step-by-step progress towards this
goal is desirable in the ongoing talks between the United States and the Soviet
Union:

The creation of further confidence-building measures, greater
transparency of military arsenals and budgets, as well as effective international
mechanisms for manaqing crises, including ones outside Europe.

IV

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union realize, in view of
Europe's history and its position in the world, as well as the weight that each
country carries within its respective alliance, that the positive development of
their mutual relations is of central importance to the situation in Europe and to
East-West relations as a whole. In the desire to establish a lasting relationship
of reliable good-neighbourliness, they intend to take up the good traditions of
their centuries-old history. Their common goal is to continue, expand and deepen
their fruitful co-operation and give it a new quality.

The Moscow Treaty of 12 August 1970 continues to form the foundation for the
relationship between the two countries. The two sides will fully exploit the
opportunities afforded by this Treaty and other agreements.

They have decided to expand consistently - on the basis of trust, equal rights
and mutual advantage - the contractual foundations of their relations as well as
their co-operation conducted in a spirit of partnership in all fields.

Berlin (West) takes part in the development of their co-operation, with the
Quadripartite Agreement of 3 September 1971 being strictly observed and fully
applied.

V

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union, trusting in the
long-term predictability of each other's policies, are determined to develop
further their relations in all fields. They want to make the upward trend in their
relations become stable and lasting.
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This policy takes account of each side's treaty and alliance obligations; it
is not directed against anyone. It is in line with the deep, long-cherished
yearning of the peoples to heal the wounds of the past through understanding and
reconciliation and to build jointly a better future.

Bonn, 13 June 1989

Helmut KOHL Mikhail GORBACHEV
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Joint declaration bv the Ministers for Foreian Affairs of
the Federal Re~ublic of Germany and of the -ion of Soviet

Socialist Republics adovted at Bonn on 14 June 1989

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union regard the early
conclusion and entry into force of a convention on the global, comprehensive and
effectively verifiable prohibition of chemical weapons as a priority goal of their
arms control and disarmament efforts. They consider the Paris Conference on the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons to be a major step towards achieving that goal and
underline the importance of the final declaration of that Conference.

Both sides agreed on the urg'ent necessity to translate the results of the
Paris Conference into progress in the current negotiations of the Geneva Conference
on Disarmament so that the co.nvention on chemical weapons will be ready for
signature at the earliest date. For their part, they express the intention to be
among the original signatories of the convention.

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union attach utmost importance
to the establishment of strict international control that would ensure the highest
degree of confidence among all participants that the convention's provisions are
being complied with. The two sides declare their readiness to support any
verification measure conducive to greater security. They are in favour of
thoroughly elaborated procedures of systematic verification and the system of
mandatory challenge inspections being included in the convention.

The two sides advocate a solution to the question of non-production of
chemical weapons in industry that ensures a balance between the need for the most
careful verificaYion and the legztimate industrial and commercial interests of the
participants in the convention. In this context, they welcome national and
international test inspections for trying out verification procedures on the
non-producton of chemical weapons with a view to developing optimum verification
procedures.

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union attach special
significance to confidence-building and regard practical measures in this field as
an effective means of promoting the early conclusion of the convention. The two
sides have agreed to step up efforts aimed at greater openness and further exchange
of the data required for progress at the negotiations.

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union have agreed to intensify
bilateral discussions on all aspects of the prohibition of chemical weapons and for
this purpose have agreed to hold their expert consultations at Geneva on a regular
basis.

Both sides express their deep concern at the spread of chemical weapons. They
agree that the entry into force of a global and comprehensive ban would be the only
lasting solution to the problem of chemical weapons. Notwithstanding the
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foregoing, they consider it an important task to take effective measures in the
mean time to prevent the proliferation of chemical weapons. They concur that the
continued spread of chemical weapons confronts the community of nations with grave
responsibility that no Government can evade.
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Original: RUSSIAN AND ENGLISH

Совместное заявление Генерального секретаря Центрального Комитета

Коммунистической партии Советского Союза и Канцлера Федеративной

Республики Германия от 13 июня 1989 года

Союз Советских Социалистических Республик и Федеративная Республика Германия

едины в том, что в преддверии третьего тысячелетия человечество оказалось перед

историческим вызовом. Проблемы, имеющие жизненно важное значение для всех, могут

быть решены всеми государствами и народами только сообща. Все это требует нового

политического мышления.

- В центре внимания политики должны находиться человек с его достоинством и

правами, забота о выживании человечества.

- Огромный потенциал творческих сил и способностей человека и современного

общества должен быть использован для обеспечения мира и благополучия всех стран и

народов.

- Должна быть предотвращена любая война - как ядерная, так и обычная,

урегулированы конфликты в различных районах планеты, сохранен и надежно обеспечен

всеобщий мир.

- Должно быть гарантировано право всех народов и государств свободно

распоряжаться своей судьбой и суверенно строить отношения друг с другом на основе

международного права. Должен быть обеспечен примат международного права во

внутренней и международной политике.

- Достижения современной экономики, науки и техники открывают невиданные

возможности, которые должны идти на пользу всем людям. Заключенные здесь как риск,

так и шансы требуют совместных ответов. Поэтому важно расширять сотрудничество во

всех этих областях, продолжать сокращать всякого рода препятствия на пути развития

торговли, искать и динамично использовать к обоюдной выгоде новые формы

взаимодействия.

Нужны решительные действия для сохранения окружающей природной среды в
интересах нынешнего и будущих поколений, голод и нищета в мире должны быть
устранены.

Необходимо энергично бороться с новыми опасностями, включая эпидемии и
международный терроризм.

Стороны исполнены решимости оказаться на высоте ответственности, проистекающей

из осознания этих обстоятельств. Имеющиеся различия в представлениях о ценностях,

в политических и общественных порядках не являются преградой р/\я проведения

совместной политики, формирующей будущее и выходящей за рамки одной социальной

системы.

I. . .
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II

Европе принадлежит исключительная роль в построении мирного будущего.
Несмотря на продолжавшуюся десятилетиями разобщенность континента, сознание
европейской самобытности и общности живет и набирает силу. Необходимо
способствовать развитию этого процесса.

Советский Союз и Федеративная Республика Германия видят первоочередную задачу
своей политики а том, чтобы, опираясь на исторически сложившиеся европейские
традиции, способствовать преодолению разобщенности Европы. Они исполнены решимости
совместно работать над поиском путей, ведущих к созданию Европы мира и
сотрудничества - европейского мирного устройства, общего европейского дома, в
котором есть место для США и Канады. Хельсинкский Заключительный акт во всех своих
разделах, а также итоговые документы Мадридской и Венской встреч определяют курс к
реализации этой цели.

Европа, которая больше всех пострадала от двух мировых войн, обязана показать
пример поддержания стабильного мира, добрососедства и конструктивного
сотрудничества, способного слить воедино на общее благо возможности всех
государств, независимо от различий в их общественных системах. Европейские
государства могут и должны жить совместно без страха друг перед другом, мирно
соревнуясь между собой.

Элементами строительства Европы мира и сотрудничества должны быть:

Безоговорочное уважение целостности и безопасности каждого государства.
Право каждого свободно выбирать свою политическую и социальную систему.
Безоговорочное соблюдение принципов и норм международного права, в частности,
уважение права на самоопределение народов.

Энергичное продолжение процесса разоружения и контроля над вооружениями. В
ядерный век усилия должны быть направлены не только на то, чтобы предотвратить
войну, но и на то, чтобы сформировать мир и сделать его более надежным.

Насыщенный диалог, охватывающий все - как традиционные, так и новые - темы
двусторонних и международных отношений, включая регулярные встречи на высшем
политическом уровне.

Осуществление прав человека и содействие обменам между людьми и обмену
идеями. Сюда же относятся развитие партнерских связей между городами, транспортных
сообщений и средств связи, культурных контактов, туристского и спортивного общения,
поощрение изучения языков, а также благожелательное рассмотрение гуманитарных
вопросов, включая воссоединение семей и поездки за границу.

Развитие прямых контактов между молодежью и воспитание подрастающих
поколений в приверженности идее построения мирного будущего.

Широкое, взаимовыгодное экономическое сотрудничество, которое включало бы в
себя и новые формы кооперации. Совместное заявление Совета Экономической
Взаимопомощи и Европейского сообщества от 25 июня 1988 года и нормализация
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отношений между европейскими государствами - членами Совета Экономической

Взаимопомощи и Европейским сообществом, а также начавшийся политический диалог

между Советским Союзом и 12-ю государствами - членами Европейского сообщества

открывают новые перспективы для общеевропейского развития в этом направлении.

Поэтапное создание структур общеевропейского сотрудничества в различных

областях, в частности транспорта, энергетики, здравоохранения, информации и

коммуникаций.

Интенсивное экологическое сотрудничество и использование новых технологий,

которые в интересах людей предупреждали бы, в частности, возникновение

трансграничных опасностей.

Уважение и бережное отношение к исторически сложившейся культуре народов

Европы. Ее многообразие является одним из великих сокровищ континента.

Национальные меньшинства в Европе с их культурой являются частью этого достояния и

заслуживают защиты их законных интересов.

Советский Союз и Федеративная Республика Германия обращаются ко всем

государствам - участникам СБСЕ с призывом включиться в общую работу над будущей

архитектурой Европы.

III

Советский Союз и Федеративная Республика Германия заявляют, что никто не

должен строить собственную безопасность в ущерб безопасности других. Они будут

поэтому стремиться устранять причины напряженности и недоверия посредством

конструктивной, направленной в будущее политики, с тем чтобы еще сохраняющееся

ощущение угрозы шаг за шагом сменялось атмосферой взаимного доверия.

Стороны признают, что каждое государство, независимо от его размеров или

мировоззренческой ориентации, имеет свои законные интересы обеспечения

безопасности. Они осуждают стремление к военному превосходству. Война не должна

быть больше средством политики. Политика в вопросах безопасности и строительства

вооруженных сил должна служить только уменьшению и устранению угрозы войны,

обеспечению мира с меньшим количеством оружия. Это исключает гонку вооружений.

Обе стороны стремятся к устранению существующих асимметрий посредством

обязующих договоренностей под эффективным международным контролем и к уменьшению

военных потенциалов до стабильного равновесия на более низком уровне, который

достаточен для обороны, но не для нападения. Обе стороны считают, в частности,

необходимым исключить способность вооруженных сил для осуществления внезапного

нападения и для начала крупномасштабных наступательных действий.

Советский Союз и Федеративная Республика Германия выступают за:

50-процентное сокращение стратегических наступательных ядерных вооружений

США и Советского Союза,
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- Согласованные советско-американские решения на переговорах по ядерным и
космическим вооружениям; это касается также соблюдения Договора по ПРО,

- Установление стабильного, надежного равновесия обычных вооруженных сил на
более низком уровне, а также согласование дальнейших мер по укреплению доверия и
безопасности во всей Европе,

Глобальный, всеобъемлющий и эффективно контролируемый запрет химического
оружия в кратчайший срок,

Согласование в кратчайший срок надежно контролируемого прекращения ядерных
испытаний в рамках Женевской конференции по разоружению. Они приветствуют
поэтапное приближение к этой цели в ходе текущих контактов между США и Советским
Союзом,

Введение дальнейших мер по укреплению доверия, за большую транспарентность
военных потенциалов и оборонных бюджетов, а также за эффективные международные
механизмы противодействия кризисам, в том числе кризисам за пределами Европы.

IV

Советский Союз и Федеративная Республики Германия, учитывая европейскую
историю и положение Европы в мире, а также тот вес, которым каждая из сторон
располагает в соответствующем союзе, сознают, что позитивное развитие их
взаимоотношений имеет центральное значение для обстановки в Европе и для отношений
между Востоком и Западом в целом. Желая надежно обеспечить отношения прочного
добрососедства, они будут опираться на позитивные традиции своей многовековой
истории. Их совместная цель состоит в том, чтобы продолжать, развивать и углублять
плодотворное сотрудничество, придавая ему новое качество.

Московский договор от 12 августа 1970 года остается фундаментом

взаимоотношений двух государств. Стороны будут полностью использовать заложенные в
этом Договоре и других соглашениях возможности.

Они решили последовательно расширять договорную базу своих отношений и
добиваться партнерского сотрудничества во всех областях на основе доверия,
равноправия и взаимной выгоды.

Берлин (Западный) участвует в развитии сотрудничества при строгом соблюдении и
полном применении положений Четырехстороннего соглашения от 3 сентября 19 71 года.

Советский Союз и Федеративная Республика Германия, уверенные в долгосрочной
предсказуемости политики друг друга, преисполнены решимости развивать далее свои
взаимоотношения во всех направлениях. Они будут придавать поступательному развитию
отношений между ними стабильность и прочность.
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Эта политика учитывает договорные и союзнические обязательства сторон, она ни

против кого не направлена. Она отвечает сокровенным и давним чаяниям народов

залечить путем взаимопонимания и примирения раны прошлого и совместно построить

лучшее будущее.

Бонн, 13 июня 1989 года

М. ГОРБАЧЕВ Г. КОЛЬ
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Совместное заявление министров иностранных дел Союза Советских
Социалистических Республик и Федеративной Республики Германия.

принятое в Бонне 14 июня 1989 года

Союз Советских Социалистических Республик и Федеративная Республика Германия
рассматривают скорейшее заключение и вступление в силу Конвенции о полном,
глобальном и поддающемся эффективному контролю запрещении химического оружия в
качестве одной из приоритетных целей своих усилий по ограничению вооружений и
разоружению. Они оценивают Парижскую конференцию по запрещению химического оружия
как важный шаг к достижению этой цели и подчеркивают важное значение Заключительной
декларации этой Конференции.

Обе стороны согласны в отношении срочной необходимости перевести результаты
Парижской конференции в прогресс на ведущихся переговорах на Хеневской конференции
по разоружению с тем, чтобы Конвенция была подготовлена к подписанию в самое
ближайшее время. Со своей стороны они выражают намерение войти в число государств,
первоначально подписавших Конвенцию.

Советский Союз и Федеративная Республика Германия придают важнейшее значение
установлению строгого международного контроля, обеспечивающего самую высокую
степень уверенности всех участников Конвенции в том, что положения Конвенции
соблюдаются. Стороны заявляют о своей готовности поддержать любую меру контроля,
создающую большую безопасность. Они высказываются за включение в Конвенцию
тщательно разработанных процедур систематического контроля и системы обязательных
инспекций по запросу.

Стороны выступают за такое решение вопроса непроизводства химического оружия в
промышленности, при котором был бы найден баланс между необходимостью в самом
тщательном контроле и законными промышленными и коммерческими интересами участников
Конвенции. В >том контексте они приветствуют национальные и международные
эксперименты по опробованию процедур контроля за непроизводством химического оружия
с целью нахождения наиболее оптимальных контрольных процедур.

Советский Союз и Федеративная Республика Германия придают особое значение
укреплению доверия и считают практические меры в этой области действенным
средством, содействующим скорейшему заключению Конвекции. Стороны договорились
активизировать усилия в пользу расширения открытости и дальнейшего обмена данными,
необходимыми для прогресса на переговорах.

Советский Союз и Федеративная Республика Германия договорились
интенсифицировать двусторонние обсуждения по всем аспектам запрещения химического
оружия и с этой целью условились проводить экспертные консультации в Женеве на
регулярной основе.
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Стороны выразили свою глубокую озабоченность расползанием химического оружия.
Они согласились в том, что вступление в силу глобального и всеобъемлющего запрета
на химическое оружие даст единственно прочное решение проблемы химического оружия.
Вместе с этим они считают важной задачей принятие в промежуточный период
эффективных мер с целью предотвращения распространения химического оружия. Они
едины в том, что продолжающееся расползание химического оружия требует от
сообщества наций высокой ответственности, от которой не может уклониться ни одно
правительство.
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ENGLISH

Original: RUSSIAN

LETTER DATED 5 JULY 1989 FROM THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE UNION OF SOVIET

SOCIALIST REPUBLICS ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE CONFERENCE ON

DISARMAMENT TRANSMITTING THE TEXT OF THE JOINT STATEMENT SIGNED AT BONN

ON 13 JUNE 1989 BY M
-
S. GORBACHEV, GENERAL SECRETARY OF THE CENTRAL

COMMITTEE OF THE CPSU AND PRESIDENT OF THE USSR SUPREME SOVIET, AND

H. KOHL, CHANCELLOR OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, AND THE TEXT OF

THE JOINT DECLARATION BY THE MINISTERS EDR EDREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE USSR

AND THE FREDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY ADOPTED AT BONN ON 14 JUNE 1989

I have the honour to transmit herewith the text of the Joint Statement

that was signed at Bonn on 13 June 1989 by M.S. Gorbachev, General Secretary

of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and

President of the USSR Supreme Soviet, and H. Kohl, Chancellor of the Federal

Republic of Germany, and the text of the Joint Declaration by

E.A. Shevardnadze, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union, and

H.-D. Genscher, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Federal Republic of

Germany, that was adopted at Bonn on 14 June 1989.

I should be grateful if you would take the appropriate steps to have

these texts circulated as official documents of the Conference on Disarmament.

(Signed) S. Batsanov

Representative of the USSR to the

Conference on Disarmament

GE.89-62317/3358A
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Joint statement dated 13 June 1989 of the Chancellor of the
Federal Republic df Germany and the General Secretary of the
Central Committee of the Communist Partv of the Soviet Union

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
are agreed that mankind faces historic challenges on the threshold to the third
millenium. Problems of vital importance to all can only be resolved jointly by all
States and peoples. This calls for new political thinking.

The individual with his inherent dignity and his rights, as well as
concern for the survival of mankind, must be the central elements of pclitics.

The vast reservoir of creative energies and abilities of inan and modern
society must be utilized for the purpose of securing peace and prosperity for all
countries and peoples.

All wars, ;whether nuclear or conventional, must be prevented, conflicts
in various regions of the world settled, and peace preserved and shaped.

The right of all peoples and States to determine freely their destiny and
to frame sovereignly their mutual relations on the basis of international law must
be guaranteed. The precedence of international law in domestic and international
politics must be ensured.

Modern economic, scientific and technological findings offer unimagined
possibilities that should benefit all mankind. The resultant risks and
opportunities require common answers. It is therefore important to expand
co-operation in all these fields, to dismantle further the trade barriers of all
kinds, to seek new forms of collaboration and ta. make dynamic, mutually beneficial
use of them.

For the sake of present and future generations, the natural environment
must be saved through resolute action and hunger and poverty in the world must be
overcome.

New threats, including epidemics and international terrorism, must ae
vigorously combated.

The two sides are determined to live up to their responsibility deriving from
this recognition. Persistent differences in values and in political and social
systems are not an obstacle to a forward-looking policy across the frontiers
between the systems.
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II

Europe has a prominent part to play in shaping a peaceful future. Although

the continent has been divided for decades, the awareness of Europe's identity and

common assets has endured and is becoming ever stronger. This development must be

encouraged.

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union consider it a paramount

objective of their policies to continue Europe's historical traditions and thus

contribute towards overcoming the division of Europe. They are resolved to

elaborate jointly concepts for attaining this goal through the development of a

Europe marked by peace and co-operation - a peaceful European order or a common

European home - in which the United States of America and Canada also have their

place. The Helsinki Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in

Europe (CSCE) in all its parts, as well as the Madrid and Vienna concluding

documents, chart the course for realizing this goal.

Europe, which suffered most from the two world wars, must set the world an

example of stable peace, good-neighbourliness and constructive co-operation, which

combines the capabilities of all countries, despite their different social systems,

for the sake of the common weal. The countries of Europe can and should be able to

live together without mutual fear and in peaceful competition.

Л Europe of peace and co-operation must include the following:

Unqualified respect for the integrity and security of every State, which

has the right to choose freely its own political and social system, as well as

unqualified respect for the norms and principles of international law, especially

respect for the right of peoples to self-&termination;

- Vigorous continuation of the process of disarmament and arms control. In

this nuclear age, efforts must bi aimed not only at -preventing war, but also at

shaping peace and making it more secure;

A close dialogue covering ail traditional and new aspects of bilateral

and multilateral relations and including regular meetings at the top political

level:

The realization of human rights and the promotion of the exchange of

people and ideas. This includes the expansion of town-twinning, transport and

communication links, cultural contacts, travel and sports meetings, the promotion

of language instruction and the favourable treatment of humanitarian matters,

including the reunification of families and travel abroad;

The expansion of direct contacts between young people and the commitment

of the emerging generations to a peaceful future:

Comprehensive economic co-operation for mutual advantage, including new

forms of collaboration. The Joint Declaration of 25 June 1988 of the European

Community and the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance and the normalization of
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relations between the European Community and the European members of the Council
for Mutual Economic Assistance, as well as the political dialogue initiated between
the Soviet Union and the 12 States members of the European Community, open up new
prospects for a pan-European development in that direction;

The progressive advancement of pan-European co-operation in various
sectors, particularly transport, energy, health, information and comnunication;

Intensive ecological co-operation and the exploitation of new
technologies which, for the sake of mankind, prevent aboye all the emergence of
cross-border hazards;

Respect for and cultivation of the historical cultures of the peoples of
Europe. This cultural diversity is one of the great treasures of the continent.
National minorities in Europe, with their own cultures, are part of this wealth.
Their legitimate interests deserve protection.

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union call upon all CSCE
participaticg States to take part in forming Europe's future architecture.

Ill

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union declare that one's own
security must not be obtained at the expense of the security of others. They
therefore pursue the goal of elirninating the causes of tension and distrust through
a constructive and forward-looking policy so that the feeling of being threatened
that still exists today can be replaced gradually by a state of mutual trust.

The two sides acknowledge that every State has legitimate security interests,
irrespective of its size and its ideological orientation. They condemn any
hankering after military superiority. War must no longer be a political
instruaent. Security policy and armed farces: planliing must exclusively serve the
purpose of reducing and eliminating the danger of war And of .safeguarding peace
with fewer weapons. This precludes any arms race.

The two sides are striving for the elimination of existing asymmetries through
binding agreements, subject to effective international control, and for the
recluction of military potentials to a stable balance at a lower level, which
suffices for defence but not for attack. Above all, the two sides consider it
necessary to rule out the capability of arrned forces for launching surprise attack
and initiating large-scale offensive action.

The Federal ~epublic of Germany and the Soviet Union advocate:

A 50 per cent reduction of the strategic nuclear offensive weapons of the
United States and the Soviet Union;

Agreed American-Soviet solutions at the nuclear and space talks; this
also applies to observance of the ABM Treaty;
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The establishment of a stable and secure balance of conventional forces
at a lower level, as well as agreement on further confidence- and security-building
measures applicable to the whole of Europe;

A world-wide, comprehensive and effectively verifiable ban on chemical
weapons at the earliest possible date;

Agreement as soon as possible on an effectively verifiable nuclear-test
ban at the Geneva Conference on Disarmament; step-by-step progress towards this
goal is desirable in the ongoing talks between the United States and the Soviet
Union;

The creation of further confidence-building measures, greater
transparency of military arsenals and budgets, as well as effective international
mechanisms for manasing crises, including ones outside Europe.

IV

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union realize, in view of
Europe's history and its position in the world, as well as the weight that each
country carries within its respective alliance, that the positive development of
their mutual relations is of central importance to the situation in Europe and to
East-West relations as a whole. In the desire to establish a lasting relationship
of reliable good-neighbourliness, they intend to take up the good traditions of
their centuries-old history. Their common goal is to continue, expand and deepen
their fruitful co-operation and give it a new quality.

The Moscow Treaty of 12 August 1970 continues to form the foundation for the
relationship between the two countries. The two sides will fully exploit the
opportunities afforded by this Treaty and other agreements.

They have decided to expand consistently - on the basis of trust, equal rights
and mutual advantage - the contractual foundations of their relations as well as
their co-operation conducted in a spirit of partnership in all fields.

Berlin (West) takes part in the development of their co-operation, with the
Quadripartite Agreement of 3 September 1971 being strictly observed and fully
applied.

V

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union, trusting in the
long-term predictability of each other's policies, are determined to develop
further their relations in all fields. They want to make the upward trend in their
relations become stable and lasting.
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This policy takes account of each side's treaty and alliance obligations; it
is not directed against anyone. It is in line with the deep, long-cherished
yearning of the peoples to heal the wounds of the past through understanding and
reconciliation and to build jointly a better future.

Bonn, 13 June 1989

Helmut KOHL Mikhail GORBACHEV
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Joint declaration bv the Ministers for Foreian Affairs of
the Federal Revublic of Germany and of the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics ado~ted at Bonn on 14 June 1989

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union regard the early
conclusion and entry into force of a convention on the global, comprehensive and
effectively verifiable prohibition of chemical weapons as a priority goal of their
arms control and disarmament efforts. They consider the Paris Conference on the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons to be a major step towards achieving that goal and
underline the importance of the final declaration of that Conference.

Both sides agreed on the urgknt necessity to translate the results of the
Paris Conference into progress in the c,urrent negotiations of the Geneva Conference
on Disarmament so that the coavention on chemical weapons will be ready for
signature at the earliest date. For their part, they express the intention to be
among the original signatories of the convention.

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union attach utmost importance
to the establishment of 'strict international control that would ensure the highest
degree of confidence among all participants that the coqvention's provisions are
being complied with. The two sides declare their readiness to support any
verification measure conducive to greater security. They are in favour of
thoroughly elaborated procedures of systematic verification and the system of
mandatory challenge inspections being included in the convention.

The two sides advocate a solution to the question of non-production of
chemical weapons in industry that ensures a balance between the need for the most
careful verificaCion and the legitimate industrial and commercial interests of the
participants in the convention. In this context, they welcome national and
international test inspections for trying out verification procedures on the
non-producton of chemical weapons with a view to developing optimum verification
procedures.

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union attach special
significance to confidence-building and regard practical measures in this field as
an effective means of promoting the early conclusion of the convention. The two
sides have agreed to step up efforts aimed at greater openness and further exchange
of the data required for progress at the negotiations.

The Federal Republic of Germany and the Soviet Union have agreed to intensify
bilateral discussions on all aspects of the prohibition of chemical weapons and for
this purpose have agreed to hold their expert consultations at Geneva on a regular
basis.

Both sides express their deep concern at the spread of chemical weapons. They
agree that the entry into force of a global and comprehensive ban would be the only
lasting solution to the problem of chemical weapons. Notwithstanding the
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foregoing, they consider it an important task to take effective measures in the
mean time to prevent the proliferation of chemical weapons. They concur that the
continued spread of chemical weapons confronts the community of nations with grave
responsibility that no Government can evade.
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12 July 1989

Original: ENGLISH

LETTER DATED 11 JULY 1989 ADDRESSED TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF
THE CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF FINLAND TRANSMITTING A DOCUMENT ENTITLED "STANDARD OPERATING
PROCEDURES FOR THE VERIFICATION OF CHFMICAL DISARMAMENT, D.2,
SECOND PROPOSAL FOR PROCEDURES SUPPORTING THE REFERENCE DATABASE" L/

I have the honour to enclose herewith the 14th volume of the research
reports of the Finnish Project on the Verification of Chemical Disarmament
entitled "Standard Operating Procedures for the Verification of Chemical
Disarmament, D.2, Second Proposal for Procedures Supporting the Reference
Database".

I would kindly request you to circulate this letter as an official
document of the Conference on Disarmament with the research report attached to
it.

Olli Mennander
Ambassador

Permanent Representative
of Finland

l/ A limited distribution of this document in English only has been made
to the members of the Conference on Disarmament. Additional copies are
available from the Permanent Mission of Finland at Geneva.

GE.89-62025/0942a
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Original : ENGLISH

LETTER DATED 13 JULY 1989 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF THE
THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC ADDRESSED TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
OF THE CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT TRANSMITTING A WORKING PAPER
ENTITLED "SURVEY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW RELEVANT TO IMMUNITY AND
PROTECTION OF OBJECTS IN SPACE AND TO OTHER BASIC PRINCIPLES OF

OUTER SPACE ACTIVITIES"

On behalf of the German Democratic Republic, Bulgaria and Hungary, I have
the honour to submit to you herewith the enclosed text of a working paper,
entitled "Survey of international law relevant to immunity and protection of
objects in space and to other basic principles of outer space activities", on
item 5 of the agenda of the Conference on Disarmament.

I should be grateful if you would arrange for the distribution of this
working paper as an official document of the Conference on Disarmament and of
the Ad hoc Cornittee on Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space.

Peter Dietze
Ambassador

GE.89-62199/0740B
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GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC, BULGARIA AND HUNGARY

Working Paper

Survev of international law relevant to immunitv and protection
of obiects in mace and to other basic princi~les of outer

Space activities

The legal protection of space objects is a matter ofi interest for all
States participating in the exploration and use of outer space. It would be
an important confidence-building measure and contribute to the strengthening
of stability and international security.

The presented survey of international law relevant to immunity and
protection of space objects indicates that the existing legal rhgime for outer
space is adding to the protection of space objects. It is of essential
importance that all States strictly comply with these agreements and apply all
its specific provisions.

The survey also shows that the existing legal rhgime does not guarantee
an all-embracing protection of objects in outer space. The most serious
threat to these objects would result from the deployment of weapons in space.
Additional measures are needed. They could include, inter alia,

- confidence-building measures, including obligations regarding the
enlarged exchange of information and appropriate mechanisms for
consultation, inspection and control;

- multilaterally binding obligations on granting immunity to objects in
outer space, including "rules of the road" and/or a "code of conductt';

- prohibition of the "weaponization" of outer space and of certain space
activities, as the deliberate destruction, the interference with the
normal functioning of space objects and the change of their
trajectories; the testing of all space weapons; the utilization of
space objects for weapons purposes.

Further codification and development of existing rules of international
law relating to the protection of space objects would be an essential step
towards preventing an arms race in outer space.

Finally, it should be mentioned that a precise definition of the term
"space object" reached by multilateral agreement could be very helpful in
regard to any issue which might arise relating to the topic in question.
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II

The following conclusions can be drawn from the review of international
law regarding immunity and protection of objects in outer space (see Annex):

(1) The threat or use of force against an object in outer space is prohibited
by generally accepted norms of international law, which are explicitly
outlined in special outer space agreements.

(Article 2 United Nations Charter; Declaration on Principles;
Article. 3 Outer Space Treaty; Article 2 Moon Treaty)

(2) States have to carry on activities in the exploration and use of outer
space in the interest of maintaining international peace and security.
Emplacement and testing of any kind of weapons of mass destruction is
prohibited. The moon and other celestial bodies should not be used for other
than exclusively peaceful purposes.

(Article 1 Partial Test-Ban Treaty;
Articles 3, 4 Outer Space Treaty; Article 3 Moon Treaty)

(3) Special objects in outer space suitable to improve international
confidence and political stability through verification in the military field
are especially protected only on the bilateral level by agreements between the
United States and the Soviet Union.

(Article 12 ABM Treaty; Article 5 SALT I; Article 15 SALT 11)

(4) Existing multilateral treaties include some essential provisions aimed at
guaranteeing the rights of a State with respect to objects it has launched
into outer space, in particular norms regulating:

- the relation between registration of a space object by the launching
State, on the one hand, and rights of national ownership and
jurisdiction, on the other.

(Article 9 Outer Space Treaty; Article 2 Convention on Registration);

- duties relating to the return of a space object or component parts to
the State on whose registry they are enlisted, including special rules
on rescue and return of astronauts in the case of accident or any
technical disturbance.

(Articles 5, 8 Outer Space Treaty; Articles 1-6 Rescue Agreement;
Articles 10, 12 Moon Treaty);

- conditions regarding international responsibility and liability of a
State for damage caused to other space objects.

(Articles 6, 7 Outer Space Treaty; Articles 3-6 Convention on
Liability; Article 14 Moon Treaty);
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(5) The protection of objects in outer space is supported by rules of conduct
upon which States have agreed in order to prevent any conflict or
misunderstanding in connection with space activities, as for instance:

- the duty to carry out such activities in the interest of all countries
without discrimination;

- the duty to furnish to a special register of the Secretary-General of
the United Nations information regarding objects launched into outer
space to the extent practicable;

- the duty not to interfere with the activities of other States on
celestial bodies.

(Articles 1, 9-12 Outer Space Treaty; Articles 3-5 Convention on
Registration; Articles 5, 8, 9, 13, 15 Moon Treaty)

The United States and the Soviet Union have established detailed notification
mechanisms aimed at reducing the risk of nuclear war.

(Articles 3, 4 Agreement to reduce the Nuclear Risk;
Articles 2, 3 Agreement on Nuclear Risk Reduction Centres;
Articles 1, 3 Agreement on Notification of Launches)
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List of international agreements

- Charter of the United Nations UN Charter
(signed at 26 June 1945, entered into force at
24 October 1945) 1/
and its authentic interpretation in the
Resolution 2625 (XXV) of the United Nations
General Assembly Approving the Declaration on Declaration
Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly on
Relations and Co-operation Among States in Accordance Principles
with the Charter of the United Nations
(adopted at 24 October 1970) 21

- Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, Partial
in Outer Space and under Water Test-Ban
(opened for signature at 8 August 1963 Treaty
entered into force at 10 October 1963) 31

- Treaty of Principles Governing the Activities Outer
of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Space
including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies Treaty
(opened for signature at 27 January 1967
entered into force at 10 October 1967) 41

- Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Rescue
Astronauts and Return of Objects Launched into Outer Agreement
Space (opened for signature at 22 April 1968
entered into force at 3 December 1968) S/

- Agreement on Measures to Reduce the Risk of Agreement
Outbreak of Nuclear War Between the United States to Reduce
of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics the Nuclear
(signed at 30 September 1971, Risk
entered into force at 30 September 1971) 41

- Convention on International Liability for Damage Convention
Caused by Space Objects on
(opened for signature at 29 March 1972, Liability
entered into force at 1 September 1972) Ll

- Treaty Between the United States of America and the ABM
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the Limitation Treaty
of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems
(signed at 26 May 1972,
entered into force at 3 October 1972) 81

- Interim Agreement Between the United States of America SALT I
and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on Certain
Measures with Respect to the Limitation of Strategic
Offensive Arms (signed at 26 May 1972,
entered into force at 2 October 1972) 21
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Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into
Outer Space
(opened for signature at 14 January 1975,
entered into force at 15 September 1976) IQ/

Treaty Between the United States of America and
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the
Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms
(signed at 18 June 1979) 111

Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon
and Other Celestial Bodies
(opened for signature at 18 December 1979,
entered into force at 11 July 1984) 121

Convention internationale des T616communications
(opened for signature at 6 November 1982,
entered into force at 1 January 1984) h31

Agreement Between the United States of America and
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the
Establishment of Nuclear Risk Reduction Centres
(signed at 15 September 1987),
entered into force at 15 September 1987) 141

Agreement Between the United States of America and
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on
Notifications of Launches of Intercontinental
Ballistic Missiles and Submarine-Launched Ballistic
Missiles
(signed at 31 May 1988,
entered into force at 31 May 1988) 111

Convention
on
Registration

SALT I1

Moon
Treaty

ITU
Convention

Agreement on
Nuclear Risk
Reduction
Centres

Agreement on
Notifications
of Launches
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I. &sic norms

(a) United Nations Charter

Article 2

3. All Members shall settle their international disputes by peaceful means
in such a manner that international peace and security, and justice, are not
endangered.

4. All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the
threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political
independence of any State, or in any other manner inconsistent with the
purposes of the United Nations.

(b) Declaration on Princi~lea

Every State has the duty to refrain in its international relations from
the threat or use of force ... in any ... manner inconsistent with the
purposes of the United Nations. Such a threat or use of force constitutes a
violation of international law and the Charter of the United Nations and shall
never be employed as a means of settling international issues ...

All States shall comply in good faith with their obligations under the
generally recognized principles and rules of international law with respect to
the maintenance of international peace and security, ...

States parties to an international dispute, as well as other States,
shall refrain from any action which may aggravate the situation so as to
endanger the maintenance of international peace and security, and shall act in
accordance with the purposes and principles of the United Nations. ...

(c) Partial Test-Ban Treatv

Article 1

1. Each of the Parties to this Treaty undertakes to prohibit, to prevent,
and not to carry out any nuclear weapon test explosion, or any other nuclear
explosion, at any place under its jurisdiction or control:

(a) in the atmosphere; beyond its limits, including outer space; or
under water, including territorial waters or high seas; or

(b) in any other environment if such explosion causes radioactive debris
to be present outside the territorial limits of the State under whose
jurisdiction or control such explosion is conducted.
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(d) Outer Space Treaty

Article 1

The exploration and use of outer space, including the moon and other
celestial bodies, shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interests of
all countries, irrespective of their degree of economic or scientific
development, and shall be the province of all mankind.

Outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, shall be free
for exploration and use by all States without discrimination of any kind, on a
basis of equality and in accordance with international law, and there shall be
free access to all areas of celestial bodies.

There shall be freedom of scientific investigation, in outer space,
including the moon and other celestial bodies, and States shall facilitate and
encourage international co-operation in such investigation.

Article 3

States Parties to the Treaty shall carry on activities in the exploration
and use of outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, in
accordance with international law, including the Charter of the
United Nations, in the interest of maintaining international peace and
security and promoting international co-operation and understanding.

Article 4

States Parties to the Treaty undertake not to place in orbit around the
earth any objects carrying nuclear weapons or any other kinds of weapons of
mass destruction, install such weapons on celestial bodies, or station such
weapons in outer space in any other manner.

The moon and other celestial bodies shall be used by all States Parties
to the Treaty exclusively for peaceful purposes. The establishment of
military bases, installations and fortifications, the testing of any type of
weapons and the conduct of military manoeuvres on celestial bodies shall be
forbidden. The use of military personnel for scientific research or for any
other peaceful purposes shall not be prohibited. The use of any equipment or
facility necessary for peaceful exploration of the moon and other celestial
bodies shall also not be prohibited.

(e) Moon Treatv

Article 1

1. The provisions of this Agreement relating to the moon shall also apply to
other celestial bodies within the solar system, other than the earth, except
in so far as specific legal norms enter into force with respect to any of
these celestial bodies.

2. For the purposes of this Agreement reference to the moon shall include
orbits around or other trajectories to or around it. ...
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Article 2

All activities on the moon, including its exploration and use, shall be
carried out in accordance with international law, in particular the Charter of
the United Nations, and taking into account the Declaration on Principles of
International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States
in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, adopted by the
General Assembly on 24 October 1970, in the interest of maintaining
international peace and security and promoting international co-operation and
mutual understanding, and with due regard to the corresponding interests of
all other States Parties.

Article 3

1. The moon shall be used by all States Parties exclusively for peaceful
purposes.

2. Any threat or use of force or any other hostile act or threat of hostile
act on the moon is prohibited. It is likewise prohibited to use the moon in
order to commit any such act or to engage in any such threat in relation to
the earth, the moon, spacecraft, the personnel of spacecraft or man-made space
objects. ...

11. Porms concernina national jurisdiction over. and ownership
of relating to objects after their launch into outer space

General rules

(a) Outer Space Treatp

Article 8

A State Party to the Treaty on whose registry an object launched into
outer space is carried shall retain jurisdiction and control over such object,
and over any personnel thereof, while in outer space or on a celestial body.
Ownership of objects launched into outer space, including objects landed or
constructed on a celestial body, and of their component parts, is not affected
by their presence in outer space or on a celestial body or by their return to
the earth. Such objects or component parts found beyond the limits of the
State Party to the Treaty on whose registry they are carried shall be returned
to that State Party, which shall, upon request, furnish identifying data prior
to their return.

(b) Convention on Registration

Article 2

1. When a space object is launched into earth orbit or beyond, the launching
State shall register the space object by means of an entry in an appropriate
registry which it shall maintain. Each launching State shall inform the
Secretary-General of the United Nations of the establishment of such a
registry.

2. Where there are two or more launching States in respect of any such space
object, they shall jointly determine which one of them shall register the
object in accordance with paragraph 1 of this article, bearing in mind the
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provisions of article V111 of the Treaty on Principles Governing the
Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the
~oon and Other Celestial Bodies, and without prejudice to appropriate
agreements concluded or to be concluded among the launching States on
jurisdiction and control over the space object and over any personnel thereof.

3. The contents of each registry and the conditions under which it is
mantained shall be determined by the State of registry concerned.

(c) Rescue Aareement

Article 6

For the purposes of this Agreement, the term "launching authority" shall
refer to the State responsible for launching, or, where an international
intergovernmental organization is responsible for launching, that
organization, provided that that organization declares its acceptance of the
rights and obligations provided for in this Agreement and a majority of the
States members of that organization are Contracting Parties to this Agreement
and to the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the
Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial
Bodies.

(d) Moon Treaty

Article 12

1. States Parties shall retain jurisdiction and control over their
personnel, vehicles, equipment, facilities, stations and installations on the
moon. The ownership of space vehicles, equipment, facilities, stations and
installations shall not be affected by their presence on the moon.

S~ecial rules reaardina astronauts

(a) Outer Space Treaty

Article 5

States Parties to the Treaty shall regard astronauts as envoys of mankind
in outer space and shall render to them all possible assistance in the event
of accident, distress, or emergency landing on the territory of another State
Party or on the high seas. When astronauts make such a landing, they shall be
safely and promptly returned to the State of registry of their space vehicle.

In carrying on activities in outer space and on celestial bodies, the
astronauts of one State Party shall render all possible assistance to the
astronauts of other States Parties.

States Parties to the Treaty shall immediately inform the other States
Parties to the Treaty or the Secretary-General of the United Nations of any
phenomena they discover in outer space, including the moon and other celestial
bodies, which could constitute a danger to the life ok health of astronauts.
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(b) Moon Treatv

Article 10

1. States Parties shall adopt all practicable measures to safeguard the life
and health of persons on the moon. For this purpose they shall regard any
person on the moon as an astronaut within the meaning of article V of the
Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and
Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies and as part
of the personnel of a spacecraft within the meaning of the Agreement on the
Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts and the Return of Objects
Launched into Outer Space.

2. States Parties shall offer shelter in their stations, installations,
vehicles and other facilities to persons in distress on the moon.

Article 12

3. In the event of an emergency involving a threat to human life, States
Parties may use the equipment, vehicles, installations, facilities or supplies
of other States Parties on the moon. Prompt notification of such use shall be
made to the Secretary-General of the United Nations or the State Party
concerned. ...

International res~onsibility and liability

(a) Outer Space Treaty

Article 6

States parties to the Treaty shall bear international responsibility for
national activities in outer space, including the moon and other celestial
bodies, whether such activities are carried on by governmental agencies or by
non-governmental entities, and for assuring that national activities are
carried out in conformity with the provisions set forth in the present
Treaty. The activities of non-governmental entities in outer space, including
the moon and other celestial bodies, shall require authorization and
continuing supervision by the appropriate State Party to the Treaty. When
activities are carried on in outer space, including the moon and other
celestial bodies, by an international organization, responsibility for
compliance with this Treaty shall be borne both by the international
organization and by the States Parties to the Treaty participating in such
organization.

Article 7

Each State Party to the Treaty that launches or procures the launching of
an object into outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, and
each State Party from whose territory or facility an object is launched, is
internationally liable for damage to another State Party to the Treaty or to
its natural or juridical persons by such object or its component parts on the
earth, in air or in outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies.
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(b) Convention on Liability

Article 3

In the event of damage being caused elsewhere than on the surface of the
earth to a space object of one launching State or to persons or property on
board such a space object by a space object of another launching State, the
latter shall be liable only if the damage is due to its fault or the fault of
persons for whom it is responsible.

Article 4

1. In the event of damage being caused elsewhere than on the surface of the
earth to a space object of one launching State or to persons or property on
board such a space object by a space object of another launching State, and of
damage thereby being caused to a third State or to its natural or juridical
persons, the first two States shall be jointly and severally liable to the
third State, to the extent indicated by the following:

(a) If the damage has been caused to the third State on the surface of
the earth or to aircraft in flight, their liability to the third State shall
be absolute;

(b) If the damage has been caused to a space object of the third State
or to persons or property on board that space object elsewhere than on the
surface of the earth, their liability to the third State shall be based on the
fault of either of the first two States or on the fault of persons for whom
either is responsible.

2. In all cases of joint and several liability referred to in paragraph 1 of
this article, the burden of compensation for the damage shall be apportioned
between the first two States in accordance with the extent to which they were
at fault; if the extent of the fault of each of these States cannot be
established, the burden of compensation shall be apportioned equally between
them. Such apportionment shall be without prejudice to the right of the
third State to seek the entire compensation due under this Convention from any
or all of the launching States which are jointly and severally liable.

Article 5

1. Whenever two or more States jointly launch a space object, they shall be
jointly and severally liable for any damage caused.

2. A launching State which has paid compensation for damage shall have the
right to present a claim for indemnification to other participants in the
joint launching. The participants in a joint launching may conclude
agreements regarding the apportioning among themselves of the financial
obligation in respect of which they are jointly and severally liable. Such
agreements shall be without prejudice to the right of a State sustaining
damage to seek the entire compensation due under this Convention from any or
all of the launching States which are jointly and severally liable.

3. A State from whose territory or facility a space object is launched shall
be regarded as a participant in a joint launching.
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Article 6

1. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 2 of this article, exoneration
from absolute liability shall be granted to the extent that a launching State
establishes that the damage has resulted either wholly or partially from gross
negligence or from an act or omission done with intent to cause damage on the
part of a claimant State or of natural or juridical persons it represents.

2. No exoneration whatever shall be granted in cases where the damage has
resulted from activities conducted by a launching State which are not in
conformity with international law including, in particular, the Charter of the
United Nations and the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States
in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other
Celestial Bodies.

(c) Moon Treatv

Article 14

1. States Parties to this Agreement shall bear international responsibility
for national activities on the moon, whether such activities are carried on by
governmental agencies or by non-governmental entities, and for assuring that
national activities are carried out in conformity with the provisions set
forth in this Agreement. States Parties shall ensure that non-governmental
entities under their jurisdiction shall engage in activities on the moon only
under the authority and continuing supervision of the appropriate State
Party. ...

Additional guarantees to national technical means of verification

(a) ABM TreatvISALT IISALT IX

Articles 12/5/15

1. For the purpose of providing assurance of compliance with the provisions
of this Treaty, each Party shall use national technical means of verification
at its disposal in a manner consistent with generally recognized principles of
international law.

2. Each party undertakes not to interfere with the national technical means
of verification of the other Party operating in accordance with paragraph 1 of
this Article.

3. Each Party undertakes not to use deliberate concealment measures which
impede verification by national technical means of compliance with the
provisions of this Treaty. This obligation shall not require changes in
current construction, assembly, conversion, or overhaul practices.
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(b) ITU Convention

Article 38

Installations for National Defence Services

1. Members retain their entire freedom with regard to military radio
installations of their army, naval and air forces.

2. Nevertheless, these installations must, so far as possible, observe
statutory provisions relative to giving assistance in case of distress and to
the measure to be taken to prevent harmful interference, and the provisions of
the Administrative Regulations concerning the types of emission and the
frequencies to be used, according to the nature of the services performed by
such installations.

(The full freedom to use military radio communication means is guaranteed
to the members.

So far as possible they have to respect the rules regarding help in case
of disaster, measures to prevent disturbances and relating to special
frequencies which have to be used.)

111. Other main princi~les of activities in outer space

(a) Outer Space Treatv

Article 9

In the exploration and use of outer space, including the moon and other
celestial bodies, States Parties to the Treaty shall be guided by the
principle of co-operation and mutual assistance and shall conduct all their
activities in outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, with
due regard to the corresponding interests of all other States Parties to the
Treaty. States Parties to the Treaty shall pursue studies of outer space,
including the moon and other celestial bodies, and conduct exploration of them
so as to avoid their harmful contamination and also adverse changes in the
environment of the earth resulting from the introduction of extraterrestrial
matter and, where necessary, shall adopt appropriate measures for this
purpose. If a State Party to the Treaty has reason to believe that an
activity or experiment planned by it or its nationals in outer space,
including the moon and other celestial bodies, would cause potentially harmful
interference with activities of other States Parties in the peaceful
exploration and use of outer space, including the moon and other celestial
bodies, it shall undertake appropriate international consultations before
proceeding with any such activity or experiment. A State Party to the Treaty
which has reason to believe that an activity or experiment planned by another
State Party in outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies,
would cause potentially harmful interference with activities in the peaceful
exploration and use of outer space, including the moon and other celestial
bodies, may request consultation concerning the activity or experiment.
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Article 10

In order to promote international co-operation in the exploration and use
of outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, in conformity
with the purposes of this Treaty, the States Parties to the Treaty shall
consider on a basis of equality any requests by other States Parties to the
Treaty to be afforded an opportunity to observe the flight of space objects
launched by those States.

The nature of such an opportunity for observation and the conditions
under which it could be afforded shall be determined by agreement between the
States concerned.

Article 11

In order to promote international co-operation in the peaceful
exploration and use of outer space, States Parties to the Treaty conducting
activities in outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies,
agree to inform the Secretary-General of the United Nations as well as the
public and the international scientific community, to the greatest extent
feasible and practicable, of the nature, conduct, locations and results of
such activities. On receiving the said information, the Secretary-General of
the United Nations should be prepared to disseminate it immediately and
effectively.

Article 12

All stations, installations, equipment and space vehicles on the moon and
other celestial bodies shall be open to representatives of other States
Parties to the Treaty on a basis of reciprocity. Such representatives shall
give reasonable advance notice of a projected visit, in order that appropriate
consultations may be held and that maximum precautions may be taken to assure
safety and to avoid interference with normal operations in the facility to be
visited.

(b) Agreement to reduce the nuclear risk

Article 3

The Parties undertake to notify each other immediately in the event of
detection by missile warning systems of unidentified objects, or in the event
of signs of interference with these systems or with related communications
facilities, if such occurrences could create a risk of outbreak of nuclear war
between the two countries.

Article 4

Each Party undertakes to notify the other Party in advance of any planned
missile launches if such launches will extend beyond its national territory in
the direction of the other Party.
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(c) Convention on Repi~tration

Article 3

1. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall maintain a Register in
which the information furnished in accordance with article IV shall be
recorded.

2. There shall be full aid open access to the information in this Register.

Article 4

1. Each State of registry shall furnish to the Secretary-General of the
United Nations, as soon as practicable, the following information concerning
each space object carried on its registry:

(a) Name of launching State or States;

(b) An appropriate designator of the space object or its registration
number ;

(c) Date and territory or location of launch;

(d) Basic orbital parameters, including:

(i) Nodal period,

(ii) Inclination,

(iii) Apogee,

(iv) Perigee;

(e) General function of the space object.

2. Each State of registry may, from time to time, provide the
Secretary-General of the United Nations with additional information concerning
a space object carried on its registry.

3. Each State of registry shall notify the Secretary-General of the
United Nations, to the greatest extent feasible and as soon as practicable, of
space objects concerning which it has previously transmitted information, and
which have been but no longer are in earth orbit.

Article 5

Whenever a space object launched into earth orbit or beyond is marked
with the designator or registration number referred to in article IV,
paragraph 1 (b), or both, the State of registry shall notify the
Secretary-General of this fact when submitting the information regarding the
space object in accordance with article IV. In such case, the
Secretary-General of the United Nations shall record this notification in the
Register.
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(d) Moon Treaty

Article 5

1. States Parties shall inform the Secretary-General of the United Nations
as well as the public and the international scientific community, to the
greatest extent feasible and practicable, of their activities concerned with
the exploration and use of the moon. Information on the time, purposes,
locations, orbital parameters and duration shall be given in respect of each
mission to the moon as soon as possible after launching, while information on
the results of each mission, including scientific results, shall be furnished
upon completion of the mission. In the case of a mission lasting more than
60 days, information on conduct of the mission, including any scientific
results, shall be given periodically, at 30-day intervals. For missions
lasting more than six months, only significant additions to such information
need be reported thereafter.

2. If a State Party becomes aware that another State Party plans to operate
simultaneously in the same area of or in the same orbit around or trajectory
to or around the moon, it shall promptly inform the other State of the timing
of and plans for its own operations.

Article 8

1. States Parties may pursue their activities in the exploration and use of
the moon anywhere on or below its surface, subject to the provisions of this
Agreement.

2. For these purposes States Parties may, in particular:

(a) Land their space objects on the moon and launch them from the moon;

(b) Place their personnel, space vehicles, equipment, facilities,
stations and installations anywhere on or below the surface of the moon.

Personnel, space vehicles, equipment, facilities, stations and
installations may move or be moved freely over or below the surface of the
moon.

3. Activities of States Parties in accordance with paragraphs 1 and 2 of
this article shall not interfere with the activities of other States Parties
on the moon. Where such interference may occur, the States Parties concerned
shall undertake consultations in accordance with article 15, paragraphs 2
and 3, of this Agreement.

Article 9

1. States Parties may establish manned and unmanned stations on the moon. A
State Party establishing a station shall use only that area which is required
for the needs of the station and shall immediately inform the
Secretary-General of the United Nations of the location and purposes of that
station. Subsequently, at annual intervals that State shall likewise inform
the Secretary-General whether the station continues in use and whether its
purposes have changed.
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2. Stations shall be installed in such a manner that they do not impede the
free access to all areas of the moon of personnel, vehicles and equipment of
other States Parties conducting activities on the moon in accordance with the
provisions of this Agreement or of article I of the Treaty on Principles
Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies.

Article 13

A State Party which learns of the crash landing, forced landing or other
unintended landing on the moon of a space object, or its component parts, that
were not launched by it, shall promptly inform the launching State Party and
the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

Article 15

1. Each State Party may assure itself that the activities of other States
Parties in the exploration and use of the moon are compatible with the
provisions of this Agreement. To this end, all space vehicles, equipment,
facilities, stations and installations on the moon shall be open to other
States Parties. Such States Parties shall give reasonable advance notice of a
projected visit, in order that appropriate consultations may be held and that
maximum precautions may be taken to assure safety and to avoid interference
with normal operations in the facility to be visited. In pursuance of this
article, any State Party may act on its own behalf or with the full or partial
assistance of any other State Party or through appropriate International
procedures within the framework of the United Nations and in accordance with
the Charter.

2. A State Party which has reason to believe that another State Party is not
fulfilling the obligations incumbent upon it pursuant to this Agreement or
that another State Party is interfering with the rights which the former State
has under this Agreement may request consultations with that State Party. A
State Party receiving such a request shall enter into such consultations
without delay. Any other State Party which requests to do so shall be
entitled to take part in the consultations. Each State Party participating in
such consultations shall seek a mutually acceptable resolution of any
controversy and shall bear in mind the rights and interests of all States
Parties. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall be informed of the
results of the consultations and shall transmit the information received to
all States Parties concerned.

3. If the consultations do not lead to a mutually acceptable settlement
which has due regard for the rights and interests of all States Parties, the
Parties concerned shall take all measures to settle the dispute by other
peaceful means of their choice appropriate to the circumstances and the nature
of the dispute. If difficulties arise in connection with the opening of
consultations or if consultations do not lead to a mutually acceptable
settlement, any State Party may seek the assistance of the Secretary-General,
without seeking the consent of any other State Party concerned, in order to
resolve the controversy. A State Party which does not maintain diplomatic
relations with another State Party concerned shall participate in such
consultations, at its choice, either itself or through another State Party or
the Secretary-General as intermediary.
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(e) Agreement on Nuclear Risk Reduction Centres

Article 2

The Parties shall use the Nuclear Risk Reduction Centres to transmit
notifications identified in Protocol I which constitutes an integral part of
this Agreement.

Protocol I

Article 1

The Parties shall transmit the following types of notifications through
the Nuclear Risk Reduction Centres:

(a) Notifications of ballistic missile launches under article 4 of the
Agreement on Measures to Reduce the Risk of Outbreak of Nuclear War between
the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics of
30 September 1971;

(b) Notifications of ballistic missile launches under paragraph 1 of
article V1 of the Agreement between the Government of the United States of
America and the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the
Prevention of Incidents on and over the High Seas of 25 May 1972.

Article 3

Each Party also may, at its own discretion as a display of goodwill and
with a view to building confidence, transmit through the Nuclear Risk
Reduction Centres communications other than those provided for under article 1
of this Protocol.

Article 3

The Parties shall establish a special facsimile communications link
between their national Nuclear Risk Reduction Centres in accordance with
Protocol I1 which constitutes an integral part of this Agreement.

(£ 1 Aareement on Notifications of Launches

Article 1

Each Party shall provide the other Party notification, through the
Nuclear Risk Reduction Centres of the United States of America and the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, no less than 24 hours in advance, of the
planned date, launch area, and area of impact for any launch of a strategic
ballistic missile: an intercontinental ballistic missile (hereinafter "ICBM")
or a submarine-launched ballistic missile (hereinafter "SLBM").
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Article 3

3. For all launches of ICBMs or SLBMs, the notification shall indicate the
geographic co-ordinates of the planned impact area or areas of the re-entry
vehicles. Such an area shall be specified either by indicating the geographic
co-ordinates of the boundary points of the area, or by indicating the
geographic co-ordinates of the centre of a circle with a radius specified in
kilometres or nautical miles. The size of the impact area shall be determined
by the notifying Party at its discretion.

Notes

1 No. 67, United Kingdom Treaty Series, Cmd. 7015.

21 English text in: Arangio-Ruiz, G., The United Nations Declaration
on Friendly Relations and the System of the Sources of International Law,
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3_/ English text in: Status of Multilateral Arms Regulation and
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT C D / 9 3 4
19 July 1989

ENGLISH
Original: FRENCH/RUSSIAN

LETTER DATED 13 JULY 1989 ADDRESSED TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF
THE CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT BY THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA TRANSMITTING THE TEXT OF A
COMMUNIQUE OF THE MEETING OF THE POLITICAL CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
OF THE WARSAW TREATY STATES TOGETHER WITH THE TEXT OF A DOCUMENT
ENTITLED "FOR A STABLE AND SECURE EUROPE FREE OF NUCLEAR AND
CHEMICAL WEAPONS, FOR A SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTION OF ARMED FORCES,

ARMAMENTS AND MILITARY SPENDING"

I have the honour to inform you that a meeting of the Political
Consultative Comnittee of the States parties to the Warsaw Treaty of
Friendship, Co-operation and Mutual Assistance was held at Bucharest on 7 and
8 July 1989.

A communiqu6 was adopted along with a document entitled "For a Stable and
Secure Europe Free of Nuclear and Chemical Weapons, for a Substantial
Reduction of Armed Forces, ~rmaments and Military Spending".

. You will find annexed hereto the texts of those documents in Russian,
English, French and Spanish.

As representative of the meeting's host country, I request you to arrange
for their distribution as official documents of the Conference on Disarmament.

Gheorghe Dolgu

Ambassador
Permanent Representative of the
Socialist Republic of Romania

to the United Nations Office at Geneva

GE.89-62489/0772B
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Communiauk of the Meetinn of the Political Consultative Committee
of the States Parties to the Warsaw Treatv

A meeting of the Political Consultative Committee of the States parties
to the Warsaw Treaty of Friendship, Co-operation and Mutual Assistance was
held at Bucharest on 7 and 8 July.

The Meeting was attended:

For the People's Republic of Bulgaria (PRB) - by Todor Zhivkov, General
Secretary of the Central Committee of the Bulgarian Communist Party (BCP),
President of the Council of State of the People's Republic of Bulgaria, head
of the delegation; Georgi Atanasov, member of the Political Bureau of the
Central Committee of the BCP, Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the PRB;
Dobri Dzhurov, member of the PoliticaS Bureau of the Central Committee of the
BCP, Minister of National Defence; Petur Mladenov, member of the Political
Bureau of the Central Committee of the BCP, Minister for Foreign Affairs;
Dimitur Stanishev, Secretary of the Central Committee of the BCP;

For the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic (CSSR) - by Milos Jakes, General
Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia
(CPC), head of the delegation; Gustav Husak, member of the Presidium of the
Central Committee of the CPC, President of the Czechoslovak Socialist
Republic; Ladislav Adamec, member of the Presidium of the Central Committee of
the CPC, Prime Minister of the CSSR; Josef Lenart, member of the Presidium,
Secretary of the Central Committee of the CPC; Jaromir Johanes, Minister for
Foreign Affairs of the CSSR; Milan Vaclavik, member of the Central Committee
of the CPC, Minister of National Defence of the CSSR;

For the German Democratic Republic (GDR) - by Erich Honecker, General
Secretary of the Central Committee of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany
(SED), Chairman of the Council of State of the German Democratic Republic,
head of the delegation; Willi Stoph, member of the Political Bureau of the
Central Committee of the SED, Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the GDR;
Hermann ken, member of the Political Bureau, Secretary of the Central
Committee of the SED; Heinz Kessler, member of the Political Bureau of the
Central Committee of the SED, Minister of National Defence of the GDR;
Egon Krenz, member of the Political Bureau, Secretary of the Central Committee
of the SED, Vice-Chairman of the GDR Council of State; Giinter Mittag, member
of the Political Bureau, Secretary of the Central Committee of the SED,
Vice-Chairman of the Council of State of the GDR; Oskar Fischer, member of the
Central Committee of the SED, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the GDR;

For the Hungarian People's Republic (HPR) - by Reszo Nyers, President of
the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party, head of the delegation; Mikl6s Nhmeth,
Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the Hungarian People's Republic;
Gyula Horn, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the HPR; Ferenc Krirphti, Minister
of Defence of the HPR;

For the Polish People's Republic (PPR) - by Wojciech Jaruzelski, First
Secretary of the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers' Party (PUWP);
Chairman of the Council of State of the Polish People4s Republic, head of the
delegation; Mieczyslaw Rakcwski, member of the Political Bureau of the Central
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Committee of the PUWP, Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the PPR;
J6zef Czyrek, member of the Political Bureau, Secretary of the Central
Committee of the PUWP; Czeslaw Kiszczak, member of the Political Bureau of the
Central Committee of the PUWP, Minister of Internal Affairs of the PPR;
Florian Siwicki, member of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of
the PUWP, Minister of National Defence of the PPR; Tadeusz Olechowski,
Minister for Foreign Affairs of the PPR;

For the Socialist Republic of Romania (SRR) - by Nicolae Ceaugescu,
General Secretary of the Romanian Communist Party (RCP), President of the
Socialist Republic of Romania, head of the delegation; Constantin ~%scxlescu,
member of the Executive Political Committee of the Central Committee of the
RCP, Prime Minister of the SRR; Ion Stoian, Alternate Member of the Executive
Political Committee, Secretary of the Central Committee of the RCP;
Vasile Milea, Alternate Member of the Executive Political Committee of the
Central Committee of the RCP, Minister of National Defence of the SRR;
Ioan Totu, Alternate Member of the Executive Political Committee of the
Central Committee of the RCP, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the SRR;

For the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics - by M.S. Gorbachev, General
Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
(CPSU), President of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, head of the delegation;
N.I. Ryzhkov, member of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the
CPSU, Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the USSR; E.A. Shevardnadze,
member of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the CPSU, Minister
for Foreign Affairs of the USSR; A.N. Yakovlev, member of the Political
Bureau, Secretary of the Central Committee of the CPSU; D.T. Yazov, candidate
member of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the CPSU, Minister
of Defence of the USSR.

The Meeting was also attended by Army General P.G. Lushev,
Commander-in-Chief of the Joint Armed Forces of the States parties to the
Warsaw Treaty, and Constantin Oancea, Secretary-General of the Political
Consultative Committee, Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Socialist
Republic of Romania.

The Meeting's participants exchanged views on developments in the
international situation and discussed the main directions of mutual action by
the allied States in the interests of peace and stability in Europe, of
disarmament, and of intensifying international co-operation and dialogue.

It was noted that owing to the active policy of the Socialist countries,
to the activities of all peace-loving and realistically-minded forces, there
have been certain positive developments in international affairs, the
lessening of tension and confrontation, confidence-building, developing
political dialogue and intensifying inter-State contacts at various levels.
The first steps in disarmament have been taken, a control mechanism has been
created and is functioning effectively. The beginning of the Vienna
negotiations is encouraging. Co-operation in the economic, scientific-
technical and human rights fields has broadened. Progress has been made in
the political settlement of regional conflicts. There is a growing readiness
of the international community to co-operate in the field of security and in
solving global issues.
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Nevertheless, the world situation continues to be complex and
contradictory, since the favourable processes have still not become
irreversible. The build-up of weapons and their modernization has not
stopped. Nuclear tests continue, as does work on the militarization of outer
space. The concepts of confrontation, of reliance on force, born in the years
of the "cold war" are being overcome with difficulty. The nuclear-deterrence
strategy, reaffirmed at the recent session of NATO, remains a dangerous
anachronism which runs counter to the interests of universal security. The
practice of interference in the domestic affairs of States and attempts to
destabilize them, as well as human rights violations, continue.

The Meeting's participants confirmed the attachment of their States to
the ideal of ridding mankind of the threat of war by doing away with nuclear
and chemical weapons and drastically reducing conventional weapons. They
consider disarmament the cardinal issue of our time, the decisive factor for
strengthening peace, security and confidence, deepening d&tente, developing
broad international co-operation and solving global problems.

The Warsaw Treaty States attach paramount importance to the development
of the common-Europe process in all areas, to bringing the continent to a new
level of security and co-operation, to progress along the path of building an
indivisible Europe of lasting peace and co-operation, of a common European
home of countries having different social and State structures, of respect for
today's territorial and political realities, of inviolability of existing
frontiers, of every people's sovereignty and right freely to determine its
destiny. Determination was expressed to promote in every possible way the
implementation of the arrangements arrived at in the Vienna Meeting aimed at
strengthening peace and security, better understanding and co-operation on the
continent.

The position of the allied States on ensuring European and universal
security and on the disarmament process is described in the document "For a
Stable and Secure Europe free of Nuclear and Chemical Weapons, for a
Substantial Reduction of Armed Forces, Armaments and Military Spending"
adopted by the Meeting.

The Meeting's participants called for shifting the relations between the
Warsaw Treaty and the North Atlantic Alliance into a non-confrontational
channel, for the establishment of a constructive dialogue between them on
political and military policies, for transforming such dialogue into a factor
of security and co-operation on the continent. At the same time, the Warsaw
Treaty States maintain their position of principle in favour of ridding Europe
of military blocs, the simultaneous disbanding of both alliances and, as a
first step, the elimination of their military organizations.

The 'States represented at the Meeting strongly urged the peaceful
settlement of the regional conflicts in the Middle East, Africa, Asia and
Central America. Life has shown that negotiations are a productive procedure
and that there is no rational alternative to it. They will continue to
contribute to the political settlement of crisis situations in the world and
to the further enhancement of the role of the United Nations in this respect.
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In that connection, the States parties to the Warsaw Treaty called for
the holding, without delay, of an international conference on the Middle East
under the auspicies of the United Nations, with the participation of all the
parties concerned, including the Palestine Liberation Organization, and of a
comprehensive Middle East Settlement on the basis of recognition of the
Palestinian people's right to self-determination and to the existence of an
independent State of Palestine, as well as the right to independence,
sovereignty and territorial integrity of all the States in the region,
including Israel. The Meeting's participants voiced their support for the
leadership of the Republic of Afghanistan, for a just settlement of the
situation in that country on the basis of national reconciliation, for a
united, independent and non-aligned Afghanistan whose people is entitled to
determine its own destiny without any outside interference.

Expressing concern over the serious economic problems being encountered
by mankind, the deepening gap between developed and developing countries, the
incessant increase in external debts and in the national resources required
for their repayment, the States represented at the Meeting called for
concerted efforts by all countries to solve these problems on an equitable
basis, and on an equal footing, with the active participation of the
United Nations, and for the establishment of a new international economic
order. The Meeting underscored the need to eliminate the continuing
discriminatory restrictions on the growth of trade, economic and scientific-
technical relations based on the equal rights of the parties, and restrictions
on access to modem technology. Economic relations must not be conditional
upon political or other considerations.

In examining questions of collaboration in the preservation and
restoration of the environment, the Meeting's participants reaffirmed the
position of their countries as set forth in the document of the 1988 Warsaw
Meeting of the Political Consultative Committee, entitled "The consequences of
the arms race for the environment and other aspects of ecological security".
The participants expressed their readiness actively to work together with
other countries, both multilaterally and bilaterally, in the solution of
ecological problems and to promote the success of the Meeting on Protection of
the Environment to be held at Sofia this autumn so that it may mark an
important step in strengthening international co-operation in this area, and
in the preparation of the United Nations Conference on the Environment and
Development planned for 1992.

Noting the important role of the non-aligned movement in international
life, the Meeting's participants expressed the hope that the forthcoming
summit of the non-aligned countries would serve to increase the contribution
of the movement to the solution of the key questions of our time, and to
enhance its prestige and influence. The States represented at the Meeting
attach great importance to the further development of relations with the
non-aligned countries and to collaboration with them in international
affairs.

The States parties to the Warsaw Treaty will promote in every possible
way the fuller exploitation of the peace-making potential of the
United Nations, with the participation of all countries, irrespective of size
and social structure, in the solution of world problems. They favour
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enhancing the effectiveness of the United Nations and wider use of the
Organization's peacekeeping operations. They stressed the importance of
active involvement of the United Nations in efforts to prevent international
crises.

The Meeting's participants informed one another of domestic developments
in their countries, on the course and the problems of socialist construction,
noting the growing interdependence of domestic and foreign policies. They
underlined the strong influence of socialist ideas, the importance of the
transformations taking place in the allied States aimed at improving and
renewing socialist society, making its political systems continuously dynamic,
developing their democracy, promoting the people's well-being, improving the
quality of life, bringing out the aptitudes of every individual, and ensuring
fundamental human rights and freedoms. They base themselves on the fact that
there are no universal models of socialism, that no one has a monopoly of the
truth. The construction of the new society is a creative process and is
carried out in each country in keeping with its conditions, traditions and
needs.

The Meeting reaffirmed their common effort to work in the interests of
socialism, of improving the collaboration of the allied States and of
unequivocally ensuring their security. Confidence was expressed in the
ability of the socialist States, of the leading forces of society, to solve
the problems that have arisen at the present stage of their development. The
necessity was also stressed of developing relations among them on a basis of
equality, independence and the right of each of them separately to work out
its own political policy, strategy and tactics without outside interference.

The Meeting's participants were unanimous in considering that the Warsaw
Treaty is reliably serving the security of the States parties to it and is an
important factor for peace and stability in Europe and the world at large.
The consrtructive activities - individual and collective - of the allied
countries are having a positive influence on world processes and are
stimulating the development of international relations on democratic
principles and in the spirit of the new political thinking.

The common opinion favoured strengthening the solidarity and interaction
of the allied States and further development of their many-sided collaboration
on the basis of equal rights and mutual respect for the benefit of their
fraternal peoples and in the interests of universal peace.

It was decided to continue efforts to strengthen the political character
of the Warsaw Treaty and to improve the mechanism of co-operation within its
framework on democratic principles.

The activitiee of the Committee of Foreign Ministers and the Committee of
Defence Ministers were assessed as positive and their further tasks were
defined.

The Political Consultative Committee adopted a decision on the report of
the Commander-in-Chief of the Joint Armed Forces of the States parties to the
Warsaw Treaty.
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The Socialist Republic of Romania, as the host country of the Meeting,
will be responsible for distributing the Committee's documents among other
States and international organizations.

The representative of the Union of Soviet ,Socialist Republics,
I.P. Aboimov, Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs of the USSR, was appointed
General Secretary of the Political Consultative Committee for the next period.

The Meeting was held in an atmosphere of friendship and co-operation.

The next meeting of the Political Consultative Committee of the States
parties to the Warsaw Treaty will be held in Moscow.
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FOR A STABLE AND SECURE EUROPE FREE OF NUCLEAR AND
CHEMICAL WEAPONS, FOR A SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTION OF
ARMED FORCES, ARMAMENTS AND MILITARY SPENDING

The representatives, at the highest level, of the People's Republic of
Bulgaria, the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, the German Democratic Republic,
the Hungarian People's Republic, the Polish People's Republic, the Socialist
Republic of Romania, and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics assembled at
Bucharest on 7 and 8 July 1989 for a meeting of the Political Consultative
Committee of the States parties to the Warsaw Treaty, basing themselves upon
the realities of today's world and guided by the desire of their States to
ensure stable security in Europe, to achieve further progress in disarmament,
actively to promote the restructuring of international relations along new
lines and the passage of mankind to a new stage of development in a context of
peace and co-operation, declared the following:

I.

The States parties to the Warsaw Treaty consider as the supreme goal of
their foreign policy the consolidation of peace, the liberation of mankind
from the threat of war and the development' of broad, mutually advantageous
international co-operation. They intend to continue to contribute in every
way to ensuring comprehensive and equal security.

The States represented at the Meeting reaffirm their determination to do
their utmost to reach new understandings in the field of disarmament and to
make the process of disarmament continuous and irreversible. They also call
for overcoming underdevelopment, for the firm establishment of a new
international economic order, and for the urgent solution of ecological and
other global problems.

The solution of the problems on which the survival of mankind and the
progress of its civilization depend requires the joint efforts and active
participation of all countries and peoples. In this connection, the States
represented at the Meeting stress the need to strengthen the role of the
United Nations and their readiness to contribute thereto by every means.

The States parties to the Warsaw Treaty declare themselves resolutely in
favour of ensuring security not by military but by political means, of
confirming the primacy of international law in inter-State relations, of
maintaining normal relations between States irrespective of their social and
political systems, of renouncing confrontation and hostility in favour of
policies of partnership, mutual understanding, confidence and good-
neighbourliness, of mutual consideration of the interests of all States and
peoples, of co-operation in the field of human rights and in the humanitarian
field in keeping with the obligations they have assumed.

Indispensable requirements for a policy of security, mutual understanding
and co-operation among States are strict respect for the national
independence, sovereignty and equal rights of all States, the equal rights of
peoples and the right of each people to self-determination, the free choice of
the path of their social and political development; non-interference in
internal affairs; unconditional renunciation of the use or threat of force in
whatever form; strict respect for today's territorial and political realities,
inviolability of existing borders and the territorial integrity of States;
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settlement of any disputes between States exclusively by peaceful means;
implementation in every country of human rights and fundamental freedoms in
their entirety for all, irrespective of race, sex, language, religion or
nationality; development of co-operation between States in various fields on
the basis of mutual advantage; conscientious fulfilment of obligations under
international law; observance of all the purposes and principles of the
United Nations Charter, the principles of the Helsinki Final Act and of the
other generally accepted norms of international relations.

In the context of the growing interdependence of today's world the
implementation of all these principles will help to consolidate common human
values and rules of conduct in international relations.

The States parties to the Warsaw Treaty reaffirm their willingness to
extend and intensify dialogue with all States, and to co-operate with them
constructively for the solution of the problems facing Europe and the world.
Such dialogue and such co-operation are especially necessary at this key
moment in the evolution of the international situation.

II.

Considering the elimination of the threat of nuclear or conventional war
and the strengthening of international security as the objective prerequisite
for the survival and progress of mankind, the States parties to the
Warsaw Treaty regard the cessation of the arms race and disarmament as the
principal task of today's world.

The growing awareness of governments and peoples of their common interest
in security has made it possible to take the first steps towards reducing
military confrontation. The possibility has emerged of moving from senseless
and dangerous military rivalry to the peaceful collaboration of States. In
this connection, the Meeting's participants note the special importance of the
~reaty on the Elimination of Medium- and Shorter-range Missiles, the
conclusion of which has started a process of physical destruction of nuclear
weapons, as well as the businesslike atmosphere lately being manifested in a
number of disarmament forums.

Nevertheless, a radical reversal in the matter of disarmament has as yet
not occurred. Despite the recognition by both alliances of the
inadmissibility of a new war, the level of military confrontation remains
extremely high and dangerous. NATO's efforts to continue the policy of
operating from a position of strength and to follow the strategy of nuclear
deterrence cannot but arouse concern.

The States parties to the Warsaw Treaty consider that such a situation
requires the active efforts of all countries and of all peace-loving,
realistically-minded forces. Basing themselves on the concept of mutual and
indivisible security, they resolutely call for achieving it through the
maintenance of the military balance at the lowest level sufficient only for
defence and excluding the possibility of sudden attack or the conduct of
large-scale offensive operations. Their objective is the reduction of
armaments to a level which completely eliminates the threat of an outbreak of
war. That objective can be attained only through the' efforts of both sides,
involving the comprehensive strengthening of the political, and not the
military, factors of security and stability.
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They reaffirm that they are ready to continue to seek, together with all
interested countries, understandings leading to the staged reduction and
subsequent complete elimination of nuclear weapons, the prohibition and
destruction of chemical weapons, the radical reduction of conventional armed
forces, the prevention of extension of the arms race to outer space, the
gradual curtailment of military production, and the substantial reduction of
military spending. In that connection, they proceed from the assumption that
disarmament measures must ensure equal security for all States with full
respect for the sovereignty, independence and territorial integrity of every
State in its existing borders, and must exclude the possibility of the use of
force or the threat of force in inter-State relations.

Expressing their satisfaction at the resumption of Soviet-United States
negotiations on major disarmament issues, the allied States express the hope
that they will soon lead to practical results.

As one of the priority objectives, they consider completion of work on
the treaty for a 50 per cent reduction in the offensive strategic arms of the
USSR and the United States subject to observence of the Anti-ballistic Missile
Treaty as it was signed in 1972.

The States represented at the Meeting call for the immediate cessation of
nuclear weapon tests, for detailed examination of this question including
examination at the multilateral level, in particular at the Geneva Conference
on Disarmament. They call for the rapid finalization of the verification
protocols to the USSR-United States Agreements of 1974 and 1976 and the evtry
into force of those agreements as a step towards the complete cessation of
nuclear tests. As one of the ways of speedily achieving the prohibition of
all nuclear tests, the States parties to the Warsaw Treaty support the idea of
the possible extension to underground testing of the applicability of the
1963 Moscow Treaty banning nuclear weapon tests in three environments.

The agenda includes the task of cessation and, later on, of prohibition
of the production of fissionable materials for weapons, the prevention of
proliferation of nuclear weapons, as well as of missile technology for
military purposes. Another major task is the protection of peaceful nuclear
projects from attack.

The Meeting's participants are concerned by the danger to peace and
international security represented by the threat of use of chemical weapons as
long as they exist and are disseminated, and propose the adoption of a set of
measures to remove that threat. They call for the speedy preparation of an
international convention on the general and complete prohibition of chemical
weapons and the destruction of their stockpiles.

A key question of security and stability in Europe is the reduction of
conventional armed forces, the reduction and subsequent elimination of
tactical nuclear weapons, and confidence-building on the continent.

As the most immediate objective of talks on conventional armed forces in
Europe, the Meeting's participants consider, already as the result of a
preliminary agreement, the arrival at a collective ceiling, which will be the
same for both the NATO and Warsaw Treaty States, on the number of troops and
the quantity of main types of armaments in Europe and its various regions.
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The new levels would be significantly lower than the lowest levels of either
side at present. The proposals made in this regard by the allied socialist
countries at Vienna provide for a drastic mutual reduction of troops and
armaments. This would also solve the problem of eliminating the imbalances in
the field of conventional weapons. The reduction and limitation of armed
forces and armaments would take place under strict international control.

At the Meeting it was noted that the additional proposals put forward at
the recent summit meeting of the NATO Council on the subject of conventional
weapons and conventional armed forces in Europe constitute a movement towards
the position of the allied socialist countries. The Meeting's participants
expect that those proposals will be detailed and placed on the table of the
Vienna negotiations in the near future. The Meeting reaffirmed the
determination of the Warsaw Treaty member countries to do everything possible
for the speedy achievement of positive results at the Vienna talks and
expressed the view that the situation at the talks is now such that, given a
constructive approach by all participants, it would be possible to arrive at
initial arrangements as early as 1990. Experts will be instructed to work out
the relevant proposals in operational terms.

The practical steps taken by the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty in
implementation of their defensive doctrine, for unilateral reduction of their
armed forces and armaments, giving them an obvious non-offensive structure and
reducing armaments production and military spending, are aimed at the creation
of favourable material and political prerequisites for a steady continuation
of the arms limitation process and a lowering of the level of military
confrontation.

The States parties to the Warsaw Treaty expect the NATO countries to take
reciprocal steps to reduce their armed forces, armaments, military expenditure
and military activities.

The Meeting's participants called for the strict observance of the
Stockholm arrangements, the adoption at negotiations of the 35 States
participating in the CSCE of new confidence- and security-building measures
to develop them, the extension of notification, observation and limitation
measures to all types of military activities of States, including those of
their naval and air forces.

The creation of a Centre for reducing the danger of war and preventing a
surprise attack in Europe, a body with informational and consultative
functions, is bound to become an important contribution to confidence- and
security-building and stability enhancement on the continent.

Other proposals put forward at the talks by the State parties to the
Warsaw Treaty are also aimed at achieving the purposes of confidence- and
security-building.

A major step, capable of raising the process of disarmament and of
strengthening European security to a qualitatively new level can be the
convening of a meeting of leaders of the 35 States participating in the CSCE,
at which the results attained in these fields would be examined and future
tasks determined.
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The allied socialist countries express the hope that consideration of
military doctrines, their character, their political and military-technical
aspects and their future development will facilitate the transition to
military concepts and doctrines based on strictly defensive principles.

Stability and security in Europe cannot be complete and sufficiently
reliable without a solution of the problem of tactical nuclear equipment.
Moreover, as conventional armaments are reduced, the destabilizing role of
tactical nuclear weapons will inevitably grow. In that connection, NATO's
plans to modernize tactical nuclear weapons are causing great concern.

Ha.ving noted a certain development in the position of the NATO countries
regarding talks on tactical nuclear weapons in Europe, the States parties to
the Warsaw Treaty call on the NATO countries to solve the problem of tactical
nuclear weapons not by modernization but by separate negotiations aimed at
their step—by—step reduction, and reaffirm their proposals in that regard.

The Meeting's participants expressed support for the Soviet Union's
intention, in case the NATO countries are prepared to begin negotiations on
tactical nuclear weapons, to proceed to further unilateral reductions of
tactical nuclear missiles stationed in Europe.

They also support the decision of the Soviet Union taken earlier this
year unilaterally to withdraw from the territories of allied socialist
countries 500 warheads of tactical nuclear missiles, as well as its
declaration that it is prepared to withdraw during 1989-1991 all nuclear
ammunition from the territories of its allies on condition of a similar
reciprocal step on the part of the United States.

The States parties to the Warsaw Treaty are convinced that a step-by-step
reduction, and later elimination, of tactical nuclear weapons in Europe, along
with a drastic reduction of armed forces and conventional armaments would
constitute an effective means of lowering the danger of war and strengthening
mutual confidence.

Solutions of the problem of ensuring security and stability and an ever
lower level of the military balance cannot ignore the significance of naval
forces and their armament as well as naval activities capable of exerting a
destabilizing influence on the situation and of creating a threat to security
in Europe and other regions. The Meeting's participants advocate an active
dialogue on this problem area and consider it necessary to begin separate
negotiations for their consideration between the States concerned and, first
of all, the major naval Powers.

The meeting emphasized that a reduction of military standing allows the
resources economized to be directed to the needs of social and economic
development. In that connection, the effective solution of the problem of
converting military production acquires major importance and this might become
a subject of international consultations, including consultations in the
framework of the United Nations.
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Also mentioned was the great importance of joint and individual
initiatives for promoting the solution of security problems as they affect
various regions of the continent, in particular, for creating a nuclear-free
corridor and a zone free of chemical weapons in central Europe; for armaments
reduction and confidence building in central Europe; for creating along the
line of contact of the States of the two alliances a zone of confidence,
co-operation and good-neigbourly relations; for creating in the Balkans a zone
free of nuclear and chemical weapons; for converting the Mediterranean into a
zone of peace and co-operation; and for a drastic reduction of the level of
military confrontation in northern Europe. They support multilateral and
bilateral practical steps for the implementation of those initiatives.

The States parties to the Warsaw Treaty consider that disarmament
measures must be accompanied by strict appropriate measures of control. They
are prepared to join in the most effective solutions leading to the creation
of a comprehensive disarmament-control system. In this connection, the
United Nations could play a constructive role.

The States parties to the Warsaw Treaty reiterate their recent appeal to
the States members of the North Atlantic alliance calling on them to utilize
the opportunities now emerging for completely overcoming the consequences of
the "Cold War" in Europe and worldwide. They reaffirm their position of
principle in favour of disbanding both of the military-political alliances.

III.

The focus of the efforts of the States parties to the Warsaw Treaty
continues to be the task of ensuring stability and security in Europe, the
consolidation of relations there of a new type based on overcoming
confrontation, and strengthening confidence and good-neighbourliness. They
advocate the development of broad mutually advantageous co-operation on an
equal footing in various fields, the participation of all countries and
peoples in settling the pressing problems of the continent. The main
foundation for building the new Europe must continue to be the common European
process.

Expressing their firm intention to foster by every means intensification
of the Helsinki process, the meeting's participants base themselves on the
principle that the creation of a Europe of peace and co-operation is not
possible in isolation from all that has been achieved on the continent both
over the centuries and during recent decades. Differences between particular
States or groups of States must not hinder mutual understanding and
interaction. On the contrary, the diversity of experience of the European
peoples can become a source of mutual enrichment. In this connection, it is
important for the processes taking place in different parts of the continent
to facilitate the development of inter-State relations on a bilateral,
multilateral, and common European basis.

The States participating in the Meeting attach great importance to the
build-up of mutually advantageous economic and scientific-technical
co-operation among the countries participating in the CSCE. This would enable
each country to make optimum use of its material and human resources, and the
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poss5'bilities offered by the international division of labour in the interests
of their social and economic development. It is necessary to remove the
obstacles and restrictions on the path of development of trade, scientific,
technical and production links, and to broaden mutual access to modem
technologies.

The question of expanding and intensifying multilateral and bilateral
co-operation in the solution of pressing ecological problems has acquired
particular urgency. Europe could set an example in this respect.

An inseparable part of efforts to normalize the situation in Europe is
the expansion of co-operation in the humanitarian field, the encouragement of
human contacts, the development of collaboration in information exchanges and
the flow of information as well as in culture and education.

One of the first requisites for ensuring peace and co-operation in Europe
is that all human rights and fundamental freedoms contained in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, in the International Covenants on Economic and
Social, and Civil and Political Rights, in the Helsinki Final Act and in other
United Nations and CSCE documents should be achieved in each country. The
Warsaw Treaty States call for the full achievement of the civil, political,
economic, social, cultural and other rights in their interdependence.

The strengthening of peace and security in Europe would contribute to
solving many serious social problems with which the peoples- of the continent
are confronted, would ensure the right to life and to work.

The Meeting's participants stress that a firm rebuff must be given to any
manifestations of revanchism and chauvinism, any form of sowing hatred among
peoples. They share the concern of public opinion in the western European
countries about growing manifestations of neo-fascism.

The allied socialist States attach a primordial importance to ensuring
military, political and territorial stability in Europe. They start from the
fact that each people decides the fate of its country, and has the right to
choose its sociopolitical and economic system, the State system it thinks
fit. There can be no single standard for the organization of society.

Stability presupposes renunciation of confrontational doctrines, of
reliance on force, inadmissibility of direct or indirect interference in the
domestic affairs of States. No country may dictate events in another country,
claim the position of judge or arbiter.

IV

The People's Republic of Bulgaria, the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic,
the German Democratic Republic, the Hungarian People's Republic, the Polish
People's Republic, the Socialist Republic of Romania and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics are ready to develop their collaboration with the other
States participating in the common European process, with all the States
concerned, to work together with these States with a view to reaching
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understandings on deep arms cuts and on disarmament, the strengthening of
security and stability in Europe, the transition from confrontation to
collaboration in relations among States, the building of a Europe of lasting
peace, good-neighbourliness and collaboration. They will be receptive to and
support any step or constructive proposal in this direction.

For the People's Republic of Bulgaria
TODOR ZHIVKOV

General Secretary of the Central Committee of the
Bulgarian Communist Party,

President of the State Council
of the People's Republic of Bulgaria

For the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
MILOS JAKES

General Secretary of the Central Committee
of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia

For the German Democratic Republic
ERICH HONECKER

General Secretary of the Central Committee
of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany

Chairman of the Council of State
of the German Democratic Republic

For the Hungarian People'S Republic
REZSO NYERS

President of the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party

For the Polish People's Republic
WOJCIECH JARUZELSKI

First Secretary of the Central Committee
of the Polish United Workers' Party,

President of the Council of State of the
Polish People's Republic

For the Socialist Republic of Romania
NICOLAE CEAUjiESCU

General Secretary of the Romanian Communist Party,
President of the Socialist Republic of Romania

For the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
MIKHAIL SERGEYEVICH GORBACHEV

General Secretary of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union

President of the Supreme Soviet of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Bucharest, 8 July 1989
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ion of a Cmux&ewive Nuclear Test Ban:

THE NORWEGIAN SEISMIC VERIFICATION PROGRAMME

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH RESULTS 1988189

Introduction

In a series of documents (CD/310, CDl395, CDl507, CDI599, CDl714, CD/763,
CD/862), Norway has since 1982 presented contributions to the work of the
Conference on Disarmament on seismological verification measures for a
Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban. In particular, these documents have addressed
various aspects of a future global system for international exchange of
seismic data as envisaged by the Ad Hoc Group of Scientific Experts to
Consider International Co-operative Measures to Detect and Identify Seismic
Events.

Norway has consistently maintained that such a global system must take
advantage of the rapid and ongoing technological developments in seismic
instrumentation, data cominunication and computer systems.

Norway therefore welcomes the consensus that now has been established in
the Group of Scientific Experts (GSE) on this issue, as reflected in the
recent Fifth Report by that Group (CDl903). This report, which marks yet
another important step in the work of the GSE, describes how recent
technological and scientific developments can be applied in designing a modern
international seismic data exchange system; the aim of this work being to
improve the confidence with which a future comprehensive nuclear test ban
treaty could be monitored.

The Gr o Scientific - e r t s ' Second Technical Test (GSETT-2)

The GSE has stated that the development of technical concepts for the
proposed system needs to be a purposeful and ongoing process, whereby it will
be necessary to test the proposed concepts in practical experiments and later
evaluate and adjust the system design in view of this experience.

GE.89-62553/3428A
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The Group's Second Tchnical Test (GSETT-2), which is now in its initial
phase, will be an importat step in this process. Norway will participate
fully in the conduct of GETT-2, by providing data and information from
Norwegian seismic array ficilities. In addition, Norwegian scientists will
contribute toward the eva7uation of the results from the test, with the
purpose to further elaborte the new concepts for a global system.

The recently hed NORESS and ARCESS arrays are important in this
regard. These two arrays, which are located in southern and northern Norway,
respectively, incorporate the most recent achievements in seismology, signal
processing and data ication, using modern technology.

The NORESS and ARCES arrays have shown outstanding capabilities in
detecting small seismic eents, both at close distances and in remote areas.
Thus, small nuclear exploions have been detected as far away as the French
test site at the Mururoa toll, at a distance of approximately 15,000 km.
GSETT-2 will mark the fir1t time that the recordings of these advanced arrays
will be systematically CObined with those of traditional seismograph stations
worldwide. Norway has prviously proposed (CDl714) that the global network
should, in so far as pracIicable, incorporate such small-aperture seismic
arrays. The outcome of GSETT-2 will give important indications as to how the
capabilities of a global network might be improved by establishing additional
arrays of this type around the globe.

An intenrated ~rocessing svstem for networks of arravs

While each of the two arrays - NORESS and ARCESS - individually has been
shown to provide excellent capabilities, the most important perspective lies
in the possibilities that have now been opened up for using data from several
such arrays in an integrated processing scheme. Initial results from joint
NORESS/ARCESS data analysis have demonstrated that these two arrays complement
each other by providing significantly improved precision in estimating source
parameters of seismic events.

A large-scale research effort has for some years been under way to apply
artificial intelligence techniques in developing a knowledge-based computer
system for analysing data jointly recorded by NORESS and ARCESS, with
possibilities of including additional such arrays as well. This advanced
programme, which is being conducted in co-operation between United States and
Norwegian scientists, is expected to enhance significantly the capabilities
for detecting, locating and identifying small seismic events at local and
regional distances on the basis of such array data.

The first prototype of such a system is currently being installed at the
NORSAR data center, with a direct wide band satellite link to a similar system
in the United States. Results from this research programme will be made
available to the GSE in due time, and this type of processing is expected to
make an important contribution to the GSETT-2.
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The Norwegian National Data Center (NDC)

In pursuance of recommendations by the Group of Scientific Experts,
Norway has recently establistied a National Data Center (NDC), conforming to
the preliminary specifications given by the Group. This NDC is located at the
premises of the NORSAR processing center at Kjeller, and is built around a
SUN-3 computer with specially developed software.

The Norwegian NDC is based on the "open station" concept originally
introduced by the Federal Republic of Germany. Any GSE participant can
establish a direct computer connection, using standard digital communications
protocols, to this center. All data of interest can be accessed directly, and
retrieved using various file transfer protocols. Among the data that are
currently available on-line are complete lists of phase detections from the
Norwegian arrays, any Level I1 (waveform) data recorded during the last
72 hours as well as Level I and Level I1 data for seismic events of special
interest.

The Norwegian NDC will be the gateway used by Norway to contribute data
to the GSETT-2. In addition, experience accumulated in establishing and
operating this NDC will be shared with other GSE participants.

Conclusions

- The small aperture ar;rays NORESS and ARCESS have shown outstanding
capabilities in detecting smdll seismic events, both at close distances and in
remote areas.

- The possibilities of using data from several small aperture arrays
open important perspectives. Initial results from joint NORESSIARCESS data
analyses have demonstrated that these two arrays complement each other by
providing significantly improved precision in estimating source parameters of
seismic events.

- The application of artificial intelligence techniques in developing a
knowledge-based computer system for analysing data is expected to enhance
significantly the capabilities for detecting, locating and identifying small
seismic events at local and regional distances. The first prototype of such a
system is currently being indtalled at the NORSAR data center.

- The research results from 1988189 underline the importance of the
Norwegian proposal that the global network should, in so far as practicable,
incorporate small-aperture seismic arrays.
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VERIFICATION OF ALLEGED USE OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS

A NEW APPROACH FOR VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

1. Introductioq

In 1981 the Norwegian Government started a research programme on
verification of alleged use of chemical weapons. This prograame is being
carried out by the Division for Environmental Toxicology of the Norwegian
Defence Research Establishment at Kjeller, near Oslo. The research findings
have been presented to the Conference on Disarmament in annual reports and
working papers, which have been compiled in the publication C o n t r i u o n s bv
Nnrwav to the Conference on Disarmament 1982-1987. published by the Royal
Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in March 1988 (document CD/813 of
7 March 1988). The 1988 report was presented to the Conference in
document CD/857 of 12 August 1988 and in Working Paper CD/861 of
22 August 1988.

The Norwegian research programme is directly linked to the negotiations
on Article IX of the Chemical Weapons Convention. Together with Canada,
Norway has submitted a proposal for a text concerning procedures as an Annex
to this Article (document CD/766 of 2 July 1987).

In 1988-1989 the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment introduced a
new technique of analysis for verification of alleged use of chemical
weapons. It is called the headspace gas chromatography technique, which
permits analysis directly on samples without prior cleaning procedures. Based
on this simplified method, research is being continued with a view to further
developing the procedures to be followed by an international inspection team.
In 1988-1989, the research has been focused on the application of this new
method and its consequences for sampling, handling and transport of samples.

The verification procedure

The verification procedure developed as part of the Norwegian research
programme is based on a method applying absorption of chemical warfare agents
from aqueous solutions to porous polymers. This involves extracting solid
sample material with water before this extract is passed through a cartridge
filled with a porous polymer. The advantage of this method is, firstly, that
the amount of sample which has to be carried back to the laboratory is
dramatically reduced and, secondly, that the same procedure may be used for
several types of sample material.

GE.89-62559/1067a
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The complete verification procedure also includes a method for analysing
various sample materials where no preliminary preparation of the samples is
necessary. This technique is known as headspace gas chromatography and has
not been described previously in connection with verification of alleged use
of chemical warfare agents. The great advantage of this technique is that
almost all kinds of sample materials may be used. Samples are collected in
small glass vials, which are sealed with stoppers and transported to the
laboratory for analysis. The vials can then be inserted directly into the
headspace instrument where the sample is heated to generate a vapour
concentration of any volatile chemical contaminant present in the sample.
Finally, a gas sample is injected onto the gas chromatograph connected to the
headspace instrument. This can be automated after the conditions for analysis
have been decided. The probability of positive analysis by this technique
will depend on the type of sample material and the chemical 'agent to be
analysed, and optimal analytical conditions will have to be evaluated in each
individual case. Optimal conditions for the heating block with regard to
temperature and time are important factors in order to obtain a positive
analysis by means of the headspace technique.

Laboratorv experiments

Laboratory experiments have been carried out using the headspace
technique to develop optimal analytical procedures for analysing the nerve
agents tabun, sarin and soman, the blister agent mustard gas, and a production
by-product of sarin, diisopropyl methylphosphonate. Analytical procedures
have also been developed and tested for 10 different sample materials,
including water, soil, sand, grass, neoprene, silicone, butyl rubber, paper,
polyesterlcotton fabric and polyurethane foam with activated charcoal.

Field trials

The headspace method was tested in two field exercises during the
winter of 1988-1989 and the spring of 1989. The first exercise took place in
February during a period when the temperature varied between 0 and +lO°C,
while the second was carried out in April-May with temperatures varying
between +5 and +30°C. In both trials, samples were spiked with chemical
warfare agents and placed outdoors in order to expose them to the prevailing
weather conditions.

In the first exercise a limited number of samples were tested in order to
get an idea of the usefulness of the technique. The sample materials used
were water, soil, butyl rubber and polyester/cotton fabric. All samples were
contaminated with 1 mg of each of the nerve agents sarin and soman. The
samples were then left outdoors for exposure to the prevailing weather
conditions. Samples were collected after 1, 2, 5, 7, 14 and 28 days and
analysed in the laboratory by the headspace method. Such frequent intervals
were chosen in order to get an idea of the deterioration rate of chemical
agents in environmental samples.

In the second exercise the number of agents was increased to five and
included tabun, sarin, soman, mustard gas, and diisopropyl methylphosphonate.
Furthermore, the number of sample materials in the exercise was increased
to 10, including water, soil, sand, grass, neoprene, silicone, butyl rubber,
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paper, polyester/cotton fabric and polyurethane foam with activated charcoal.
The size of the samples and the amount of agent were the same as during the
first exercise. Analysis was carried out after two and four weeks.

Sample handling

The possibility of achieving a positive verification will inter alia
depend on the conditions for handling and transporting samples. A separate
exercise has therefore been carried out to evaluate the influence of various
temperatures during the transport of headspace vials. Temperatures of +20,
0 and -20°C were chosen, simulating room temperature and the approximate
temperatures of a refrigerator and of a freezer respectively. As in the
second field trial, 5 different chemical agents and 10 different sample
materials were used in the, experiment. The various samples were spiked with
1 mg of each agent. The headspace vials were immediately sealed with the
appropriate stopper and stored for 24 hours under the various temperatures.
They were then analysed according to standard procedure.

Analvtical method

A screening method to be used on samples suspected of containing one or
more of the chemical agents tabun, sarin, soman, mustard gas and diisopropyl
methylphosphonate has been developed. The optimal method for each of the
agents depends on the agent, the sample matrix, the thermostatting time and
temperature as well as on the standard gas chromatographic conditions. The
gas chromatogram was recorded with a Carbowax 20M column and a flame
ionization detector with a temperature programme starting at 140°C for
2 minutes, rising by 10°C/minute to 160°C, and continuing at this temperature
for 6 minutes. The samples were thermostatted in the heating block at 100°C
for 12 minutes.

Results

The results of the field exercise under winter conditions, in which sarin
and soman were used, clearly show that headspace gas chromatography can be a
valuable method in verification of alleged use of chemical warfare agents.
How much of the agent is detected depends both on the agent and on the type of
sample it is recovered from. The amount of agent recovered seems to decline
very rapidly during the first 2-5 days of outdoor exposure, but after that the
deterioration is much slower. As expected, the amount of sarin declined
faster than the amount of soman. After 7 days, the recovery in percentage of
applied amount of sarin varied from 0 in polyesterlcotton fabric and butyl
rubber to 6.5 in pulyurethane foam with activated charcoal. After 14 and
28 days, sarin was found only in silicone (0.3 per cent and 0.02 per cent) and
polyurethane foam (3.3 per cent and 0.8 per cent). Soman was recovered in all
samples after 7 and 14 days in percentages of applied amounts ranging from 0.2
to 27.8 after 7 days and from 0.02 to 15.6 after 14 days. After 28 days soman
was detected in all samples except water in percentages varying from 0.04
to 6.0. Silicone gave the best results for soman in all these periods, while
polyester/cotton fabric and water gave the poorest results. Both sarin and
soman were recovered in silicone and polyurethane foam with activated
charcoal, which indicates that polymers such as these are preferable as sample
materials in verification of alleged use of chemical warfare agents,
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The second exercise, which was conducted under summer conditions, showed
that sarin was found in 7 of the 10 types of sample materials after 14 and
28 days of exposure, in all cases in amounts ranging from 0.2 per cent to
0.4 per cent of the applied amount of agent. No sarin was recovered from
water, soil and grass.

Soman was found in 6 of the 10 types of sample materials after 28 days in
percentages of applied amounts varying from 0.04 in paper to 3.5 in silicone.
In this case no agent was found in the water, soil, grass or sand samples.
After 14 days soman was also found in the sand sample, and more than
1 per cent was recovered in samples of paper, silicone, neoprene and
polyurethane foam with activated charcoal. The highest recovery was again
obtained with silicone, with 11.2 per cent of the applied amount.

Tabun is difficult to detect in samples exposed to prevailing weather
conditions for periods of up to 28 days. In this exercise tabun was found
only in the silicone sample after 28 days, but in this case the recovery was
as high as 6.9 per cent of the applied amount. After 14 days tabun was found
not only in silicone (8.3 per cent), but also in the paper sample
(0.4 per cent).

The results of the experiments with mustard gas were quite similar to the
results using soman, since mustard gas was found in all samples except water,
soil, grass and sand after both 14 and 28 days, in percentages varying from
0.01 to 8.3 after 28 days, and 0.1 to 13.8 after 14 days. The polymer
materials silicone, neoprene, butyl rubber and polyurethane foam with
activated charcoal all contained more than 1 per cent of the applied amount of
mustard gas after 28 days and seem to be good absorbents of mustard gas.

Diisopropyl methylphosphonate, which is a production impurity of sarin,
is a stable chemical compound and was found in large quantities in all types
of materials both after 14 and after 28 days of exposure. Water, grass,
silicone and polyurethane foam with activated charcoal gave the best results
with more than 10 per cent recovered after 28 days.

The results of the sample-handling experiments show that the samples
should be transported at low temperature in order to enhance the possibility
of positive verification of alleged use of chemical warfare agents. A
positive verification will depend both on the chemical agent and on the sample
matrix.

The results of 24 hours' storage at -20°C in a freezer show that all the
agents were verified in all the various kinds of samples except tabun in water
and grass. Tabun was found in percentages of applied amount ranging from 6.9
in sand to 64.5 in polyester/cotton fabric, sarin from 1.2 in grass to 93.7 in
polyester/cotton fabric, soman from 6.5 in grass to 84.6 in butyl rubber,
mustard gas from 8.2 in grass to 100 in polyester/cotton fabric and
diisopropyl methylphosphonate from 9.9 in sand to 98.7 in grass.

In the samples stored for 24 hours at O°C in a refrigerator, all agents
were verified except tabun in water, grass and soil and sarin in grass. The
recovered amounts were less than at -20°C, especially as regards tabun and
mustard gas, but to some extent also as regards sarin; soman and diisopropyl
methylphosphonate.
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The results of 24 hours* storage at room temperature (+20°C) show lower
recoveries than storage at the other temperatures, but all agents could be
verified in all sample materials except tabun in water, soil, grass and sand
and sarin in grass. Tabun was found in percentages of applied amount ranging
from 0.8 in polyester/cotton fabric to 15.5 in polyurethane foam with
activated charcoal, sarin from 3.2 in soil to 64.7 in polyurethane foam with
activated charcoal, soman from 1.4 in grass to 45.8 in polyurethane foam with
activated charcoal, mustard gas from 2.9 in grass to 78.2 in polyesterlcotton
fabric and diisopropyl methylphosphonate from 2.7 in sand to 93.5 in water.

Conclusions

Headspace gas chromatography in combination with a simple detection
device such as flame ionization has been extensively tested in laboratory and
field exercises and has proved to be an important additional tool in
verification of alleged use of chemical warfare agents. A combination of
headspace gas chromatography and mass spectrometry would have improved these
results substantially. This means that headspace gas chromatography
represents a useful technique for verification of alleged use of chemical
weapons. This technique should be incorporated in the procedures to be
followed by an international inspection team.

The exercises have shown that chemical agents can be identified in
samples exposed to prevailing weather conditions for periods of up to
28 days. The main advantage of this technique is that no preliminary clean-up
or preparation is necessary before analysis in the laboratory. The stability
is dependent on the absorption properties of the different matrices.
Absorption into polymers obviously protects the agent from degradation and
improves the chances of a positive verification. The experiments showed that
the results are dependent on the water content of the samples. The present
information makes it possible to evaluate which sample material should be
preferred.

After collection of samples, the vials are sealed and transported to the
laboratory for analysis. The stability of the tested agents in 10 different
matrices has shown that in most cases, no precautions in storing the samples
should be necessary. However, it should be borne in mind that in all cases,
the recoveries are higher when samples are stored at low temperatures. By
taking precautions in storing the samples, the possibility of positive
verification is enhanced.
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FRANCE

Working Paper

Prevention of an arms race in outer space: ~ro~osals concerning
monitoring and verification and satellite immunity

By this document, France, in addition to providing a reminder of a number

of points that have emerged from the work of.the Ad hoc Committee on

Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space, wishes to amplify its proposals on

the use of outer space for monitoring and verification and on satellite

immunity and to propose in this latter respect the creation of an

international trajectography centre.

I. THE CONDITIONS FOR PREVENTION OF AN ARMS RACE IN OUTER SPACE

The verv s~ecial nature of space questions explains in large measure the

slowness of progress in this field and makes it one with which it is very hard

to deal:

Unlike in other fields of disarmament, the devices concerned, which only

a few States possess, operate in a geographical area that is common to

all and unappropriated;

Once launched, these unmanned vehicles travel constantly at very high

speeds under very limited control from the ground: being generally only

slightly manoeuvrable, even those of the most peaceful intent have a

potential destructive capacity in the event of collision;

Finally and above all, most of the technologies in question are still

evolving. A state of continuing uncertainty as to their future

development prevents us from weighing all the strategic implications and

thus limits the possibility of negotiating on such systems. It is, after

all, very difficult to distinguish in advance in terms of security what

is important from what is secondary and what is dangerous from what is

effective.

In the face of the complexity of this problem, we must avoid

over-simplification and look the facts clearly in the face. Four points at

least must be borne in mind when studying the question of the prevention of

the arms race in outer space:

(l) First of all, military systems today account for the great majority

of space activities and many of those systems - for example, observation
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or early-warning satellites - have a manifestly stabilizing function. It

would therefore be both illusory and inopportune to envisage complete

demilitarization of outer space;

(2) Next, whatever its merits, the present legal regime for outer space

is not adequate by itself to prevent an arms race there. This rGgime,

comprising a series of partial agreements of which the most important are

often bilateral and giving rise on occasion to intractable differences of

interpretation, seems particularly deficient in that there is no

provision concerning, for example, anti-satellite systems that are

ground-based or that do not involve the use of nuclear weapons or weapons

of mass destruction;

(3) Thirdly, operational anti-satellite systems already exist and

numerous space objects not designed for the purpose have a potential ASAT

capacity by mere collision. Consequently, an absolute ban on

anti-satellite systems would seem unverifiable in practice; furthermore,

it would be too broad if it was to include stabilizing systems because

they might provoke collisions, and if, on the other hand, it was more

restrictive, it would allow certain dangers to persist and could no

longer be termed an absolute ban;

(4) Finally, the ASAT and ABM problems are closely linked: no

multilateral regulation exercise aimed at prohibiting the permanent

placing of weapons in space could advance independently of the

United States-Soviet bilateral negotiations or, 9 fortiori, more rapidly

than those negotiations.

These few considerations thus suffice to rule out measures which. while

attract'v1e in a~uearance . would in realitv be delusive or unsuitable for

multilateral treatment for the moment.

It is clear moreover that, in the current state of discussions within the

Conference on Disarmament, there is no consensus as to what coercive measures

would be appropriate to prevent an arms race in outer space.

But does this mean that we should give up? Certainly not. The

multilateral bodies, and first and foremost the Conference on Disarmament,

hav a special e to a , alongside the bilateral efforts, in promoting

further thought on these subjects and resolving the deadlock that we now see.

They should first of all work to improve the technical knowledge of the issues

and constraints of disarmament in space. Without that deeper knowledge, no

agreement will be possible on the means to be applied.
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The Conference on Disarmament can also identify pragmatically the fields

in which a consensus seems possible here and now. From this standpoint,

France notes a welcome change of attitude in two important fields: there is

increasing recognition of the usefulness of space for verification and growth

in many countries' interest in the subject of the lezal immunitv of

satellites. It is these two subjects that the present working paper is

intended to develop.

11. THE PROSPECTS OFFERED BY SPACE OBSERVATION

Space is not just an area for disarmament; it is also a potential tool of

disarmament, thanks to the possibility of satellite verification of

agreements. Whereas the very concept of verification was long a stumbling

block for disarmament efforts, the context has now changed profoundly and the

means of verification that are currently envisaged or already in use are

substantially more sophisticated and diverse. Moreover, there is now

universal recognition of the need to provide an appropriate verification

riigime for each future agreement.

Similarly, the recent past has been marked by the growing recognition of

the stabilizing role of observation satellites and the appearance of

high-resolution satellites other than those of the United States and the

Soviet Union.

These developments mean that it is now possible to envisage a greater

contribution by space to the verification of disarmament agreements and

confirm a uosteriori the validity of the course France has been proposing

since 1978.

After introducing at SSOD-I a proposal for an international satellite

monitoring agency (ISMA), which was thoroughly studied by a United Nations

group of experts from 1979 to 1981, France proposed at SSOD-I11 in June 1988

the implementation of the first phase envisaged for ISMA, in the form of an

agency for the processing of satellite images (APSI).

This agency would:

Collect, process and disseminate data obtained by means of existing

satellites;

Study satellite configurations for civilian purposes (natural disasters,

development) or military purposes (verification and crises);

Train photo interpreters.
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With regard to the first phase of ISMA, APSI introduces a civilian

dimension aimed at allowing, on the one hand, for the lesser precision of data

due to the civilian nature of the supplying satellites and, on the other, for

the needs of developing countries.

For France, it is important to distinguish very clearly between

monitoring and verification. The latter can only be undertaken within the

context of a specific agreement, in order to ensure that the agreement is

being complied with, and can only be carried out by the countries parties to

the agreement.

The result as regards the use of satellites is a natural distinction

between the general collection of data, which can be effected by multi-purpose

observation satellites, and verification proper, the requirements of which can

justify the development of new equipment specific to a particular treaty, to

be employed solely by the parties to that treaty and, perhaps, linked to

ground facilities.

It would therefore be conceivable, in the long term, to build, for the

benefit of the entire international community or of the parties to a

particular treaty, either general observation satellites or satellites

specializing in the verification of a particular provision. That is one of

the things envisaged for the third phase of ISMA.

But it seems to us preferable at the present stage to set as the

objective for the initial phase the pooling of the existing data. APSI - a

low-cost mechanism - would make possible both the essential training of

national experts in the interpretation of space images and, above all, the

assessment of what could actually be achieved with satellites in the fields of

verification and monitoring. Only from this preliminary phase could the

requirements for new systems and the possibilities of specific applications in

the future be defined.

It must however be clear that such an agency would be a

confidence-building device and would not be intended to be the embryo of a

verification system with universal com~etence attached to the United Nations.

The principle of the specificitv of verification in fact argues against the

entire international community's being responsible for the verification of

every disarmament agreement whatever its nature and whoever the parties and

seeking to employ one single instrument for that purpose.
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111. THE LEGAL IMMUNITY OF SATELLITES: THE PRINCIPLE AND ITS APPLICATION

Our common goal is to guarantee the security of satellites and of space

activities that deserve to be protected.

The means to be employed may, naturally, be national, through the active

or passive protection of the satellites themselves:

"Active" protection by means of on-board defensive systems would,

however, merely make the problem more complex, for such systems would be

hard to distinguish from offensive systems;

"Passive" protection through shielding or hardening would, in reality, be

costly and penalize the satellites in terms of weight.

But the desired protection can gls~ be ensured multilaterally by

providing legal protection through the medium of immunity.

We should continue our efforts to arrive at a consensus on measures

acceptable to everyone. But the present difficulties show clearly that it is

the legal approach, through satellite immunity, that best corresponds to the

capacity for action of the Conference on Disarmament. Moreover, France

observes with interest that this topic is being brought up more and more often

in the statements made at this Conference.

The idea of immunity is at the heart of the proposals that France has put

forward in recent years. This approach is based on a ~rinciple ,

non-interference, and on rules aimed at facilitating compliance with that

principle, i.e. a "space code of conduct". For their application, France is

today proposing the creation of an appropriate instrument in the form of a

trajectography centre.

1. The ~rinciple of non-interference

For identifying satellites deserving protection there would seem to be

only one effective criterion: whether or not they have the capacity to

interfere actively with another satellite.

Deriving naturally from this is a principle: non-interference with

non-wressive space activities. i.e. with devices that do not themselves have

a ca~acitv for active interference.

This principle may seem to be already present implicitly in space law and

therefore to be pointless or superfluous.

However, it is precisely because it already constitutes in a way a

customary practice that it seems to France a likely object of consensus.
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Above all, however, this principle is expressly mentioned only in

United States-Soviet bilateral agreements and covers more specific situations

and concepts than the general principle of the non-use of force laid down in

the Charter of the United Nations.

It therefore deserves more explicit recomiition by the international

community as a whole. Such a more formal statement of the principle might not

be sufficient on its own to ensure absolute protection, but it would at least

provide an opportunity for a specific commitment by States to a common rule.

In addition, the efforts at definition that will be required for the

adoption of this principle will help to clarify the issues in our discussions.

Generally speaking, by instituting an obligation of result and not of

means, the approach we are proposing will avoid a number of technical

difficulties and provides a way of covering effectively dangers that have been

left out of account in most proposals, especially dangers emanating from

ground-based devices.

The adoption of a principle of the kind in question would not, however,

suffice without the elaboration at the same time of rules facilitating

compliance with that principle.

2. A mace code of conduct

In various statements in this chamber, France has described the two

components of this concept.

First, implementation of the principle of non-interference requires

better knowledge of the characteristics of space objects, and hence a

strengthenin? of the 1975 Registration Convention.

One of the tasks for our Committee might therefore be to look into the

question what are the typical features of a space object, those that enable it

to be identified and a minimum of knowledge to be acquired concerning its

principal functions.

Similarly, better knowledge is required of the trajectories of each

object. For the moment, trajectories are known only thanks to the use of

space tracking devices, most of which are owned by the United States or the

Soviet Union.

Consequently, in order to increase confidence and knowledge of all space

activities, consideration might be given to the declaration, at the time of

the repistration of each object, of characteristics such as the orbital

elements, the manoeuvrability and the energy sources available or of

functional data relating to the on-board equipment.
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What would be an adequate degree of precision remains to be determined

and the list I have just given is not exhaustive. The legal framework to be

adopted for the new r6gime has also yet to be determined: is what is needed a

revision of the 1975 Convention or the adoption of a new text or a resolution

of the United Nations General Assembly? It is still too early to decide. On

the other hand, we should, as a first step, define the possible content of the

new rdgime so that it contributes as well as possible towards security for

space activities.

Secondlv, however reliable the future registration rdgime may be, it will

have to be accompanied by rules of behaviour for space vehicles in order to

reduce the risk of incidents and above all to avoid their misinterpretation.

The reason is that ignorance of the space environment and the diversity

of possible kinds of interference with equipment in orbit might, at a time of

tension, cause cessation of the operation of a device to be interpreted as

being the result of hostile action justifying retaliation. It is essential,

therefore, to be able to distinguish at anv time between a breakdown or an

involuntarv collision and a deliberate attack.

The rules of conduct that might be envisaged would concern manoeuvres and

the prevention of incidents. They would aim at minimizing the risk of

accidental collisions, preventing the close-range CO-orbital pursuit that is

an essential feature of space-mine systems and generally ensuring better

knowledge of space traffic.

These rules of conduct might provide, in particular for:

The regular updating, in the event of deliberate manoeuvres or drifting,

of the orbital elements declared at the time of registration;

The keeping of a minimum distance between any two satellites placed in

the same orbit;

Monitoring of close-range passing.

The aim is to be better aware at all times of the immediate environment of

every space object and hence of the risks to which it is exposed.

These two components, the registration system and the rules of behaviour,

would constitute a sort of embryo "rules of the road". In addition to the

value of enhancing security in the absence of any agreement to limit the

systems deployed, this pragmatic approach, in the form of confidence-building

measures, ought to prove an acceptable working basis for all States:
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It does not prejudge their willingness to subscribe to prohibition or

limitation agreements later on and does not in any way impede the

bilateral negotiations;

It does not seek to achieve, by different means, an effect equivalent to

that of an interdictory rCgime;

It would none the less, by expanding technical knowledge and increasing

confidence, facilitate the elaboration of more binding measures if States

came to want them.

This strengthened registration system and code of conduct must, however,

be based on an appropriate instrument that would facilitate their day-to-day

implementation.

3. A management tool: a trajectograph~ centre

Keeping to the kind of system of trust proposed would be more difficult

for States that do not have their own high-performance tracking devices.

Constant awareness of the environment of a given satellite requires

substantial computing capacity and, above all, knowledge of the orbits of all

other satellites.

That implies a rkgime of total transparency, which would seem

incompatible with the constraints inherent in the preservation of

technological and military secrets. In particular, the efficiency of the

rCgime would depend in part on the constant updating of orbits and thus on the

systematic notification of manoeuvres; to give, say, the precise position of

an observation satellite is, however, to disclose thereby the precise object

of its monitoring function.

How, then, to reconcile the constraints of confidentiality with the

gathering of all the reauisite information concerninn satellites'

traiectories? After an initial consideration of this question, France is of

the view that the grouping of that information in a computer system operating

on the "black box" principle could constitute an appropriate solution.

The kind of centre we have in mind would receive and store, without

publishing it, the orbital data declared at the time of registration and

updated in the event of any subsequent change of trajectory.

By calculating permanently in place of all States all the trajectories of

the objects on record, the trajectography centre could fulfil a double role

without needing to publish the confidential data entrusted to it:

It would spontaneously warn the parties concerned where objects were too

close in the same orbit or expected to pass too close;
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It would serve, through consultation machinery, to provide proof of good

faith in the event of allegations of deliberate collision (failure to

declare a manoeuvre in advance would, for example, be a telltale sign).

Such a trajectography centre, which could be run discreetly and at low

cost, could, like APSI, be attached to the United Nations international

Secretariat. It would be open to all interested States possessing or using

satellites,

It would not, however, under any circumstances be any kind of regulatory

body laying down rules applicable to space, but merely the instrument of a

confidence-building régime to which States would subscribe on a voluntary

basis.

Moreover, it would, like APSI, be dependent on the data provided by each

of those States concerning its own satellites or the satellites it had

detected. Provision could be made for consultation machinery to deal with any

disputes as to the identities or positions of particular objects.

This kind of relatively modest mechanism would be an invaluable tool for

resolving difficulties associated with the notification of space manoeuvres

that is an essential condition for the effective prevention of incidents.
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Arrangements to Assure Non-nuclear—weapon

States against the Use or Threat of Use of

Nuclear Weapons

Report to the Conference on Disarmament

I. Introduction

1. At its 484th plenary meeting on 7 February 1989 the Conference on

Disarmament decided to re-establish for the duration of its 1989 session, an

ad hoc committee to continue to negotiate with a view to reaching agreement on

effective international arrangements to assure non-nuclear-weapon States

against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons. It further decided that

the Ad Hoc Committee would report to the Conference on the progress of its

work before the conclusion of 1989 (CD/885).

11. Organization of work and documents

2. At its 485th plenary meeting on 9 February 1989, the Conference on

Disarmament appointed Ambassador Ali Shams Ardekani of the Islamic Republic of

Iran as Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee. Mr. J. Gerardi-Siebert, Political

Affairs Officer, United Nations Department for Disarmament Affairs, served as

Secretary of the Ad Hoc Committee.

3. The Ad Hoc Committee held 10 meetings between 15 February and

27 July 1989.

4. At their request, the Conference on Disarmament decided to invite the

representatives of the following States not members of the Conference to

participate in the meetings of the Ad Hoc Committee during the 1989 session:

Austria, Finland, Ghana, Greece, Ireland, New Zealand, Norway, Oman, Portuqal,

Spain, Switzerland, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia and Zimbabwe.

5. The following new document was submitted to the Conference in connection
with the item during the 1989 session:

The Chairman presented a "non-paper": "Reflexions on Negative Security
Assurances

A
.

GE.89-62675/1138a
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111. Substantive Work

6. In the general exchange of views, a number of delegations reiterated
their belief that the most effective guarantee against the use or threat of
use of nuclear weapons was nuclear disarmament and the prohibition of nuclear
weapons. In their view, the non-nuclear-weapon States have voluntarily
renounced the nuclear option in the expectation that States possessing nuclear
weapons would follow suit. It was therefore necessary that the concerned
nuclear-weapon States should respond in a positive manner to the repeated call
of the non-nuclear-weapon States for security assurances which were necessary
for an effective non-proliferation r6gime. These delegations felt that there
was agreement among the majority of the United Nations States to the idea of
an international Convention to provide effective international arrangements to
assure non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat of use of nuclear
weapons, as was reflected in resolution 43/69 of the General Assembly adopted
with no vote against it. This resolution appealed, inter alia, to all States,
especially the nuclear-weapon States, to demonstrate the political will to
reach an agreement on a common formula that could be included in an
international instrument of a legally binding character. These delegations
were of the view that this resolution, as well as those previously adopted by
the General Assembly on this issue, should be the starting point of the
Committee negotiations. They also felt that the general consensus on the
common formula approach should not be undermined and efforts should be made to
resume the search for a situation agreeable to all, in particular, a review of
position was required by the nuclear-weapon States, who should realize the
necessity of responding positively to the legitimate concerns of security of
the non-nuclear-weapon States.

7. A number of delegations, including a nuclear-weapon State, shared the
belief that the most effective and reliable guarantee against the use or
threat of use of nuclear weapons was nuclear disarmament and the complete
elimination of nuclear weapons. They held the view that pending the
achievement of that objective, various interim measures should be taken to
strengthen the security of non-nuclear-weapon States, such as the prohibition
of the use of nuclear weapons by an appropriate international convention, the
assumption of a policy of non-first use that would preclude the use of nuclear
weapons against all States, including the non-nuclear-weapon States, and the
establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones as an effective means of ensuring
the necessary prerequisites for all nuclear-weapon States .to assume
obligations not to use nuclear weapons against States belonging to such
zones. They referred to the unilateral declaration of non-first use of
nuclear weapons made by two nuclear-weapon States. These delegations
maintained their strong 'support, as reflected in resolution 43/68 of the
General Assembly of the conclusion of an international legally-binding
instrument to assure effectively the non-nuclear-weapon States against the use
or threat of use of nuclear weapons. The nuclear-weapon State belonging to
this group of delegations reaffirmed the continuing validity of its guarantee
of non-use of nuclear weapons with respect to non-nuclear-weapon States which
do not have these weapons in their territory, regardless of their adherence to
an alliance. These delegations reaffirmed their readiness to participate,
together with other delegations, in the search for a solution to the problem
of negative security assurances based on a common formula which was to be
included in an international legally-binding document. They hoped that all
nuclear-weapon States, as well as other States, would be willing to show the
required flexibility in order to find an acceptable solution to the issues
involved.
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8. A number of delegations, including three nuclear-weapon States recalled
their comprehensive views set forth previously in the Ad Hoc Committee. They
welcomed the high level of interest of the international community in the
question of assurances for non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat
of use of nuclear weapons, and in this context noted the continued willingness
of all to search for further improvements to the existing situation. They
noted however that negative security assurances touch upon the fundamental
security of all States and that, consequently, decisions in this area cannot
be taken lightly. Given the wide range of security concerns faced by States
and the variety of measures available to confront them, the search for a
single solution has eluded the Committee so far. None the less, these
delegations pointed out their readiness to continue that search, although they
did not accept the premise that without a single common formula nothing had
been achieved. In this regard, they recalled that all five nuclear-weapon
States had given solemn assurances about the non-use of nuclear weapons
against non-nuclear-weapon States. They observed that most non-nuclear-weapon
States, in practice, should find themselves cdvered by all five negative
security assurances, even though the different concerns of the nuclear-weapon
States had obliged them to word their assurances differently, and to vary the
qualifications they had applied. While some of those delegations expressed
particular sympathy for the view of members of the Committee who are parties
to the Treaty on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, that their own
renunciation of nuclear weapons called for a response in an equally binding
form, they pointed out that one of the difficulties in coming to a single
common formula for negative security assurances is that the same assurances
would be offered to all States, including those who refuse to give a binding
form to their non-proliferation undertakings. These States reiterated that
the existing assurances, whilst not enshrined in a treaty or convention,
nevertheless were solemnly given and are not to be considered as having no
weight; they stand as firm, credible and reliable commitments.

9. A number of delegations drew attention to the Second Protocol of the
South Pacific Nuclear-Free Zone Treaty (Treaty of Rarotonga) which contains
negative security assurances, and expressed the hope that all nuclear-weapon
States that had not done so would adhere to it without reservation.

10. One nuclear-weapon State was of the view that the most effective
guarantee of the security of non-nuclear-weapon States was the complete and
total elimination of nuclear weapons and pending the achievement of this goal,
all nuclear-weapon States should assume obligations not to be the first to use
nuclear weapons under any circumstances and undertake unconditionally not to
use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear-weapon States and
nuclear-weapon-free zones. The same State considered it entirely reasonable
and legitimate for the non-nuclear-weapon States to demand that nuclear-weapon
States undertake not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against them,
since they are committed themselves not to possess nuclear weapons in various
ways. It endorsed the suggestion to conclude an international convention on
the non-use or threat of use of nuclear weapons against non-nuclear-weapon
States and supported the search for a common formula which met the needs of
security of the non-nuclear-weapon States. This same State reiterated its
unconditional guarantee not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against
non-nuclear-weapon States and nuclear-weapon-free zones. Further, it
expressed the idea that the substantive element in any solution to this
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problem must be the effective guarantee that takes into consideration the
reasonable demand for security of non-use or threat of use of nuclear weapons
by non-nuclear-weapon States. It stated that it would welcome any
constructive initiative agreeable to non-nuclear-weapon States.

11. Discussions on the conclusions that could be drawn from the work of the
Committee this session of the possibilities of reaching agreement on a common
formula to guarantee non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat of
use of nuclear weapons had again proven inconclusive. Some delegations
underlined the importance of making progress on these issues, in the light of
the forthcoming Fourth Review Conference of the States parties to the Treaty
on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons.

IV. Conclusions and recommendations

12. The Ad Hoc Committee reaffirmed that non-nuclear-weapon States should be
effectively assured by the nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat of
use of nuclear weapons pending effective measures of nuclear disarmament.
Work on the substance of the effective arrangements and discussion on various
aspects and elements of a solution, however, revealed that specific
difficulties relating to differing perceptions of security interests of
nuclear-weapon States and non-nuclear-weapon States persisted and that the
complex nature of the issues involved continued to prevent agreement on a
"common formula1'. At the same time, the discussion underlined that all
delegations supported and expressed their readiness to continue the search for
a common approach on the substance of negative security assurances and, in
particular, on such a "common formula".

13. Against the aforementioned background the Ad Hoc Committee recommends to
the Conference on Disarmament that ways and means should continue to be
explored to overcome the difficulties encountered in its work in carrying out
negotiations on the question of effective international arrangements to assure
non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat of use of nuclear
weapons. Accordingly, it was generally agreed that the Ad Hoc Committee
should be re-established at the beginning of the 1990 session.
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Proposal for Amendment of the Treatp on Bxwaples.. Governlnn the Activities of
States in the Ex~loration and Use of Outer Space. including the Moon and Other
Celestial Bodies

I. REASONS

1. The 1967 Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the
Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial
Bodies is an international instrument which to a great extent met the
challenges raised by the development of space technology during the decade of
the 1960s. Today, however, it does not seem completely sa'tisfactory for
dealing with the growing dangers resulting from the possibility of a shift of
the arms race to outer space.

2. Apart from the fact that the 1967 Treaty lacks a juridically defined and
politically unquestionable sphere of application, the States Parties, which
postulate the recognition of outer space as the connnon heritage of mankind,
are now faced with a de facto situation resulting from the development of new
weapon systems which, although said to be based on the desire to assemble an
impenetrable defence, could also serve as a basis for aspirations to hegemony
or to supremacy in all environments.

3. Some thought they saw a sufficient guarantee against any use of force in
the limitations established by article I11 of the 1967 Treaty, since that
article subjects the outer-space activities of the States Parties to
international law and the Charter of the United Nations. This, however,
circumvents the fact that what is being sought is not to confirm a new type of
deterrent applicable to outer space and based on proven and deployed weapon
systems but rather to hinder or prevent precisely such a scenario from
happening.

4. As we know, article IV of the 1967 Treaty makes a distinction between the
status applied to outer space and that relating to the moon and other
celestial bodies. In the first case, covered by the first paragraph of
article IV, the States Parties undertake not to place in orbit around the
earth any objects carrying nuclear weapons or any other kinds of weapons of
mass destruction, and not to station such weapons in outer space in any other
manner. In the second case, covered by the second paragraph of article IV,
the undertaking of the States Parties is of much greater scope, in that it
specifies that the moon and other celestial bodies shall be used exclusively
for peaceful purposes.

GE.89-62698/3545A
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5. To refer only to the first paragraph of article IV, the main problem that
arises is that because of the express prohibition of the placing in orbit of a
particular kind of weapons, it might be inferred, contrario sensu, that the
placing of other kinds of weapons is permitted. What is more, if it is
assumed that placing in orbit implies at least one complete circling of the
earth, the possibility is left open for the development, production and use in
outer space of weapons systems which fail to meet that minimum requirement.

6. This is why it was deemed appropriate to submit the amendment proposal
indicated below, without any other intention than to contribute to the
improvement of the 1967 Treaty and thereby ensure the future use of outer
space for exclusively peaceful purposes.

11. PROPOSAL FOR AMENDMENT

7. Without prejudice to the necessary confidence-building measures that may
precede or coincide with the adoption of relevant amendments, article IV of
the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration
and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies might be
amended as follows:

"Article IV

The States Parties to the Treaty undertake not to place in orbit
around the earth any objects carrying any kinds of weapons, install such
weapons on celestial bodies, or station such weapons in outer space in
any other manner."

The second paragraph of article IV would remain as it now appears in the
1967 Treaty.

8. Inasmuch as the proposed amendment refers only to weapons placed in
orbit, it is also desirable to contemplate the negotiation of an Additional
Protocol for the purpose of prohibiting the development, production, storage
and deployment of antisatellite weapo—systems which are not stationed in
outer space. Also, the same Protocol will have to contain supplementary
provisions relating to the limitation of antiballistic-missile systems,
whatever their nature.

9. A second Additional Protocol will have to deal with the verification
system necessary for guaranteeing faithful compliance with the obligations
assumed by the States Parties, which may be a mixed system based principally
on a multinational or international approach and on a national approach in
accordance with the means of verification available to each State Party.
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LETTER DATED 31 JULY 1989 ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE CONFERENCE
ON DISARMAMENT FROM THE CHARGE D'AFFAIRES A.I. OF NORWAY TRANSMITTING A
RESEARCH REPORT ENTITLED "VERIFICATION OF A CHEMICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION.
HEADSPACE GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY. A NEM TECHNIQUE IN VERIFICATION OF

ALLEGED USE OF CHEMICAL WARFARE AGENTS. PART VIII" f/

I have the honour to transmit to you a research report entitled
Verification of a Chemical Weapons Convention. Headspace Gas Chromatography.
A New Technique in Verification of Alleged Use of Chemical Warfare Agents.
Part VIII, published by the Royal Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs-

I would appreciate if :he report would be circulated as an official
CD document.

(Signed) Torbjarn Aalbu
charg& d'Affaires a.i.

-*/ A limited distribution of the document in English only has been made
to the members of the Conference on Disarmament. Additional copies are
available from the Permanent Mission of Norway at Geneva.

GE.89-62707/1163a
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LETTER DATED 1 AUGUST 1989 ADDRESSED TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE
CONFERWCE ON DISARMAMENT BY THE PERMANENT REPRESWTATIVE OF THE
POLISH PEOPLE~S REPUBLIC TRANSMITTING A WORKING PAPER ENTITLED

"CONFIDENCE-BUILDING MEASURES RELATED TO ITEM 5"

I have the honour to transmit to you herewith in connection with item 5

of the agenda of the Conference on Disarmament a working paper entitled

"Confidence—building measures related to item 5".

I should be grateful if you would arrange for its circulation in all the

languages of the Conference as an official docment of the Conference on

Disarmament an d hoc Committee on Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space.

: Dr. Bogumil SUJKA
Ambassador

Representative of Poland
to the Conference on Disarmament

GE.89-627A5/3557A
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POLAND

Workina DaDer

"Confidence-building measures related to item 5"

1. The principal aim of the Conference on Disarmament is to elaborate new

agreements establishing international legal obligations upon States. This

basic approach need not, however, prevent the Conference from undertaking

other measures, particularly in situations where a stage of negotiations or

other considerations could make them advisable and the only ones feasible.

Different situations may require different approaches and responses. One of

these responses could be confidence-building measures.

The CD Rules of Procedure provide that negotiations can be carried on

draft treaties and other draft texts. They provide also that reports of the

Conference can contain inter a conclusions, decisions and other relevant

documents. Thus, there is nothing that can prevent the Conference from

agreeing on some documents not intended to i o yet treaties, but reflecting

political commitment and providing political guidance which, if followed,

would prompt further co-operation in matters mmder consideration and

facilitate further discussions.

2. Taking into account present difficulties in reaching new agreements for

the prevention of an arms race in outer space the Conference could adopt

measures aimed at strengthening existing international legal rCgimes

applicable to outer space and at increasing transparency of outer space

activities, particularly having military or military-related functions.

Proposed measures would express political will to facilitate further work

and contribute to building confidence.

It is assumed that at this stage of discussion on item 5 States should

have a certain room of sovereign discretion in the implementation of the

proposed measures. Their intended flexibility is stressed by expressions like

"State consider", "on a voluntary basis", "in the spirit of reciprocity". The

intention is, first of all, to create appropriate procedures which if used

would demonstrate co-operative behaviour and contribute to better mutual

understanding and confidence.

3. These measures would not have the character of legal obligations but they

would be adopted by the Conference as a part of its report on the work on

item 5.
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л corresponding part of the report could be as follows:

Anference on Disarmament:

Zaking into account general concern in preventing an arms race in outer

space,

Determined to contribute to further work of the Conference on item 5 of

its agenda by strengthening existing international law related to outer space

and building confidence with respect to activities carried out in outer space,

particularly in situations where States lack clear and timely information

about the nature of such activities,

1. Reaffinns the importance of international treaties and agreements

related to activities of States in outer space;

2. Calls on all States to act in conformity with those international

instruments and on those States, which have not yet done so, to consider the

possibility of acceding to those instruments;

3. Suggests — in order to assure uniformity in application of those

international standards - that all States parties to multilateral treaties and

agreements related to activities of States in outer space - consider the

possibility of accepting the jurisdiction of the International Court of

Justice in all disputes concerning interpretation and application of those

multilateral instruments;

4. Suggests further that States consider - as a result of their

political decisions and upon a voluntary basis - exchange of information on

their outer space activities, particularly having military or military-related

functions. This exchange of information may include prior notification of

launching of space objects and supply of other information which they may

consider useful for building confidence and reduction of misunderstanding.

They will supply this information to other members of the Conference on

Disarmament through usual diplomatic channels or through the Secretary-General

of the Conference on Disarmament. This information will be open to all States.

Any exchange of information carried out as a result of this document will

not affect the obligations or practice of States following from the Convention

on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space (1975) or from any other

agreements or arrangement providing information on or notification of outer

space activities;

5. Recognizes that States can contribute further to strengthening

confidence by inviting other States voluntarily, on bilateral or other basis,
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and in the spirit of reciprocity and goodwill to send observers to launching

of space objects or to preparation of or participation in other outer space

activities, particularly having military or military-related functions.

The inviting States will determine in each case the number of observers,

the procedure and conditions of their participation. It will provide

appropriate facilities and hospitality.

The invitation will be transmitted through usual diplomatic channels or

through the Secretary-General of the Conference;

6. Urges all States particularly those with outer space capabilities to

consider and, where possible, undertake other measures by which mutual

understanding and confidence can be increased;

7. The Conference recognizes that the experience gadned by the

implementation of suggested measures as well as of other measures which States

might undertake at their own discretion could lead to further consideration of

other means of building confidence and reduction of misunderstanding in the.

activities of States in outer space.
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LETTER DATED 1 AUGUST 1989 FROM THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS ADDRESSED 'IO THE
PRESIDENT OF THE CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT TRANSMITTING
THE TEXT OF THE AGREEMENT BEWEEN THE GOVgRNMENT OF THE
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS AND 'F= GOVERNMENT
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ON THE PREVENTION OF
DANGEROUS MILITARY ACTIVITIES SIGNED AT MOSCOW ON

12 JUNE 1989 ?/

I have the honour to transmit herewith the text of the Agreement between
the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the Government
of the United States of America on the Prevention of Dangerous Military
Activities signed at Moscow on 12 June 1989.

I should be grateful if you would arrange for the circulation of the text
of this Agreement as an official document of the Conference on Disarmament.

(Signed) S. Batsanov
Representative of the USSR to
the Conference on Disarmament

V The official English text of the above-mentioned "Agreement between
the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the Government
of the United States of America" is to be found in CD/943.

GE.89-62837/3609A
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LETTER DATED 1 AUGUST 1989 ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE
CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA TRANSMITTING THE TEXT OF THE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS ON THE PREVENTION OF DANGEROUS MILITARY
ACTIVITIES, TOGETHER WITH ITS ANNEXES AND THE AGREED STATEMENTS
IN CONNECTION WITH THE AGREEMENT, SIGNED IN MOSCOW ON

12 JUNE 1989 2/

I have the honour to transmit herewith the text of the Agreement between
the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on
the Prevention of Dangerous Military Activities, together with its Annexes and
the Agreed Statements in connection with the Agreement, signed in Moscow on
12 June 1989.

I would request that you make arrangements for the Agreement to be issued
as an official document of the Conference on Disarmament.

(Signed) Max L. Friedersdorf
United States Representative to
the Conference on Disarmament

-*/ The official Russian text of the above-mentioned "Agreement between
the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics" is
to be found in CD/942.

GE.89-62844/3605A
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AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNION

OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS ON THE
PREVENTION OF DANGEROUS MILITARY ACTIVITIES

The Government of the United States of America and the

Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, hereinafter

referred to as the Parties,

Confirming their desire to improve relations and deepen mutual

understanding,

Convinced of the necessity to prevent dangerous military

activities, and thereby to reduce the possibility of incidents

arising between their armed forces,

Committed to resolving expeditiously and peacefully any

incident between their armed forces which may arise as a result of

dangerous military activities,

Desiring to ensure the safety of the personnel and equipment

of their armed forces when operating in proximity to one another

during peacetime, and

Guided 'by generally recognized principles and rules of

international law,

Have agr'eed as follows:
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ARTICLE I

For the purposes of this Agreement:

1. "Armed forces" means, for the United States of America:

the armed forces of the United States, including the United States

Coast Guard; for the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: the armed

forces of the USSR, and the Border Troops of the USSR.

2. "Personnel" means any individual, military or civilian,

who is serving in or is employed by the armed forces of the Parties.

3. "Equipment" means any ship, aircraft or ground hardware of

the armed forces of the Parties.

4. "Ship" mean; any warship or auxiliary ship of the armed

forces of the Parties.

5. "Aircraft" means any military aircraft of the armed forces

of the Parties, excluding spacecraft.

6. "Ground hardware" means any materiel of the armed forces

of the Parties designed for use on land.

7. "Laser" means any source of intense, coherent, highly

directional electromagnetic radiation in the visible, infrared, or

ultraviolet regions that is based on the stimulated radiation of

electrons, atoms or molecules.

8. "Special Caution Areaw means a region, designated mutually
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by the Parties, in which personnel and equipment of their armed

forces are present and, due to circumstances in the region, in

which special measures shall be undertaken in accordance with this

Agreement.

g. "Interference with command and control networks" means

actions that hamper, interrupt or limit the operation of the

signals and information transmission means and systems providing

for the control of personnel and -'equipment of the arnied forces of a

Party.

ARTICLE I1

l. In accordance with the provi.sions of this Agreement, each

Party shall take necessary measures directed toward preventing

dangerous military activities, which a're the following activities

of personnel and equipment of .its armed forces when operating in

proximity to personnel and equipment of the armed forces of the

other Party during peacetime:

(a) Entering by personnel and equipment of the armed

forces of one Party into the national territory of

the other Party owing to circumstances brought about

by force maieure, or as a result of unintentional

actions by such personnel;

(b) Using a laser in such a manner that its radiation
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could cause harm to personnel or damage to equipment

of the armed forces of the other Party;

(c) Hampering the activities of the personnel and

equipment of the armed forces of the other Party in

a Special Caution Area in a manner which could cause

harm to personnel or damage to equipment; and

(d) Interfering with command and control networks in a

manner which could cause harm to personnel or damage

to equipment of the armed forces of the other Party.

2. The Parties shall take measures to ensure expeditious

termination and resolution by peaceful means, without resort to the

threat or use of force, of ~ny incident which may arise as a result

of dangerous military activities.

3. ~dditional provisions concerqing prevention of dangerous

military activities and resolution of any incident which may arise

as a result of those activities are contained in Articles 111, IV,

V and V1 of this Agreement and the Annexes thereto.

ARTICLE I11

1. In the interest of mutual safety, personnel of the armed

forces of the Parties shall exercise great caution and prudence

while operating near the national territory of the other Party.
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2. If, owing to circumstances brought about by force maieure

or as a result of unintentional actions, as set forth in Article 11,

subparagraph l(a) of this Agreement, personnel and equipment of the

armed forces of one Party enter into the national territory of the

other Party, such personnel shall adhere to the procedures set forth

in Annexes 1 and 2 to this Agreement.

ARTICLE IV

1. When personnel of the armed forces of one Party, in

proximity to personnel and equipment of the armed forces of the

other Party, intend to use a laser and that use could cause harm to

personnel or damage to equipment of the armed forces of that other

Party, the personnel of the armed forces of the Party intending such

use of a laser shall attempt to notify the relevant personnel of the

armed forces of the other Party. In any case, personnel of the

armed forces of the Party intending use of a laser shall follow

appropriate safety measures.

2. If personnel of the armed forces of one Party believe that

personnel of the armed-forces of the other Party are using a laser

in a manner which could cause harm to them or damage to their

equipment, they shall immediately attempt to establish

communications to seek termination of such use. If the personnel of

the armed forces of the Party having received such notification are

actually using a laser in proximity to the area indicated in the
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notification, they shall investigate the relevant circumstances. I£

their use of a laser could in fact cause harm to personnel or damage

to equipment of the armed forces of the other Party, they shall

terminate such use.

3. Notifications with respect to the use of a laser shall be

made in the manner provided for in Annex 1 to this Agreement.

ARTICLE V

1. Each Party may propose to the other Party that the Parties

agree to designate a region as a Special Caution Area. The other

Party may accept or decline the proposal. Either Party also has the

right to request that a meeting of the Joint Military Commission be

convened, in accordance with Article IX of this Agreement, to

discuss such a proposal.

2. Personnel of the armed forces of the Parties present in a

designated Special Caution Area shall establish and maintain

communications, in accordance with Annex 1 to this Agreement, and

undertake other measures as may be later agreed upon by the Parties,

in order to prevent dangerous military activities and to resolve any

incident which may arise as a result of such activities.

3. Each Party has the right to terminate an arrangement with

respect to a designated Special Caution Area. The Party intending

to exercise this right shall provide t'imely notification of such
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intent to the other Party, including the date and time of

termination of such an arrangement, through use of the

communications channel set forth in paragraph 3 of Article v11 of

this ~~teement.

ARTICLE VI.

1. When personnel of the armed forces of one Party, in

proximity to personnel and equipment of the armed forces of the

other Party, detect interference with their command and control

networks which could cause harm to them or damage to their

equipment, they may inform the relevant personnel of the armed

forces of the other Party if they believe that the interference is

being caused by such personnel and equipment of the armed forces of

that Party,

2. If the personnel of the armed forces of the Party having

received such information establish that this interference with the

command and control networks is being caused by their activities,

they shall take .expeditious measures to terminate the interference.

ARTICLE V11

1. For the purpose of preventing dangerous military

activities, and expeditiously resolving any incident which may arise

as a result of such activities, the armed forces of the Parties

shall establish and maintain communications as provided for in

Annex 1 to this Agreement.
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2. The Parties shall exchange appropriate information on

instances of dangerous military activities or incidents which may

arise as a result of such activities, as well as on other issues

related to this Agreement.

3. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff of the United

States shall convey information referred to in paragraph 2 of this

Article through the Defense Attache of the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics in Washington, D.C. The Chief of the General Staff of the

Armed Forces of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics shall convey

such information through the Defense Attache of the United States in

Moscow.

ARTICLE V111

1. This Agreement shall not affect the rights and obligations

of the Parties under other international agreements and arrangements

in force between the Parties, and the rights of individual or

collective self-defense and of navigation and overflight, in

accordance with international law. Consistent with the foregoing,

the Parties shall implement the provisions of this Agreement, taking

into account the sovereign interests of both Parties.

2. Nothing in this Agreement shall be directed against any

Third Party. Should an incident encompassed by this Agreement occur

in the territory of an ally of a party, that Party shall have the

right to consult with its ally as to appropriate measures to be taken.
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ARTICLE IX

1. To promote the objectives and implementation of the

provisions of this Agreement, the Parties hereby establish a Joint

Military Commission. Within the framework of the Commission, the

Parties shall consider:

(a) Compliance with the obligations assumed in this

Agreement;

(b) Possible ways to ensure a higher level of safety for

the personnel and equipment of their armed forces; and

(c) Other measures as may be necessary to improve the

viability and effectiveness of this Agreement.

2. Meetings of the Joint Military Commission shall be convened

annually or more frequently as may be agreed upon by the Parties.

ARTICLE X

1. This Agreement, including its Annexes, which form an

integral part thereof, shall enter into force on January 1, 1990.

2. This Agreement may be terminated by either Party six months

after written notice thereof is given to the other Party.

3. This Agreement shall be registered in accordance with

Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.
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Don* at Hoscow on the tvelfth of June, 1909, in two copies,

each in the ~n~:ish and Russian lang~ages, both texts being equally

authentic.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNITED STATES 08 AMERiCA

Chairman of the joint
Chiefs of Staff

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Chief of the General Staft of
the Armed Forces of the USSR
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ANNEX 1

PROCEDURES FOR ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING COMMUNICATIONS

Section I

Communications Channels

For the purpose of implementing this Agreement, the armed

forces of the Parties shall provide for establishing and

maintaining, as necessary, communications at the following levels:

(a) The Task Force Commander of the armed forces of one

Party present in a Special Caution Area and the Task

Force Commander of the armed forces of the other

Party in the same" Area;

(b) Commander* of a ship, aircraft, ground vehicle or

ground unit of the armed forces of one Party and the

Commander* of a ship, aircraft, ground vehicle Gr

ground unit of the armed forces of the other Party;

and

(c) Commander* of an aircraft £ the armed forces of one

Party and an air traffic control or monitoring

facility of the other Party.

* nComrnanderw means the individual with authority to command or
lead a ship, aircraft, ground vehicle or ground unit.
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Section I1

Radio Frequencies

1. To establish radio communication, as necessary, the

following frequencies shall be used:

(a), between aircraft of the Parties or between an

aircraft of one Party and an air traffic control or

monitoring facility of the other Party: on VHF band

frequency 121.5 MHz or 243.0 MHz, or on HF band

frequency 4125.0 KHz (alternate 6215.5 KHz); after

initial contact is made, the working frequency

130.0 MHz or 278.0 MHz, or 4125.0 KHz should be used;

(b) be'tween ships of the Parties and ship-to-shore: on

VHF band frequency 156.8 MHz, or on HF band frequency

2182.0 KHz;

(c) between a ship of one Party and an aircraft of the

other Party: on VHF band frequency 121.5 MHz or

243.0 MHz; after initial contact is made, the working

frequency 130.0 MHz or 278.0 Mfiz shall be used; and

(d) between ground vehicles or ground units of the armed

forces of the Parties: on VHF band frequency

44.0 MHz (alternate 46.5 MHz), or on HF band

frequency 4125.0 KHz (alternate 6215.5 KHz).
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2. The Parties agree to conduct necessary testing to ensure

reliability of the communications channels agreed by the Parties.

Section I11

Signals and Phrases

1. The Parties recognize that the lack of radio communication

can increase the danger to the personnel and equipment of their

armed forces involved in any incident which may arise as a result of

dangerous military activities. Personnel of the armed forces of the

Parties involved in such incidents who are unable to establish radio

communication, or who establish radio communication but cannot be

understood, shall try to communicate using those signals referred to

in this Section. In addition, such personnel shall attempt to

establish communications with other personnel of their armed forces,

who in turn shall take measures to resolve the incident through

communications channels set forth in this Agreement.

2. Ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore communications shall be

conducted using signals and phrases as set forth in the

International code of Signals of 1965 and the Special Signals

developed in accordance with the Agreement between the Government of

the United States of America and the Government of the Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics on the Prevention of Incidents On and

Over the High Seas of 1972. Aircraft-to-aircraft communications

shall be conducted using signals and phrases for intercepting and
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intercepted aircraft contained in the Rules of the Air, Annex 2 to

the 1944 Convention on International Civil Aviation (Chicago

Convention). The additional signals and phrases contained in

paragraph 4 of this Section may also be used.

3. Whenever aircraft of the Parties come into visual contact

with each other, their aircrews shall monitor the frequency

121.5 MHz or 243.0 MHz. If it is necessary to exchange information,

but communications in a common language are not possible, attempts

shall be made to convey essential information and acknowledgement of

instructions by using phrases referred to in paragraphs 2 and 4 of

this Section. If radio communication is not possible, then visual

signals shall be used.

4. The following table contains additional signals and phrases

for communications between aircraft, ships, ground vehicles or

ground units, in accordance with this Agreement:
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штаж. дат,
не шита
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raaaaal a* «aaaaa t *
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ANNEX 2

PROCEDURES FOR THE RESOLUTION OF
INCIDENTS RELATED TO ENTERING INTO NATIONAL TERRITORY

This Annex sets forth the procedures for the expeditious

resolution, by peaceful means, of any incident which may arise

during entry .being made by personnel and equipment of the armed

forces of one Party into the national territory of the other Party

owing to circumstances brought about. by force maieure or as a result

of unintentional actions, as set forth in Article 11, subparagraph

l(a) of this Agreement.

Section I

Entering Into ~ational Territory
Owina To Circumstances Brouaht About Bv' Force Maqeure

1. When personnel of thq- armed forces of ono party. are aware

that, owing to circumstances brought about by force maieure, they

may enter or have entered into the national territory of the other

Party, they shall continuously attempt to establish and maintain

communications with personnel of the armed forces of the other

Party, as provided for in Annex 1 to this Agreement.

2. Upon receiving a communication from personnel of the armed

forces of a Party who are aware that they may enter or have entered

into the national territory of the other Party, personnel of the

armed forces of that other Party shall provide them appropriate
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instructions as to subsequent actions, and assistance to the extent

of existing capabilities.

3. If personnel and equipment of the armed forces of a Party

enter into the national territory of the other Party, the personnel

shall take into consideration any instructions received from the

personnel of the armed forces of the other Party that are

appropriate to the existing. circumstances and, subject to the

provisions of ~rticle VIII, paragraph 1 of this Agreement, shall

either depart the national territory or proceed to a designated

location.

4. Personnel of the armed forces of a Party having entered

into the national territory of the other Par-ty, upon arrival a.t the

location designated by personnel of the armed forces of that other

Party, shall be:

(a) Accorded an opportunity to contact their Defense

Attache or consular authorities as soon as possible;

(b) Cared for properly and their equipment protected; and

(c) Assisted in repairing their equipment in order to

facilitate their departure from the national

territory, and in departing at the earliest

opportunity.
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Section I1

Entering Into National Territory As A
Result Of Unintentional Actions Of Personnel

1. When the personnel of the armed forces of one Party

establish that personnel and equipment of the armed forces of the

other Party may enter into their national territory as a result of

unintentional actions or that such an entry has already taken place,

the personnel' who have made this determination shall continuously

attempt to establish and maintain communications with the personnel

of the armed forces of that other Party, as provided for in Annex 1

to this Agreement. The purpose of such communications is: to alert

personnel of the armed forces of that other Party of the possibility

of entry or the fact of entry into national territory; to clarify

the reasons for and circumstances of their actions; to recommend

that they take measures to prevent such an entry, if possible; or,

to render them assistance as appropriate.

2. Personnel of the armed forces of a Party, having been

alerted that they may enter into the national territory of the other

Party, shall, if possible, undertake measures so that their actions

do not result in such an entry.

3. If personnel and equipment of the armed forces of a Party

enter into the national territory of the other Party, the personnel

shall take into consideration any instructions received from the

personnel of the armed forces of the.other Party that are
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appropriate to the existing circumstances and, subject to the

provisions of Article VIII, paragraph 1 of this Agreement, shall

either depart the national territory or proceed to a designated

location. With respect to personnel and equipment which have

arrived at a designated location, the procedures provided for in

Section I, paragraph 4 of this Annex shall be applicable.
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AGREED STATEMENTS
IN CO~ECTIOrJ WITH THE AGREEMEXI'

BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT OF

THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS ON THE
PREVENTION OF DANGEROUS MILITARY ACTIVITIES

In connection with the Agreement Between the Government of the

United States of America and the Government of the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics on the Prevention of Dangerous Military

Activities, the Parties have agreed as follows:

First aareed statement. In the case of any entry by personnel ,

and equipment of the armed forces of one Party into the national

territory of the other Party owing to circumstances brought about by

force mieure or as a result of unintentional actions by such

personnel, as set forth in Article 11, subparagraph l(a) oi the

Agreement Between the Government of the United States of America and

the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the

Prevention of Dangerous Military Activities, the procedures set

forth in Annexes 1 and 2 to this Agreement shall apply regardless of

whether that other Party has been made aware of the circumstances of

such entry.
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Second agreed statement. As ~ndicated in Article V111 of the

~g~eement Between the Covern~ent of the United States of Amer:ca and

:ke Gover
 r
.nent of the

 C
r

&
iOn of Sovl,et S~ciallst Republics on the

2reven:ion of 3aagetoUS Xi1ita:y Activities, this Agreement does not

affect gig::ts of navigation under international law, includir,q the

righ: of *dacshi~s to execzrs3 incocent passage.

Спаияаг» i t
Chiefs of Staff

the -'oir.t
ff

Chief of the General Staff of
the Armed Pocces of the USSR


